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·. "This is a timely, provocative and remarkably engaging interpretation of Deleuze, 
, based on an impressive mastery of his work. It is clearly writ1e'rl and exceptionally 

'. 
accessible, and should appeal as much to readers new to ~eleuze's philosophy 

- as to those already familiar with his wor~." 
Daniel W. Smith, Pur due University 

Gilles Deleuze was one of the most original and influential French Philosoph~:r,s of the last century. 
This book aims to make sense of his fundamental project in the clearest possible terms, by engaging 
with the central idea that informs virtually all his work: his equation of being and creativity. It explores 

the vario,us ways in which, in order to affirm an unlimited creative power, Deleuze proceeds to dissolve 
whatever might restrict or mediate its expression, including the organisms, objects, representations, 

identities,and relations that this power generates along the way. 

Rather than a theorist of material complexity or relational difference, Out of this World argueslWlnH
' 

that Deleuze is better read as a spiritual and extra-worldly philosopher. 

; His phil:osophy leaves little room for processes of social or historical transtormatidn, 
: and still less for political relations of conflict or solidarity. . 
, " , :" i. j 

Foucault famously suggested that the twentieth century would be known as 'Dele,uzl.ar!;ithis sympathetiC, 
but un1coJTIPromising new critique suggests that our Deleuzian century may soon beiyomiflQ to a ylose. 
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'A creator who isn't grabbed around the throat by 
a set of irnpossibilities is no creator. A creator is 
someone who creates their own irnpossibilities, and 
thereby creates possibilities' (N, 133). 
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Introduction 

'Rather than repeat what a philosopher says, the history 
of philosophy has to say what he must have taken for 
granted, what he didn't say but is nonetheless present in 
what he did say.' 1 

This book aims to go right to the heart of Deleuze's philosophy. It seeks to isolate and 
make sense of the main idea that informs virtually all his work. It's meant to be neither 
an introductory reader's guide nor a comprehensive monograph; rather, on the basis of a 
single presumption, it will try to chart one broadly consistent course throug? hi: project. 

Although, it may have some complicated implications, this presumptIon 1~ a very 
simple one. Deleuze presumes that being is creativity.. Creativi:r is w~at there IS and It 
creates all that there can be. Individual facets of bemg are differentIated as so many 
distinct acts of creation. Every biological or social configuration is a creation, and so is 
every sensation, statement or concept. All these things are creations in their own right, 
immediately, and not merely on account of their interactions with other things. The 
merely relative differences that may exist or arise between created things stem from a 
deeper, more fundamental power of creative differing. 'Differentiation is never a negation 
but a creation difference is never negative but essentially positive and creative' (B, 101). 

We can ocly make sense of any given activity, says Deleuze, 'in terms of what it 
creates and its mode of creation'. 2 This is a principle that Deleuze will apply to the 
activity of living (the creation of ways of life) and the activity of being (the creation of 
beings) as much as to the activities of painting (the creation of lines and colours), 
speaking (the creation of sense) or philosophy (the creation of concepts). In .each case, 
'truth is not to be achieved, formed or reproduced; it has to be created. There IS no other 
truth than the creation of the New' (C2, 146-7). In each case, the activity in question is 
precisely that - a dynamic activity or process, rather than an entity or state .. ~d so in 
each case, what is primary is always the creating rather than the created: a WrItIng rather 
than the written, an expressing rather than the expressed, a conceiving rather than the 
conceived. The language of creative activity speaks through verbs rather than nouns.3 

The more creative the activity, the more intensely or inventively expressive of being it 
becomes. For reasons that may only become fully clear towards the end of this book, 
Deleuze further assumes that the most creative medium of our being is a form of abstract, 
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immediate or dematerialised thought. 'Thought is creation' and 'to think is to create -
there is no other creation' (wp, 55; DR, 147). From start to finish, Deleuze affIrms the 
creative telos of thought in terms that invite comparison with what Spinoza called the 
'intellectual love of God'. The subject of such thought or love is nothing other than 
infInite creativity or God himself, insofar as he thinks and loves through us: our 'mind's 
intellectual love of God is part of the infInite love by which God loves himself'.4 As we 
shall see (again for good Spinozist reasons), to claim that purely creative thought becomes 
abstract or immaterial is not to say that such thought is then simply empty or 'non
extended', so much as liberated from any constituent relation to anything external to itse1£ 
Purely creative thought will proceed on the model of what Deleuze calls an 'abstract line', 
a line that traces a trajectory whose development or becoming is indifferent to any already 
constituted forms or shapes, whose creative flight is free from any territorial constraint. 
A thinking that proceeds independently of any reference to or mediation through a world 
or reality external to itself will prove to be our most adequate means of expressing an 
absolutely creative being or force. 

Almost every aspect of Deleuze's philosophy is caught up with the consequences of 
this initial correlation of being, creativity and thought. Roughly speaking, it implies: (a) 
that all existent things or processes exist in just one way, as so many distinct acts of 
creation or so many individual creatings; (b) that these creatings are themselves aspects 
of a limitless and consequently singular creative power, a power that is most adequately 
expressed in the medium of pure thought; (c) that every creating gives rise to a deriva
tive creature or created thing, whose own power or creativity is limited by its material 
organisation, its situation, its actual capacities and relations with other creatures, and 
so on; (d) that the main task facing any such creature is to loosen and then dissolve these 
limitations in order to become a more adequate or immaterial vehicle for that virtual 
creating which alone individuates it. In other words, the main task facing a creature 
capable of thought is to learn how to think. In the process, our task is nothing less than 
to develop mechanisms 'that liberate man from the plane or level that is proper to him, 
in order to make him a creator, adequate to the whole movement of creation' (B, Ill). 

Deleuze's fundamental idea, in short, is that if being is creativity, it can only fully 
become so through the tendential evacuation of all actual or creaturely mediation. 

This terminology - creation, creatings, creatures, and so on - is not Deleuze's own. 
Although it may quickly become repetitive, such repetition is hard if not impossible to 
avoid: the real challenge in writing about Deleuze's philosophy lies not in the remarkable 
diversity of materials that he considers but in the monotony of the underlying logic he 
invokes to understand them. The use of a recurrent set of terms may at least help, 
I hope, to distinguish between superfIcial and fundamental levels of consistency in 
Deleuze's work. It may also help us to consider anew various concepts and notions 
(rhizome, assemblage, difference, deterritorialisation, body without organs, schizophre
nia, the virtual ... ) that, in the recent proliferation of critical work on or around Deleuze, 
have become casually familiar while often remaining unhelpfully arcane. More impor
tantly, it should help formulate an argument about the overall orientation of his project 
- about what Deleuze 'didn't say but is nonetheless present in what he did say'. 
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Deleuze has most often been read as a philosopher who explores the material convo

lution of the world, who delights in the invention of mechanical assemblages, the science 
of complex multiplicities, the exuberant fertility of the social body, the tangled rr:ajecto
ries of cultural or poli.tical difference. The present book offers a very different 
understanding of his work. It will argue that Deleuze's philosophy is best described as an 
exercise in creative indiscernment, an effort to subtract the dynamics of creation from the 
mediation of the created. Deleuze certainly pays careful attention to the mechanics of 
material or actual creation, the ways in which creatural structures are consolidated, 
administered, represented, and so on - but he explores these things only in order to 
invent suitably targeted means of escaping them. His affrrmation of absolute and 
immanent creativity certainly blocks any invocation of a transcendent 'creator', but it 
also implies a philosophy that seeks to escape any mediation through the categories of 
subjectivity, history and the world. At the limit, we'll see that pureTy ~reative ?ro~esses can 
only take place in a wholly virtual dimension and must operate at a hterally infImte speed. 

What is really at stake in Deleuze's work, therefore, is not some sort of enhanced crea
tural mobility, a set of techniques tha~ might enable more supple or more fruitful modes 
of actual interaction. What matters is instead the redemptive re-orientation of any par
ticular creature towards its own dissolution. Rather than a philosopher of nature, history 
or the world, rather than any sort of 'fleshy materialist', Deleuze is most appropriately 
read as a spiritual, redemptive or subtractive thinker, a thinker preoccupied with the 
mechanics of dis-embodiment and de-materialisation. Deleuze's philosophy is oriented by 
lines of flight that lead out of the world; though not other-worldly, it is extra-worldly. 

Deleuze's work thus proceeds in keeping with Nietzsche's prescription of a 'constant 
self-overcoming': 'to become what one is, one must not have the faintest notion what one 
is'.5 Any particular creature can reorient itself in line with the virtual creating that it 
expresses through a series of transformations or 'becomings' directed towards what 
Deleuze" presents as their exclusive telos: their becoming ~perc:ptible. The value ~f 
any particular becoming (woman, animal, molecule ... ) vanes WIth the degree tha~ It 
acts 'to the benefit of an unformed matter of deterritorialised flux', the degree to whIch 
it carries us beyond the limits of perception, meaning and form.6 The 'imperceptible is 
the immanent end of becoming, its cosmic formula'. 7 Only by becoming imperceptible 
can an actual individual become fully adequate to the virtual creating to which its very 
being attests. Beyond the organic limitations of an actual living being, 'becoming 
imperceptible is Life, "without cessation or condition"'. ~o use a metap~or adapted 
from Deleuze's reading of Beckett, the imperceptible subject of such a life comes to 
float like a cork, helpless but serene, upon a tempestuous ocean of pure movement. 
Abandoned to the 'cosmic and spiritual lapping' of this sea, such a subject 'no longer 

- moves but is in an element that moves' (CC, 26). Like all of the writers that Deleuze 
admir~s Beckett knows that 'the aim of writing', its 'final enterprise', is a 'becoming
imperc:ptible'. Beckett knows that in order 'to create [ ... ] one has to lose one's identity, 
one has to disappear, to become unknown' (D, 45). 

We will have to distinguish, as carefully as possible, such disappearing or becoming
imperceptible from annihilation pure and simple. Despite some illuminating points of 
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convergence, Deleuze's counter-actualisation shouldn't be confused with negative 
processes like those that Simone Weil calls 'decreation' or Walter Benjamin 'mortifica
tion'.8 Nevertheless, the sub tractive orientation of Deleuze's philosophy is decisive. The 
pivotal question - how, as creatures, 'can we rid ourselves of ourselves?' (C I, 66) - fInds 
an answer in the promise, of 

imperceptibility, indiscernibility, and impersonality - the three virtues. To reduce oneself to 
an abstract line, a trait, in order to fmd one's zone of indiscernibility with other traits and 
in this way enter the haecceity and impersonality of the creator. One is then like grass; one 
has made the whole world into a becoming because one has suppressed in oneself everything 
that prevents us from slipping between things (TP, 279-80). 

In most of Deleuze's o~erwise varied discussions (of Spinoza, Nietzsche, Bergson, 
Proust, B~con, Masoch, cmema ... ) what is at issue is almost always a variation on this 
s~e b~SIC sequence. For obvious reasons, the inventions of art and science are espe
CIally sUIted to Deleuze's conception of things, and it's not surprising that readers keen 
to stress the contemporary relevance of Deleuze's work tend to stress his approach to 
these an~ related topics. It's with good reason that Deleuze is now widely read by 
students mall branches of artistic practice, and theorists of science from Prigogine and 
Steng:rs to De Land~ and Massumi have long recognised the compatibility of his dif
ferenh~ ontology WIth the unabashedly speculative or 'acritical' metaphysics that 
underhe some recent contributions to complexity theory (a theory dedicated to trackincr 
the unpre,dictable,. n~n-linear emergence of self-ordering trajectories and 'dissipativ~ 
structures from WIthm fields marked by turbulence, disequilibrium, delocalised reso
n~nces, and s.o on).9 But preoccupation with the recent and the contemporary, may 
dIstract attenhon from what are clearly the most important paradigms of creation for 
Deleuze, namely ontology and cosmology. It is not just the work of art or science that 
is creative. It is all of being that is creative, in itself Through most of the history of phi
losophy; of course, creative ontologies have been develOped within explicitly 
theologIcal frameworks, frameworks that rely on some sort of transcendent creator 
or God. Deleuze certainly doesn't acknowledge any transcendent idea of God. 
N e:ertheless, ~ a number of important ways his work is consistent with the general 
lOgIC of a COSffilC pantheism, i.e. the notion that the universe and all it contains is a facet 
of a singular and absolute creative power (c£ EP, 333). 

More. sp:cific~y, I will argue that the logic of Deleuze's work tends to proceed 
broa~y I~ lme ~th a theophanic. conc~pti6n of things, whereby every individual process 
or thmg IS conceIved as a manifestatIon or expression of God or a conceptual equiva
lent of G~d (pure crea:ive pote~tial, for<:e, energy, life ... ). Deleuze is not the only 
French philoso~her of hIS generahon to thmk along these lines; he shares some limited 
though sug~e~tlve common ground with his contemporaries Henry Corbin, Michel 
Henry, ChrisnanJambet and Clement Rosset, among others. ID 

There is clearly nothing specifically contemporary about such a logic, however. On 
the contrary, the basic parameters of a philosophy that seeks to align itself with a singular 
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principle of absolute creativity are very ancient. As is well known, Deleuze draws much 
of his inspiration from Bergson and Spinoza. But well before Bergson and even before 
Spinoza, the essential distinctions at issue were already clearly established in the work of 
a radical theophanist like John Scottus Eriugena (himself working in a Neoplatonic tra
dition that goes back to Pseudo-Dionysius and Plotinus).ll Adapting the terms of 
Eriugena's fourfold division of nature, we might say that any singular principle of radical 
creativity will entail the distinction of: an uncreated and consequently unknowable or 
unthinkable creator, the immediate and adequate expression of this creator in multiple 
self-revelations or creatings (which are both created and creative); the various creatures 
(created but not creative) that lend material weight to these creatings; and fmally, a 
virtual state beyond creaturely perception and distinction, to which whatever is eternally 
creative about these creatures is destined eventually to return. As Eriugena explains, if 
'every creature visible and invisible can be called a theophany' or manifesting of GOd,12 
and if God qua creator can be thought only as nothing, then only nothing separates God 
from his creation. This is why, he goes on, 'we ought not to understand God and the 
creature as two things distinct from one another but as one and the same: the creature, 
by subsisting, is in God, and God, by manifesting himself, in a marvellous and ineffable 
manner creates himself in the creature'. Understood in this way, God not only 'becomes 
in all things all things', he 'dwells nowhere but in the nature of men and angels, to whom 
alone it is given to contemplate the Truth' .13 God expresses himself in the infmite multi
plicity of his creatings, God is only in these creatings, but these creatings remain 
expressive of a single creative force, 'an indivisible One, which is Principle as well as 
Cause and End'.14 The SufI philosopher Ibn al-'Arabi will arrive at much the same con
clusion: 'that which there is in reality is the Creator-creature, creature in one dimension, 
creator. in another, but the concrete whole is a single Whole' .15 So will Meister Eckhart, 
when he tries to see all creatures in God and God in all creatures. And so will Spinoza: 
God expresses himself in all things, and all things are an expression of God. 

For the same reason, the simplicity or singularity at issue here must always be distin
guished from mere uniformity or homogeneity. Absolute creation involves immediate (or 
non-relational) forms of individuation, precisely, as opposed to both relational or dialec
tical for~s of individuation on the one hand and sheer extinction or de-individuation on 
the other. A singular creative force is nothing other than the multiplication of singular 
creatings, each of which is originally and uniquely individual in its own right. The essen-

. tial point is that such individuation does not itself depend on mediation through the 
categories of representation, objectivity, history or the world. An individual is only truly 
unique, according to this conception of things, if its individuation is the manifestation 
of an unlimited individuating power. 

More crudely: you are only really an individual if God (or something like God) 
makes you so. 

Participation in absolute creation is not the result, then, of a process of approxima
tion or progression. It i~ not conditioned by trends in the world, or mediated by a 
complex dialectic. We are and have always been creation, and our awareness of being this 
relies, in the end, on nothing more (or less) than an original or pre-original affIrmation, 
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an affirmation which opens the field of its subsequent effects as a series of immediate 
implications. Preoccupation with the world as such, let alone a concern with the 
orderly representation of the things of the world, serves only to inhibit any such affIr
mation. Rather than seek to elaborate rational rules for the consistent representation 
qf reality, Deleuze sees the fundamental task of philosophy as exclusively conditioned 
by our immediate participation in reality. Before he declares his well-known antipathy 
to Hegel, Deleuze seeks to confIrm Bergson's break with the neo-Kantian configura
tion of modern philosophy. (In this sense it is indeed Kant who figures as the genuine 
antagonist of Deleuze's philosophy; Hegel is better conceived as its most dangerous 
riva~. Rather than represent the world in a reliable way, Deleuze maintains that our 
real concern is to 'know how the individual would be able to transcend his form and 
his syntactical link with a world' so as to become the transparent vessel for that 'non
organic life of things which burns us [ ... ,] which is the divine part in us, the spiritual 
relationship in which we are alone with God as light' (LS, 178; Cl, 54). As we shall 
see, in many ways Deleuze's project resonates with and renews that 'Oriental intuition' 
which Hegel found at work in Spinoza's philosophy, 'according to which everything . 
finite appears as something merely transient and ephemeral' - that 'oriented' concep
tion of the absolute conceived as 'the light which illumines itself'. 16 

There are important differences, of course, between the transcendent conception of 
creation presumed by Eriugena and other Neoplatonists and the fully immanent con
ception affIrmed by Deleuze, after Spinoza. Deleuze often insists on these differences. 
Neoplatonism orients the whole of creation towards an unknowable creator beyond 
creation. An immanent approach assumes, on the contrary, that creativity is only 
absolute or unlimited if it saturates the whole of being with no remainder. No more 
than Spinoza or Bergson before him, Deleuze leaves no place for an inscrutable creator
God who acts at an unthinkable distance from his creation. Needless to say, the notion 
of creation at issue in the present book is not a version of the transcendent 'creation
ism' that Deleuze attacks in his book on Spinoza so much as a reworking of the process 
that Deleuze himself describes and affIrms in terms of 'expression'. But as we shall see, 
the affIrmation of an expressive or creative immanence does not so much eliminate the 
question of transcendence as distribute it throughout creation as a whole: rather than 
reserved for that which exceeds creation or orients it towards its limit, an immanent 
conception of creativity will assign the task of self-transcendence to its every creature. 
Every actual creature will have as its particular task the development of its own counter- . 
actualisation or self-transcendence, the process whereby it may become an adequate 
vehicle for the creating which sustains and transforms it. 

I will make occasional reference to such theophanic logics to help explain various 
stages of the argument developed in this book, starting with a general overview of 
Deleuze's conception of the conditions of creation in my fIrst chapter. The remainder 
of the book is organised in line with the broadly redemptive trajectory of Deleuze's 
own work. Mter a review of the mechanics of individuation or differentiation in 
Chapter 2, Chapter 3 considers the constraints and delusions that characterise actual 
(or creatural) existence. Chapters 4 and 5 go on to explore the ways that a creature 
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might succeed in transcending these constraints, first from within the creatural dimen
sion, and subsequently through direct participation in creatings as such. The sixth and 
final chapter considers Deleuze's account of philosophy as the most adequate form of 
such participation. 

To insist in this way on the logic of creation as the primary if not exclusive focus of 
Deleuze's work is undeniably to simplifY aspects of his thought. My goal in this book is 
not to engage in the detailed analysis of particular sequences or problems in Deleuze's 
texts, but to characterise the dominant movement of his philosophy as a whole. For the 
sake of clarity and economy this characterisation will pay little attention to the complex
ities of context or the occasional inconsistencies that must accompany the development 
of so large and wide-ranging a body of work. Despite these shortcomings, I think it's ~air 
to say that this approach remains broadly in line with Deleuze's own way .of readin~ 
other philosophers. Like Leibniz or Bergson, Deleuze assumes that every philosopher is 
animated by just one fundamental problem, and that to read a work of philosophy 'does 
not consist in concluding from the idea of a preceding condition the idea of the follow-

_ inO" condition, but in grasping the effort or tendency by which the following condition 
its~lf ensues from the preceding "by means of a natural force"'.17 Every 'philosophy's 
power is measured by the concepts it crea~es', 'concepts that impose a new s~t of divi
sions on things and action~'. On the baSiS of the concepts they create, philosophers 
'subordinate and submit things to a question in such a way that, in this forced and con
strained submission, things reveal to us an essence, a nature' .18 

The main virtue of the question to which Deleuze's project will itself be submitted in 
the following pages may be to reveal in a somewhat unexpected way the deg.ree to which 
his work far from engaging in a description or transformation of the world, mstead seeks 
to escap~ it. The Deleuze that has long fascinated and troubled me is neither a worldly 
nor even a 'relational' thinker. If (after Marx and Darwin) materialism involves accept
ance of the fact that actual or worldly processes inflect the course of both natural and 
human history, then Deleuze may not be a materialist thinker either. As Deleuze presents 
it the destiny of thought will not be fundamentally affected by the mediation of society, 
history or the world; although Deleuze equates being with the activity of creation, he 
orients this activity towards a contemplative and immaterial abstraction. More than a 
hundred and fifty years after Marx urged us to change rather than contemplate the 
world, Deleuze, like so many of his philosophical contemporaries, effectively recom
mends instead that we settle for the alternative choice. 

The real preoccupation of this book concerns the value of this advice. 
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The Conditions of Creation 

'Whatever exists expresses the nature or essence of God in a 
certain and determinate way [ ... ]. To express is always to 
sing the glory of God.'! 

Deleuze equates being with unlimited creativity. This means that all actual beings exist 
as facets of a single productive energy or force. An infinitely creative force expresses 
itself through an infinitely differentiated creation. In the next chapter we'll look at 
Deleuze's account of how such differentiation works; this preliminary chapter consid
ers some of the general implications of this account and some of the assumptions that 
lie behind it. It will also introduce a couple of the main ideas that Deleuze adapts from 
his two most important predecessors, Benedict de Spinoza (1632-77) and Henri 
Bergson (1859-1941). . 

The next few pages will introduce six of the most significant aspects of Deleuze's 
ontology. Deleuze conceives of being as univocal (and inclusive), accessible (or intu
itive), continuous (or indivisible), intensive (and vital), hierarchical (and quantitative), 
and as virtual (or unpresentable). To go through these aspects in sequence may facili
tate the work of exposition; readers should remember, however, that they apply all at 
once, as parallel consequences of one inaugural affrrmation. 

I 

The frrst and most far-reaching implication of Deleuze's ontology, of his· equation of 
being and creativity, is that everything that is is in the same sense or way. If all is 
creation, this means frrst and foremost that there is only one way of being. Deleuze's 
work begins with the assertion that 'there has only ever been one ontological proposi
tion: Being is univocal'. Being is univocal rather than equivocal or polyvocal. A 
univocal ontology declares that all beings 'express' their being with a single voice, and 
according to Deleuze, 'from Parmenides to Heidegger it is the same voice which is taken 
up [oo.], a single and same voice for the whole thousand-voiced multiple, a single and 
same' Ocean for all the drops, a single clamour of Being for all beings' (DR, 35, 304). 
Thoughts and things, organisms and ideas, machines and sensations - they all are in 

one and the same sense of the word. All individuated beings contribute to one and the 
same activity and articulation of being. 

There is nothing obvious about this assertion. Many philosophers have adopted the 
opposite point of departure, and assumed an essential difference between kinds or ways 
of being - for instance, a difference between the way things appear and the way they 
really are; between the literal and the figurative, the temporal and the eternal, the con
tingent and the necessary, and so on. In classical philosophy and theology, the most 
important of these assumed differences separated the real from the ideal, the human 
from the divine, the mortal from the immortal. The big question that obsessed so much 
of pre-modern European philosophy concerns the relation between God and humanity. 
If the human is created in the image or likeness of God, what is the nature of this 
likeness? How distant or different are we from the power that creates us? Do sin and 
mortality condemn us to an irreducible alienation from God? What kind of reconcilia
tion are we entitled to expect, and what kinds of institutions or practices might be 
required for its pursuit? 

In the scholastic terms in which the distinction between univocal and equivocal con
ceptions of being was hammered out (for instance in the argument between Duns Scotus 
and Thomas Aquinas), a univocal conception of being simply meant that there was no 
ontological difference between the human and the divine. Univocity means there is no 
absolute difference between the creator and his creatures. The human is not then 'like' 
God in the normal, analogous sense of the term. The human cannot exist in the image 
of God, if this means a figurative distance from God; rather, human and God must be 
in precisely the same way. The human is simply a facet or mode of God. God is all there 
is, or inversely, there is nothing distinctive, nothing separate or eminent about God. The 
divine voice is the only voice there is, and so 'the philosopher and the pig, the criminal 
and the saint' an contribute to one and the same indivisible song. 'Each one chooses his 
pitch or his tone, perhaps his words, but the tune is certainly the same, and under all the 
words, in every possible tone, and in every pitch, the same tra-Ia-Ia' (DR, 83-4). 

Along with theophanists like Meister Eckhart andJacob Boehme, it was above all 
Spinoza who developed a fully univocal· conception of being. It's because he sees in 
Spinoza's work the most uncompromising assertion of univocity that Deleuze considers 
him to be the veritable 'Christ' and 'prince of philosophers', 'philosophy incarnate'.2 
Spinoza's rationalism was often denounced (before being applauded) as atheist, sinceit 
acknowledges no privileged place for a God· as separate from a universe that he creates 
and directs. Spinoza evacuates any place for· a transcendent conception of God, and 
with it, any obscurely providential interpretatIon of history or of the human condition. 
However, Spinoza's philosophy can just as well be read as pantheist or at least 'panen
theist', in the sense that it equates all being with being in God. Deleuze himself is 
perfectly happy to embrace both aspects of this Spinozist inheritance. Although he will 
denounce every avatar of a transcendent God, one of the reasons why Deleuze privi
leges Spinoza over other ~ess emphatically) univocal thinkers like Scotus or Leibniz is 
that his Spinoza fully 'accepts the truly philosophical "danger" of immanence and pan
theism implicit in the notion of [univocal] expression. Indeed he throws in his lot with 
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that danger' - as does Deleuze after him (EP, 333; c£ 67). Deleuze's own atheism does 
not so much secularise a bleakly disenchanted reality as intensifY or indeed resurrect it. 
He certainly annuls the difference between God and world but he does this in favour of 
God, not world. More precisely, what he annuls is rather the world's own capacity to 
negate God, to say no to God, to hold God at a critical or interpretative distance from 
itsel£ Here again he follows Spinoza's lead, at least insofar as Spinoza can be read as a 
philosopher who refuses to 'distinguish God from the world' and who thus 'maintains 
that there is no such thing as what is known as the world', that left to itself 'the world 
has no true reality'. 3 

. ~at then is Spinoza's essential insight? Like that of Deleuze, Spinoza's philosophy 
IS a~=ated by a presumption that is quite literally simplicity itself: there is only one 
reality, one substance (or God), and everything that is is or rather acts as a modifYing of 
this one substance. 

Whatever is, is in God, and nothing can be or be conceived without God [ ... ] From God's 
supreme power, or infinite nature, infinitely many things in infmitely many modes, that is, 
all things, have necessarily flowed, or always follow, by the same necessity and in the same 
way as from" the nature of a triangle it follows, from eternity and to eternity, that its three 
angles are equal to two right angles. 4. 

God or substance is an infmitely powerfUl or creative being, one that modifies, expresses 
or invents itself in an infmitely multiple variety of ways. The more creative such a mod
ification or expression becomes, the 'more reality or perfection' it will have, the more 
powerfully it will tend to exist and the more adequately it will express the sole cause of 
all e~stenc~. T~is cause is again God, affirmed as perfectly self-causing or self-creating. . 
God IS th~ infmlte cause at work in every fmite cause. As Deleuze explains, 'fmite beings 
do not eXlst and are not preserved by their own power, but are dependent for their exis
tence and preservation on a being able to preserve itself and to exist through itself. Thus 
the power by which a fmite being exists, is preserved, and acts, is the power of God 
himself' (EP' 89-91). Everything that exists exists as a more or less active, more or less 
powerful or expressive facet of a single, unlimited power of existing and acting. 

Deleuze's work resounds with echoes of its univocal orientation. If all that exists exists 
~ the same way, then there can be only one physics of creation, a single order ;f fully 
lmffian~nt ca~s~tion. 'There is only one matter', 'matter equals energy', and there is no 
ontologlGal ~lstmction between 'matter and life'.5 There is 'only one kind of production, 
the producuon of the real' (AO, 32), such that any supplementary distinctions between 
real, symbolic and imaginary, for instance, must themselves be more apparent than 
real. Rath~r than supervise the suitably measured representation of appearances, 
?eleu~e oner:ts ~is phil?sop~y in line with that imm;::diate, overwhelming participation 
m reality whIch m AnU-Oedzpus he arid Guattari attribute to the fiQUI'e of the schizo
phrenic - a participation which 'brings the schizo as close as possible to matter to an 
intense, living centre of matter', 'closest to the beating heart of reality, to an intense 
point identical with the production of the real'.6 
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Everything is real and everything does what it is in the same way. Once they have 
been suitably de stratified or deterritorialised, chemical reactions combine with signs, 
genes with words, passions with electrons. All creatings proceed withirl a shared and 
infinitely ramified plane of consistency, and the plane upon which they come to consist 
is a plane marked by 'the abolition of all metaphor; all that consists is real' (TP' 69; c£ 
K, 24). Deleuze adheres in this way to Parmenides' principle that 'thinking and being 
are one and the same' (WP, 38). Thought and nature will co-exist as parallel expressions 
of a single plane of consistency or a single line of variation. 
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A second and equally Spinozist implication of Deleuze's univocal ontology concerns the 
sort of knowledge it is meant to enable. What can we know of beings, of the being of 
beings? What can we know of beings as they really are? The paradigmatic version of 
this metaphysical question was again: what can we know of God? How might we inter
pret the divine design, or decipher the signs of a divine will? What kind of access might 
we have to the mind of God? Immanuel Kant prescribed anew direction for philoso
phy when he dismissed these and related questions as beyond ·the legitimate exercise of 
reason. Kant says that although we may occasionally act in keeping with assumptions 
about a divine providence, as if we are endowed with an unconditional freedom and an 
immortal soul, nevertheless we can know nothing of either this freedom, this immortal
ity, or this divinity. Since according to Kant the only reliable knowledge we have is of 
the way objects appear to us, since the only reality that we can claim to know is the one 
that conforms to the way our minds seem to work, so then we can have no· immediate 
intellectual intuition of any noumenal domain beyond appearance. Kant led much of 
modern philosophy to adopt an essentially critical stance, one that rejects direct claims 
to a God-like power of thinking as incoherent, and much of post-Kantian philosophy 
has busied itself with the elaboration of internally consistent rules for the way we should 
represent to ourselves a universe whose essential reality we assume to be forever out of 
our reach. 

By contrast, the most influential ontologist of the twentieth century, Martin 
Heidegger, revived the old metaphysical questions, but exclusively as questions. He con
firmed that the answer to the question - what can we know of being (or God)? - is 
always nothing, insofar as our answer forgets the difference between a being and the 
activity of being. We can know no-thing of being. We know nothing of being, insofar 
as we seek to know being as created rather than creative, as a being rather than as being 
itself But rather than dismiss such questions as Kant does, Heidegger preserves and 
privileges their inexhaustible interrogative power. The questioning of being is itself the 
most profound exercise of thought, and promises a boundless access to its essentially 
mysterious domain. Being veils and unveils. Every 'unconcealing' of being proceeds 
together with its concealing. From here we are only a short step away from the explicit 
revalorisation of transcendence, an affirmation of being as altogether beyond our 
knowledge of it, or even the affirmation of a guiding principle - such as Emmanuel 
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Levinas' assertion of an infmite responsibility to theinfmitely other - that is altogether 
other than and altogether higher than being itself 

For all their differences, what Kant and Heidegger share (along with thinkers as dif
ferent as Wittgenstein and Adorno) is a refusal of traditional metaphysical claims, i.e. 
claims that we might have an adequate conceptual knowledge of the essential nature of 
things, or that, in theological terms, we might have direct access to the mind of God .. ~ 
Together with both Spinoza and Bergson, by contrast, peleuze lays claim to exactly this 
sort of knowledge. Against Kant and the neo-Kantian tradition, Deleuze always affIrms 
'Spinozism's most radical thesis', the thesis of 'absolute rationalism, based on the ade
quation of our understanding to absolute knowledge' - the thesis that presumes the 'total 
intelligibility of God, the key of the total intelligibility of things' J 

The authorisation for such knowledge comes directly from our preliminary affIrma
tion of ontological univocity. If we are in the same way as God, if we are as God is and 
think as . God thinks, then whatever we genuinely know of God we know immediately 
and adequately, rather than approximately. Our knowledge of God, or of being, or 
indeed of anything at all, will riot be a matter of representation or figuration, or at least 
not a representation that would somehow 'be' in a different sense from the thing repre
sented. What we know or think, we know as it is in itself According to a univocal or 
neo-Spinozist conception of things, God (or the creative equivalent of God) does not 
stand beyond a universe whose inhabitants are thereby condemned to puzzle over the 
enigma of his transcendence. When we truly think it is God who thinks through us. If 
Deleuze rejects the Cartesian cogito as a viable foundation of thought it is because he 
affirms, instead, a Spinozist cogitor or being-thought. 

Against Kant, Deleuze will thus assume and renew the self-evident legitimacy of 
immediate intellectual intuition. Since he everywhere assumes our ability directly to see 
or conceive the literal reality of things, to grasp the immediate nature of things, Deleuze's 
work is best read as a renewal or radicalisation of the affIrmative naturalism he cele
brates in the work of Spinoza and Leibniz in particular. The great achievement of these 
most uncompromising rationalists was to reverse the critical devaluation of reality or 
nature almost as soon as it began, and by doing so, to lay claim 'to the deepest things, 
the "arcana"', via an intuition or insight that 'makes man commensurate with God' (EP, 
322; cf LS, 278-9). Deleuze's own philosophy is less distinctively modern or critical so 
much as enthusiastically neo-Spinozist. The telos of Deleuze's philosophy will be a 
version of what Spinoza called a perfectly sufficient or 'intuitive knowledge' of singular 
things, i.e. an insight that 'proceeds from an adequate idea of the formal essence of 
certain attributes of God to the adequate knowledge of the essence of things'.8 

III 

Now univocity in no sense implies uniformity. On the contrary: univocity is affIrmed as 
the basis and medium for a primordial and unlimited differentiation. For something to 
be at all is for it to be involved and thus consumed in a process whereby it becomes some
thing different or new. 'Being is alteration' (DI, 25). A third implication of the assertion 
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that all is creation concerns, therefore, the properly fundamental status of this creativity 
as such. Deleuze's ontology is meant to revitalise or re-energise being, to endow it wi:h 
a primary and irreducible dyn~is:n. 'Ev:~in~ I've written:, ~s.~eleuze.aff~n:ed m 
1988 'is vitalistic, at least I hope It IS.'9 Bemg IS alive, because It 'IS livmg. Bemg IS mven
tive 'because it is invention. Being is irmovative, because being irmovates; being is 
cl.llierentiated, because being differentiates. Being and differing are one and the same. 

What grounds or causes these processes, in Deleuze as much as in Spinoza, is simply 
the affIrmation of an unconditionally self-causing power as such. What differs is a power 
of absolute self-differing. As Michael Hardt explains, 'causa sui is the essential pillar that 

. supports being'. Because it figures as self-causing, being can. be ~Irmed as an ~fmi:e 
'power to e~st ~d produce. All disc'ussi~ns of p~wer, produ:tI~~ and c~usality m 
Deleuze, as ill Spmoza, refer us back to this ontolOgIcal foundatIOn. There IS no more 
general, generic or abstract condi~on behind ~rea~on, just ~s the:e is .no more primor
dial sameness behind difference. VItal or creatlve difference Itself IS prImary. 

Readers who search through Deleuze's work for some more primordial concept 
beneath the creation of difference, some sort of enabling or transcendental condition 
of creation, will not fmd it. Deleuze's inaugural move is precisely to absolutise differ
ence, to 'raise difference to the absolute', such that 'difference is behind everything, but 
behind difference there is nothing'.1l As early as his fIrst book, on Hume, Deleuze had 
realised that 'the fundamental principle of empiricism, the principle of difference', 
involves the indivisibility of our most elementary ideas. 'What is essential in an idea is 
not that it represents something but rather that it is indivisible', and for that very reason 
primary or unconditional (ES, 90). Since it is primary and indivisible, such an i~ea will 
allow us to think an 'eternally positive differential multiplicity' (DR, 288). The Idea of 
difference, which is to say the idea of differing ideas, will allow us to think distinct creative 
trajectories, subtracted from the stability of any created ~r consti~ted .identity. and 
without reference to anything other than the being or creatlng of this trajectory Itself 
The production or creation of difference is what there is. It is precisely creation that, 
self-enabling or self-creative, itself enables everything it creates. The only condition for 
our understanding of creation, as we shall see, is thus its affIrmation pure and simple. 
The absolutely primary principle, the ultimate ground of Deleuze's groundless meta
physics, is thus simply that 'power or "will" which engenders affIrmation and the 
difference in affIrmation' (DR, 55tm). From this perspective, being is not merely the 
object of affIrmation nor affIrmation a power of being, but rather 'affIrmation its~lf is 
being, being is solely affirmation in all its power' - precisely because 'to affIrm IS to 
create, rather than to bear or to endure' (NP' 1 86tm). 

This is what was at stake in the anti-Cartesian naturalism that Deleuze fmds and 
applauds in Spinoza. By conceiving of nature in strictly mathematical and mechanical 
terms, Descartes had stripped it of 'any virtuality or potentiality, any immanent po~er, 
any inherent being'. Descartes invested genuine being 'outside Nature, in a subject 
which thinks it and a God who creates it' while remaining external to it (EP, 227); 
Descartes thereby prepared the way for Kant and the critical turn of modern philoso
phy. What Spinoza-Deleuze affirm, by contrast, is a power that differs, creates and 
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thinks itself, immediately. Such power must operate in a purely immanent manner, to 
the exclusion of any transcendent separation of cause from effect or creator from 
creating (EP, 322). An immanent cause stands in relation to its effect as a creating stands 
to the creature it sustains. 'A cause is immanent [ ... ] when its effect is "immanate" 
[immanel in the cause, rather than emanating from it. What defmes an immanent cause 
is that its effect is in it - in it, of course, as in something else, but still being and remain
ing in it.'12 In keeping with the univocity of being, though the created depends upon the 
creating as something that produces and thus exceeds it, both belong to one and the 
same order of self-causing creation. 

This is also the crux of Deleuze's argument with Aristotle, which serves as the 
prelude to one of the most original and demanding of his books, Dijftrence and Repetition 
(1968). By the Aristotelian criteria of representation, two terms differ when their dif
ference depends on something else, i.e. on something that they have in common. A 
differing as such then ceases to be primary, ceases to proceed in itself; difference loses 
its immanence. Two terms can now only be said to differ if they can first be said to 
agree in something else; terms can differ in species only if they first belong. to the same 
genus, and they can differ in number only if they belong to the same species. It is on 
the basis of their common being-human, for instance, that we can say that one person 
(or gender, culture, community ... ) differs from another. Different terms are differeIlt 
because they can be compared or related, i.e. because they share an underlying identity. 
Difference that is either too large or too small to be related can then be ruled out as 
incoherent. It is too large if it implies a comparison between incomparable orders of 
being (between the divine and the human, the astral and the sublunar); it 
is too small when it tries directly to distinguish indivisible objects. Aristotle's 'specific 
difference, therefore, in no way represents a universal [ ... ] idea encompassing all the 
singularities and turnings of difference, ~ut rather refers to a particular' mqment in 
which difference is merely reconciled with the concept in general' .13 Against Aristotle 
and the whole Aristotelian legacy, Deleuze· sets out to free the concept of difference 
from any external mediation, any subjection. to the normalising channels of generality, 
identity, opposition, analogy and resemblance. In opposition to the Greeks, 'modern 
thought is born of the failure of representation, of the loss of stable identity and of the 
discovery of all forces that act under the representa~on of the identical' (DR, xix). In 
keeping with the general movement of such thought, Deleuze seeks 'an absolute 
concept of difference', one 'liberated from the condition which made difference a 
merely relative maximum' (DR, 33trn). This absolute difference will be 'articulation 
and connection in itself; it must relate different to different without any mediation whatso-
ever by the identical, the similar, the analogous or the opposed [ ... ]. Every object, every 
thing must see its own identity swallowed up in difference [ ... ]. Difference must be 
shown differing', adequately and immediately (DR, 117, 56). 

Along with Spinoza, it is above all Bergson who guides Deleuze's thinking of this 
point. Himself a trenchant critic of the categories of both representation and mecha
nism, Bergson updates an affirmative and vitalist conception of nature in suitably 
post-Kantian (and post-Hegelian) terms. From start to fmish, Deleuze's philosophy is 
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everywhere consistent with the point of departure he adapts from Bergson in opposi
tion to Hegel: whereas according to Hegel any given 'thing differs with itself because it 
differs first with all that it is not', i.e. with all the objects to which it relates, Deleuze's 
Bergson affIrms that a 'thing differs with itself fIrst, immediately', on account of the 
'internal explosive force' it carries within itself 14 According to Bergson, this force, or 
life, is precisely the vehicle of a continuous creativity. Reality is ceaseless, indivisible 
movement and invention. Living creativity is self-generating and self-sustaining, driven 
always and everywhere by a common impulse that 'makes of the whole series of the 
living one single immense wave flowing over matter' .15 Pure creativity is immaterial by 
defmition, and so long as we 'understand by spirituality a progress to ever new cre
ations', so then living should itself be understood as a purely spiritual force. 16 

Of the several things that Bergson adds to Deleuze's neo-Spinozist conception of 
things, the most important is a much more elaborate conception of time. Bergson's great 
question concerns the (ultimately paradoxical) temporality of creation as such. If 
Spin()Za is oriented to the eternal or non-durational sufficiency of creation, Bergson is 
concerned with its development or evolution over time. ('An eternity that becomes' - as 
we'll see in Chapter 6, section Iv, this is precisely what Deleuze will require of his own 
philosophy of time). To affIrm the univocal equation of being and creation is to say that 
being is an enduring process' or action rather than static substance or timeless thing. 

Everything is obscure in the idea of creation if we think of things which are created and a 
thing which creates, as we habitually do [ ... For] there are no things, there are only actions 
[ ... ]. God thus defmed ,has nothing of the already made; He is unceasing life, action, 
freedom. Creation, so conceived, is not a mystery; we experience it in ourselves when we 
act freely. 17 

Agairl, 'everything is obscure if we confme ourselves to mere manifestations', for instance 
actual or organic manifestations of life. 'All becomes clear, on the contrary, if we start by 
a quest beyond these manifestations for Life itself', i.e. for the manifesting as such. IS 

IV 

The equation of being and unconditional creativity implies a univocal, adequate and 
immanent understanding of being. It also implies that being holds together as a sort of 
open whole, an 'Omnitudo' or 'unlimited One-All' (WP, 35, 38; c£ DR, 37). Once 
carried to the absolute, there is nothing that might qualify the activity of being or 
creation. There is nothing outside being in relation to which being might be. There is 
nothing outside reality - no second or further reality, no horizon to reality, no difference 
in kind between thought and thing ... - that might limit what it does or is. Nothing. 
mediates being. Difference itself doesn't apply to something other than itself, and a dif
fering does not apply to something that would otherwise be the same. Being is itself 
differing, so Deleuzian reality is a process of immanent and infmite self-differentiation. 
'Everything divides, but into itself' (AO, 76; c£ DI, 40-1). 
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Every dividing or creating is of course individual and distinct. Creatings are dis
parate, rather than totalising or integrative. Every creating is absolute, but must 
proceed as an indefmite 'local absolute' .19 By the same token, however, every distinct 
creating is an aspect qf an unlimited energy or force. 'Each thing, each being is the 
whole, the whole realised to a certain degree or another', or as Leibniz puts it, the infi
nitely differentiated 'universe is like a whole which God grasps in a single view'.20 All 
existent individuals are simply so many divergent facets of one and the same creative 
force, variously termed desire or desiring-production, life, elan vital, power. Since 
nothing can transcend it, creative 'immanence is immanent only to itself and conse
quently captures everything, absorbs All-One, and leaves nothing remaining to which 
it could be immanent' (wp, 45). 

Deleuze's whole account of differentiation thus takes as its starting point 'a unity, a 
simplicity [ ... ], a virtual primordial totality' (B, 95; c£ DR, 185). It will rediscover an 
equally simple telos as its eventual end, when it posits the ultimate inclusion of all 
planes of reality within a single plane of immanence (what Deleuze and Guattari will 
call the plane of immanence), their coexistence within a single plane of consistency. As 
its name implies, a plane of consistency is 'a plane upon which everything is laid out, 
and which is like the intersection of all forms, [ ... ] a single abstract Animal for all the 
assemblages that effectuate it'. Although this plane itself divides into a multiplicity of 
planes and processes of actualisation, nevertheless all these diverse 'planes make up 
only one, following the path that leads to the virtual' (or away from the actual).21 

The assumption of unlimited creativity means, therefore, that the one must be imme
diately articulated with the all and vice versa. Deleuze does not displace the one in favour 
of the m,ultiple so mucq as embrace the unity of the multiple and the internal multiplic
ity or differentiation of the one. 'The One expresses in a single meaning all of the 
multiple. Being expresses in a single sense [sens] all that differs' (TP' 254tm; c£ NP, 24). 
Creative· difference is immediately intra- rather than inter-individual, and is powered by a 
force that articulates the all or whole with the instant or point. Once absolved of all 
extrinsic mediation, once withdrawn from any constituent relation to organic integrity 
or socio-psychological form, being is free to undertake creative sequences that ~ike 
Mandelbrot's self-replicating fractals) are indifferent to scale. The vital principle of 
Deleuze's philosophy of difference is always some version of 'a differenciator of differ
ence which would relate, in their respective immediacy, the most universal and the most 
singular' (DR, 32). Within the one-all, within this singular field of absolute self-differ
ence, merely relative differences cease to apply. Within the one-all there can be no 
fundamental difference between cosmic and molecular, far and near, moment and 
whole, instant and eternity.22 Once they have been sufficiently uprooted from any actual 
constraints or territory that might contain them, the molecular and the cosmic merge in 
a single open movement which deploys space as such (TP, 347, 343, 327). A similar logic 
applies in the dimension of time. As we'll see when we come back to this point in 
Chapter 6, each distinct act or event of creation is adequate to the whole of creative time 
in its entirety and eternity; in their indivisible virtuality, they 'all form one and the same 
single event' (LS, 63-4). By th.e same token, an appr~priately creative subject will 
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'consummate each of the states through which it passes [ ... ] in the space of an instant'; 
at the limit he or she will 'consume all of universal history in a single moment [en une fins] , 
(AO, 41, 21tm). Being is, or changes, with the force of a power that creates the very 
medium of its changing, a power beyond all possible mediation. 

So while multiplicity may sometimes appear to be the privileged if not exclusive 
dimension of Deleuze's ontology, we must not forget that multiplicity is always also 'the 
inseparable manifestation, essential transformation and constant symptom of unity. 
Multiplicity is the affIrmation of unity' an,d 'the affIrmation of multiplicity is itself one'. 23 
What unifies difference or multiplicity is not a principle of internal sameness or order but 
rather the absoluteness of difference itself, its refusal of limitation or externality. 
Everything divides into itself, but the 'self' of infmite self-division is itself indivisible. 

It is again Bergson who guides Deleuze's understanding of these things. The key to 
Bergson's philosophy is his insistence on the indivisible continuity of time. Bergson con
ceives of time as the dimension of uninterrupted creation, such that 'the duration of 
the universe must be one with the latitude of creation which can fmd place in it'. 24 As 
it evolved, however, indivisible living energy has given rise to forms of life - notably 
human beings - that themselves became capable of imposing artificial divisions upon 
time and life. Life is an indivisible flow, but we experience it as if it were divisible. In 
reality, time is continuous change but we tend, precisely in order to make the most of 
'our' time, to divide it into measurable segments. Organisms and species are part of the 
same evolving surge of life, but we tend to think of them as isolated and distinct. 

In this way Bergson further anticipates Deleuze's answer to the unavoidable question: 
if life or creation is indivisible, why then do we so stubbornly try to divide it into distinct 
moments, organisms or forms? Why do we tend to think of continuous actions as 
isolated things? Bergson answers: because it is in our own immediate interest to do so. It 
is useful, for the sake of our preservation or for the satisfaction of our needs, to approach 
the world as if it were made up of distinct moments and objects whose relationships can 
be measured and predicted and thus managed or controlled. Our intelligence ~e our 
conception of utility) has evolved so as to serve our practical interests, rather than any 
quest for true knowledge. The way we ordinarily think is a function of how we have 
evolved, rather than a facet of universal evolution as such. Our evolution as conscious 
living beings, in other words, is precisely what encourages us to misunderstand the true 
nature of life. Reality is creation but the creatings that we are make us creatures of a 
particular kind, and precisely this creatural configuration discourages us from appreci
ating what we are. 

Consider for a moment one of Bergson's simplest and most insistent examples, the 
case of physical movement. Like any aspect of reality, motion is indivisible, and though 
every movement is discrete, with its own beginning and end, its emergence is a facet of 
universal motion, an aspect of the movement of the whole. The impetus behind motion 
is the same as the impetus behind everything that lives: the course of any given 
movement 'is created in one stroke, although- a certain time is required for it; and 
although we can divide at will the trajectory once created, we cannot divide its creation, 
which is an act in progress and 1'!-0t a thing'. 25 Properly understood, all of reality is 
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precisely act rather than thing, production rather than product. Reality is the deploy
ment of movings rather than a collection of moved things. What we choose to perceive 
and then represent of such a movement, however, is precisely a matter of our represen
tation and not of reality itself Movements through space are indivisible, but this doesn't 
stop us from representing them merely in terms of what they traverse, as if they were 
made up of discrete units of space. We tend to reduce a movement through space to the 
mere trajectory that it generates, since trajectories (or representations of movement) are 
divisible things that we can map, measure, and inflect. 

Such reduction both helps us to satisfy our practical interests and frustrates our desire 
to understand the nature of reality. Our everyday experience; the usual data of our 
senses and consciousness, is well adapted to the urgencies of practical action. But if we 
try to ground our understanding of reality upon such data then we will only arrive at 'fic
titious problems' and 'insoluble contradictions' - problems which arise, like Zeno's 
paradoxes, from treating something that is really indivisible as if it were composite and 
divisible.26 What we conventionally call a 'fact' is not the real itself but 'an adaptation of 
the real to the interests of practice and to the exigencies of sociallife'.27 

True philosophical insight must set out, then, not from facts or from rationalised 
versions of our ordinary understanding, but on the contrary; from those moments in 
which such understanding is suspended. Insight is never a matter of actual fact. It can 
begin when the pressures of practical action yield in favour of a disinterested and ulti
mately disembodied intuition - intuition of reality as it is in itself Such intuition is 
available to anyone who literally opens their mind, by interrupting their habitual state 
of practical distraction. It is most dominant in those who live most creatively, those who 
realise that to live is simply to engage in the process of 'creating oneself endlessly'.28 
More, such self-creating is itself simply a facet of a more general, properly universal or 
COSrnlC creation. Those who realise this most profoundly - the dreamers, the artists, the 
philosophers, the mystics ... - are precisely those people who most succeed in subordi
nating their personal or creatural interests to the impersonal imperatives of creation 
itself 

v 
As this last point suggests, one thing that is emphatically not implied by our initial 
equation of being and creation is that everything is equally creative. On the contrary; 
all beings are indeed creative, but unequally so. 'Equal, univocal being is immediately 
present in everything, without mediation or intermediary [ ... but] things reside 
unequally in this equal being' (DR, 37). This inequality is determined by the proximity 
of any particular creating to the immeasurable maximum of pure creativity or inten
sity, i.e. the degree to which its creative velocity, so to speak, approaches the limit of a 
literally infmite or absoiute speed. Every distinct creating corresponds to a certain 
degree of absolute creative intensity. Every given moment expresses the whole of time, 
but at variable degrees of compression or impoverishment. Every event or creating 
expresses the whole of creation, more or less inadequately. Univocity thus ensures an 
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ultimately qu~ntitative understanding of expressive difference. Every creating is more or 
!ess adequately expressive of that immanent whole in which 'everything coexists with 
itself except for the differences of level' (E, 100). All existent individuals actualise 
varying degrees of a single virtual force or differing, a single abstract anirn<)l or machine 
(TP, 46). Or rather, since being ~s difference,. since to b~ is ~o differ, so the~ each act of 
being is a differing degree of difference: strICtly speaking there are no differences of 
degree in being, but only degrees of difference itself' (DI, 49trn). . 

In principle, therefore, apparent or qualitative differences between creatures should 
always be reducible to quantitative differences between creatings. As a general rule, 
'quality is nothing but difference. in quantity', 'qu~ity ~s no~~g other than contra~ted 
quantity'.29 In any given field, It should be possIble m pr~~lple ~o rank ~e varlo~s 
degrees of intensity that it contains. The field made up of hvmg thmgs, for mstance, IS 
stretched between maximally and minimally creative forms of life .- between human 
forms distinguished by their capacity to experience and become virtually anything at all, 
and less complex organisms that remain confined to a tightly constrained set of func
tions. After von U eXkull, Deleuze and Guattari offer the example of a tick:' deprived of 
hearing and sight, a tick apparently lives within the limits of just three capabilities or 
'affects' - its ability to detect a passing mammal, to fall onto it, and to burrow into it.3o 

To know an organism is thus to count out its affects, i.e. to enumerate the kinds. of 
action and interaction it can sustain (TP, 257;EP, 94; NP, 62). In principle at least, the 
worlds associated with each organism or set of organisms should be quantifiable in the 
same way. This is why, far from embracing a'sort of ontological anarchism, Deleuze 
accepts, with Nietzsche, that intensive 'hierarchy is the originary fact, the identity of 
difference and origin [ ... ]. The origin is the difference in the origin, difference in the 
origin is hierarchy.'3l 

To stick to the most significant paradigm, according to Spinoza the essence of any 
given individual or mode depends on the amount o~ divine p~we~ or creativity ~at it is 
able to express. 'Individuation is, in Spinoza, neIther qualItatIve nor extrmslc, but 
quantitative and intrinsic, intensive'. It is 'purely quantitative', and proceeds in k~ep~g 
with a divinely determined degree of power. Any actual mode, human or otherwIse, IS, 
in its essence, always a certain degree, a certain quantity, of a [divine] quality' or attrib
ute. All modal essences are defmed as intensive degrees of power. A mode's material 
existence then simply follows from the attribution of extensive parts to this pre-deter
mined degree. All modes 'are quantitatively distinguished by the quantity or capacity of 
their respective essences, which always participate directly in divine substance'.32 The 
more of God it expresses and the more adequate its means of expression, the more 
creative or powerful the mode. 

On this point, Deleuze will further agree with Leibniz that 'everything can be said 
to be the same at all times and places except in degrees of perfection'. 33 Or again, 
'everything is always the same thing, there is only one and the same Basis; and: every
thing is distinguished by degree, everything differs by manner [ ... ]. These are the two 
principles of principles' (LB, 58). In Leibnizian terms, every individual is individuated 
as a distinct perspective on the universe as a whole, and what distinguishes such 
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· individuals is the comparative reach and clarity of their perspective. Every individual, 
or monad, expresses the whole of the infmite universe, but it does so more or less 
clearly, again according to a purely quantitative scale. Every given monad expresses the 
whole infmite world, but cleady expresses only one particular zone of the world, 1/ n, in 
keeping with a strictly quantitative or hierarchical scale: 112, 113, 114 ... The value of 
n determines the position of the monad, on a scale running from a minimum value -
the position of the damned - to a maximum value - the position of reason or reflection. 
The damned are darkened monads, with only one clear perception, their hatred of God. 
Reasonable monads, by contrast, are able to extend and intensifY their zones of percep
tion, to open up a 'clear zone so wide and so intense that they lend themselves to 
operations of reflection or deepening that makes the:(TI tend toward God' (LB, 13Q, 92, 
113). The task of any particular creature is simply to give appropriate voice to that part 
of creative becoming that it is able to express. . 

Unfortunately, certain creatures are characterised by especially stubborn forms of 
resistance to such expression, i.e. by especially obstinate forms of attachment to their 
creatural delusions. Creative manifestings are alone real, but they may give rise to man
ifested things isolated from their manifesting, and thus reduced to 'things' pure and 
simple. Some facets of creative or immaterial spirit may identifY with their material 
incarnation. This is the whole drama of the human condition (and it is why philosophy 
must adopt, as its essential task, the orientation .of thought beyond this condition). But 
although it is a mistake and an illusion, this condition is a supremely well-founded 
illusion. Our tendency to misunderstand ourselves and the nature of reality, for instance 
to treat as divisible that which is in reality indivisible, is not the result of a simple over
sight or laziness. This tendency is built into the way we have evolved, the way we 
habitually are, the way we have adapted to the material pressures of life. The way we 
live obscures the reality of life. We are a facet of reality that is organised in such a way 
as to be ignorant of what it is. And most philosophy is doomed to incoherence because 
it seeks to ground an understanding of reality upon this very ignorance, i.e. upon the 
conditions of our habitual experience. As Deleuze will conclude, 'all our false problems 
derive from the fact that we do not know how to go beyond experience toward the con
ditions of experience, toward the articulations of the real [du reeW (B, 26). 

Despite our ignorance, we nonetheless remain a facet of this reality, and we can 
always come to learn what we do not initially knOw. With sufficient effort, we can learn 
to become what we are. Such learning will proceed, negatively, through disruption or 
disorganisation of our experience, and positively, through an immediate intuition of the 
real. Philosophy has no other goal than to pursue this joint task. This means that philos
ophy is nothing less than a continuation and intensification of being itself, an operation 
applied to the immanent obstacle of creativity (its obstruction by the products it 
produces). Philosophy will thus complete the human adventure by escaping it, and in the 
process it will offer creative spirit a way out of its material exile. Philosophy will be the 
discipline that creativity requires, and invents, so as to continue along its most intensive 
(most creative, most spiritual or immaterial) path. Philosophy is the vehicle through 
which spirit can escape its necessary confmement in matter. 
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This is why the philosopher and the mystic occupy such a privileged place at the 

summit of Bergson's hierarchical cosmology. Material obstacles have forced the evolu
tion of spiritual life into myriad divergent charmels, and in most of these channels living 
creativity has eventually run dry. But if the story of evolution as Bergson tells it is the 
story of compromises life has been forced to make with and in matter, the climax of that 
story is precisely the moment when, with humanity, conscious life invents a form that is 
fInally capable of bypassing all material, organic, social or intellectual obstruction - a 
form through which it might advance on a purely spiritual plane. 'Everywhere but in 
man, consciousness has had to come to a standstill; in man alone it has kept on its (way. 
Man, then, continues the vital movement indefmitely.'34 This movement not only contin
ues but is intensified in those humans who transcend their creatural limitations for the 
sake of creation itself Mysticism figures as the culmination of Bergson's system because 

the ultimate end of mysticism is the establishment of a contact, consequently of a partial 
coincidence, with the creative effort which life itself manifests. This effort is of God, if it is 
not God himsel£ The great mystic is to be conceived as an individual being, capable of 
transcending the limitations imposed on the species by its material nature, thus continuing 

and extending the divine action.35 

The great mystics are people who become perfectly transparent vehicles for the singular 
creative force that surges through all living things. They incarnate a maximally expres
sive power or creativity. By leaping across all social and material boundaries, they achieve 
'identification of the human will with the divine will'. They 'simply open their souls to 
the oncoming wave', such that 'it is God who is acting through the soul in the soul'.36 

The description of such action is explicitly mystical in Bergson but only implicitly so 
in Deleuze. One of the aims of the present book is to demonstrate that this difference, 
at least, is largely insignificant. 

VI 

Every individual is thus more or less expressive of the whole. The whole as such, 
however, is not itself presentable. The whole can only be conceived as a virtual or non
actual, non-presentable category. Virtual and unpresentable are synonymous terms. 
This is a fmal and especially significant implication of Deleuze's ontology (and its 
further elaboration will absorb most of the following chapter). 

For the time being, it is enough to note that while everything is given as a facet of 
the whole or one-all, this whole can never be given, or become giveable. Precisely 
since it is nothing other than ongoing creation, the wnole is never presentable in any 
static or finished state. It is only as a process of enclless transformation. 'If the whole 
is not give able, it is because it is the Open, and because its nature is to change con
stantly, or to give rise to something new.'37 Although any given mo~ent compresses the 
whole of indivisible time in a passing instant or present, only the present itself is pre
sentable, precisely because the present, or actual, presents itself as limited and divisible. 
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Gust like everything else, presence is an activity, not a state: presence is always a pre
senting, a making-present). Just as the monism of substance eliminates relations 
between actual objects so as to conceive them as virtual aspects of a single expanding 
universe, so too 'a single duration will pick up along its route the events of the totality 
of the material world.' Free from the filters of consciousness or psychology, a single 
in~ition will grasp the 'impersonal time in which all things will flow'. 38 The singular 
time thus intuited, however, can never itself be measured or presented, let alone rep
resented. The indivisible time and intensive space of a creating bear no resemblance 
to the presentable, extensional, and measurable dimensions of created actuality. Or 
again, a creating can be thought but not presented: all that actually appears of a 
creating is the creature (the individual, the work, the sound, the image, the wound ... ) 
it creates. 

Another virtue of Bergson's account of mysticism is that it suggests a frrst way of 
explaining the ineluctably virtual status of our all-inclusive whole (i.e. a frrst way of 
accounting for the deferral and disruption of presentation across the unpresentable con
tinuity of time). Bergson suggests that an uncompromised form of mystical intuition 
might have enabled an immediate presentation of creation or the whole as such, 
without passing through the mediation of time. Bergson's mystic is that person or rather 
that impersonal super-person who seeks 'to complete the creation of the human species 
and make of humanity what it would have straightaway become, had it been able to 
assume its frnal shape without the assistance of man itself'. To complete the creation of 
the human species is nothing other than to make it an adequate vehicle for creation as 
such, i.e. it is to participate in God's own 'undertaking to create creators'.39 

"Why then does this creation remain incomplete? Towards the end of his last book 
Bergson pauses to consider the counter-fa~tual alternative, and the result is a passage 
full of resonance for Deleuze's own contribution to this creation of creators. If we posit, 
says Bergson, 'the existence of a creative energy which is love, and which desires to 
produce from itself beings worthy to be loved', then we can always imagine such 
creation as taking place in a world 'whose materiality, as the opposite of divine spiritu
ality, would simply express the distinction between being created and creating, between 
the multifarious notes, strung like pearls, of a symphony and the indivisible emotion 
from which they sprang'. In such a world, virtual or spiritual creatings and their actual 
or material incarnations would be free to coalesce as 'complementary aspects of 
creation'; life and matter might blend in a single animation, creating. there, created 
here. Unfortunately, Bergson concludes, such happy 'interpenetration has not been 
possible on our planet'. In our world, life has been obliged to embody itself in matter 
that was poorly adapted to its vital elan. As a result of this inadaptation, what we know 
of creation has been deflected from its original and immediate goal. Matter's resistance 
to creative life forced it to split along the various and 'divergent lines of evolutionary 
progress, instead of remaining undivided to the end'. Even along the one line along 
which the elan eventually broke through, even here, this exceptional (human) line soon 
bent back against itself 'The movement which started as straight ended as circular. In 
that circle humanity, the terminal point, revolves.'4o 
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How are we to get out of this terminal revolution? Bergson concludes that our only 
tion is to 'follow the lead of the mystic'.41 Only mystics, or people who become like 

OPystics, can live in a marmer adequate to the living that lives through them. 
III By the same token, only such people, or similar people, can endure what Deleu:e 
will call a virtual event. And as a philosopher capable of such endurance, Deleuze will 
then seek to show that our world, so long as it is suitably oriented towards its creative 
outside, may indeed become the very one that Bergson found missing. 

VII 

Before going any further, it may be worth looking briefly at a couple of representative 
arnples of the sort of events or outings that Deleuze's ontology is designed to embrace. 
~ince his work is packed with any number of suggestive examples, we might as well look 
at the frrst and the last entries in his collected essays - a posthumously published piece on 
desert islands, written in the early 1950s, and a fmal reflection on the impersonal singu
larity of life, which appeared just before his death in 1995. This haphazard combination 
of themes may already shed some light on the nature of that distinctively 'subtractive 
vitalism' which informs the whole body of his work. 

The 1950s essay, 'Causes and Reasons of Desert Islands', is about the separateness 
that defmes an island and that allows us to dream of deserted islands as a sort of island 
ideal. Because we can imagine it as separate from the rest of the world, an island can 
figure as a place invested with an uncontaminated potential. A truly deserted island, 
Deleuze suggests, is a place from which the world itself might be created anew. 
Unfortunately, actual islands rarely are deserted. Most islands are populated, and by 
owning and inhabiting them their human occupants thereby attach them to the 
mundane routine of the world as it is. The inhabitants of an island trap it in a static 
actuality. Robinson Crusoe is the very model of such an inhabitant, the ~ti-islander 
par excellence. A pure proprietor, Robinson turns his once deserted island mto a com
fortable version of home. The young Deleuze does not hide his scorn - 'one can hardly 
imagine a more boring novel' than Robinson Crusoe, and 'every healthy reader dreams of 
seeing Friday eat Robinson' (DI, 12). . .. 

The only way out of this situation, the only way to 'recover the mythologrcal lIfe of 
the deserted island', is to fmd some way of inspiring its inhabitants to become the 
vector of their own de-population, their own evacuation or subtraction. An island 
might be inhabited and yet become spiritually deserted, provided that its inhabitants 
become 'sufficiently, that is absolutely, separate, and provided they are sufficient, 
absolute creators'. Deleuze acknowledges that 'this is never the case in fact', but the 
possibility can be imagined as a virtual telos that will align both people and cosmos i~ 
the creation of a new earth. (As we shall see, this telos is what Deleuze and Guattarl 
will later name 'deterritorialisation', and 'deterritorialisation is absolute when it brings 
about the creation of a new earth' [TP' 510]). If they can frnd some way of taking up 
and continuing the elan that produced the island as separate and deserted, then 
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far from compromising it, humans bring the desertedness to its perfection and highest 
point. In certain conditions which attach them to the very movement of things, humans 
do not put an end to desertedness, they make it sacred. Those people who come to the 
island indeed occupy and populate it; but in reality, were they sufficiently separate, suffi
ciently creative, they would give the island only a dynamic image of itself, a consciousness 
of the movement which produced the island, such that through them the island would in 
the end become conscious of itself as deserted and unpeopled. The island would be only 
the dream of humans, and humans, the pure consciousness of the island. For this to be the 
case, there is again but one condition: humans would have to reduce themselves to the 
movement that brings them to the island, to the movement which prolongs and takes 
up the elan that produced the island. Then geography and imagination would be one. 
(DI, 10-11) 

The island would thus be restored to its desertion, and at the same time would give rise' 
to 'uncommon humans, absolutely separate, absolute creators, in short, an Idea of 
humanity, a prototype, a man who would almost be a god [ ... ], a pure Artist, a con
sciousness of Earth and Ocean'. This would be nothing less than 'a human being who 
precedes itself Such a creature on a deserted island would be the deserted island itself'. 
The creation of such creatures ensures 'the survival of a sacred place in a world that is 
slow to re-begin'.42 . 

Despite obvious differences of context and theme, a version of this same creative 
separation or subtraction also informs the last essay that Deleuze published during his 
lifetime, 'Immanence: A Life .. .' (1995). The timing and topic of this essay encourages 
us to read it as a sort of philosophical testament; there are certainly few other essays 
that offer so clear and so compressed an overview of Deleuze's general orientation. Of 
the several literary allusions Deleuze makes in this brief essay, one is especially sugges
tive of its argument and of the logic of his philosophy as a whole. This is a reference 
to a minor episode in Dickens' late novel Our Mutual Friend. The unloved character 
Riderhood, who makes his living fishing corpses out of the Thames, himself almost 
drowns in that same river when his boat is run down by a steamer. Some onlookers then 
carry him, half-dead, up to Miss Abbey's pub, and a doctor is called in to revive him. 
'No one', Dickens writes, 'has the least regard for the man; with them all, he has been 
an object of avoidance, suspicion, and aversion.' Nevertheless, the spectacle of this 
struggle between life and death solicits a response deeper than empathy: 

The spark of life within him is curiously separable from himself now, and they have a deep 
interest in it, probably because it IS life, and they are living and must die [ .. .]. Neither 
Riderhood in this world, nor Riderhood in the other, could draw tears from them; but a 
striving human soul between the two can do it easily. He is struggling to come back. Now, he 
is almost here, now he is far away again. And yet -like us all, when we swoon -like us all, 

every day of our lives when we wake - he is instinctively unwilling to be restored to the con
sciousness of this existence, and would be left dormant, if he could. 
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Life and medicine soon win the day, and the patient recovers. But 'as he grows warm, 
the doctor and the four men cool. The spark of life was deeply interesting while it was 
in abeyance, but now that it has got established in Mr Riderhood, there appears to be a 
general desire that circumstances had admitted of its being developed in anybody else, 
rather than that gentleman.'43 

The most important thing to retain from this exemplary episode, I think, is the crucial 
difference between the spark (the virtual 'creating') and the person (the actual 'creature') 
it animates. The person Riderhood is.an object that has certain objective qualities; like 
any object, he is more orless appealing, more or less hateful or sympathetic. He is indi
viduated by what he does and has done, by his origins and background, by the 
personality he has come to acquire, by the relations he sustains with other people, and 
so on. Such is the creatural dimension. The spark itself, however, subsists on a quite dif
ferent plane. The spark is perfectly unique, perfectly singular - it is this spark, and no 
other - yet fully 'separable' from the object it sustains. This is the point that interests 
Deleuze: 

No one has described what a life is better than Charles Dickens [ ... ]. Between [Riderhood's] 
life and his death, there is a moment that is only that of a life playing with death. The life 
of the individual gives way to an impersonal and yet singular life that releases a pure event 
freed from the accidents of internal and external life, that is, from the subjectivity and 
objectivity of what happens: a 'Homo tantum' with whom everyone empathises and who 
attains a sort of beatitude. It is [ ... ] a life of pure immanence, neutral, beyond good and 
evil, for it was only the subject that incarnated it in the midst of things that made it good 
or bad. The life of such individuality fades away in favour of the singular life immanent to 
a man who no longer has a name, though he can be mistaken for no other.44 

What befalls RiderhoQd here, moreover, is simply an extreme version of the sort of 
process that Deleuze identifies as characteristic of literary writing in general. Writing is 
a process that sweeps individual characters up in intensive movements that explode their 
constituted limits. It is a process that 'elevates them to a vision that carries them off into 
an indefmite [un indifini], like a becoming that is too powerful for them' (CC, 3). 

It is not I or you who lives: 'one' (une vie) lives in us. The indefmite ones ·that live and 
die in us 'in no way take the place of a subject, but instead do away with any subject in 
favour of an assemblage [ ... ] that carries or brings out the event insofar as it is 
unformed and incapable of being effectuated' by actual or individuated persons. We 
access the one that lives in us through experiences that we can grasp only by abandon
ing our determina,tion to speak as ourselves, by 'letting go of [our] ability to say 1'.45 

A life, this spark of life, is the singular yet anonymous event or creating that sustains 
any given individual or being. What truly lives through such an individual is this pure 
affirmative potential alone.46 Individuals live when, beyond the limits of what is lived, they 
minimise the constraints of their incarnation to the advantage of that spark of pure life 
that lives in them (but that is 'in' them at a distance greater than that of anything which 
stands actually outside them). They live the life of this singular spark that animates them. 
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The whole of Deleuze's philosophy is a sustained effort to devise a redemptive logic 
adequate to just such pure events or creatings, in keeping with the idea that 'a life is 
composed of one and the same Event, despite the variety of what might happen' (LS, 
170). What is lived or thought can always be described within the coherence of a single 
destiny, so long as we remember that this coherence is that of a virtual creating and not 
that of the actual creature. The coherence of a creating can only be grasped by suspend
ing and then eventually abandoning the coherence of the creature to which it gives rise. 

This dependence of the actual upon the virtual is the topic. of our next chapter; its 
suspension and abandonment will be taken up in Chapters 3 and 4. 
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Actual Creatures, Virtual Creatings 

'The knowledge of things bears the same relation to 
the knowledge of God as the things themselves to 
God' (EP, 14). 

We know that being is creation and that creation embraces all there is. Being is just as 
essentially differential, however - this is just what it means to be creative, after all, rather 
than static or chaotic. Since it is absolutely creative, being differentiates or distinguishes 
itself in an infinitely multiple number of ways, such that the 'unit' or most basic element 
of being is not an inconsistent or continuous flux but rather a distinct process or oper
ation: a creating. A creating proceeds as the sufficient reason behind the actual entity or 
state of affairs that it then establishes. Being is the inexhaustible proliferation of creat
ings or events of creation, 'forms of a thought-Nature that span or flyover [survolent] 
every possible universe' (WP, 177-8). 

In addition, every distinct event or creating gives rise to a certain kind of existent 
creature - an organism, a personality, an object, an experience, etc. Creation is one but 
it proceeds as two, through this distinction of creatings and creatures. Creare is one, we 
might say, but it involves both the active creans and the passive creaturum. The creating is 
'implied' or 'implicated' within its creator; the creature is an explication or unfolding of 
the creating (EP, 16). Creatings present creatures, but are never themselves presentable. 
The geometric examples that Deleuze retains from Spinoza are familiar: we actively 
construct a plane through the movement of a line, a circle through the rotation of a line 
segment, a sphere through the rotation of a semicircle, and so on. Deleuze's aim is very 
concisely to apply a similar logic to the whole of creation, to 'construct the real itself, 
rather than remain on the level of mathematical entities' (EP, 136). 

BSlth creatings and creatures are facets of a single order of creation. They both are 
in one and the same way. But the modality of their being is different. Differentiated 
creatures are actual, extended and defmite forms of being, and their existence depends 
on the interactive constraints of their material situation. Differentiatings or creatings 
are virtual, and are intensive rather than extensive. Creation is primordially and essen
tially self-differing, and its 'self-differentiation is the movement of a virtuality which 
actualises itself' (DI, 40tm). 



The crucial point is that all of the productive, differential or creative force in this dual 
configuration stems from the virtual creating alone, and not from the actual creature. 
This doesn't mean that the creating is transcendent of the creature. A creating doesn't 
operate upon the creature from a position external to it, like a transitive cause upon its 
effect. Creation is precisely the immanent combination of both creature and creating: 
the creating is more 'internal' to the creature than any actual inside. Nevertheless, as the 
verbal forms suggest, only one of these two terms is active. It is only the creating that 
differs or produces, and it is only the creating as such that can claim to be properly new. 
However novel or impressive an actual work of ?ort, for instance, it bears no resemblance 
to the process that created it, to the power of its working. However novel it might be in 
respect to other existent creatures, a newly created individual is never itself new in the 
Deleuzian sense. However much we multiply the number, complexity and diversity of 
created individuals, we will never reach the power of the new as such. 

This is perhaps the most important distinction in the whole of Deleuze's work. 
A virtual creating is not just new in relation to what already exists, or in relation to the 
old, or to the about to be old. A creating is new in itself, in its being, for its own time but 
also for the whole of time. A creating is new because it is creative, precisely - because 
it is invested with an inherent power to make-new, to transform, change, disrupt, differ, 
and so on. 'The new, with its power of beginning and beginning again, remains forever 
new, just as the established was always established from the outset, even if a certain 
amount of empirical time was necessary for this to be recognised.' The (soon to be) 
established, or created, can never itself be new or creative, regardless of how distinct it 
may be in relation to what has already been established. This is why 'Nietzsche's dis
tinction between the creation of new values and the recognition of established values 
should not be understood in a historically relative manner, as though the new values 
were new in their time and the new values simply needed time to become established' 
(DR, 136). No, the essential difference is between (a) values that more or less quickly 
come to be established and thus recognised, represented, honoured, and so on (i.e. 
valued values), and (b) the pure process of valuing anew or revaluing (i.e. valuing values), 
a process that generates all discernible values but which itself evades discernment. 

Any constituted or creatural identity is in reality only the simulation or semblance of 
an identity, a mere 'optical "effect" produced by the more profound game of difference' 
and the repeating of difference (DR, xix). So when Deleuze and Guattari declare that 
'we are made of lines', what is most essential is the difference between lines that are drawn 
around established identities, shapes or territories, and the active drawing of pure lines of 
flight, drawings liberated from any relation to territory, identity or shape. As individuals 
we are made up of sequences of rigid, segmented or molar identities on the one hand, 
and of more supple, more molecular becomings or 'fluxes' on the other hand. But both 
of these dimensions are determined by a deeper, more dynamic, more indefmite and 
thus more unreservedly inventive movement - the pure movement of an abstract line of 
flight or deterritorialisation. This third kind of line is what 'carries us away' towards a 
destination that is neither foreseeable nor pre-existent. The line of flight is 'simple, 
abstract, and yet it is the most complex of all' because if it seems to emerge after the 
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other two, in reality 'this line has always been there, although it is the opposite of a 
destiny: it does not have to detach itself from the others, rather it is the fITst, and the 
others are derived from it'.) In the dimension of actuality, the third, purely creative line 
will always appear to arise after the others, since we must begin with what is individu
ated or created. Creation only exists in the form of creatures, and only creatures can 
think the process from which they result. In reality, however, it remains the case that what 
is individuated - the actual person you have become - is indeed a result, the product of 
a producing that is itself primary. The lines that we are may appear to be alternately 
shaped or shaping, constituted or constituting, passively lined or actively lining, but there 
is ultimately only the line of continuous variation or creation: in the end, 'there is only 
one line, the primary line of light', which is only intermittently and temporarily 'rela
tivised' or interrupted (TP, 194; D, 124, 147). 

Deleuze regularly insists on this unilateral configuration. As a general rule, transfor
mative 'becoming [le devenir], change, and mutation affect composing forces, not 
composed forms' (FC, 87trn). The destiny of the creature, as we shall see in the next 
couple of chapters, is simply to invent the means (appropriate to its material situation) 
of emptying or dissolving itself so as to impose the least possible limitation upon the 
creating that sustains it. 

Deleuze will thereby concur, in his. own way, with the most fundamental of theo
phanic convictions - that while everything is a manifestation of God, we can know God 
qua God 'only through God, and not through the creatural'.2 To adapt Leibniz's way of 
putting it, God is the ocean of which we are only drops: while every creature is nothing 
other than an expression of God, nevertheless any given creature can no more express 
the plenitude of God than a single drop can express the depth and power of the sea.3 

Though creation is one, it proceeds through the dualism of creating/creature in 
order eventually to express and intensify the monism that it is. Every apparent 'dualism 
is therefore only a moment, which must lead to the re-formation of a monism [ ... ]. We 
employ a dualism of models only in order to arrive at a process that challenges all 
models' and that generates 'the magic formula we all seek - PLURALISM = MONISM' 
(B, 29; TP, 20-1). 

At the same time, however, we know that this monism never sinks into mere undiffer
entiation. A creative ontology is distinct from a merely chaotic anarchy. Being is creation 
rather than chaos. Chaos creates nothing that endures (LB, 76-7). Chaotic determina
tions are characterised 'by the infmite speed with which they take shape and vanish'. 4 

Chaotic determinations are ephemeral, whereas every creating generates a certain 
minimal consistency - the consistency of its own becoming or transformation, the line 
of its own development, however jagged or disruptive. A singular life will live as both 
indefmite and singular [une], just as an embryo (to cite one of Deleuze and Guattari's 
favourite examples) will undergo a dramatically violent process of transformation, but it 
will remain an embryo. In somewhat the same way, Deleuze and Guattari's fIrst require
ment of a work of art or literature will be that it stand up on its own, that it last. A 
creating qila creating retains a virtual or ideal self-sufficiency, but it will only be 'actually' 
creative if it is also incarnated in an existent creature which both expresses and obstructs 
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it. The existence (and thus resistance) of the creature is itself an internal necessity of 
creation; creatural opacity is an immanent and unavoidable obstacle to the expression or 
development of being itself. 

Much of Deleuze's philosophy is conc,erned with the developmept of adequate 
means of confronting this obstacle. 'There is nothing which does not lose its identity as 
this is constituted by concepts, and its similarity as this is constituted in representation, 
when the dynamic space and time of its actual constitution is discovered' (DR, 218). 
There is no creature that fails to become other than itself or that resists its re-orienta
tion to the telos of the imperceptible, once it fmds a way to think the principle of its 
own creating. 

Since Deleuze himself fIrst found a way to think such principles through Spinoza and 
Berg'son, we'll begin this discussion of the virtual and the actual with them. 

I 

The virtual is no doubt the single most important and most elusive notion in Deleuze's 
philosophy. The recent evolution of the word's general meaning (in phrases like 'virtual 
reality') unhelpfully associates it with the artifIcial or merely apparent; readers would do 
better to retain something of the older, now archaic meaning of the word, which relates 
it to the possession of inherent virtues or powers. 

It's this meaning of the word that infuses the whole Spinozist conception of reality, 
and while the conventional distinction of virtual and actual is foreign to Spinoza's phi
losophy, nevertheless it's again this philosophy that should orient our fIrst interpretation 
of this aspect of Deleuze's work. Much of the essential difference between virtual and 
actual (along with the key to Deleuze's understanding of essence and its homophonic 
cognate sens, or sense) follows directly from Spinoza's celebrated distinction of an active 
or creative naturans from a passive or created naturata.5 

As we saw in the previous chapter, Spinoza seeks to conceive of nature and of all the 
particular things it contains as the infInitely ramifIed expression, or naturing, of a single 
self-creating reality or substance. Every discernible mdividual is in reality an active indi
viduating or modifying of this divine and univocal substance. 'Each idea of each body, 

~ or of each singular thing which actually exists, necessarily involves an· eternal and 
infmite essence of God.'6 We can think of these singular things or modifIcations of sub
stance, however, in one of two ways. We can either 'conceive them to exist in relation 
to a certain time and place', and in particular in relation to ourselves, or we can 
'conceive them to be contained in God and to follow from the necessity of the divine 
nature'. To conceive them in this second way, i.e. to conceive them as 'true or real', is 
to understand them as offering an adequate expression of an eternal and infInite 
essence of God.7 

To consider individuals in the fIrst way, as actual or existent, is to consider them as 
individuated in the world and thus as affected by what happens to them and by their 
myriad relations with all other constituted individuals. Considered in this way, the indi
viduated are passive in relation to what creates or causes them. They rely upon the 
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i irnagination, rather than the intellect, to make sense of the world. They tend to under-
1 stand things in terms of fortune and contingency rather than of rational autonomy and 

necessity. They suffer the effects of their passions. They live in a state of incomprehen
sion and 'bondage'. The individuated qua individuated have only a temporary and 
limited existence, and have only inadequate ideas of what they are or what they can do. 
'So long as the human mind perceives things from the common order of nature, it does 
not have an adequate, but only a confused and mutilated knowledge of itself, of its own 
body, and of external bodies' (IIP29C). 
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The process whereby an individual may come to consider itself as 'true or real', by 
contrast, is simply the process through which it learns that it is nothing other a distinct 
facet of God's infInitely active and eternally creative power. Such an individual 'knows 
that it is in God and is conceived through God' (VP30). The more it conceives or is 
conceived in this way, the more 'perfect' and powerful it becomes. And since (for 
reasons we'll come back to in Chapter 4) an adequate idea is one that expresses its 
cause, the more such an individual understands itself and other individuals as individ
uatings of God the more its thinking proceeds through adequate ideas. Fully to 
understand ourselves in this way is our 'salvation, or blessedness, or freedom'.8 Once 
we have understood ourselves as expressing an eternal essence of God, then we realis~ 
that the merely actual or creatural 'part of the mind which perishes with the body is 
of no moment in relation to what remains' (VP38S) - its perfect or immaculate part. 

11 

Deleuze's decision to use the adjective 'virtual' to describe such a part follows fIrst and 
foremost from his reading of Bergson. As Deleuze understands it, Bergson's whole 
project affIrms the primacy of the virtual, understood as 'an absolutely positive mode 
of existence', as 'something absolutely simple that realises itself', precisely by differing 
from itself.9 

We saw in the previous chapter how, from a Bergsonian perspective, 'all our false 
problems derive from the fact that we do not know how to go beyond experience toward 
the conditions of experience, toward the articulations of the real' (B, 26). Our false 
problems arise precisely because we tend to confme our attention to the domain of our 
(actual) experience of reality, rather than to the (virtual) nature of reality itself. 

.our actual experience, for instance our normal perception of an object or image, is 
governed by our ordinary interests and needs: the needs we have as beings endowed 
with organic and materially existent bodies. We normally only see what is useful or 
interesting to us at any given moment. When a cow sees grass, it sees food rather than 
photosynthesis. The domain of the actual is thus subordinated to the requirements. of 
interest and to the actions required for the pursuit of interest. lO The interests of action, 
for obvious reasons, focus concentration. on the present moment. As the French 
meaning of the word makes clear, the actual [l'actue~ is fIrst and foremost an aspect of 
the present. The present is that dimension of time in which things literally fall into their 
allocated place. The present is that moment in which time appears to be subordinate to 
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space, in which the spatial concerns of my acting body momentarily (but routinely) 
dominate the passing flow of time. As Bergson understands it, my present experience 
simply consists in the awareness that I have of my body, i.e. of a certain combination 
of spatially specific sensations and movements. And since 'sensations and movements 
are localised at determined points Of this extended body, there can only be, at a given 
moment, a single system of movements and sensations. That is why my present appears 
to me to be a thing absolutely determined', as the 'very materiality of my existence' .11 
The present subordinates the intensive passing of time to a specific extension in space, 
and because we are ordinarily and regularly interested in what we can do in the present, 
we assume that this subordination is itself lasting and determinant. 

This is precisely where our false problems begin. For the actual moment of such 
determin.ation, this ostensibly solid materiality, is also a moment of merely ephemeral 
duration. As everyone knows, the present does not)ast. To say that intensive time comes 
to be extensionally fixed or spatially determined in the moment of the present is tanta
mount, in fact, to saying that it is never so fixed or determined. The solidity of the actual 
is only apparent. The actual, i.e. the present or extensive, may seem solid and determi
nate, and insofar as we bend our knowledge of reality to the satisfaction of our interests 
then we have every interest in maintaining this semblance. But as Bergson argues in his 
most remarkable book, Matter and Memory, any psychological account of memory and of 
the mind more generally is doomed to incoherence if it tries to ground itself on the 
primacy of such actual perceptions. His targets include explanations of memory 
whereby the remembering of a perception would involve the mental storage of a discreet 
fragment of time, as if memory involved only the retention of progressively distant or 
weakened perceptions - as if the past was built up out of the accumulation, one after the 
other, of so many once-present moments. The details of this argument needn't detain us 
here, but it would be hard to exaggerate the importance, for Deleuze, of Bergson's alter-
native to such accounts.12 . 

Rather than the illusory solidity of the actual, rather than the merely apparent stur
diness of extension, Bergson insists that the true fabric of reality is instead intensive and 
virtual, and that the lasting ground of our experience is not the present but the non
present, i.e. the whole continuum of time itself (or what Bergson calls the 'pure past'). 
The conventional, present-centred account tries to conceive of the past in aggregative 
terms, as built up through the accumulation of successive slices of the present. Bergson 
inverts this argument: in reality, all of past time exists together, all at once, as a single 
synthetic flow. The whole of the past is preserved in itself, complete in every detail, and 
what Bergson calls pure memory is simply this preservation as such. How could it be 
otherwise, if reality is a continuous and indivisible movement of creation? 

Now if all of past time exists as an indivisible whole, if the whole of the past remains 
equally real or alive and if reality is nothing other than this whole, then what needs 
explanation is not what makes reality whole but rather what allows us to experience it, 
most of the time, as merely partial or limited. What limits it, what prevents this whole 
from ever being present, is precisely the imposition of the present itself The whole can 
only 'be' as non-present, or non-actual. To be present is itself to isolate, according to the 
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needs of the moment, according to the priorities of a creature that acts in keeping with 
its interests, only those few aspects of the whole that are relevant to these actions or 
needs. Although our every past experience is perfectly preserved in pure memory, 'to act 
is just to induce this memory to shrink,· or rather to become thinned and sharpened, so 
that it presents nothing thicker than the edge of a blade to actual experience, into which 
it will thus be able to penetrate' .13 The past isn't compiled together from so many present 
parts. It is rather the present that imposes, as it occurs, a drastic sharpening or limitation 
upon the past. The present performs a severe constriction of time, and the more pressing 
the imperatives of present action, the narrower this constriction will be. The more 
urgent or automated the action - the more action comes to act like a reflex or like a 
purely instinctual response to a stimulus - the more punctual the present compression of 
time. The reflexive present is just time reduced to an 'objective' actuality, and thus 
reduced to a minimum of indetermination, freedom, or creativity. It is reduced, in other 
words, to the minimal (most compressed, or actualised) degree of virtuality.14 

Clearly, the past in this sense, the past as continuous whole or synthetic flow of indi
visible time, can only exist in a virtual dimension. But there is nothing privative about 
this 'only' - on the contrary. The present is actual, the past is virtual. And for the same 
reason that the actual, despite its seeming solidity, is in reality ephemeral and illusory, 
so too is the virtual, despite (or rather on account of) its immateriality and non
presence, the only true and lasting dimension of reality. In reality it is the virtual, not 
the actual, that is creative or determinant. Or to put this another way: all that is 
'actually' determined only seem$ so from the limited perspective of a particular 
organism, preoccupied with its interests and with its limited capacity for action. In 
reality, such determination is just a form of local adaptation. It is the result of 
entrenched habit, of 'a set of intelligently constructed mechanisms which ensUre the 
appropriate reply to various possible demands'. 15 Real determination, on the other 
hand, is the creative dynamic of being as a whole. Distracted by its actions, an actual 
organism mistakes its local adaptation for its 'own' determination. It fails to grasp that 
any 'actual present is only the entire past in its most contracted state' (DR, 82tm), that 
it is nothing other than a more or less compressed, more or less de-virtualised facet of 
a virtual whole. 

In other words, although the organism is indeed ordinarily condemned to act within 
the limits of its actual situation, it will only understand it if it manages to work its way 
back to what philosophy will identifY as the 'real starting point'. This starting point, as 
Deleuze explains in his own short book on Bergson, is a simple unity, a virtual totality. 
If 'differentiation must always be understood as the actualisation of a virtuality that 
persists across its actual divergent lines', this is 'because it presupposes a unity, a virtual 
primordial totality' - the unpresentable totality of creation or creative time as such (B, 
95). And why does this unity remain virtual or non-present, unpresentable? Because we 
can access it qnly by forms of insight or intuition that are indifferent to the logic and 
priorities of the present or of presentation, i.e. the very forms of thought that are 
obstructed by our normal creatural habits. Hence the lesson that Deleuze will develop, 
one way or another, in virtually all of his own works: access to the real, to the real 
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conditions of determination or creation, requires the disruption of these habits and the 
dissolution of these obstructions. If the actual is sustained by the interests of action then 
virtual insight will require the paralysis of action and the dissolution of the actor. If the 
actual is sustained by the coordination of a body that links sensations and actions in an 
organic 'sensory-motor mechamsm', then access to the virtu~ will req~ire the .disloc~
tion of this mechanism. If the actual is a function of the organIsm, the vrrtualwill entail 
a generalised dis-organisation - the mstitution of a disorganised body, a body stripped 
of its creatural integrity and coherence, or what Deleuze and Guattari will call, after 
Artaud, a 'body without organs'. 

Of all the various influences on Deleuze's own conception of the virtual, Bergson's 
notion of the pure past (i.e. its continuous preservation in pure memory) must be the 
single most significant. Although they fly in the face of common sense, the general 
contours of this notion may already be apparent. As virtual, memory will have no 
relation to action, sensation, or extension. If actual perception proceeds as a form of 
sensation (in anticipation of a bodily action or reaction), memory will proceed,. uncon
taminated by the mediation of sensation, as a form of pure or immediate intuition. As 
opposed to a fragment of the past that is merely reactivated for the purposes of the 
present situation, a pure memory has no interest in ~ither ~ction or the present ~nd 
instead throws us immediately in the midst of the past, Just as It was. A pure recollectlon 
or 'virtual image', as Deleuze will explain, 'is not a psychological state or a conscious
ness: it exists outside of consciousness', literally in the midst of the things as they were 
or are. 'It is in the past as it is in itself, as it is preserved in itself, that we go to look for 
our dreams or our recollections ... '.16 The past is not something that we might regret or 
miss: time is the dimension of creation or production, not absence or nostalgia. In other 
words, this pure past is not at all 'past' in the normal sense so much as the intemporal 
being of time itself, i.e. being in its becoming or developing. The pure 'past does not 
represent something that has been, but simply something that is and that coexists with 
itself as present. The past does not have to preserve itself in anything but itself, because 
it is in itself, survives and preserves itself in itsel£' This is why, when we truly remember 
something we do not retrieve or reactivate a moment that was once present and noW 
exists only as a mental trace or representation of what it once was, but rather 'we place 
ourselves, directly, in the past itself' (PS, 58). We do not remember the past so much as 
think it, i.e. allow it to think through us. 

Precisely because it is virtual, pure memory is of no use to present, actual or creat
ural concerns. 'Pure memory, being inextensive and powerless, does not in any degree 
·share the nature of sensation' or feeling - in other words, it is of no direct interest to an 
organismY But for this very reason, becau£e of its indifference to th~ creatural, ?ure 
memory is an adequate vehicle for creation as such. Pure memory IS the domam of 
artists and seers - people who, in keeping with the cliche of the dreaming artist or dis
tracted genius, are minimally concerned with action and interest. (As we shall see,~e 
great effort of art will involve the extraction and preservation of the virtual or creative 
as such, independently of any actual compression - for no sooner is such a memory 
actualised, according to the needs of action and the present, than it loses its virtual 
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i completion and with it its creative force. And to anticipate a related issue to which we'll 

return later in this chapter: one clue to understanding Deleuze's otherwise impenetra
ble 'logic of sense' is that it is patterned on precisely this notion of a pure or virtual past. 
What this 'past is to i:ime, sense is to language and idea to thought. Sense as past of 
language is the form of its pre-existence, that which we place ourselves in at once' [C2, 
99-100; c£ B, 57]). 

We should perhaps come back to one last point before moving on. I've said that the 
actual, though we habitually treat it as solid or substantial, is in reality ephemeral and 
illusory. The virtual alone is real. A virtual creating is the reality that lives in any actual 
creature. If you forget this point, the philosophies of both Bergson and Deleuze will 
make no sense at all. On the other hand though, it's just as essential to remember that 
the illusions of actuality are unavoidable and well-founded. Virtual cre~tings immedi
ately give rIse to actual creatures, and to be an actual creature is necessarily to be 
concerned with creatural interests and actions. 18 The actual does not exist separately 
from the virtual, and the virtual does not transcend the actual in some higher plane. 19 

Rather, the two dimensions are given as facets of one and the same creative process, 
two aspects of one and the same 'expression' (and it will be the redemptive task of 
thought to explore the possible means of extracting or subtracting the one from the 
other). In Bergson's compressed terms: 

our actual existence, whilst it is unrolled in time, duplicates itself all along with a virtual exis
tence, a mirror-image. Every moment of our life presents two aspects, it is actual and virtual, 
perception on the one side and memory on the other. Each moment is split up as and when 
it is posited. Or rather, it consists in this very splitting, for the present moment, always going 
forward [ ... ] would be a mere abstraction were it not the moving mirror which continually 
reflects perception as a memory.20 

As it crystallises in the 'now', every passing moment tips momentarily into the actuality 
of the present (and the apparent solidity of extension) - but by the same token, every 
present moment passes continuously from this ephemeral 'now' into the virtual continu
ity of the past. Every present moment, as Deleuze is fond of reminding us, would never 
pass on if it were not in reality also already passing or past.21 Every actual is sustained by 
the virtual which passes through it. But although actual and virtual must be thought 
together, although there can be no counter-actualisation that is not accompanied by 
forms of re-actualisation, nevertheless the creative telos itself will not change. The task of 
any actual creature is always to 'counter-actualise', i.e. to reverse the process of its creat
uralisation. Although 'the eternal truth of the event is grasped only if the event is also 
inscribed in the flesh', the grasping of this painful actualisation must in turn be doubled 
by a 'counter-actualisatio~ which limits, moves, and transfigures it', and which, by liber
ating us from the time and body of our actualisation, 'gives us the chance to go farther 
than we would have believed possible' (LS, 161). 

Philosophy will be precisely this: a way of living and thinking that reverses the 
movement that created us, the movement that led from the virtually or indefinitely real 
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to merely actual defmition. Philosophy inverts the movement that leads from meta
physics to psychology. 

III 

In his own conception of creation, Deleuze retains most of the features that Bergson 
associates with the virtual- its sufficiency, its intensity, its unpresentable temporality. He 
also draws on the way the term has more recently been used in the fields of quantum 
mechanics, mathematics, genetics, and complexity theory. Description of the emer
gence of unpredictable self-ordering trajectories from complex material situations is 
certainly one of Deleuze's concerns. But it is not his most important or distinctive 
concern, and since it and related topics are well covered in other recent books on or 
around Deleuze I will pay little attention to them here.22 Instead, the point I'd like to 
stress about Deleuze's approach is the one that he makes most concisely in his late, com
pressed article on 'The Actual and Virtual', first published in 1996. 'Actualisation 
belongs to the virtual. The actualisation of the virtual is singularity [singulariteJ, whereas 
the actual itself is constituted individuality.' In keeping with the conditions of immanent 
creation that we looked at in the previous chapter, the virtual is what 'constitutes the 
plane of immanence, in which the actual object dissolves'. Or again, whereas the actual 
is the 'product or object of actualisation, actualisation has only the virtual as its subject' 
- and the real plane of immanence is nothing other than that which 'reconverts object 
into subject'. 23 

That something is actual means that it exists in the conventional sense of the word, 
that it can be experienced, perceived, measured, etc. An actual human being, to go 
back to our Dickensian example, is always a particular person like Riderhood, a person ~, 
with objective qualities, a personality, a life-story, someone who is more or less likeable, 
happy, and so on. Such a person is precisely the object of actualisation. 

That something is virtual will mean, then, that it doesn't share any of these character
istics: its qualities will not be objective in the normal sense, nor perceptible, measurable, 
and so on. Creatings make present but are not themselves present or presentable. No 
more than Deleuze and Guattari themselves, you will never 'see' their virtual schizos, 
nomads, or bodies without organs. The virtual life that lives in Riderhood, remember, is 
not the actual 'subject who incarnated it in the midst of things [and] who made it good 
or bad'; it is rather the anonymous spark of life within him, with whom everyone 
empathises in a sort of immediate intuition or sympathy.24 Such a living is our only 
genuine subject, and the task of such a subject is to be equal to the events that befall it, i.e. 
to the creatings that transform it. 

It is the implacable though utterly unpredictable force of such transformation that is 
central to Deleuze's conception of the virtual, and that accounts for its difference from 
the merely possible.25 To realise a possibility is to bring something effectively pre~ 
existent into existence, to the exclusion of other existences and in keeping with a given 
set of causes, preferences or goals. The realisation of a possibility will resemble the pre
existent possibility itself; realisation of the possible is thus simply an aspect of actuality. 
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r ald:.cr .. b ' VIrtu ll1erentlatlOn, y contrast, creates the very thing that it actualises. Precisely 
I because 'actual terms never resemble the singularities they incarnate [ ... ], actualisation 

or dirr:erentia?on is always a genuine creation' (DR, 212). Creation refers to nothing 
pre-eXlstent, Ignores resemblance and proceeds through a sort of 'inclusive disjunction': 
creation will create both this and that, or rather, through indiscernment and constant 
varia?on, . neither-this and ~either-t~at. 'Differentiation or actualisation is always 
creatIve Wlth respect to what It actualIses, whereas realisation is always reproductive or 
limiting' (DI, 101). 

In short, the actual is constituted, the virtual alone is constituent.26 This is the key to 
Deleuze's whole ontology of creation: the one is creative, the other created; the one 
composes, the other is composed. As a rule, no creative or virtual 'power-quality should 
be c~nf~sed ~th the state of things which it actualises' (C 1, 98). The more such a power 
cuts Its links Wlth merely actual states of things the more powerful it becomes. There is 
thus no more powerful or creative a formula, in this sense, than Bartleby's uncompro
mising 'I would prefer not to' - a formula that everywhere 'disconnects words and thinO's 

d d . , t:>' 
wor s an achons and thereby 'severs language from all reference, in accordance with 
Bartleby's absolute vocation, to be a man without riferences' (CC, 73--4). 

More precisely, we might say ·that the process of creation or constitution as Deleuze 
understands it involves three distinct but inter-related aspects. 

There is first of all the pure impulse or elan 9f creativity itself, the affrrmation of 
being conceived as a sort of primordial energy or constituent power, the inexhaustible 
source of pure potential or transformation. Considered on its own, isolated from what it 
constitutes, this constituent power can only be imagined as an unthinkable abstraction 
or paradox, as a whole that can never be presented or given. It figures as an inconceiv
ably compressed point of pure intensity, a point of absolute compression (the whole of 
time condensed to a single point) which at every moment passes through every other con
ceivable point, and generates every possible configuration of points. This would be a 
point travelling at infmite speed, never in anyone place because it distributes every place. 
It is Deleuze's immanent alternative to Aristotle's prime mover. In different contexts 
Deleuze calls it the aleatory point, the paradoxical element, the dark precurso;' 
nonsense, or the unthought. It is the ultimate and self-determining source of determina
t~on, behind which there is nothing at all: it is an all-determining force, which must 
slmply be posited or affrrmed all at once. We might cautiously call it a sort of virtual 
'creator', so long as we remember that it is thinkable precisely only as unthinkable, it is 
only as no-thing, as beyond all distinction or presentation (in other words, so long as we 
remember, with both Bergson and Eriugena, that the distinction between creatings and 
~ thin.g :vhich creates is always an illusion2~. Immeasurably intense in its pure implica
tl?n, It IS conceivable only through its infmitely diverse explication, oDly through the 
dIstinct creatings that it distributes as vehicles for its manifestation or expression. These 
creatings - our second term - are determinate virtual configurations, constituent powers 
or essences (variously called modal essences, degrees of power, events, ideas, 
concepts ... ), which further determine the material existence of our third actual term 
(constituted bodies, presentable states of affairs, articulated propositions ... ). 
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A philosophy of virtual creation, as opposed both to speculation about a transcen
dent creator or a positivist curiosity about actual creatures, will be primarily concerned 
with the second of these three terms, i.e. with creatings as such. There is no transcen
dent creator, and, for all its apparent solidity, the actual is never anything more than an 
illusory and ephemeral result. What accounts for an individual are not the presentable 
characteristics of what is thus individuated but the dynamic processes ofindividuating 
itself, for instance the process whereby an embryo develops into an organism, a liquid 
solution into a crystal, a bubble into a sphere. (What happens, for instance, when a 
child blows a soap bubble through a plastic tube? A liquid membrane stretches to form 
a hollow shape around the rim of the tube. As it detaches from the tube, the bubble 
becomes spherical not by spontaneously conforming to the ideal geometric properties of 
a sphere but, as DeLanda notes, by actively 'minimising surface tension'28). Only the 
virtual is constitutive. The virtual is more real than the actual, precisely because its 
reality is intensive rather than extensive, constituent rather than constituted, spiritual 
rather than material. 

This difference between 'intensive' and 'extensive' quantities or multiplicities is 
another of the fundamental concepts that Deleuze adapts from Bergson.29 What's at 
issue here is again the distinction between, on the one hand, a reality whose nature must 
be understood, through intuition, as a flowing, indivisible whole, and on the other 
hand, what can merely be represented of such a reality. An extensive quantity, like the 

. length or width of an isolated object, can be measured and divided without changing 
what is thus divided. An extensive set or collection is assembled by compiling a certain 
number of unit~ or individuals, each with their discrete qualities and identity - remove 
some of these units, and those that are left remain unaltered. The 10 centimetres of 
length that are left over when a 20 centimetre board is cut in half remain the same as 
before. An intensive assemblage, on the other hand, comprises elements that are in 
constant flux, whose own qualities depend on the development of the set of the whole. 
One of the most obvious analogies is with a weather system, comprising zones of high 
and low pressure, higher and lower temperature, and so on, all of which coexist in a 
constant and complex evolution. Change one of the zones or elements and you will 
affect them ail. To measure the 'actual' weather at any given moment in time and space 
is like taking a static snapshot of a process that itself remains in a state of co·ntinuous 
interactive change. The weather is only ever actual in the passing instant of a present 
moment, but what determines every such actuality is the dynamic motion of atmos
pheric forces as a whole. This motion or force itself cannot be grasped simply by 
measuring a ·series of actual states of affairs to which it gives rise: as motion or energy; 
it exists in intensive rather than extensive form. 

Before Bergson, it is once again Spinoza who takes the first decisive steps towards a 
science of virtual multiplicities, when he affIrms that the two attributes of divine sub
stance which the human intellect can discern - thought and extension - are distinct 
but parallel. Since 'attributes constitute one and the same substance, modes that differ in 
attribute form one and the same modification' of that substance. so A human modifica
tion of substance, for instance, is composed of a mind (a fmite mode of divine thought) 
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and a body (a fmite mode of divine extension). That body and mind are distinct rp.eans 
that the one has no causal influence or pre-eminence over the other, such that what 
causes or creates a mind is simply its eternal essence or idea in God; that they are parallel 
means that the one exists in a strict co~elation with the other, such that the object of the 
idea that constitutes a mind is the 'actually existing' body that corresponds to it. 31 Every 
thinking is thus doubled with an extending. To every idea there corresponds the drawing 
of a line .or a moving of forces. Every idea has its flow. For example, the idea of a circle 
and the geometric tracing of a circle are one and the same thing, conceived according 
to different attributes.32 As Deleuze reads him, TE. Lawrence will dramatise much the 
same principle when he presents abstract ideas.not as inert forms of mental representa
tion but as extended forces 'exerted on space following certain directions of movement', 
as 'entities that inspire powerful spatial dynamisms' (CC, 115, 119). 

The point is that any given modification of substance can be conceived as either 
virtual or actual, individuating or individuated, across both the attributes of thought and 
extension. Both the abstract idea and the geometric tracing of our circle are equally 
virtual, as distinct from any actually or materially drawn circle. Contrary to what you 
might expect, the attribute of extension, when considered as an individuating attribute 
of substance, involves an indivisible and purely intensive or non-actual spatiality. Actual 
'extensity' fails the· ontological test that Deleuze associates, after Nietzsche, With the 
eternal return, since in it 'difference, the condition of eternal return, is cancelled' 
(D R, 243)". So when Spinoza says that' extension is an attribute of God', he certainly isn't 
making the 'absurd' claim that God is an actual or corporeal thing.33 On the contrary, the 
extending of substance is as irreducible to any merely existent incarnation or instance of 
it as is thinking to any individuated thought. Extended substance, as Roger Woolhouse 
explains, is 'a reality of a kind which underwrites the possibility of actual instantiations 
of extension, of actual extended things'.34 Spinoza offers the example of water, which we 
can conceive either as an actually individuated entity or as a virtual individuating: 

We conceive that water is divided and its parts separated one from the other - insofar as it 
is water, but not insofar as it is extended substance. For insofar as it is substance, it is neither 
separated nor divided. Again, water, insofar as it is water, is generated and corrupted, but 
insofar as it is substance, it is neither generated nor corrupted [ ... ]. All things, I say, are in 
God, and all things that happen, happen only through the laws of God's infInite nature and 
follow from the necessity of his essence (IPI5S5). 

In other words, water is actually water only insofar as it appears thus, inadequately, to 
our imagination. In reality, however, what makes it what it is is the particular way it 
explicates or makes manifest a facet of creative substance, perceived under the attrib
ute of extension. Water is God expressing himself as water, a virtual watering. 

The logic of· extension in this Spinozist sense is what underlies the virtual materiality 
of the configurations that come to preoccupy so much of Deleuze's later work, in partic
ular the work written with Guattari. The names of many of these configurations are now 
widely familiar .:... rhizome, haecceity, abstract machine, body without organs, nomadic 
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distribution, smooth space, 'any-space-whatever', and so on. In each case, what matters 
are not presentable or actual modifications of extension so much as virtual extendings, 
processes or 'states of pure and raw intensity stripp.ed of. ~e~ shape and their form' 
(AO, 18). Given any actual form or territory; what IS declSlve IS always the .movement 
of de-actualisation or deterritorialisation that 'liberates a pure matter' and dissolves the 
pertinent forms of identity or stability by dispersing them along ~ .line of flight (D, 
72-3). A smooth space, for instance, is one 'filled by events or haecceItIes, far more th~ 
by formed and perceived things. It is a space of affects, more .than one of prope~tIe~ 
[ ... ]. Intense Spatium instead of Extensio. A body without organs Instead of an organIsm 

(TP, 479; cf CC, 173). 
For the sake of simplicity we can take the one term 'haecceity' as a rep~ese~tative 

instance of this more general nomenclature. An echo of the same scholastIc disputes 
which pitted univocal against analogical conceptions of being, a haecceity. is as. its ety
mology suggests a configuration that is immediately individuated as. thzs umque or 
singular situation, rather than individuated as an instance or copy of an Ideal model, or 
as a variation on a more general pattern. (The scholastic paradigm would be: God 
creates an individual soul as this unique soul, all at once, and not as a variation of a 
more generic human form or type, let alone as the medi~ted product of -:arious g~neral 
factors _ social, economic, historical, psychological, etc. From the pomt of Vlew of 
absolute creation, 'everything is ordinary!' for the same reason and in the same way that 
'everything is unique!' [LB, 91]). A haecceity is a fully determinate virtual configuration 
which coheres on the creative plane of immanence and which is made up solely of 
intensive 'speeds and affects, independently of forms and ~ubjects, which ~elon~ .to 
another plane'. Personalities, objects, defmite or defmable t~mgs, pr~sentabh~ Identities 
_ all these belong on the plane of actuality. A virtual haecceIty contams nothmg actual, 
it consists entirely of virtual movements and virtual capacities to affect and to be 
affected. Deleuze and Guattari offer a whole raft of 'singular yet indefinite' illustrations: 
a life, a season, a time, a degree of heat, an intensity of white, a swarm, a pack, the 
hours of the day in Lawrence, etc., all of which must be intuited in their unique yet 
o~dinary thisness. Or in the case of Freud's Little Hans, 'it is the wolf itself, and the 
horse, and the child that cease to be subjects to become events, in assemblages that are 
inseparable from an hour, a season, an atmosphere, an air, a life' (TP, 261-5). .. 

The eVQcation of such assemblages is a perfectly typical example of the constructiVlst 
logic that governs books like A Thousand Plateaus and liVhat is Philosophy?, but this logic 
isn't likely to mean very much until we can grasp more exactly what Deleuze means by 

the crucial term event. 

IV 

In most familiar physical situations, including relatively complicated ones like the 
weather, the ways in which virtual or intensive quantities are actualised usually 
confor'm to such a narrow and predictable range of behaviour that we tend to pay 
attention only to their result. Simple material situations are governed by limited and 
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highly consistent form~ ~f actualisation and are thus minimally creative. All being is 
creative, we know, b~t.It I~ une~ually so. These material situations are governed by the 
l?wes~ for~ of :reatlVlty, m whIch almost nothing happens - in other words, they are 
SItuations In whIch what happens tends to conform to predictable patterns of causation. 
As Deleuze and Guattari will eventually explain, the distinctive concern of science is 
with the actual. rather .thar: the virtual (see below Chapter 6, section 1). 

The real philosophIcal mterest of the notion of the virtual, and of the notion of an 
event that Deleuze identifies with it, lies precisely with its difference from conventional 
c~usal explanation. Any genuine event is 'free of all normal and normative causality'.35 
Smc: a p0.w~r 0: pure difference is primary, so then given any particular thing 'what 
expl~cates It IS. difference, and not its causes'. 36 For obvious reasons, logics of creation 
are mcompatIble ~th .lo~cs of predictable causation or determination. Causality 
figur:s here as a pr=arily mter-actual or inter-creatural relation: as in the tired philo
SOP?ICal exa:nple in .which one billiard ball hits another billiard ball, causation is a way 
of mt.erpretmg the mfluence ?f one actual thing upon another equally actual thing. 
CreatI?n, on :h~ other ?and, mvolves a degree of virtual indetermination, a degree of 
potential that IS IrredUCIble to any discernible cause or cluster of causes. A creatinO" we 
might say, will assemble a series of contingently autonomous effects. Like a decisi~~ or 
an affirmation, like any exercise of freedom, a creating is a sequence sustained by its 
effects rather than determined by its cause. A creating is an iffect that becomes irreducible to its 
cause. (Alternatively, a properly creative or immanent cause will be nothing other than 
'a cause which is realised, integrated and distinguished by its effect' [FC, 37]). 

~t's no accident, then, th~t in one of the fIrst books in which he develops his own 
notlO~ of an event (The Logzc qf Sense, 1968), De1euze insistently separates it from the 
domam of causation. Deleuze's peculiar logic of sense only makes sense as a non-causal 
logic. He .de~Ines ~n event prec~sely a~ a virtual or 'incorporeal effect', one that operates 
at a constItutIve distance from ItS bodily cause. An event - 'event or creation': the terms 
are essentially synonymous (WP, 211) - figures here as an autonomous effect endowed 
with the power to generate a sort of 'quasi-cause' that serves only to confrrm this 
auton~my. 'The ev~nt, that is, sense, refer[s] to a paradoxical element [ ... ] operating as 
a quaSI-cause assurmg the full autonomy of the effect', such that the cause of an event is 
'nothing outside of its effect'. Such a cause 'maintains with the effect an immanent 
relat~on which .turns the product, the moment that it is produced, into something pro
ductIVe' (LS, 95). Every relation between virtual and actual is thus creative rather than 
causal, and an event is frrst and foremost 'the part that eludes its own actualisation in 
everything that happens'. An event is actualised in a body and in a state of affairs but it 
also has 'a shadowy and secret part that is continually subtracted from or added to its 
actualisation [ ... ]. It is a virtual that is real without being actual'.37 Because it isn't actual 
an ev~n: is a sort.of ~ead time in which nothing present or presentable can happen. 'Th~ 
event IS Imlllatenal, mcorporeal, unlivable: pure reserve.' The time of an event is a pure 
'meanwhile' in which 'nothing takes place' (WP, 156, 158). . 

Take one of Deleuze's most illuminating examples, the event of a battle. If 'the Event 
in its essence is the battle' this is because, although it is diversely and simultaneously 
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actualised by each participant in the battle, the virtual battle itself can be grasped only 
by escaping the perspective of any actually battling individual. Again in line with 
Bergson's inspiration, to grasp the virtual involves the suspension or dissolution of the 
actual as such. An actual soldier who is engaged in the battle, who acts and reacts in the 
midst of the battle, will remain unable to grasp the battle as event. Such insight will be 
reserved for those who can no longer act or react. The virtual battle-event 'hovers over 
its own field' and is 'graspable only by the will of anonymity which it itself inspires. This 
will, which we must call will "of indifference", is present in the mortally wounded 
soldier who is no longer brave or cowardly, no longer victor or vanquished, but rather 
so much beyond, at the place where the Event is present, participating therefore in its 
terrible impassivity.'38 Only those who are past the battle can grasp it as event or essence. 
For the. same reason, Beckett's exemplary characters are adequate to the virtual 
because, themselves exhausted, they have exJ:austed the domain of what is possible. 
'Only the exhausted person can exhaust the possible, because he has renounced all 
need, preference, goal, or signification. Only the exhausted person is sufficiently disin
terested.' Only the exhausted person is certain never to 'get back up' (CC, 154-5). 

An event thus falls upon the world as something that is not itself of this world. An 
event is an action considered in itself, independently of the way it is acted out. The time 
of such action is the time of pure 'abstraction' as such (LS, 166). An event is an action 
abstracted from its actors and circumstances. An event immediately 'happens to things' 
(LS, 24), and transforms them. The event of a wedding connects two individuals; the 
event of ~ divorcing separates them. In any given case, what matters is the conversion 
of a result or state of affairs (this marriage, his wound, that death, her life) into an active 
though indefinite becoming or process - a wedding, a wounding, a dying, a living. 
What matters is the liberation of this process from the inertia of its actualisation. 
Deleuze mentions the example of Berg's 'Concerto in Memory of an Angel', a piece 
occasioned by the death of the young Manon Gropius. Whereas words are so burdened 
with meanings and connotations that they almost invariably 'imprison and suffocate us' 
along with the thing they describe, Berg's 'music manages to transform the death of this 
young girl into a young girl dies'. The concerto converts a defmite and demonstrable fact 
into an indefinite event, a dying; such 'music brings about an extreme determination of 
the indefmite as pure intensity that pierces the surface' of things, as the 'disconnected' 
intensity of a creating liberated from its creature (CC, 173). 

What Deleuze calls sense [sens] is simply another synonym for event, so it should come 
as no surprise that 'the most general operation of sense is this: it brings that which 
expresses it into existence ... ' (LS, 166). For instance, whereas an actual tree may be 
brown or green, "'to green" indicates a singularity-event in the vicinity of which the tree 
is constitUted. "To sin" indicates a singularity-event in the vicinity of which Adam is con
stituted' (LS, ·112). If an event can be expressed as a verb it will be on the model of such 
pure infmitives which, independent of any particular or actual conjugation, act with a 
power that determines the course of their actualisation (i.e. both the state of ;:tffairs to 
which it gives rise, and the proposition which articulates it). 'The infmitive verb expresses 
the event of language [: .. ], without person, without present, without any diversity of 
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voice': (LS, !85; .c£. EP, 104-5). And as nouns and adjectives lose their constituted 
meanmg ~r Id:nuty m favour of 'the infmite equivalence of an unlimited becoming', as 
they are carned away by the verbs of pure becoming and slide into the languao-e of 
events, all identity disappears from the self, the world, and God' (LS, 3). b 

To gr~sp an event i~ thus to align yourself in keeping with its determination, to 
embrace It as your desuny, as 'yours' in a way that is both utterly intimate (because it 
~oncerns you more ~r.ofoundl~ ~an your actual interests or identity) and yet utterly 
lIDpersonal (because It Is.both dismterest.edand non-identical). Consider again the event 
of ~ w~und, or wo~ndmg. Deleuze will embrace unreservedly the amor foti of Stoic 
ethICS: my,;ound eXlsted before.me; I was born to embody it'. Understood as an event, 
the wo~nd IS .not the result of mter-actual relations or causes. To accept my virtual 
wo.und IS to disregard the process of its actual causation (and thus to forego any temp
tatIOn of regret). As :vent,. ~e wound hovers above me as both indefmite yet sufficient. 
Alth~u~h non-actualIsed, It IS fully determinate and complete in itself An event 'lacks 
nothmg. The wound as event then 'incarnates itself or actualises itself in a state of 
things or ~ lived experience [un vecu], but it is itself a pure virtual on the plane of imma
~e~ce WhlC? ~ulls us into a life', i.e. into the composition of an impersonal yet singular 
hvmg (as dlstmct from the definite individuality of a personal or composed life). So if 
my wound existed before me, this bifOre must be understood 'not as a transcendence of 
th:. wound, as higher actuality, but as immanence, virtuality always at the heart of a 
~l1heu (fiel,d, or plane)'. 39 And.if ~ was born to embody its actualisation, this is precisely 
msofar as I am able to sustam ItS transformative counter-actualisation. 'I was born to 
embody it as event because I was able to disembody it as state of affairs or lived situa
i:ion.~ I was born.actually. to embody it only insofar as I am worthy of it as virtual event, 
precIsely - only msofar, m other words, as I am capable of its 'counter-effectuation' 
(WP, 159-60). Again, to counter-actualise or counter-effectuate an event is to affirm 
'that ~art which goes beyond [its actual] accomplishment, the immaculate part' (D, 65). 

ThIs last pr~cess, the process of counter-actualisation, is perhaps the key to Deleuze's 
whole conceptIOn of. t~e event .~~ to the difference between causal and creative logics. 
One ?f the. n:ost .striking and ~IU~y perplexing moves that Deleuze makes in Logic of 
Sense.1s to disoogulsh, along StOIC lines, between a domain of 'bodily causes' on the one 
~and and ~ domain of 'incorporeal effects' on the other. According to the Stoic concep
tIOn ~f thmgs, as Ronald Bogue explains, all bodies are included in a single divine or 
cosmIC body; rathe~ than relate to each other as cause and effect they co-exist as so many 
facets of thIS exclus~ve causal force. 'The knife does not cause the effect of a gash in the 
flesh; rather, the knife and flesh intermingle in the self-causing development of the cosmic 
bo~y of <?od.'40 Bodies thus belong to the causal depths; effects, by contrast, belong to an 
entlrel~ different plane, a surface upon which they hover as virtual or 'incorporeal' events. 
You rrught expect, then, an explanation of how the causal depths determine these surface 
effects. Deleu;e duly accepts that every event does indeed emerge from the 'depth of cor
p~real causes (LS, ~ 47). Ho:vever, the general effort of the book is to complicate if not 
~srupt. the mechamcs of thIS production. 'The event results from bodies [ ... ], but it 
differs m nature from that of which it is the result [ ... J. It is attributed to bodies, but not 
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at all as a physical quality.'41 Though an event may be ~ccasioned ~y the movemen~ of 
bodies 'it is not itself of the order of bodies', but rather towers over Its own acc~mphsh
ment and dominates its effectuation' (D, 64). An 'event is coextensive with becommg' (LS, 
8), and a creating or becoming is always irreducible to its ob~ect or ca~se. . 

Rather than seek to understand the mechanism of therr causauon or productIOn, 
Deleuze emphasises instead the virtual sufficiency of the even.ts thus 'caused'. In every 
case 'the event itself the affective, the effect, goes beyond Its own causes, and only 
refe;s to other effects: (C 1, 106). Rather than try to explain causation as such, Dele~ze 
shifts attention to the way events of sense are produced or created, on. the assumpuon 
that such production takes place solely on the incorpor~al. s~rface of .thmgs, at a f~nda
mental distance from any depth or cause. In Deleuze s IdIOsyncratIc accour:t, Vl:tual 
sense is 'produced by the circulation of the element = x': i.e. by the self-movm~ crrc~
lation of a paradoxical 'quasi-cause' that traverses the ~ncorp~real surface at mfimte 
speed (LS, 70). In keeping with the Stoic inspirat~o~ behm~ Logzc.rf Sense, what matte~s 
here is less an understandinrr of causes than an mSIght whIch mIght allow us to attam 
'the will that the event creat:s in us, of becoming the quasi-cause of what is produced 
within us [ ... ], of producing surfaces and linings in which the event is ~efle.cted, fmds 
itself again as incorporeal, and manifests in us the neutral splendour whIch It possess.es 
in itself in its impersonal and pre-individual nature' (LS, 148). What matters IS the dIS
covery of ways of aligning yourself with the creative pr?cesses that ;vork through yo~. 
Although it's an exceptionally and perhaps symptomatIcally comphca~ed .sequenc~ m 
his work, it may be that Deleuze only evokes causality at all so as ~o ~Ive .It down mto 
the chaotic and sterile obscurity of the depths (a place from whIch It will hardly re- . 

emerge in his subsequent books).42 . . ' 
To anticipate a point I'll come back to in Chapter 6, the essentIal thmg to :emember 

here is the transformative power of counter-actualisation or counter-effectuatIOn per se. 
lf actualisation involves a 'deep' or 'chaotic' movement from a virtual event to an actual 
state of affairs, counter-actualisation involves something more than the mere reversal of 
this movement. 'Actualisation and counter-effectuation are not two segments of ~e same 
line but rather different lines', and the latter movement, the movement ~f extractIo~ that 
leads from actual to virtual, performs a sort of renovation or purificauo~ of ;h~ VIrtual 
itself Counter-actualisation accesses 'a virtuality that has become consIste~t, I.e. that 
has attained a purely creative '(or conceptual) intensity within the plane o~ lffiffianence 
(WP, 160, 159). It's this extractive isolation that is properly tr~nsform~uve. C~u~ter
actualisation makes the event 'more distinct, trenchant and pure. It retams from It only 
its contour and its splendour' (LS, 150) - it retams, in other words, its creative force 
alone extracted from the obscure depths of worldly causality. What Deleuze and 
Guat~ari will call artistic percepts and affects can be conceived only as 'autonomous an~ 
sufficient beings that no longer owe anything to those who experience or have expen-

enced them' (wp, 168). .... 
Creation always involves an escape, a fleeing, a flight, an eXIt. The essenual effort IS 

always to extract a pure potentiality, a virtual creating from an ~ctual crea~e, such that 
the former can be thought as wholly independent of the latter. It s because It serves to free 
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a creating from its creatures that real 'metamorphosis is the liberation of the non-existent 
entity for ;ach state. of affairs, and of the infmitive .for e~ch body and quality' (LS, 221). 
Jorge Iven s film Ram, for example, presents pure ram as It never actually exists or existed 
'rain as it is in itself, pure power or quality which combines without abstraction all 
~ossib~e rains. and makes up the corresponding any-space-whatever' (C 1, Ill). The 
mvenuon of Just such forms of transformative subtraction or purification will be the 
primary task of all art and philosophy, and it already inspires what Deleuze describes in 
Logic rf Sense as the work of the actor or mime: 

To be the mime of what effectively occurs, to double the actualisation with a counter-actu
alisation, the identification with a distance, like the true actor and the dancer, is to give the 
truth of the event the only chance of not being confused with its inevitable actualisation 
[ ... ]. To the extent that the pure event is each time imprisoned forever in its actualisation, 
counter-actualisation liberates it, always for other times (LS, 161). 

v 
Thus abstracted from the actual complications of causality, virtual events figure as 
aspects of that one-all which we already know to be the true dimension of reality itself 
Still in keeping with Bergson's conception of virtual time, each individual event occurs 
as a s.ingular aspect of an indivisible and un-presentable whole. If (in keeping with Stoic 
termmology) Chronos names the time of actuality and the present, 'the time of measure 
that situates things and persons, develops a form, and determines a subject', then Aion 
is the name of virtual, indivisiple and thus un-presentable time. Non-actual, 'always 
.already p~ssed ~d eternally y-::t to come, Aion is the eternal truth of time: pure empty 
form of tJ.me, whIch has freed Itself of its present corporeal content'. Aion is 'the indef
inite time of the event', the 'locus of incorporeal events' (TP' 262; LS, 164--5). And 
because virtual creation is ultimately (though unpresentably) one or indivisible, so then 
:each event is ~deq~ate:o the Aion in its entirety' (LS, 64). As we've seen, the singular
I~ of ~ergsoman tlffie IS perfectly explicit: 'not only do virtual multiplicities imply a 
smgle tJ.me, but duration as virtual multiplicity is this single and same Time' (E, 83). 
The configuration of Deleuzian creation is no less singular. All creative events 'commu
nicate in one and the same Event. They have therefore an eternal truth and their time 
is never the present which realises them and makes them exist. Rather,' it is the unlim
ited Aion, the Infmitive in which they subsist and insist' (LS, 53). 

We are.now in a position to anticipate how a philosophy of virtual creation, one that 
cO.ncerns Itself primarily with the individuation of virtual creatings, is also one that 
orzents these creatings back towards that singular creator which we identified earlier in 
this chapter, as the frrst of creation's three aspects. Here this aspect takes the form of 
an aleatory point or purely paradoxical instance. 'The paradoxical instance is the Event 
in which all events communicate and are distributed. It is the Unique event, and all 
other events are its bits and pieces' (LS, 56). Since they are paradoxical, precisely, the 
examples (Elituri, Snark, etc.) that Deleuze provides in his Logic rf Sense do not themselves· 
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have any discernible sense; themselves non-sense, they are supposed to distribute the 

terms of sense across the whole field of creation.
43 

It's the singular or non-relational configuration of such distribution that aligns it with 
more conventionally theophamc conceptions of creation and the apparent ethical 
problems such conceptions seem to involve. If God is good and everything is an expres
sion of God, how to explain the existence of evil? of suffering? of ignorance and sin? 
If compared to Spinoza or Leibniz Deleuze rarely couches such questions in these terms, 
the way he deals with them is much the same. Every cFeating is a facet of creation, and 
since creation is an indivisible (and thus unpresentable) whole, all creatings are perfectly 
compatible amongst themselves. Every aspec~ of real duration can 'coexist together 
without difficulty' (B, 77). The spark of life that animates even an objectionable char
acter like Dickens' Riderhood is itself a force with which everyone can empathise. As a 
rule, 'all events, even contraries, are compatible [ ... ]. Incompatibility is born only with 
individuals, persons and worlds in which events are actualised, but not between events 
themselves or between their a-cosmic, impersonal and pre-individual singularities.' 
E~ery virtual event is a facet of the one creative surge, and the 'essential point is the 
simultaneity and contemporaneity of all the divergent series, the fact that all coexist' 

(LS, 177; DR, 124). 
Spinoza had already paved the way for this conclusion. Since every distinct attribute is 

an attribute of one and the same substance they are all 'necessarily compatible' (EP, 
79-80), and since every mode is in turn the mode of one of these attributes their compat~ 
ibility is given as a matter of course. The order of modal essences is 'characterised by a 
total conformity' (EP, 211), and if all modal 'essences agree, this is just because they are 
not causes of one another, but all have God as their cause' (EP, 194). And Leibniz? 
Although his affrrmation of an infinite multiplicity of distinct substances or monads may 
make the demonstration of such compatibility seem less obvious, his counterbalancing 
insistence that creation is subject to the rule of pre-established harmony ensures a com-

parable result: 

It is precisely because all absolute forms are incapable of being contradicted that they can 
belong to a same Being, and, in being able to, they effectively belong to it. Since they are 
forms, their real,distinction is formal and carries no ontological difference among beings to 
which each might be attributed: they are all attributed to a single' and same Being that is 

both.ontologically one and formally diverse.
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Along the same lines, what Deleuze calls ideas are 'complexes of coexistence', in 
keeping with the assumption that in a certain way, 'all the Ideas coexist' (DR, 186). If 
Deleuze has becqme famous for his emphasis on disjunction and non-resemblance (the 
non-resemblance between virtual and actual, i.e. between creating and creature), the 
essential thing to remember is that these 'disjunctions are inclusive' rather than exclu
sive. Among his innumerable artistic examples, consider the exemplary case of Proust's 
In Search qf Lost Time. At first glance it may seem that its 'parts are produced as asym
metrical sections' or 'hermetically sealed boxes'; after all, Proust 'maintained that the 
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~ok .itse~ is a pr~duct, produc:d as nothing more than a part alongside other parts, 
whIch It neIther .unifies ~or totallse~' (~a, .42-3). But this actual disunity depends in 
turn upon the VIrtual ~ty of the msprratlOn that sustains it. The dissolution of the 
actual whole or world IS Itself compatible with that unpresentable unity which encom
passes ~d ~rrms all possible worlds. The whole of the Search is thus 'one and the sam 
s:ory Wlth ~u:-ite v~iations'. It involves the myriad refraction of one and the sam~ 
Vlrtual ~eality, m ;Vhlch every actual object comes apart, on the model of Albertine's 
face as It shatters mto 'molecular partial objects' (Aa" 70). 
.' In other wor~s, at th: same time and for the same reason that it orients these creat
mg~ towards therr unthinkable creator, such a philosophy plays down the creatures in 
whl~h t~ey ma~ a~tually be ~~nfined. ~compatibility or exclusion can only begin with 
the illuslOn of dlstmct actualltl:S ~r specific subjects. The synthesis of virtual inscription 
~n what Deleuze ru:d G~attarl will ~all the body without organs, for instance, does not 
mvolve any excluslOn, smce excluslOns can arise only as a function of inhibiters and 
rep~ess~rs that eventually deter~ne ~e support and frrmly defme a specific, personal 
subJ~ct (Aa, 38-9). Such excluslOn will be avoided if the formation and defmition f 
s~ecific actualit~es is itself undone, so as to prepare the way for an intuition of th~t 
VIrtual plane of rrnmanence or Aion in which 'nothing other than the Event subsists the 

, Event alone, Eventum tantum for all contraries' (LS, 176). ' 

VI 

What eme~ges from thi~ general schema is the unqualified deEendence of the actual 
upon. the VIrtUal. The VIrtual r:rocess .of individuation creates not only individuals but 
also, m a sense, the ra:" matenals of Its own process. 'Individuation properly precedes 
ma;ter and form, speCIes and parts, and every other element of the constituted individ
~al. ~R, .38). Whatever the field, Deleuze always seeks to reassert the 'primacy of 
l~dlVlduatl~n over. ac~~al~s~tion': Everywhere he looks he fmds evidence to prove that 
vrr.tual or d.ifferentlal mdiVlduatlOn always governs ,actualisation'. In the field of livin 
~em~s, for mstance, purely differential 'intensity is primary in relation to organic exten~ 
~lO~S. an~ ac~ual '~es [are] determined in their species only by virtue of the 
~diVlduat~g mtenSlty (DR, 250-1). In the case of an idea, what matters are the 
mternal differences which dramatise an Idea before representing an object'. What 
maw~rs are the aspe.cts of an unc?nditional differing that 'unfolds as pure movement, 
~reatlve of ~ ~ynaffil~ spa~e and trrne which correspond to the Idea' (DR, 26, 24). An 
~de~ alway~ ~erent~ates Itself [ .. .]. The Idea is fully differential in itself, even before 
~t d~erenclates l:self m the actual.' The determination or differentiation of the virtual 
IS pnor to and m~epende~t o~ its actualisation or differenciation.45 Needless to say, 
;vheneve~ an Idea IS actualIsed ItS actualisation proceeds according to its own rules and 
Its 0:m nn:e and space, and the empirical peculiarities of this space and time deserve 
consld~ratlOn as s.uch. Nevertheless, with respect to 'the virtual that it actualises the 
actual IS charactensed by its essential redundance, in much the same way that 'the world 
he produces adds nothing to God's essence'.46 
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The crucial thino- is that relations between the actuals as such, one actual to another, 
are deprived of any'" productive or creative force. As a rule, in ~~, given se~fes t~e. po~i
tions of actual terms 'in relation to one another depend on thelr absolute posltIOn m 
relation to [ ... ] the paradoxical element or aleatory point' that distributes the actual 
series in the first place.47 In each case the creative 'movement goes, not. from on~ actual 
term to another, nor from the general to the particular, but from the vrrtual to ltS actu
alisation _ throuO"h the intermediary of a determining individuation' (DR, 251 tm). The 
process that gen:rates continuous variation, for instance, operates with a strictly unilat
eral and unidirectional force. Continuous variation is 

constituted not from one present to another, but between the two coexistent series that 
these presents form in function of the virtual object (object = x). It is because this object 
constantly circulates, always displaced in relation to itself, that it determines transforma
tions of terms and modifications of imaginary relations within the two real series in which 

it appears [ ... ]. The displacement of the virtual object is not, therefore, one disgui.se 
among others, but the principle from which, in reality, repetition follows in the form of dIS-

guised repetition.48 

It is this virtual displacement that distributes if not generates its actu~ terms .. Creative 
determination belongs to the circulating as such, and never to the senes thus CIrculated. 

Artaud's exemplary theatre of cruelty, for instance, is 'defined only in terms of an 
extreme "determinism," that of spatio-temporal determination in so far as it incarnates 
an Idea or nature [ .. ,J, a 'pure staging without author, without ~ctors and without 
subjects' (DR, 219). Artaud stages a 'sequence of spiri~~~ st~te~ which are ~educed 
from one another as thouO"ht is deduced from thought. Thls lS theatre whlch acts 
without representation or 'intermediary, with an immediate, overwhelming intensity. 
The pure or creative difference that it deploys is the 'only extreme, the only mo~en: of 
presence and precision. Difference is the state in wh~ch one c~ sp~ak of determmatIOn 
as such'. In short, pure 'difference is this state in whlch determmatIOn takes the form of 

unilateral distinction' (DR, 28). . 
Deleuzewill insist on much the same power of virtual determination when he tries to 

identify the fundamental operation at work in the structuralist projects of his contempo
raries Lacan Althusser and Levi-Strauss.5o In the case of these and other comparable 
projects or '~roblems', merely actual 'solutions are en~endered at prec.isely the, s~e time 
that the problem determines itself' (LS, 121). The vrrtual problem lS ~~at oner:tate~, 
conditions and enO"enders' its set of actual solutions (DR, 212). The declSlve role m thlS 
engendering will be played by a virtual differenciator or precursor. 'Given ~o hete~oge
neous series two series of differences, the precursor plays the part of the differenclator 
of these mfferences. In this manner, but in virtue of its own power, it puts them into 
immediate relation to one another; it is the in-itself of difference or the "differently dif
ferent"'. Such a precursor is the 'the self-different which relates different to different by 
itself'. It alone has the power to differentiate or determine. Considered in itself (i.~. in~~
pendently of what it differs), the precursor 'has no place other than that from whlch It lS 
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"mis.sing", .no identity other than that which it lacks'. It is a sort of indefmitely self
v~rymg o~Ject = x. In other words,. although it is itself a force of pure differing, this 
vrrtu~ ~bJect or precursor conceals ltself and its functioning in the actual field or series 
~at It differs. Its own invisible path 'becomes visible only in reverse, to the extent that it 
lS travelled over and covered by ~e phenomena it induces within the system' (DR, 
119-:-20) .. ~a: Deleuze applauds m the Althusserian reading of Capital, for instance, is 
preClsel~ ltS mSlstence upon a .virtual (and thus unpresentable) power of determination in 
the last mstance. The economic dimension is virtually determinino-, and its determina
tions are then actualised or 'incarnated in the concrete differen~iated labours which 
char~~terise a ~eterm~ate society'. The virtual determining or structuring never acts 
transltlvely or m keepmg with chronological progression of historical time. It is not 
me~iat~d by ~e. cw.nul~tive press~r~ of actual constraint. Rather, it simply 'acts by incar
na~g ltS vanetles m ~verse socletles and by accounting for the simultaneity of all the 
~elatIOns and.t~~r:ns whlch,. each time and in e~ch case, constitute the present: that is why 
th~ econom:c lS never glVen properly speaking, but rather designates a differential vir

tUallty to b.e mterpreted, ~w~ys covered over by its forms of actualisation' (DR, 186). 
Every vrrtual or determmmg quality thus enjoys what Deleuze and Guattari will later 

call a s~rt .of creative au:onou:y or 'self-movement' (TP' 317). In his reading of 
Foucault s ;v~rk, Deleuze. will agam go to considerable trouble to preserve the autonomy 
of determmmg (composmg) forces from merely determined (composed) forms on the 
other. Everything springs from 'the spontaneity of power's ability to affect', paired with 
the. wholly passive 'receptivity of the power to be affected', to be made visible, to be 
~tlculate.d or stated (FC, 77). Deleuze assumes that 'the question of primacy is essen
tlal' and If the :tatement yn~n~eJ is primary it is because it enjoys an effectively absolute 
power to constltute or mdlVlduate the actuality to which it applies. The virtual state
me.nts that defme delinquency, for instance, apply immediately to actual individuals 
(pnsoners) and actual spaces (prisons) in a unilateral determination that 'does not refer 
back t~ ~ny Cogito or transcendental subject that might render it possible [ ... ], or to 
any SP~lt of the Age that could conserve, propagate and recuperate it'. Instead, 'like 
Bergsoman memory, a statement preserves itself within its own space', unrelated to 
those .people or pla~es :0 which they apply (FC, 4). A virtual statement isn't defmed by 
what It denotes or slgnilies, so much as sustained by its own inherent spontaneity (79). 
Whereas a merely actual 'proposition is supposed to have a referent' the discursive 
o~ject of a virtual statement 'does not in any sense derive from a pa~ticular state of 
t~mgs, but ~te~s from the statement itsel£ It is a derived object, defmed precisely by the 
~mes of vanatIOn of the statement existing as a primitivefunction' i8-9). The rules govern
~ng such ~ statemen: '~re to be found on the same level as itself', defmed 'by certain 
mh~ren.t lmes of varlatlon', as a bundle of 'intrinsic positions' (5-6). The upshot, once 
agam, lS an abs~lute. self-deter::nin~g power: 'by virtue of their spontaneity, [state
ments]-exert an mfmlte determmatlon' over the constituted domains of the visible or 
actually presentable (67). 

Th~ ~nly effectiv~ relation ~etween actuals, in other words, is determined by the dif
ferentlatIOn of the vrrtual or vrrtuals that they actualise. Individuation does not proceed 
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through the distinction of 'qualities and extensities, forms and ~atters, sp~cies and 
parts', but generates all these things as secondary phenomer:a of Its own ~ctIOn O:;R, 
247); 'every individuating factor is already difference and ~er:nce of difference, a 
differing that stems from a 'full, positive power' of pure dls~anty (DR; 257-:-8). The 
error that Deleuze never tires of correcting, after Bergson, IS that :vhH:h ~:mstake.s a 
creative movement for 'a relation between actual terms instead. of .s~emg ~ It ~~ actu
alisation of something virtual'.51 In any given field of m~l~du~tIO.n; vrrtuals 
communicate, immediately, above the actual that separates them. 2 Lelbmz s monads, 
for example express the entire world but have no windows or doors and thus no actual 
relations wiili each other. Since 'the world does not exist outside of the monads that 
express it, the latter are not in contact and have no horiz~ntal relations among them, 
no intraworldly connections, but only an indirect harmomc contact to the extent they 
share the same expression' (LB, 81). The individuality of an actu~ body.or state of 
affairs, its bundle of intrinsic modalities, is thus delegate~ from :m~ho~t, m ad~ance 
(DR, 36-7; 250-1). :Actualisation comes ~bout ~rough ~er~ntlatIO~ .of the vrrtual 
but it is the virtual that remains the exclUSIVe subject of this differentlatlo~: such that 

'actualisation belongs to the virtual' alone.
53 

. ' 
Although it can never be given or presented, s~c~ the ~rtual (ld~a, prob:em, e,:,ent, 

statement, concept ... ) is what accounts for the indlVlduatlon.o~ a ~ve~ entlty. or sl~a
tion, adequately to know this entity or situation is to know It m Its Vlrtual ~~nslon 
alone. The actual per se just gets in the way of such knowledge. To ~ow reality IS thus 
to see through actuality. To know reality is to intuit what cannot be given, presented or 
represented. Although a creating is not .re~resentable, never~eless Deleuze always 
assumes (again no less than Spinoza or Lelbmz) that ,:",e c~ attam ~ per~ectly a~equate 
intuition of what creatings are. The domain of creatmgs IS a doma~ of lmmediate ~er
tainty and sufficiency. Error and illusion are peculiar to ~e domam of representatlon. 
Illusion arises only within the domain of constituted actuality. Our perceptIOn of resem
blances among actuals, and in particular of our own resemblanc~ to ourselves. (my sense 
of being properly 'myself', being true to mysel~, ar:d so ~n) IS pure delUSIOn. Such 
'resemblance is an effect, an external result - an illusion which appears once the agent 

arrogates to itself an identity that it lacked'. (D~, 120). . . 
When pressed on this point, Deleuze IS qmte happy to accept th~ essentlallst o,r 

Platonic implications of his position (so long as we remember t~at this .Plato doesn.t 
think essences as identity-bound or created forms, but as dynamiC crea~gs or ~ul~
plicities). This is the position he adopts, for instance, in a 1967 debate Wlth a speClallst 

in German Idealism, Alexis Philonenko: 

Deleuze: It seems to me we have the means to penetrate the subrepresentational, to reach 

all the way to the roots of spatio-temporal dynamisms, and all th~ way t~. the Ideas actu
alised in them: the elements and ideal events, the relations and smgulanues are perfectly 

determinable. illusIon only comes afterward, from the direction of constituted extensions 

and the qualities that fill out these extensions. 
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Philonenko: So illusion appears only in what is constituted. 

Deleuze: That's right [ ... J. 

Philonenko: [ ... ] If you push illusion over to the side of what is constituted, without accept
ing illusion in genesis, in constitution, are you not in the end just coming back to Plato 

(when in fact you would like to avoid such a thing), for whom precisely constitution, under
stood as proceeding from the Idea, in as much as it can be understood, is always veracious, 
truthful? . 

Deleuze: Yes, perhaps (DI, lI5-l6trn). 

Deleuze fmds what may be his most promising (albeit most obscure) vehicle for this 
kind of exact but virtual or subrepresentational determination in a relatively arcane 
field of mathematics. Drawing on a number of episodes in the 'esoteric history of dif
ferential philosophy', Deleuze's evocation of the differential ratios (dx/ dy) that were 
em~loyed in. early versions .~f infmitesimal calculus is surely the most challenging 
sectIOn of Difference and Repetztwn. Deleuze appears to agree with Bergson's enthusiastic 
appreciation of infmitesimal calculus as 'the most powerful method of investigation 
known to the mind', precisely because it allows us to grasp motion 'no longer from 
outside and in its manifest result, but from within and in its tendency to change'.54 
Although non-expert readers Oike the present author) are in no position to assess the 
finer points of this argument, it is well worth trying to convey the gist of the sequence. 55 

What Deleuze is looking for is an account of mathematical functions or 
ratios which ensures, first, that the components of a ratio of the type dx/ dy are 'recip
rocally determinate', i.e. that the virtual differing expressed as dx is fully and exclusively 
determinate in relation to dy and vice versa (while remaining utterly indeterminate in 
relatio~ to an actual or differed quantity x itself), and second, that they are then fully 
determmant of any actual calculation or numerical presentation, for instance the actual 
set of their solutions. In the first case, differential relations determine their own com
ponents in such a way that they 'allow no independence whatsoever to subsist' (DR, 
183). The differential dx only is in relation to dy: this 'relation' is not then between two 
distinct entities so much as the process that determines these entities themselves. This 
sort of 'individuation does not presuppose any differenciation; it gives rise to it' (DR, 
247). In the second case, differential relations immediately establish the actUal, individ
ual or differentiated values that might be attributed to these elements, precisely because 
they themselves remain pre-individual or non-actual. 'It is not the differential quantities 
which are cancelled in dy/dx or % but rather the individual and the individual 
relations within the function' (DR, 171). The moment when dx/ dy becomes actuallY 
indistinguishable from % is the moment in which, since all measurable or 'created' 
values have been annulled, it is possible to glimpse the mathematical equivalent of a 
pure creating as such (since in this as in every case, the creating as such endures when, 
its creature is annulled). By the same token, a differential function tends to disappear 
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behind the production of its actual result, just as a virtual problem disappears in the 
actual solutions that it generates (or a creating disappears in the thing it creates). A 
virtual problem is both 'transcendent in relation to the solutions that it engenders on the 
basis of its own determinate conditions' and 'immanent in the solutions ~hich cover it' 
_ solutions which simply follow directly on from the process whereby the problem deter-

mines itself(DR, 177~9; LS, 121). 
While the precise kinds of algebraic relations that Deleuze has in mind are too tech-

nical to summarise here, the example of a very basic function might at least convey the 
basic idea. Given a simple function like x = 2y, for instance, it is very easy to calculate 
what x must be for any actual y. If y is 1 then x is 2, if y is 3 then x will be 6, etc. So 
long as y is a fmite or measurable quantity, however large or small, such c~~lation 
remains perfectly automatic. The solution is simplest of all, of course, when ~ IS Just set 
to zero: twice zero is again zero. Strictly speaking though, as far as the functIOn x = 2y 
itself is concerned, 0 = 2(0) is as valid a result as any other actual solution: this twice 
zero would indeed still be virtualTJ twice the size of zero itself, even though this 'being
twice' now has no actual or measurable meaning. The virtual ratio, in other words, is 
independent of any actual value we might assign to it. Something similar happens when 
one of our variables is made to tend towards zero, i.e. when it comes immeasurably 
close to zero but isn't quite yet equal to zero. Immediately before it reaches zero, so to 
speak, there would be a moment when the variable would be only virtually"or 'inf~ite~
imally' larger than zero. In our example, the rate at which x will approach zero w~ still 
be half that of y, and it will remain so even at the very moment when both vanables 
come to be equal to zero itself (and thus become actually indistinguishable: 0/0). 

In other words, when the actual or measurable dimensions of such a relationship 
have been evacuated (or brought indiscernibly close to zero), the virtual relationship can 
then be o-rasped for its ok sake, as absolutely determinate of any actual value. 
Consider:d in themselves,! differentials are thus forms of a purely 'ideal difference'. 
'Differentials certainly do ~ot correspond to any engendered quantity, but rather con
stitute an unconditioned rule for the production of knowledge or quantity, and for the 
construction of series or the generation of discontinuities which constitute its material 
[ ... ]. The differential is pure power, just as the differential relation is a pure element of 
potentiality' (DR, 175). There is no more an interactive relation between this virtual or 
composing power and its actual or composed result than there is between a gi:ren set of 

o-enes and the organism that incarnates them. 
b Along the lines of this last analogy, it might be worth briefly cementing this point 
with one fmal illustration, the -case of biological evolution. As Deleuze and Guattari 
understand it biolocical evolution proceeds neither through the relations of struggle, 

, t:> d·al 
'competition or support that may exist between actual organisms, nor through the 1 ec-
tical interaction between actual organisms and their actual environment. As opposed to 
an 'orthodox Darwinism with its focus on discrete units of selection', they maintain that 
'evolution takes place from the virtual to actuals. Evolution is actualisation, actualisation 
is creation' .56 As Mark Hansen has recently demonstrated in convincing detail, because 
they dismiss the actual 'organism as a molar form that negatively limits life', Deleuze and 
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Guattari's approach to biological individuation remains profoundly 'alien t th 
al 

. f . 0 e concep-
tu terram 0 current bIology and complexity theory' .57 

Rather than recent versions of complexity theory or post-Darwinian biolo th al 
d 1 r D 1 . . d· .d gy, e re mo e s lor e eUZlan m IVl uation are again the theopham" ·c phil h· f S . .. . osop Ies 0 pmoza 

and Lelbmz. Spmoza's account couldn't be simpler A h b· lik fi . . '". . uman emg, e any mIte 
bemg, has no power of ItS own except insofar as it is part of a whole [ ] ur f h .... vve are a 
part 0 t" e power of God' (EP, 91-2). Every individual is a mode or facet of God and 
every mode .has.two aspects, one virtual, one actual. The virtual aspect of a mod: is its 
e~sence, whIch ~s what accounts for it or causes it to be what it is. A mode's essence is 
dIrectly, determmed or ~reated by God, and is nothing other than an intensive degree 
of. Go~ s 0v:n po.wer. Like any ~tual event, a modal essence is for all eternity and -its 
bemg IS entrrely mdepende~t of ItS actual existence. Such existence, by contrast, is of 
course temporary. and contmgent. ~ mode exists, if it actually possesses a very o-reat 
number o~ exte~slVe parts correspon~ing to its essence or degree of power' (EP, 202). 
Th; ongomg eXIstence, of the ~ode will depend upon the stability of a certain relation 
of movement and rest ~mong ItS composite parts; 'a given. mode will continue to exist 
as lo~g as the same relatIOn subsists in the infmite whole of its parts' .58 A mode ceases 
to .eXIst ~hen, for example as a result of harmful encounters with other existent modes 
thIS relatlon weakens or comes to an end. Neither the birth nor death of a mode: 
however, has any effect upon its virtual essence as such. 

Leibn~z maintains an equally unilater~ configuration. 'The individuality of the body 
or the thmg comes from elsewhere. And m effect, what is individual and what individu
~te~ ~e alterable b~dy is only the soul that is inseparable from it' (LB, 65). What 
mdiVl~ua:e.s suc~ a vrrt~al soul or monad are the singular qualities it is made to possess. 
Each mdiVldualls predIcated to have or to enfold all that it contains. 'The organism . 
defined by its ability to fold. its own parts and to unfold them, not to infmity, but to 1: 
degree .of development aSSIgned to each species' (LB, 110, 8). This degree is fixed, 
deter~ed by God. To every particular monad thus corresponds a body made up of the 
quantIty of components whose own monads fall within this monad's power or domi
nanc.e. An actual or 'specific body belongs to my monad, but [only] as long as my monad 
~om~ates the monads that belong to the parts of my body'. As we have seen, the whole" 
~mlt:ly comp~ex arrangement holds together in a hierarchical pyramid of monadi~ 
mclusIOn, ran~g from the damned, or absolutely dominated, to the reasonable or 
absolutely dommant (LE, 110, 113). ' 

~he n~l~tive position of a monad within this pyramid or scale is further determined 
by ItS abilIty to ~e worthy of the qualities it contains, i.e. to provide them with an 
adequate expreSSIon. For example, the monad Julius Caesar 'condenses a certain 
number of unique, inco~oreal, ideal events that do not yet put bodies in play, although 
they can only be stated m the form, "Caesar crosses the Rubicon he is assassinated by 
Brutus ... "'. Such are the primary predicates that God has assi~ed to Caesar. If a 
monad then has . an actual body, it is because such a body may be required for the 
com~lete e~ressIOn of these pre~icate-eve~ts: Caesar must have a body capable of 
crossmg a nver, and capable of bemg assassmated, because he is this- crossing and this 
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. . ' S ic ethic of the Logic of Sense, Caesar's only real task 
being-assassmated. In line WIth the to b t d to embody. Amorfiati. What Caesar 

th f th ts he has een crea e . 
is to become wor Y 0 . e even . all . When Caesar actually crosses the 
actually does adds nothing. to w~at he VIr~ :- IS. 't is simply part of the entire, imme
Rubicon this involves no dehberatIon or chOIce smcelll , -.c.olds something that was 

. C . t simply unro s or lilll' . 
diate expreSSIOn of aesarness, 1. f C '59 _ and a world in which Caesar did 

d [, all tiro . the notIon 0 aesar 
,encompasse or es m t b an entirely different world. 
not crosS the Rubicon would thus hav~ 0 e., ht .c.ar removed from the concerns of 

ell , ·tieal' notIons mlO" seem 1. 
Such unabashe y pre-cn "'. d that the virtual coherence of sense 

a contemporary philosopher who so often ~rn:c~ ~~ the self world and God' (LS, 176). 

'excludes merely, and yet supremely, ~: ~~e ~;ath of God m~an that he is also willing to 
But does the fact that Deleuze applau all powerful creative force? Not 

. . f infi' t 1 perfect essence or -
bury the classIcal Idea 0 an . ml e y ath of God simply means (the death of transcen-
at all: as De1euze understands It, th: de . 1 tI' God a God that remains at a 

. d th f creatIve or fmlte y crea ve, . d' 
dence, I.e. the ea. 0 an un f God sirnals 'the abolition of the cosmologrcal IS-
distance from creatIon. The death 0 h . al distinction between essence and 
tinction between two worlds, the m~af YSIC damantly rejects any notion of God 
appearance' (DI, 74). Needle;s ~o say, Id

e 
teu:'eaconsolidation of personal or organic 

linked to the static stability 0 . e wal°~ , 0_. hort to notions incompatible with the 
. . th dence of lde 10rms m s ., th 
IdentIty, to e transcen ., . ower 60 But when it comes to explammg e 

. affrrmation of a properly unlu:mted creal~ve p 1 . than Spinoza and Leibniz, upon an 
.' . f' tual eatIno"S he re les no ess . . indlVIduatIon 0 VIr cr <:> 'di" 'tual and whose paradigmatIc 

h . ary me um IS SpIn 
intensive form of power w ose prrm 

vehicle is divine. al h t' ultimately at issue here. We know that 
Deleuze makes no effort to conce w a IS Id '(DR 252) that 'we are always 

. . th' g other than eas , , 
actual 'indiVIduals suppose no m, 219 The next question is inevitable: 'Where 

Patients where Ideas are concerned (DR,. )1'. [rhhOrts] and their distributions of 
h . f of theIr re atIons ra):'):' • 

do Ideas come from, t .e varla Ions th th bend at which "reason" plunges mto 
singularities? Here, agam, w~ follow .~e pa alto e imil' ated to a divine and solitary 

ul . [ d aIel onQ1Jl was ways ass . d 
a beyond. The 1:Imate ra zc 'j . to h f unqualified creation as such, behm 

'(DR 282 £ LS 64) - that IS t e game 0 Th' . 
game , ; c ., tial f absolute constituent power or play. IS IS a 
which there lies only the pure poten. 0 all all for the 'creation of a new people' 
power which, escaping this wor1~, will even~ Y c 
and the 'creation of anew earth(WP, 108 9). 
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Creatural Confinement 

'To move beyond the human condition, such is 
the meaning and directioJ;1 [sens] of philosophy' 
(Fe, 124-5tm). 

From a Deleuzian perspective, the one real philosophical problem is simply this: 
although there are only creatings, these can give rise to creatures which then get in the 
way of creation. There are only creatings, but some of these creatings give rise to the 
unavoidable illusion of creatural independence. Creation thereby generates an inter
minable series of internal obstacles to its own intensification or development. Creative 
intensity is necessarily 'explicated in systems in which it tends to be cancelled', i.e. in 
systems of actual, measurable extension. Spatial extension is itself 'precisely the 
process by which intensive difference is turned inside out and distributed in such a way 
as to be dispelled" compensated, equalised and suppressed in the extensity which it 
creates' (DR, 228, 233). Again, life is nothing other than creative movement, yet 'life 
as movement alienates itself in the material form that it creates; by actualising itself, 
by differentiating itself, it loses "contact with the rest of itself". Every species is thus 
an arrest of movement', and homo sapiens is no exception to this rule (B, 104; c£ 
EP, 214-15). , 

Our only problem, in other words - but there is no greater problem - is that we gen
erally live in ignorance or denial of what we are. Although only the virtual determines 
the real, we assume instead that the actual offers the most reliable basis for reality. In 
reality, active becoming or transformation is a matter of composing forces and not 
composed forms, but unfortunately we begin precisely as composed forms, as actual 
creatures, trapped in ignorance, impotence and slavery.! We are born to inherit delu
sions of ontological equivocity or dualism - in particular, the belief that we are subjects 
as distinct from objects, and thus subjects who must represent and interpret objects. All 
creatures capable of thought need to escape their ignorance and become thoughtful. A 
creature will actively express creation only by becoming, in the most active and literal 
sense, creative. 

Unfortunately, despite (if not because of) their apparently unique capacity for 
thought, human beings have a particular affinity for thoughtlessness. We have a special 
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knack for transforming our active, open or creative dimension into reactive closure and 
inertia. Creative force is active, it creates' the very objects of its perception, but 
becoming anti-active or 'becoming-reactive is constitutive of man. Ressentiment, bad 
conscience and nihilism are not psychological traits but the foundation of the humanity 
in man. They are the principle of the human being as such' (NP' 64). The whole human 
drama stems precisely from the fact that, as Nietzsche understood with particular 
clarity, in humanity 'creature and creator are united' - and that the prevailing human 
response is one of pity for the 'creature in man', i.e. pity for precisely that aspect of our 
being that should instead be broken and 'purified', made to become 'incandescent'. 2 Or 
as Eriugena might put it: whatever we call 'hell' is not a place, it is the psychological 
state to which we commit ourselves insofar as we refuse to abandon the circumstances 
that sustain our specifically creatural delusions. 3 

Essential to any philosophy of creation, then, is an account of how it might be led thus 
to limit or work against itsel£ The versions Deleuze offers of such an account come in a 
characteristically dizzying variety of forms - the constitution of 'man' and in particular 
of moral man in Nietzsche and Philosophy; the mediation and representation of difference 
in Diffirence and Repetition; the institution of worldliness, of mondanite and romantic love, in 
Proust and Signs; the castration of desire and the limitation of schizophrenia to a merely 
medical condition in Anti-Oedipus, and so on. There's no need to go through all these 
sequences here. In each case, what Deleuze is looking for is an account of the human 
and of the creatural more generally that both acknowledges its unreal or illusory status 
and yet doesn't fall back into the ,well-worn patterns of transcendence, i.e. that doesn't 
simply condemn, from a higher or more eminent perspective, the creatural as fundamen
tally inferior or unsalvageable. Deleuze's philosophy is redemptive, not pessimistic. In 
other words, Deleuze needs an account of how creative desire might be led to desire its 
own repression - an account of why people 'fIght for their servitude as stubbornly as 
though it were their salvation'. This remains 'the fundamental problem of political phi
losophy', if not of philosophy altogether, and the basis for its properly clinical or 
symptomalogical function.4 Such an account must remain consistent with the imperative 

, of creative univocity, to the exclusion of any judgementalequivocity or transcendence. 
After all, the production of actual creatures is a fundamental aspect of what creation 

is. The creatural is itself an aspect of creation, rather than its falsifIcation or debase
ment, or a lower reality that must be transcended. Intensive difference isn't simply 
cancelled in the system of extension, it also 'creates this system by explicating itself'. 
Intensity itself creates the system that annuls it in explicated actuality, that draws it 
outside. itself (even as it endures, at the same time, in its virtual, intensive and differ
ential form, since its every explication also allows it to remain 'implicated' within itself 
(DR, 228]). The things God creates do not in any sense lessen or exhaust God, and 
an infrnitely creative substance 'has an absolutely infmite power of existence only by 
exercising in an infmity of things, in an infmity of ways or modes, the capacity to be 
affected corresponding to that power' (EP, 95). While creatural opacity is a necessary 
and immanent obstacle to creation, nevertheless ordinary creatural concerns can 
themselves be transformed to become a vehicle of insight. 
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T~is is e~lOugh sharply to distinguish Deleuz fi . 
despIses ordmary life for the sake of th. e rom any philosophy that £lees or 
as different as Plotinus and Ka t b sth°

me 
mg better or higher outside it. Philosophers 

b . . n 0 assume that ge . '. . 
e mSIght of a dramatically special kind . nume metaphysIcal mSIght must 

offered by our ordinary senses .' somethm~ very different from the knowledge 
th ' consclOusness and lifi ( d" . 

at Karit, unlike P10tinus co 1 dean It s preCIsely for this reason 
D 1 ' nc u es we are not c bl f '. 

e euze, by contrast. agrees with B h ap~ e 0 metaphysIcal msight). 
all d· ' ergson t at our ordm . 

ow us rrec. tly to grasp real b . d ary expenence of time may 
. emg an movement P 1 d 

nence can become an adequat h'd £" .' roper y un erstood, such ex pe-
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lrom the creatural and towards th . T . proper y onented, precisely awa" 

. . e creanng. he philo h' al . . :J' 

opmg, With and within the materI'al d sop IC project IS one of deve1-
s generate by a tual' . 

counter-actualisation. Philosophy will lead from c ~satlOn, a mechanism of 
must lead out of the world D h' actual to vrrtual; from the world it 

th . oes t IS mean a return t tr d ' 
o erworldly beyond? Not at all. " 'd' 0 anscen ence, a leap into an 

. out oesn t mean 'b d' E 
mean other-worldly. To move virtu' all . eyon. xtra-worldly doesn't 
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creative of the world. 0 1 OUtSI e ItSelf, towards the virtual that is alone 

To put this in more explicitly theophanic terms' God .; 
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philosophy more generally, including the work undertaken by figures as disparate as 
Bergson and Sartre, Lacan and Foucault, Levinas and Baudrillard, Badiou and Rosset. 
Each in their own way, the priority for all these thinkers is less to dissolve the subject (the 
subject of freedom, or creation, or speech ... ) than to dissolve everything that objectijies or 
normalises this subject. The most general goal has been to evacuate all that serves to 
reduce an essentially creative being to the mere creature of objective forces.

6 
The same 

Bergson who insists that our ordinary intuition of time may allQw us to grasp creative 
movement, for instance, also acknowledges that our equally ordinary tendency to under
stand ourselves not in terms of movement and time but in terms of 'objective' stability 
and space is what leads us astray. As we have seen, by 'following the usual data of our 
senses and consciousness we arrive in the speculative order at insoluble contradictions'. 

7 

The real task, although never simply to leap beyond the creatural into some other realm, 
is thus nonetheless to reverse the inner movement of our creation or actualisation, i.e. to 
dissipate the creatural and thus re-establish our links with the continuous whole of virtual 
reality. The goal is to escape confinement within the creatural without yielding to the 
temptation of an abrupt transcendence of the creatural. The goal is to build or fmd that 
force within ourselves, within the world, that opens a route out of both self and world. 

In other words, the goal is to trace a sustainable 'line of flight' - a flight out of your 
place, out of your body, out of your self, out of our world. A 'line of flight or deterri
torialisation' is Deleuze and Guattari's term for 'an abstract line of creative or.specific 
causality' (TP, 194; D, 124, 147). Every creating, every virtual or 'abstract' machine, is 
oriented by such lines of flight, i.e. forms of flight that do not respond to some external 
threat, that are not forms of flightftom something, so much as the vectors of a pure 
escape, a pure movement out of something. Flight is here solely a matter of taking flight. 
As creatings, lines of flight are themselves primary and constituent; they are 'not phe
nomena of resistance or counterattack in an assemblage, but cutting edges of creation 

and deterritorialisation' (TP, 531n.39; c£ K, 41). 
Each such taking-flight has to pull away from several successive forms of detention. 

Living creatures are held down, in the first place, by what they take to be the unalter
able constraints of their actual organic form. Creatural forms issue directly from the 
process of their actualisation, and are sustained by cumulative layers of stratification or 
territorialisation. Creatural consolidation then proceeds around transcendent 'molar' 
poles that vary with each situation - for instance around '''the'' Sovereign or "the" Law, 
in the case of the State; the Father in the case of the family; Money, Gold or the Dollar 
in the case of the market; God in the case of religion; Sex in the case of the sexual insti
tution', etc. (FC, 76). Mechanisms of transcendence make creatures 'resonate together' 
in stable patterns and administrable, manageable relations (TP, 433). Creatural stasis is 
further reinforced by a belief, based on our investment in such transcendent forms, in 
the primacy of merely derivative or specific differences, in 'the long error of represen
tation', in the presumptions of metric measurement, of what Deleuze and Guattari 

deride as 'royal' or 'major' science. 
As far as human beings are concerned, the consolidation of our creatural condition, 

and of the illusions that will accompany it, is the result of a number of mutually rein-
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~orc~g features. Of the various strata that actualise and bind us Deleuze and G tt . 
d tifyth' ... ifi . ,uaarI 

~ en . e organ~sm, SIgn IC~TIOn, and subjectivation' as the most fundamental. 
You ~ be or~anlsed, you will be an organism, you will articulate your body -
otherwlse you're.Just d~pr~ved. You.will be sign~er and signified, interpreter and inter
preted - ~therw;se you re Just a deVIant. You will be a subject, nailed down as one [ ... ] 
- otherwlse you re Just a tramp' (TP' 159). . 

If creation ~s to be~ome all that it can be then each of these forms and strata will have 
to be systemaTIcally dismantled, but each throws up its own particular kinds of defe 
In ~e domain ~f philosophy, the most stubborn such defence is the investment tha~:~ 
typICally m~e m the pro~esses of representation and the metaphysical premises that 
a:~ompany It. O~r commItment to representation and the pseudo-philosophical super
VISIon. o~ ap~ropnate mea~s of rep~esentation only serves to strengthen all that isolates 
~~ disTIngmshes us a~ partIcular bemgs. We thereby identify with our inherited organic 
~lIDltS, rather than alIgn ourselves with that intense anorganic life which lives on the 
~pe~sonal plane of the cosmos. Rather than think at a level of coherence which is indis
TIngUIshable from a bei~g-thought, :r.e restrict thought to the mere supervision of those 
forms. of mental ~e~aVI~ur (recognlt~on, classification, consumption ... ) which preserve 
ou~ blO-cultural distmcTIon at the pnce of creative sterility. This is why an affIrmative 
philo:ophy always seeks to s~as~ the human condition. Deleuze's critique of what will 
emer,:,e as p:rhaps. the most SIgnificant antagonists of his project - psychoanalysis and 
~antIan cnTIcal philos?ph~ - s~ould b.e seen as an aspect of his rejection of represehta
tIOn and th: cre~tur~ illUSIO~S It sustams. Deleuze will replace these and other logics of 
representatIon WIth hIS creatIve logic of sense. 
. This chapter w~ go through each of these points in turn, beginning with the limits 
lIDposed by orgamc form. 

I 

I~ is. again Be:-gsor: who anticipates the initial move at work in Deleuze's subtractive 
VIta:lsm. If bemg s~ply is creation, then we know that creation itself requires no expla
natIon other ~an ItS affIrmation or acknowledgement. Creation is what there is. The 
real problem IS rather the opposite: how is it that so many creatings are stifled, blocked, 
o~ at l;~st come to b: channelled along predictable and thus minimally creative paths? 
Smce life.as a whole IS movement itself', why is that 'the particular manifestations of life 
accept thIS movement unwillingly, and constantly lag behind?' Real life moves ever 
forward whereas these m~ifest~~ons seem only 'to mark time'. Bergson's analogy 
fr~es the problem very mcely: like eddies of dust raised by the passing wind, living 
th:ngs turn back upon themselves, borne up by the great current of Life'.8 They resist 
thIS currer:t even though i: alone moves them, even though they are nothing but it - even 
though thIS same current IS what powers their very turning back. 

In terms ~f th~ dynamic of memory and perception that Bergson develops in Matter 
and A!emory, likeWIse, what calls for explanation is not the preservation of the virtual past 
but ItS compression in the ephemeral present. The pure past is reality itself, which 
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'preserves itself automatically'. Reality requires no faculty or mech~ni~m to s~stain it, 
or preserve it, or organise it in some rationally re~pectab~e way. RealIty IS sufficIent, and 
memory, as a vehicle for the intuitior: of reality, IS suffi~Ien9t as well. VVhat needs expla
nation isn't the process of remembermg, but of forgetting. 

Bergson explains our capacity to forget or impoverish the past, to. filter the past 
according to the mere interests of a present action, in terms of .the very structure of the 
brain. The brain is precisely the mechanism which evolved, m order to a~vanc.e our 
creatural interests, so as to ensure that the way we receive and respond to objects m the 
world is adapted to the pursuit of those interests. In Bergson's compr~ssed. phrase, the 
discontinuous or 'cinematographical character of our knowledge of things IS due:o the 
kaleidoscopic character of our adaptation to them'.!O Needless to say, the evolUTIon of 
the brain is hardly an extrinsic aspect of human development. ~at obscur~s our under
standing of reality isn't a mere failure of knowledge. The obsc~ty st~ms: mstead, from 
the mechanism which presides over the very core of our orgaruc c~nsTItuTIon. :rvro~e,. the 
obscurity stems from the same mechanism that, pro?er~y used, will allow fo~ ItS ~ssIpa
tion. The brain is the source of metaphysical confusIOn msofar as we rely on mtellIgence 
to serve our practical needs, but it is also the source of illumination rr:-sofar as. we allow 
'impractical' intuition to suspend these needs and expo~e the true re~hty of thm~s. . 

If then life as movement alienates itself in the matenal form that It creates, thIS alIe~-
. ation is nonetheless fully immanent to life or movement i:sel£ ~~ tenden~y to re~aI~ 
ignorant of the real is 'to be explained simply by the necessIty of hvmg,. that IS, ?f. aCTIng .. 
No sooner than I become aware of having an actual body than I begm conceIvmg of It 
and other bodies as 'distinct material zones'. My 

body itself, as soon as it is constituted and distinguished, is led by its various needs to. dis

tinguish and constitute other bodies [ ... ]. Our needs are,. then, so. m.an~ s:arch-lig~ts 
which, directed upon the continuity of sensible qualities, smgle out m It distmc.t ~odie~. 
They cannot satisfy· themselves except upon the condition that they car:re o~t, Wlt~m thls 
continuity, a body which is to be their own, and then delimit other bo~es Wlt~ whlch the 
first can enter into relation, as if with persons. To establish these speclal relatlons among 
portions thus carved out from sensible reality is just what we call living. 11 

If Bergson subsequently turns so much of his att~nti0r:, afterMatter andli1em.ory,. to the 
mechanics and evolution of life, he does so preCIsely m order to find, Wlthm life,. ~e 
means of dissolving the limits that living itself throws up. Our needs confine ':S ~~m 
life, but 'by unmaking that which these needs have made, we ma~ res:ore to mtUlTIon 
its original purity and so recover contact with the real'. To reverse m thIS way, our crea-

, tural passage from 'the immediate to the useful', would allow us to go, back to the dawn 
of our human experience' .12 This dawn - the dawn of the ~orld, of the world bifOre ma~, 
before our own dawn' - is a moment to which Deleuze will never cease to re~rr:. It IS 
a moment in which movement remains freely creative, the moment of a pnmary 
regime of variation, in its heat and its light, while it is still untroubled' by any form of 
organic mediation. IS 
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The actual or lived organism is thus itself the fIrst and deepest obstacle to the virtual 
power.of living, :0 ~e 'powerful, non-organic Life which grips the world' (C2, 81). 
Pure VItal energy IS 'morganic, germinal, and intensive', and its creation coheres on a 
plane that excludes the organism (TP, 499). A creative body is not an actual body but 
a wholly virtual one: a body without organs (BwO). Such a body is not a merely undif
ferentiated non-body. It is not literally deprived of organs. It is deprived, rather, of any 
actual organisation of its organs, i.e. of their integration within an actual organism 
along lines shaped by its needs and interests, by its ability to act and react, by its 
sensory-motor coordination. For such a body, 'the organs are not the enemies. The 
enemy is the organism [ ... ] as a phenomenon of accumulation, coagulation, and sed
imentation that, in order to extract useful labour from the BwO, imposes upon it 
forms, functions, bonds, dominant and hierarchised organisations, organised tran
scendences' (TP, 159). Beneath the actual organism and the constituted or molar 
identity that it radiates as a force of anti-creation there are innumerable micro or 
molecular sub-identities, which make up the real or non-organic substance of the 
organism. These machinic or larval selves operate at a level inaccessible to the 
organism itself 'Underneath the self which acts are little selves which contemplate and 
which render possible both the action and the active subject. We speak of our "self" 
only in virtue of these thousands of little witnesses which contemplate within us: it is 
always a third party who says "me'" (DR, 75; cf 219). Every organism, every actual 
individual, is in reality a disparate multiplicity or 'groupuscule, and must live as such' 
(Aa, 362). 

Such living is precisely the achievement of what Deleuze and Guattari call a 
'becoming-animal'. To become-animal is not to identify with or acquire the form of an 
organism. It is not to imitate an actually existing animal. On the contrary: to become 
animal is 'to cross a threshold of pure intensities that are valuable only in themselves, 
where all forms come undone, as do all the signilications, signifiers, and signilieds, to the 
benefIt of an unformed matter of deterritorialised flux'. 14 To become-wolf, for instance, 
is to enter into the virtual creating of a wolf and not merely to have some sort of relation 
with actual wolves, let alone to represent yourself as a wolf To become wolf is to begin 
to configure a wolfish creating on a body subtracted from its actual, creatural or organic 
confIguration. It isn't a matter of the wolf as actual animal so much as the event of a 
virtual wolfing, 'the instantaneous apprehension of a multiplicity in a given region [ ... ]. I 
feel myself becoming a wolf'. To become part of a pack or swarm is to loosen the grip of 
those great molar identities which otherwise defme and confme you, from the inside-out: 
self, family, state, career. .. (TP, 31-2, 233; c£ K, 7). The exemplary form of such a 
becoming-animal, then, is not this or that actual animal but rather the O'eneric egO' or 

'" '" embryo of any-animal-whatever. Embryonic transformation is a good example of a 
composing as opposed to a composed force. 'The destiny and achievement of the 
embryo is. to live the unlivable, to sustain forced movements of a scope which would 
break any skeleton' (DR, 215). Such is the heroism of the 'fIrst beings', the embryos and 
larvae of thought, which live and think on the edge of the liveable. 
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. [J be experienced only at the borders 
A pure spatio-temporal dynamlsm .,. can . n well-con-
of the liveable under conditions beyond which it would entail the death of ay. 'tal 

stituted subjec~ endowed with independence and activity [ ... ]. !~ere ad rule ::::;~~:rn 
drifi th t nl the embryo can sustam. an a 

movements, torsions, and ts, a 0 Y . . a atient but the patient 
art b them There are movements for whlch one can only be p , . 

~p y ni b 1 [J Thought is one of those terrible movements whlch can be 
m turn can 0 yea arva ... . . [J Th hilosopher is a larval 
sustained only under the conditions of a larval subject .... e p 

subject of his own system (DR, 118-19). 

. . . ' mechanisms to undo or dis-organise 
Deleuze and Guattan will never stop mventmg new .' . d' d' . d als of 
the organism, to evacuate worlds, environments, terntones, S?e~IeS, fanthe :~~ :ffort _ 

'd . Th eral goal is always a vanatlon 0 
their actual or molar 1 entlty. e gen . . . lf' (TP 242) 
to make Nature operate in the only way It should: 'agamst Itse , . 

11 

. th 1 there seems to be none more 
Of all the natural forms that thus work agamst :mse vWhes, "t that distinQUishes the 

. th wn human lorm at IS 1 b 

ehxtravag:~gor :o~::in :e o:d~r of general org~nic being? Here it is Hume and 
uman e " ides Nietzsche offers a cosmo-

Nietzsche who act as Deleuze s most Important gu .. t from the 

h
· al . f the human while Hume tracks ItS emergence ou 

myt IC genesIs 0 .' . 

dis-organised mechanic~ of cogm:lOn. t f how the human subject comes to be 
What Deleuze fmds m Hume IS an accoun 0 . . d b h' 

. d ·th· the flux of experience. The essential thing is already Imphe y IS 
constltute Wl m .' . 1 th tie the result of a 
insistence that the emergence of such ~ subject IS ~;~ClS~d i: ~o~ ~ubject it is sub
process, and not a transcendental necessIty or norm. e. ct is then a for~ that can 
jected' (ES, 31). Conceived as emergence or result, the subje 

subsequen~y be uHndone. h t' primary is not the subject but mind's immediate expe-
According to ume, w a IS .., is the flux of the 

rience of indivisible atoms of existence or perceptlon. ~~t IS prImd~de endent' True 
. th . e as distmct an m P . 

sensible, the set of perceptlOn~ ;t we ~xpen~nc . of distinct perceptions' (ES, 

empiricism has for i: fO~;~l~~z:n :e;:~ o:~~;=:e depends on the affrrmatio~ 
87). Here as eve~ ere m

h 
: of difference or of the separable is 'the expen

of difference as prImary: t e expene~ce el e and nothing else precedes it.'15 What is 
ence. It does not presuppose anythmg. s t' immediately registered by 

. . ' . 1 a mass of different percep Ions, 
::U~d o:s g~~::ie~s ~;n!s~nct impressions or ideas. The question is then: .ho;\out: 
this rimary' flux of differences, can something like ; .cohe~ent, o:ganlse u~ct. 

subj~t develo~? The su?ject ~~ n~t ~s;! ~:::,~r;h:h~u~:~;i:sc:~~f;:;:d t: ~e Jve~ 
rather, the. subject constltuteds I.tse d 'in this formulation of the problem, we discover 
as somethmg that transcen SI, an 
the absolute essence of empiricism' (87). 
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Hume's approach to the problem is well known. The subject is not a necessary and 
constant condition of our experience of reality. The subject emerges within this expe
rience as a result of the way experience comes to take shape over time. The subject 
emerges through repetition and anticipation - in short, through the consolidation of 
habit. 'Habit is the constitutive root of the subject, and the subject, at root, is the syn
thesis of time' (ES, 92-3). More specifically, the mind that registers the primary flux of 
experience is transformed into a subject through two sets of principles, 'principles of 
association and principles of the passions', both of which are governed by the more 
general principle of utility. Rather as in Bergson's account of the actual or lived 
organism, Hume's genesis of the subject within the flux of experience subordinates it 
to the demands of actual interest and need. 'The subject is the entity which, under the 
influence of the principle of utility, pursues a goal or an intention; it organises means 
in view of an end and, under the influence of the principles of association, establishes 
relations among ideas. Thus, the collection becomes a system.'16 In other words, the 
mind, itself indistinguishable from what it perceives, is subjected when, animated by its 
passions and needs, the principles of association (contiguity, resemblance, and causal
ity) come to order its otherwise disparate experience of impressions or ideas. These 
principles of association 'fIx and naturalise the mind' in the form of a subject (ES, 24). 

To this extent, at least, Deleuze's early book on Hume sets much of the agenda for his 
subsequent work. In order to liberate (i.e. unfIx and de-naturalise) the mind, it will be 
necessary to disrupt or reverse the process whereby it comes to be subjected. It will be 
necessary to develop a 'cogito for a dissolved self' - the cogitor of an inhuman nature Or 
mind. And if the subject constitutes itself in the mind by transcending mind, if it 
emerges within experience by mediating experience, if 'the only content that we can give 
to the idea of subjectivity is that of mediation and transcendence' (ES, 85), then two of 
the most consistent priorities of Deleuze's philosophy will be to refuse both mediation 
and transcendence. Mter Hume, Deleuze will set out to break the 'shackles 'of mediation' 
and 'hunt transcendence down in all its forms' (DR, 29; WP, 48). More, if 'subjectivity 
appears as soon as there is a gap between a received and an executed movement' (C2, 
47), as soon as a gap opens between sensation and the actual subject of that sensation
i.e. as soon as it is possible to transcend and thus mediate the real - then before it does 
anything else a philosophy of creation must devote itself to closing this gap. 

III 

Nietzsche lends this project an inimitable urgency and intensity. No modern philoso
pher has done more to 'expose the "subject" as a fIction' (NP' 123). Nietzsche allows 
Deleuze to supplement his empiricist account of the cognitive emergence of the human 
subject with a quasi-cosmological account of the human as an especially virulent form 
of anti-creation. Humanity is the form that creation takes when it denies or turns 
against itself 

The point of departure here is thus the difference between creation and anti
creation, or between what Nietzsche calls active forces as opposed to reactive forces. 'In 
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the beginning, at the origin:, there is the difference between acti,:e and reactive forces.' 
Active forces are transformative or inventive, and 'energy which is capable of trans
forming itself is called "noble". The power of transformation, the Dionysian power, is 
the primary defInition of activity.' Active willing is itself creation: 'to will = to create'. 
Active forces alone are primary, they are the exclusive source of action or energy. As the 
name implies, reactive forces are not themselves an original kind of force so much as 
the form that active force (which alone acts) takes on when it is interiorised or reflected 
back against itsel£17 As a rule, 'only active force asserts itself, it affirms its difference' or 
its singularity immediately, without reference to anything either (objectively) external or 

(subjectively) internal to itself (NP, 57). 
Active forces are thus absorbed in what they do, in the acting as such, whereas 

reactive forces allow for the separation of an actor from the action. Reaction isolates a 
doer from the doing. Active forces do what they are, non-reflexively, whereas a reactive 
force reflects upon what is done by or to it. Far from being the vehicle of insight, human 
'consciousness is essentially reactive [ ... ]. In Nietzsche consciousness is always the con
sciousness of an inferior in relation to a superior to which he is subordina~ed' (NP' 41, 
39). in other words, whereas active forces appropriate and dominate whatever they act 
upon, reactive forces begin with a subjective response to their subordination. An active 
force creates, consumes or destroys; the bearer of a reactive force asks why it is being 
destroyed, resents its destroyer and attributes malice to it. The human being, then, is 
simply that being which has taken on such resentment as its organising principle. 'Far 
from being a psychological trait the spirit of revenge is the principle on which our whole 
psychology depends ... [T]he whole of our psychology, without knowing it, is part of 
ressentiment' (NP' 34). An envious, belittling negativity or nihilism is constitutive of the 
human and with the human 'the whole world sinks and sickens, the whole of life is' 
depreciated, everything known slides towards its own nothingness'. Conve:sely, s~ce 
humanity is indistinguishable from res sentiment, 'to move beyond ressentunent IS to 
attain the "end of history as history of man'" .18 If life is to live it will require the death 
of man. Genuine or creative affIrmation will only proc~ed 'above man, outside man, in 
the overman [Ubermensch] which it produces and in tl1eunknOwn that it brings with it' 
(NP' 177). Creation must always fmd some way of returning to the dawn of the world, 

to a time before or after man. 
And yet, though the human is an obstacle to life, though the creature obstructs its 

creating, there is no other vehicle for the dissipation of this obstacle than the creature 
itself The creating alone creates but it creates through the creature - there is no other 
plane of creation, there is no higher reality than that of the human and the world. 
Again, the movement out from the world is not a movement into a reality beyond the 
world. The overman is only 'above' man insofar as this above is itself produced by man. 
Only man can reach the dawn of man. Redemption from the human is the task of the 
human alone. Only man offers the resources of undoing man (precisely by 'becoming
woman', and then animal, then inorganic, then molecular, then imperceptible ... 19). As 
Deleuze's Bergson will subsequently show, although man is that animal whose actual 
organic constitution makes it ignorant of creative life, nevertheless 
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it is only on the line of Man that the elan vital successfully 'gets through'; man in this sense 
is 'the purpose of the entire process of evolution'. It could be said that in man, and only in 
ma~, the ~ctual becomes adequate to the virtual. It could be said that man'is capable of 
rediscovenng all the levels, all the degrees of expansion and contraction that coexist in the 
virtual Whole. As if he were capable of all the frenzies a~d brought about in himself suc
cessively everything that, elsewhere, can only be embodied in different species [ ... ]. Man 
therefore creates a differentiation that is valid for the Whole, and he alone traces out an 
open direction that is able to express a whole that is itself open. Whereas the other direc
tions are closed and go around in circles, whereas a distinct 'plane' of nature corresponds 
to each 'one, man is capable of scrambling the planes, of going beyond his own plane as 
his own condition, in order fmally to express naturing Nature.20 . 

Nietzsche offers a somewhat more forceful route to much the same outcome. The 
will to ~ower is nothing other than 'giving' or 'creating' as such (NP' xii). But as the 
human IS consolidated it increasingly infects active power. Over time nihilism or the 
beco~ing-reac~ve of forces. comes to bend the whole will to pow~r against itself 
NegatIOn prevails. The questIOn is then: 'how Can nihilism be defeated? How can the 
element of v~u~s itself be changed, how can affirmation be substituted for negation?' 
The answer IS Slffiply to allow negation to run its full course, to consume' itself and 
thereby?ip back int~ its opposite. The return of affrrmation will proceed via the con
summatIOn of n~gatIOn. 'The tr~n~~utation which defeats nihilism is itself the only 
:om~lete an~ fImshed form of nihilIsm. I~ ~act nihilism is defeated, but defeated by 
Itself, once It assumes a completed or totallsmg form (NP, 171-2). It remains the case 
that only ~rrm~tion can creat~ new values, and in the end 'affirmation takes the place 
of all negatIOns - but affrrmatIOn can only replace negation if there is nothinO' left of 
negation. Negation must fIrst negate itself Negation must exhaust itself and "'vanish 
leaving not so much as its empty place. Negation must leave nothing of its place othe; 
~an the possibility of a wholly different place: the place itself must change, until 'there 
IS no longer any place for another world'. Once this has been achieved then 'the whole 
of the n:gative has become a power of affrrming, it is now only the mode of being of 
affirmatIon as such' (NP, 173-9). 

The best way to understand this conversion sequence is as a variant of our more 
general logic of counter-actualisation.21 It is in and through the reversal of the actual 
that we return to the virtual, to an intensilied, transformed, redeemed or converted 
virtual, one restored to its full creative potential. This would be a virtual that is once 
again ~othing other th~ its own renewal, its own creating anew. If actual 'man impris
oned life, the overman IS what frees life within man himself, to the benefIt of another 
form' \FC, 130). Our 'fmest creating', as Nietzsche himself puts it, is thus to turn our
selves mto the 'forefathers of the overman' by actively sacrifIcing all that sustains the 
merely. human - or, to anticipate the argument that we will take up in our last chapter, 
~y settmg. the st~ge for the drama of eternal return. Return is precisely that which 
releases, mdeed It creates, the purely active and pure affrrmation'.22 
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IV 

In the work of his friend and fellow Nietzschean, Michel Foucault, Deleuze fmds the 
basis for a more contemporary account of the constitutio~ an~ eventual death of man. 
Foucault situates this death at the culmination of the histoncal development of the 
human sciences that he traces in his book The Order qf Things; the way Dele~ze re
describes several of the moments of this development says a great deal about hIS own 

conception of the 'man-form'. . . . . ' 
In a first, classical, or early modern stage, reality is directly Identified ~th the mfmlte, 

i.e. with God as infmite power of understanding, infinite power ~f, creauon, and s~ on 
(FC, 88). 'So long as God exists [oo.] then man does not yet eXist. (FC, .130). ThIs of 
course is the stage that Deleuze (rather more than Fouca~t) assoCla~es With the exem
plary insights of Spinoza and Leibniz. The objects of sClenc: h:re mc~ude ~nly those 
things which can in principle be extended to ~mity, b~ilt up m mdefml~e senes .on ~e 
basis of a single principle, e.g. money or wealth m the sClen:e o~ econOffilCS, specific d~
r . b' 1 gy; and so on To know or explairl so.methmg IS to extend or unfold ItS lerences m 10 0 0 " . . ' . . h 
principle to infinity. But less than anac~iv: p~tlclpant m the creauon ~f re~lty.:.. t e 
human itself is identified with a mere hmltatIOn placed upon s~c~ an infmlty ~or 
example, the human power of understanding is conceived as alimlted form or. fmlte 
mode of an infinite power of understand~g. The. gr:a~ eff~rt. of kn?wle?g~3 m the 
classical age thus remains the effort fo locate Itself. o~ Its limIts WIthm :he mfIDlte. . 

In a second specifically modern stage, the llffiltS of human firutude become (With 
Kant) 'positivelf constituent rather than merely privative. Rather th~n con~truct general 
series on the basis of infinitely productive principles, each element m a senes no~ takes 
on an actual energy and local autonomy of its own. Organisms are caught up ID the 
onO"oing evolution of living beings (Lamarck, Darwin); languages no longe.r figure as 

::: . .. al f eaking but as dynamIc elements vanauons of a uruversal grammar or gener power 0 sp 
of the historical constitution of 'collective wills' (Bopp, Schle~el); tI:e force of work 
becomes constituent of wealth, and 'work itself falls back on capItal (Ricard~) before the 
reverse takes place, in which capital falls back on the work extorted (Marx) (FC, 128). 
Specific historical tendencies and developments thus ~ome t? re~lac: a general d;duc~ 
·tive order, and the agent that coordinates these V~l?US histo:,es IS of cou~se ~an 
himself, man in his actuality, understood as an actually livmg, working, and speaking bemg. 

Man is now subject and object of his own knowledge. . . . 
The third, contemporary stage, our stage, the sta~e that antlclpate~ the ov~rman, IS 

then the staO"e that counter-actualises this human firutude. The goal IS not slffipl: to 
return to th~ infinity of the first stage (with its attendant 'limitatio~'). The go~ 18 to 
affIrm an 'unlimited finity', to make of fmitude itself the new baSIS o~ an actIve or 

t· . fim·lty. Knowledge now seeks to affirm the disjunctive forces of life, labour and crea lve m . din . 
language in themselves, in their creative traject~ries, liberated from t~e coor aung 
influence of man. The infmite can now work directly through the .frn:te,. so to speak. 
Unlike the first stage, the finite (the actual) no longer fi~es as a l1ffi1t~tIOn u~on ~e 
infmite. It is within or rather through a fmite living orgarusm that there hves an mfmlte 
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pow~r of Life. It is directly Within and through a fmite speaking being that there speaks 
an infmite power of Language, and so on; through the fmite literary mechanisms 
invented by Mallarme, Peguy, Artaud and others, contemporary language 'turns back 
on itself in an endless reflexivity' (FC, 131). 

Compared with the first stage, this third stage is more absolute rather than less. 
Though singular and fmite, a creating will proceed with the whole power of infmite 
creation itsel£· Although the infmite now passes through the human, it is no longer 
mediated or located. It explodes all possibility of historical or territorial location. In the 
end, classical philosophy was governed by its rational convergence with God. Our third 
stage, by contrast, puts the human 'in charge of the animals', 'of the very rocks', 
'in charge of the being of language (that formless, "mute, unsignifying region where 
language can fmd its freedom" even from whatever it has to say)'.24 In other words, 
only our third stage effects a kind of becoming-God qf the human, a becoming infmite 
of the finite. 

v 
Among the various other ways in which Deleuze seeks to explain the constitution of the 
human, the most important and certainly the most notorious is tied to the name of 
Oedipus. From the moment that Deleuze starts to collaborate with the psychoanalyst 
FeIix Guattari, in the late 1960s, actual 'man' and 'Oedipal man' become increasingly 
interchangeable terms. As I mentioned briefly in the previous chapter, this reactive val
orisation of Oedipus is one of several symptoms of a significant (though far from 
fundamental) shift in Deleuze's work. In the Logic qf Sense (1969), 'it is with Oedipus that 
the event is disengaged from its causes in depth, spreads itself at the surface and 
connects itself with its quasi-cause from the point of view of a dynamic genesis'. It is 
thus largely tharIks to Oedipus that psychoanalysis can still figure there as 'the science 
of events' and the 'art of counter-actualisations' (LS, 211-12). In 1969, Deleuze (again 
like Foucault) can still yoke psychoanalysis to what we identified in the preceding section 
as our third, contemporary form of knowledge. Three years later, however, in Anti
Oedipus, psychoanalysis in general and Oedipus in particular come· to play very much 
the opposite role. The logic of counter-actualisation itself doesn't change, neither here 
nor in the remainder of Deleuze's work, but the value he attributes to .these all too 
human mechanisms changes dramatically. 

In Anti-Oedipus, 'Oedipus' is the name that Deleuze and Guattari give to the specifi
cally subjective form of transcendence, i.e. to the psychological equivalent of the 
organism. Oedipus unites transcendence and organism in a single repressive form: it is 
Oedipus that enables desire to desire its own repression. Oedipus achieves this by com
bining personal and collective forms of transcendence (AO, 79). 

In the sphere that is constituted as private or personal, Oedipus serves to supervise 
and normalise the consequences of what psychoanalysis calls castration. Whereas 
virtual or creative desire is immediately productive of its object and thus lacks nothing, 
desire is castrated when it is configured as desire for an object and qf a subject. At the 
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same time that desire is detached from its object, its subject becomes the subject of this 
lack. The literal gap between sensation and action that is characteristic of all subjectiv
ity becomes the defmitive feature of the sexualised subject, and the traumatically elusive 
object of incestuous or Oedipalised desire is the missing object par excellence. The 
more Oedipalised a subject'S desire, the more fIrmly it is caught in the confmes of 
negation and lack. In this sense 'Oedipus is always colonisation pursued by other 

means, it is the interior colony' (AO, 170). 
Over the course of human history, the consolidation of this private castration-

transcendence has been doubled and reinforced by the public transcendence of the 
state. As Deleuze and Guattari explain at some length, in the political sphere anti
creation takes the form of the state. While only immediate or uncastrated (and hence 
aberrant or 'monstrous') desire is productive, the state emerges as an apparatus that 
transcends and captures the flow of production. The state fIgures in Anti-Oedipus as a 
kind of collective super-ego, keeping watch over the fIeld of social action that it helps 
to normalise and coordinate. Supervised by the state, the subject can now be harnessed 
to the alienation of work, i.e. to labour motivated by its endless pursuit of the ever 
missing object of castrated desire. The capitalist organisation of labour, the transcen
dent organisation of the state, the metaphorical distribution of familial roles across the 
.social fIeld, the psychoanalytic interpretation of desire, all fIgure here as aspects of one 
and the same mechanism for the repressive mediation of the real. Oedipus is the device 
through which these various forms of transcendence hold together as ~ sin.gle, ?v:r- . 
determined 'apparatus of capture'. Oedipus is what relates a psychologIcal mteno~Ity 
to external social authority. The individual is doubly subjected through the castratIOn 

of desire and the transcendent over-coding of the state.
25 

Moreover, Oedipus is what protects anti-creation from creative counter-attack. 
Oedipus offers a defence against both the psychological reversal of transcendence 
(namely the raw, immediate experience of immanent creation: schizophrenia) and the 
socio-economic evacuation of transcendence (namely capitalism's abstraction, de
coding, de-actualisation or de-territorialisation of all values in the indifferent medium of 
exchange value). Both capitalism's relative de-actualisation and schizophrenia's absolute 
de-actualisation are controlled and managed by Oedipus. If 'what all societies dread 
absolutely as their most profound negative [are] the decoded flows of desire', i.e. the de
actualised flows of virtual creation, then Oedipus guards against this limit of social 
coherence (AO, 177). 'Oedipus displaces the limit, it internalises the limit. Rather a 
society of Uabouring] neurotics than one successful schizophrenic who has not been 
made autistic' (AO, 102). Confronted with the risk of capitalism's anarchic commodili
cation and detoxilication, i.e. with the abstraction of all values, Oedipus manages to shift 
the danger of an uncontrollable political or 'public' de-actualisation onto an eminently 
controllable, 'private' re-stabilisation of the actual or the molar. Oedipus reinforces the 
political work of exploitation or surplus extraction by internalising it (via the metaphor
ical mediation of the family) in the very confIguration of consciousness and identity. The 
politics of exploitation and security plays ou~ in a world populated by 'Mister Capital, 
Madame Earth and their child the Worker' (AO, 264). The fIrst and most fundamental 
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mo~ern form .of surplus extraction is simply the reproduction of the subject as such, the 
subject as dutiful worker and son, as docile labour. 

As you mig~t expect, reco~ery of the real must therefore begin with the dissolution 
of both .the pnvate ~d ~ublIc forms of transcendent subjection, and the subsequent 
e!aboranon of a desrre WIthout person or state. Recovery proceeds through the dissolu
tIOn of the psychoanalytic theatre of interpretation (the theatre· h· h d .. d , ". m w IC esrre IS stage 
or .repres~nted [representeJ at a d~stance from itself) in favour of the workshop or factory 
of lffiffie~ate and thus a~tomatlc or mechanical desire. Recovery involves dismantling 
the theatrIcal re~resentatIO~ ~f des~e in te~ms of restricted family roles and metl>.phors 
and the restorano~ of therr mtenslve SOCIal and political investrnents.26 Whereas the 
:oncern of the subject, of the state, and of the organism, is always to conserve itself in 
ItS transcendent coherence (TP, 357), 'the whole task of schizoanal s· C·] b· :fI h. . Y IS IS... to SU StI-
tute, ~r t e pnvate subject of castration [ ... ] the collective agents of enunciation that 
~or theIr part refer to machinic arrangements. To overturn the theatre of representation 
mto the order of desiring-production' (AO, 271). 

VI 

Like. all the various m~c~anisms that sustain a human actuality or anti-creativity, 
?edlpus thus bears an ~~ate relation to what Deleuze so insistently attacks as the 
.long error of r:presentatIOn Y ~hanks to Oedipus, 'the whole of desiring-production 
I~ crus.hed, subjected to :he reqUIrements of representation'. This is indeed the 'essen
t~al thmg: the rep~oducnon of desire ~ves way to a simple representation [ ... ]. Every 
tIme that productIOn, rather than bemg apprehended in its orio-inality; in its real·ty; 
b d d· h. "'--, 1 , 

ecomes re uce. m t IS manner to a representational space, it can no longer have 
value e~cept by ItS own absence, and it appears as a lack within this space' (AO 54 
306). Filtered through repres.entation, des~e ceases to be immediate or producti~e s~ 
as to become merely fIguratIve or symbolIc, a matter for interpretation an illusion 
made up· only of language d yth T . .'. , ream, or m . rue creatIve expenmentatlon by 
contras:, replaces the work of interpretation and operates as 'nonfigurative and ~on-
symbolIc' (TP, 284). . 

An unq~~ilied refusal of representation is one of the great constants of Deleuze's 
wo;rk, and 1: IS common :~ all of his own philosophical ancestors. The whole of 'Hume's 
p~osophy IS a sharp cnnque of representation' (ES, 30). Nietzsche reduces represen
tatIon to a comp~nent of 'sla~e' psychology (NP, 10). Bergson fmds in representation 
the root of ~ur mlsunderst~~mg ?f mem~ry, if not of all our metaphysical confusion 
(DI, 29!. Spmoza sha.rply distlngu:shes an Idea of something from a representation of 
som~~m~, ar:-d as~oclates t?e eq~Ivocal re?resentation of God (as opposed to a direct 
partICIpatIOn m UnIvocal b~mg) WIth the.mlsleading distractions of scripture (EP, 56-7). 
To create or to represent: m the Deleuzlan universe this is a stark alternative. 

To affrrm .a creative univocity. is to deny in advance the gap that representation posits 
between realIty and the .way we mterpret that reality, between a reality and the concept 
that we have qfthat realIty, between the thing and the mere image that we retain of that 
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thing. From the perspective of creation, there is. only a d~erence of de.gree between a 
thing and the image or representation that we mIght subSTItute for the thmg .. As Be~gson 
realised with particular clarity, it is 'necessary; at any cost, to o~ercome thIS ~UalIty of 
image· and movement of consciousness and thing'. Image IS never the lffiage if 
movement, it simply is fue movement as such. 'IMAGE = MOVEME~' (C 1, 56, 58). 
More, an 'image is not a representation of an object but. a movement m the world of 
the mind'; simply; 'the image is the spiritual life', all by Itself (CC, 169). And for the 
same reason if consciousness has any reality at all it is not, as phenomenology would 
have us beli~ve as the consciousness if something. Rather, if consciousness exists it. is 
simply insofar ~s consciousness is something, insofar as. it is indist~n~ishabl~ from Its 
thina and thus fully immanent to reality.28 Our perceptIon of a thmg IS nothmg other 
tha: a selective 'prehension' of that same thing (Cl, 64). Properly understood, then, 
'there's no difference at all between images, things and motion' (N, 42) for these are all 
motions or things, or rather thing-ings: processes that ac:ualise themselves thro~gh 
things. As far as Deleuze is concerned, Pasolini speaks .for cme~a as a v:hole -:vhen .he 
refuses to talk. of an "impression of reality" given by cmema. Cmema Slffiply IS realIty, 

. al' h h al' "'29 "cmema represents re Ity t roug re Ity . .,. 
In other words, perception or representation does not shed hght on thm~s that would 

otherwise remain opaque and obscure. Our conscio)lsness does not mru::e lffiages from 
or of things. On the contrary, things are already images, 'things are lum~ous by the~
selves without anything illuminating them'. The real 'plane ?f the lffiffian~nce IS 
entirely made up of Light', and we ourselves are nothing b.ut lffiages, r:fracTIons or 
prisms of this one light (C 1, 59-60). Our seeing eye is not dIrected at ?bJects. ~ather 
'the eye is in things, in luminous images in themselves .. "P~otograp~y; if there IS pho
tography, is already snapped, already shot, in the -:ery mte~IO.r o~ ~hm~s and for all the 
points of space."'30 Just as creative desire lacks no~~mg an~ IS m~stlngwsha~le from the 
object it creates, so too does real perception partICIpate dire~tly rr; the cr~atIOn of what 
it perceives. Like any adequate knowledge, suitably immedIate perceptIOn puts us at 
once into matter, is impersonal and coincides with the perceived obj~Ct'.31 ~or example, 
whereas a traditional realism supposes the relative independence of ItS object, Deleuze 
affrrms with Robbe-Grillet an immanent description which 'replaces its own object'. Such 
a creation-description first 'erases or destroys its reality which passes into t~e ima~ary, 
on the one hand but on the other hand, powerfully brings out all the realIty whIch the 
imaginary or the'mental create'. The result is ,a vehicle through which 'the imaginary and 

the real become indiscernible'. 32 
Accordina to Deleuze one of the most telling symptoms of representation's failure 

to provide s~ch a vehicle'is its inability to grasp the real nature of ~epetiti~n .. As ~ar as 
representation is concerned, repetition simply involves the prodUCTIon of slffiilar if not 
identical sequences. What can be represented of repetition is only t?e resemblan~e of one 
actual sequence to another, for instance the features that turn a s.enes of expenences (a 
game, a job, a process ... ) into an ordinary rou~e. Repre.sentaTIon. cannot adequ~t.ely 

. distinguish between repetition and a merely law-like gen~ralI~ or eqUIvalence. Rep~TITIon 
becomes synonymous with substitution. RepresentatIOn, m short, can conceIve of 
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repe~ition only as repetition of the same(DR, 270-1). But for reasons we'll come back 
to in Chapter 6, section Iv, the affrrmation of absolute difference simultaneously 
involves the affIrmation of absolute repetition (and the two combine in the redemptive 
idea of eternal return). Creative repetition can only be thought as the repetition of dif
ference itself. Repetition will have to be divorced from any mediation through 
resemblance and generality. True repetition must involve the intuition of fully singular 
occurrences, of differences that cannot be exchanged or substituted. Although we're 
not yet in a position to make proper sense of this, Bergson's indivisible conception of 
time may already point us in the right direction. If we think of time along Bergsonian 
lines as that which 'develops itself for itself', then if there is such a thing as repetition 
it cannot simply involve the duplication of discrete actual sequences (since in reality 
there are no such sequences). Instead, if each passing moment is nothing other the 
whole of time in its maximally contracted state, then each moment must be nothing 
less than a 'total and totalising' repetition of virtual time as a whole (DR, 287). In 
other words, if time is just the dimension of creation as such, we might say that every 
new creating repeats one and the same act of creation, precisely by creating something 
different or new. Or as Deleuze puts it in his most economical formula: 'if repetition 
is possible, it is due to miracle rather than to law' (DR, 2). 

The problem with representation, then, is not simply that it tends to get things 
wrong. Representation doesn't just falsifY what it represents. The error that is represen
tation applies just as much to 'truthful' representation or correct representation - that 
is to say; to the conventional notion of truth itself As Nietzsche keeps trying to tell us, 
'thought is creation, not will to truth [ ... J. Philosophy does not consist in knowing and . 
is not inspired by truth. Rather, it is categories like Interesting, Remarkable, or 
Important that determine success or failure' (Wp, 55, 82). As conventionally under
stood, truth simply characterises the relationship between a given thing and whatever is 
taken to be an accurate representation of that thing. The real error, however, lies in the 
presumption that such a relationship could have any sort of validity at all. Rather than 

. truth as correspondence, a philosophy of creation will prefer to valorise the 'power of 
the false' if, by doing violence to representation, it helps get us out of representation and 
into the domain of the interesting or remarkable. This is what motivates the various 
polemics that Deleuze and Guattari mount, especially in A Thousand Plateaus, against 
'rQyal' or 'major' science - science understood as the measurement, analysis and manip
ulation of merely actual forms of being. Truth understood in terms of relative 
correctness is by definition judgemental and restrictive, i.e. anti-creative.33 As a rule, 
thinking can only 'produce something interesting when it accedes to the infmite 
movement that frees it from truth as supposed paradigm and reconquers an immanent 
power of creation' (Wp, 140). It is no accident that creative film-makers like Resnais 
'deliberately broke with the form of the true, to replace it by the powers of life' 
(C2, 135). 

For exactly the same reason that it refuses the conventional notion of truth, a 
univocal ontology also refuses conventional notions of metaphorical or ironic figura- . 
tion. A plane of immanence comes to consist to the exclusion of all metaphor or 
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analogy (TP, 69; K, 24). Spinozist univocity implies that one and the same individuat
ing is expressed by corresponding modes in extension and thought, and the only notion 
of expression or sense that is compatible with this univocal realism is a literal and imme
diate one. Deleuze is characteristically insistent about this. :All images are literal, and 
must be taken literally', just as all creative writing must proceed 'literally, without 
metaphor, to bring forth the thing in itself'. 34 Through genuine art, 'what disappears is 
all metaphor or figure [ ... ]. One must speak and show literally, or else not show and 
speak at all' (C2, 183). Creative 'metamorphosis is the contrary of all metaphor' and 
like Spinoza and Artaud, Deleuze and Guattari's 'Kafka deliberately kills all 
metaphor'.35 Again, in the direct or literal cinema of the time-image 'there is no room 
for metaphor, there is not even any metonymy, because the necessity which belongs to 
relations of thought in the image has replace<±the contiguity of relations of images'. To 
create in the medium of cinema is 'to carry the image to the point where it becomes 
deductive and automatic, to substitute the formal linkages of thought for sensory-motor 
representative or figurative linkages', and thereby 'to make thought immanent to the 
image'.36 Whenever we succeed in suspending or jamming our actual organic limits we 
make it possible to create an exclusively optical-sound image, an image without 
metaphor. Such an image 'brings out the thing in itself, literally, in its excess of horror 
or beauty, in its radical or unjustifiable character, because it no longer has to be ''justi
fied", for better or for worse' (C2, 20). 

A univocal ontology thus breaks irrevocably with the whole tradition, from Aristotle 
through to Husserl and beyond, that conceives of knowledge and our being in the world 
in terms of the (critical or judgemental) relation between ourselves and the world. In a 
creative reality there can be no such relation, indeed there is neither self nor actual 
world - categories which serve only to inhibit an adequate intuition of creation. As a 
matter of course, representation fails to capture the immediate intensity of difference. 
Representation brings everything back to a fixed and immobile centre, to its subject. 
Representation can never keep up with creative movement or difference, which 'implies 
a plurality of centres, a superposition of perspectives, a tangle of points of view, a coex
istence of moments which essentially distort representation'. Even representation taken 
to the infmite, representation as deployed by Leibniz or Hegel, still remains caught 
within the confines of identity. 

Infmite representation includes precisely an infmity of representations - either by ensuring 
the convergence of all points of view on the same object or the same world [Leibniz], or 
by making all moments properties of the same Self [Hegel]. In either case it maintains a 
unique centre which gathers and represents all the others, like the unity of a series which 
governs or organises its terms and their relations once and for all [ ... J. The immediate, 
defmed as sub-representative, is therefore not attained by multiplying representations and 
points of view. On the contrary, each composing representation must be distorted, diverted 
and torn from its centre. Each point of view must itself be the object, or the object must 
belong to the point of view (DR; 56). 
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!f even Leibniz ar:d Hegel fail.to .think ~e immediate production or creation of reality, 
if even ~ey re~am trapped Wlthm the illusory gap of representation, then perhaps the 
m~st ~nn-crea~ve o~. all modern philosophers is the one who made of this gap the very 
prmcIple of hIS cntIque of metaphysical intuition - Immanuel Kant. Kant is the 
philosopher of representation par excellence. Unlike the books Deleuze wrote on his 
allies Hume, Bergson, Nietzsche and Spinoza, when Deleuze came to write his short 
book on Kant ?e wr~te it as the analysis of an 'enemy', as an attempt to 'show how his 
system works, ItS varIOUS cogs - the tribunal of Reason, measured use of the faculties 
(our subj ection to these made all the more hypocritical by our being called legislators)'. 37 

Kant offers Deleuze 'the perfect incarnation of false critique; that's why he fascinates 
me' (DI, 139). 

It would be much too simple, nevertheless, to treat Kant exclusively as Deleuze's 
adversary. Deleuze himself is not a primarily critical thinker, and he is quite happy to 
embrace those ~spe~ts ~f Kant's work that he finds compatible with his own priorities. 
He aff~ms the ImplIcanons of Kant's project that can be harnessed to the disruption of 
the subject and the de-regulation of our faculties. 38 The most important such aspect is 
f~obably K~t's famous ~riti~ue of De~cartes' cogito, his recognition that the thinking 
I cannot direc~y deter~e ItS own bemg. The thinking subject does not itself provide 

the ground for ItS own bemg or activity, the cogito is not the author of what it does. 
Ka~t replaces Descartes' allegedly self-grounding subject with a passive subject, a 
subject thr?ugh whom thought thinks. This was an important breakthrough (though 
sur~ly less Important than Spinoza's own anti-Cartesian cagitor). Kant realises that 'the 
actIVity .o~ tho~ght applies to a receptive being, to a passive subject which represents 
that actIVity to. Itself rather than enacts it'. Conscious thinking thinks only on the basis 
of an uncons:IOus that eludes it.39 And unlike Descartes' contemporary Spinoza, Kant 
takes the specIfi:ally mod~rn ste? of realising that what thus separates what a subject is 
from wh~t a subject does IS n?thmg other than time. The aspect of post-Kantian philos
ophy whIch Deleuze affirms IS the one that acknowledo-es that 'it is we who are internal . c 
to tIme, not the other way round [ .. .]. SUbjectivity is never ours it is time's that is soul 
spirit, the virtual.'40 Such was the great opportunity that Dele~ze associat~s with Kant; 

The subject can henceforth represent its own spontaneity only as that of an Other. and in so 
dO.ing invoke a mysterious coherence in the last instance which excludes his own C ... ]. For a 
bnef moment we enter into that schizophrenia in principle which characterises the highest 
power of thought, and opens Being directly on to difference, despite all the mediations, all 
the reconciliations, of the concept (DR, 58). 

This moment of opportunity, :tJ.owever, was to prove brief indeed. Kant's whole 
p:-oject is s~bsequently designed to inoculate philosophy from the risk of precisely this 
kind of schIzophrenia, and in particular from the delirium of intellectual intuition.41 
No sooner has Kant anticipated that 'I is an other' than he restores the unity of the self 
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in the transcendental syntheses of app~rception. No sooner has he approached the 
'highest power of thought' than he retreats back into the systematic regulation of the 
faculties, organised precisely around the functional stability of the transcendental 
subject (and subsequently, of the moral subject). If the critique of pure reason led the 
subject to the brink of its theoretical dissolution, this was only to pave the way for the 
restoration of its integrity through the orderly exercise of representation and the 
abstract imperatives of practical reason. The Kantian project thus 'amounts to a 
supreme effort to save the world of representation' (DR, 87). Insofar as Deleuze 
acknowledges a 'true critique' he attributes it to Nietzsche, precisely against Kant. The 
Nietzschean critique of representation and reactive forces 'is of great importance for 
the history of philosophy, for it runs counter not only to Kantianism, with which it 
competes, but to the whole Kantian inheritance, to which it is violently opposed'.42 
Mter its momentary anticipation of the schizophrenic liberation of thought, the 'great 
operation of the Kantian "critique" served only to consolidate the actual operations of 
our common sense, and such common sense, the unity of all the faculties at the centre 
constituted by the Cogito, is the state consensus raised to the absolute' (TP, 376). 

Kant, in short, invents the specifically modern way of preserving transcendence, 
by investing it within the immanent horizon of the subject's reflexive or reactive 
representation. 

Kant objects to any transcendent use 'of the synthesis, but he ascribes immanence to the 
subject of the synthesis as new, subjective unity. He may even allow himself the luxury of 
denouncing transcendent Ideas, so as to make them the 'horizon' of the field immanent to 
the subject. But, in so doing, Kant discovers the modern way of saving transcendence: this 
is no longer the transcendence of Something, or of a One higher than everything, but that 
of a Subject to which the field of immanence is only attributed by belonging to a self that 
necessarily represents such a subject to itself (WP, 46). 

This is why Deleuze so consistently presents himself as a non- or even pre- rather than 
neo-Kantian thinker. He aligns himself with Leibniz or Spinoza precisely because their 
affIrmative naturalism undoes, in advance, Kant's critical attribution of immanence to 
a subject which then transcends it. In defiance of the rules of Kantian perception, the 
great rationalists hurl us immediately into the raw intensity of nature's own creativity. 
They rather than Kant are the true ancestors of Artaud's schizophrenic, it is they who 
inspire us to 'experience pure forces, dynamic lines in space that act without intermedi
ary upon the spirit and link it directly with nature and history' (DR, 10). Leibniz, for 
mstance, offers a version of 'transcendental philosophy that bears On the event rather 
than the phenomenon' and that thus replaces 'Kantian conditioning by means of a 
double operation of transcendental actualisation and realisation'.43 True perception is 
never conditioned by mechanisms peculiar to' the subject; by escaping the mediation of 
the subject it becomes 'total, objective and diffuse' (C 1, 64). 

Whenever Deleuze himself uses the term 'transcendental', consequently, it doesn't 
refer to what Kant described as those conq,itions of possibility which shape our subjective 
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~xperience, the ~onditions that guarantee the reliability of our representations of objects 
m ~e world. I: slffiply refers to the way we intuit or think (rather than represent) the very 
bemg or creatIOn of the world as such, and of ourselves along with it. When Deleuze 
uses the ter~ transcendental it is to describe creativity as such, creativity subtracted from 
the :on.s~amts of ~e ac:u~ .or. indi~dual. :Transcendental' is then just a description of 
pre-mdiVldual reality as It IS m Itself, m the nnmanence of its creation and 'underneath' 
~ts consolidation in the creature. For the same reason, 'the transcendental field defmes 
Its:lf as a pure p!ane of immanence, since it escapes all transcendence of subject and 
object. Absolute n:nmanence is in itself, it is not in something, for something, it does not 
depend on an object nor belong to a subject.' The (post-Sartrean) consciousness that 
c.orresponds to s~ch a field is not that of a subject, especially not the subject of synthe
~IS or representa~on. It can only be a strictly 'asubjective consciousness, a pre-reflexive 
~per~onal conscIOus~ess [oo .], pure immediate consciousness without object or self', a 
~onscI,o~sness travers~g the transcer:dental field at infmite speed and everywhere 

diffuse. (Such a conSCIOusness, we rrught note in passing, would clearly and very liter
ally be un-analysable. If Kant is the philosopher of representation in its modern reactive 
or reflexive form, what is the psychoanalysis that Deleuze and Guattari denounce'in Anti
Oed~us ~ not another variation of this S0llle reaction, i.e. of representation turned back 
agamst Itself, representation become the internal mechanism for the transcendent 
subject's own self-supervision and self-normalisation?) 

. To a diffuse and ~su~jective transcendental consciousness corresponds a similarly 
dIsparate and an-ObjectIve 'transcendental empiricism'. Since there is no relation 
between, subject and object, sin~e the c~n~ciou.sness of something simply is that thing, 
Deleuze s ~rans::nd;ntal ~eld will not diStIr:guISh .be~een mind and empirical reality. 
The t:rm e~plflcal applIes no: to a collectIOn of mdifferent objects that might then be 
conc.eIved o~ mtende~ by a subject. There is only one plane of production-knowledge, 
conSIstent WIth the prmcIple that 'the knowledge of things bears the same relation to the 
knowledge of God as the things themselves to God' (EP' 14). The concern of a transcen
dental empiricism is not with objects or creatures but with creatino-s and its motivation 
. . . . b' 

IS agam a varIatIOn on Spinoza's theophanic logic: 'the more we understand sin2Ular 
things,the more we understand God'.45 c 

The transcendental empiricism that Deleuze embraces after Artaud is thus designed 
t? foreclose (transcendent) interpretation of what something mean~ in favour of an 
(nnmanent) intuition of or participation in the process whereby something is produced 
(DR, 147; c£ AO, 109). To defme something is not to explain what it means but to 
e.xplicate w~at it is, i.e. t~ m~e or produce it in actuality. A properly adequate defmi
tIOn always mvolves the ventable generation of th~ object defmed'. To formulate an 
ade~u.ate id:a of something is to 'express its cause' (EP, 79, 133). Much the same" 
ambItlon will motivate the constructivism that Deleuze and Guattari embrace in 
Capitalism and Schizophrenia - as when, for example, they seek to develop a mechanics 
adequate to exp~ess the behaviour of what they call desiring machines, in lieu of any 
self-bound, self-mterpreting subject of desire, representation or lack. Unlike such a 
subject, desiring machines 'represent nothing, signifY nothing, mean nothing, and are 
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exactly what one makes of them, what is made with them, what they make in them

selves' (AO, 288). 

VIII 

We can come back now to the point reached at the end of the previous chapter. Instead 
of a logic of representation Deleuze proposes a logic of .creative e;cpression or sens;'.A: 
anyone who has read Logic of Sense is likely to admit, Deleuze's lOgIc of sense doesn t Inl

tially seem to make a great deal of. sense in the ?ormal. se~se o~ the, word .. Sense here 
certainly isn't bound'up with questIons of meanmg or sIgnificatIon. Sens: IS not t~ be 
confused with signification; it is rather what is attributed in such a way that It determmes 
both the signifier and the signified as such' (LS, 50-1; c£ Np, 31): vye ~e~dy ~o,:, that 
signification is merely a category of representation, or a?ti-creatIon. ~IgnificatIOn.Is one 
of the mechanisms through which we remain trapped m our actualI~ ~ong WIth ~e 
organism and the subject, it is one of our fundamental forms of stratIfi:atIon or ternto
rialisation. To ask what something means, even to accept such a questIOn as worthy of 
interest, is already to assume our lack of adequate knowledge. To ask what God means 
by this or that is to assume that we are not ourselves an aspect 'of God and that we are 

more or less removed from the making of this or that. . . 
Deleuze's logic of sense refuses this distance and. ~ its m:pli:ati~ns .. ThIs lOgIC of 

sense becins when 'sense brings that which expresses It mto eXIstence, or mdeed when, 
'as pure "'inherence, it brings itself to exist within that whic~ expresses. it: (LS, 166). 
Sense is again a facet of creation pure and simple, and the lOgIC of sense IS Just another 
variation of the logic of virtual events that we encountere.d in the ~revious chapter. As 
early as his 1954 review of Jean Hyppolite's book Logtc and Exzstence, Deleuze had 
decided that 'philosophy, if it means anything, can only be ~ntology ~d an ontolo,~ 
of sense [sens]' and that the 'absolute identity of ~eing a~d ~erence IS. called ~ense " 47 
The whole of Logic of Sense depends, in fact, on thIS equatIon: the. event IS sens~ Itself . 
What further distin2Ui.shes an event of sense from an event of deSIre or art, for mstanc~, 
is just that it occur~ in the medium of verbal expression as such: propositional sense IS 
actualised through language (and through the situations articulated by lan~a~e), rather 
than through, say, sexuality or sensation. Sense is the primary and .determmmg as~ect 
of expression. Sep.se is 'something unconditioned, capable of assurmg a real gen:sIs of 
denotation and of the other dimensions of the proposition' (LS, 19). Just as an mcor
poreal event falls immediately upon the bodies it transforms, so too does sense fall 
immediately upon whatever it denotes or evokes. Whereas 'everything cap~ble ·of .deno
tation is, in principle, consumable and penetrable', virtual sense Itself IS the 
'impenetrable' and 'cutting' force of creative expression (LS, 26-8).. , 

The essential thing to remember here is again that Deleuze a~apt~ this ter.m exp~es
sion' from Spinoza as a synonym for creation in general - creatIon m both ItS phYSIC:U 
and spiritUal dimensions. If 'what is expressed is sen~e> if modes are '~os~ expres~zve 
when they fmd their "sense''', their sufficient reason: thIS I~ because expreSSIOn Isn~thmg 
other than the adequate, literal and necessary mamfestatIon of God. The expreSSIOn of 
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sens: involves an. immediate and .sufficient determination that is 'deeper than the 
re!atIon of causalIty or representatIOn' (EP, 335). Such expression has nothing to do 
WIth me~e representation or figuration. Instead, sense is a virtual expressing, a pure act 
of creatIon. 
. If sense itself is a virtual expressing, what is thereby expressed is an actual proposi

tIon on the one hand and an actual state of affairs on the other. 

What is expressed has no existence outside its expressions; each expression is the existence 
of what is eA."pressed [ ... J. What is expressed must thus be referred to an understanding that 
grasps it objectively, that is, ideally. But it is predicated of the thing, and not of the expres
sion itself; understanding relates it to the object designated, as the essence of that object.48 

Representation or approximation has no role to play in such understandinO'. Our intu
ition of essential sense, as of any virtual determination, is perfectly adequ:te or exact. 
'Sense is the genesis or the production of the truth, and truth is only the empirical result 
of sense' (DR, 154). There is thus little to stop Deleuze from embracinO' the Stoics' 
admira~ly c.ounter-intuitive conception of speech: as Chrysippus maintain~, 'if you say 
somethmg, It passes through your lips; so, if you say "chariot", a chariot passes throuO'h 
your lips' (LS, 8). '" 

U~der~tood in this way as the actualisation of sense, words do not refer to things but 
are thmgs m verbal form. Propositions do not describe things, they are the verbal actual
isation of those same things. 'The event occurrinO' in a state of affairs and the sense 
inhering i~ the proposition are the same entity.'49 Sense is thus 'doubly generative: not 
only does It engender the logical proposition with its determinate dimensions (denota
tion, manifestation, signification); it engenders also the objective correlates of this 
proposition [ ... ] (the denoted, the manifested, and the signified)' (LS, 120; c£ D, 63). 
It's the insistence on this :mivocity, to the exclusion of all resemblance or representation, 
that make.s Dele~ze's lo~c of sense both so extraordinarily simple yet so difficult to grasp. 

There IS nothmg aCCIdental about this difficulty. Our initial incomprehension of sense 
is another unavoidable consequence of our actual limitations. Since sense is virtual 'we 
can n:ver formulate simultaneously both a proposition and its sense; we can never say 
what IS the sense of what we say' (DR, 155). All that can actuallY be presented of virtual 
sense as such is mere non-sense. 50 All that we ever actually see or hear of a creating is its 
creature. Moreover, although sense has nothing to do with signification as actual beinO's 

. ' '" we are lIterally born and bound to confuse the one with the qther. Deleuze insists that 
'the essential thing is to separate the domain of signs, which are always equivocal, from 
that ?f e~ressions whose absolute rule must be univocity' (EP' 330trn), but in our meta
phYSIcal Ignorance we are generally incapable of maintaining this separation. The 
configu~ation of our actual condition encourages us to treat reality as eq1).ivocal rather 
than umvocal, as a matter of representation rather than expression. 
~ Spinoza ~bserved with such uncompromising and subversive intransigence, 

nothing bears thIS out more dramatically (in the domain of theology) than our mis
placed reliance on scripture and liturgy. As Spinoza reads it, most of scripture is just a 
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collection of signs rather than expressions. God expresses himself :hrough reality itself; 
the Bible is only a book about God, a collection of stories and t~achmg~ that seek to rep
resent or signify God. Rather than express (or create) somethmg, ~ SIgn serves only to 
indicate recognisable properties of the thing it signifies (EP, 49). SI~S opera:e on the 
basis of analogy and representation - to signify God as a f~ther, for mst~:e, IS ~e~el~ 
to devise an image of him as having a power and authonty on th~ famil1:rr mo e 0 

actual paternal authority. Sense or expressions, on the other hand, lffiffiediately. create 
what they express: to express God is simply to be thought by G?d, to be a vehlc~e ;;:r 
God's ongoing creation, and thereby to grasp the wh~le o~ realIty as an aspect 0 IS 
same expressing. In the re~ of genuine expres~io~, the SIgn and the ~en~e [sens], tl).e 
essence and the transmuted matter blend and umte m a perfect ad:~ua~on (pS: 50~~ 
In other words, biblical representations or signs of God are not diVIDe expresslOn, b 
notions impressed in the imagination to make us obey and serve a God of whose nature 

. t' (EP 51) The fact that we need God's nature to be 'revealed' to us we are Ignoran , . . . al 
through a naive dramatisation of his propertIes IS only a sympto~ of ~ur creatur d 
needs and constraints. If we already understood that God simply IS reality we woul 
obviously have no need for any supplementary and illusory process of revelatlon (EP, 56). 

The next question we need to address, then, is clear e~ough: how are we best to 
move from our initial ignorance to an eventual understandmg? 
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Creative Subtraction 

'Man will rise above earthly things only if a powerful equipment 
supplies him with the requisite fulcrum. He must use matter as a 
support if he wants to get away from matter. In other words, the 
mystical summons up the mechanical.'] 

With this chapter we pass through the mid-point of this book and of Deleuze's own 
philosophical trajectory. Since this trajectory is rigorously consistent, the steps that 
remain to be taken will follow smoothly on from those that have brought us this far. We 
have traced the route of creation from the virtual to the actual; now we begin the 
process of counter-actualisation. We have considered the mechanisms that shape us and 
identify us; now we can engage in the invention of counter-mechanisms that will allow 
us to answer the question, 'How can we rid ourselves of ourselves, how can we demolish 
ourselves?' (Cl, 66trn; c£ CC, 23-6). 

The general sequence of this demolition is straightforward enough. We know that 
being is creation but that creation itself generates internal obstacles to its own continua
tion. VIrtual creatings are obstructed by the actual creatures they produce. Like any actual 
being or creature, human beings tend to live as one such obstacle. The fIrst task then, and 
the concern of the present chapter, is to develop the means, from within our actual or 
creatural constraints, of overcoming these same constraints. The next task (the concern 
of Chapters 5 and 6) will be to liberate and intensify the power of creatings as such. 

The main mistake to avoid here is again the assumption that the virtual and the 
actual enjoy equal powers of determination, that creating and creature reinforce one 
another in some sort of mutual co-implication. No: the creating literally does what the 
word says, it creates the creature, which itself creates nothing at all. The creans deter
mines the creaturum. There is no place here for something resembling dialectical 
feedback or progression. Even if a creative intensifIcation accompanies every counter
actualisation, this intensification applies to the virtual (event or sense) alone. Even if 
the virtual is incarnated in the actual, the resulting incarnation is not 'equally' virtual 
and actual. When a virtual wounding is embodied in the person who is born to bear 
it, it is the wound and not the person who is primary and determinant. Or again, if 
you are individuated both as virtual haecceity and as actual person or organism, there 
can be no doubting the priority of the one over the other. As Deleuze and Guattari are 
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careful to insist, 'we must avoid an oversimplified conciliation, as though there were on 
the one hand formed subjects, of the thing or person type, and on the other hand spa
tiotemporal coordinates of the haecceity type. For you will yield nothing to haecceities 
unless you realise that that is what you are, and that you are nothing but that.'2 

We need, in other words, to fmd a way of reinterpreting creatural or organic life as 
facets of anorganic or creative life, the life that lives with the power and intensity of the 
cosmos itsel£ Perhaps the most important model for such reinterpretation is the develop
ment of Bergson's understanding of duration (la duree): initially ap~roached ~ the 
psychological terms of internal time consciousness, as a personal expenence of tune as 

an indivisible flow. Bero-son soon came to realise that duration can only be truly grasped 
, b • 

once it is woven into the very fabric of things. Properly understood, 'psycholOgIcal 
duration should be only a clearly determined case, an opening onto ontological 
duration'. Only at the level of ontology or cosmology can we understand, in keeping 
with the equation of being and creation, that 'duration means invention, the creation 
of forms, the continual elaboration of the absolutely new'.3 

As for whatever is restricted to the creatural alone, whatever cannot be re-interpreted 
in terms of the creating that produces it, this must be purely and simply abandoned as a 
barrier to creation. The creatural qua creatural is unredeemable: while a virtual creating 
remains implicated in itself, 'the hard law of explication is that what is explicated is expli
cated once andfor all', and thereby forever abandoned to its actuality (DR, 244). There is 
nothing properly creative to be salvaged from the actual or creatural'per se, othe):" than the 
energy released by its own dissipation. (As Deleuze reminds us, Nietzsche reserves 'only 
a light punishment for those who do not "believe" in eternal return: they will have, and 
be aware of, only an ephemeral life! They will be aware of themselves and know them
selves for what they are: epiphenomena' [DR, 55]). 

The only positive or affIrmative thing that a creatural force can do is to dissolve itself. 
The only creative way of responding to reaction is to overcomeit.4 For any actual indi
vidual, what is essential is 'fmally to acquire the power to disappear' (C2, 190; cf. N, 5). 
Like Foucault, Deleuze is looking for forms of experience or experimentation that will 
tear 'the subject from itself in such a way that it is no longer the subject as such, or that 
it is completely "other" than itself so that it may arrive at its annihilation, its dissocia
tion'.5 What Deleuze says of the German expressionists, artists of Kant's dynamic 
sublime, thus applies nicely to his own redemptive paradigm: they present an 

intensity which is raised to such a power that it dazzles or annihilates our organic being, strikes 

terror into it, but arouses a thinking faculty by which we feel superior to that which annihilates 

us, to discover in us a supra-organic spirit which dominates the whole inorganic life of things; 

then we lose our fear, knowing that our spiritual 'destination' is truly invincible (Cl, 53). 

In his essay 'One Manifesto Less', Deleuze provides a sketch of what is involved in 
such arousing annihilation, based on the example of Carmelo Bene's re-creation of 
Shakespeare's Richard IlL 'You begin by subtracting, by cutting out everything that deter
mines an element of power, in language and in gestures, in representation and in the 
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represented.' You then further subtract all 'constants, stable or stabilised elements, 
b~cause they belong to a major usage' and consolidate fIxed or molar identities. Along 
WIth such constants, you should eliminate structure (since it maintains 'relations between 
invariants'), dialogue (since it codifies rule-bound relations of speech), history (since it 
lends fIgures of power their stability over time) and even the text itself, insofar as it 
confmes the virtual creativity of language to actual confIgurations of speech. In a theatre 
thus purged of all actuality and representation, only creation as such will act. 'Everythino
remains, but under a new light.' Anything can emerge, but only as the 'sudden emer~ 
gence of a creative variation, unexpected, sub-representational' (CB, lO3-4, 122). 

Guided as we have seen by the 'three virtues - imperceptibility, indiscernibility, and 
impersonality' (TP' 279), Deleuze's project is thus fundamentally austere or sub tractive. It 
is subtractive, however, in a quite particular way. This particularity becomes immedi
ately apparent through comparison with perhaps the only fully subtractive ontology in 
contemporary philosophy; the ontology developed by Deleuze's contemporary Alain 
Badiou.6 According to Badiou, being that is conceived solely in terms of its pure being 
isn't something that we might intuit, translate, or know. If philosophy begins with Plato 
rat?er than with the pre-Socratics, this is because Plato approaches being through a 

. strICtly conceptual rather than a poetic or mythological apparatus; unlike the poet, the 
philosopher seeks to situate the precise theoretical point at which the conception of being 
becomes indiscernible from that which is beyond or other than being (the point which 
Plato names the Good, and which Badiou himself names pure or 'inconsistent' multiplic
ity). As opposed to a poetics of being, every ontology thus encounters, at the limit of its 
efforts to discern the being of being, a point that remains inaccessible to the work of this 
discernment: it enables a conceptual encounter with the indiscernible as such. 

Unlike Badiou, of course, Deleuze equates being with a positive or vital intensity. 
Unlike Deleuze, Badiou is perfectly happy to accept that being itself is sterile rather 
than creative (precisely so as to clear the way for a still more emphatic and disruptive 
notion of creation or 'truth', reserved for sequences that begin with something other 
than being). Despite this fundamental difference, I think Deleuze is best read along com
parably though unequally subtractive lines. Given any actual or positively presented 
situation, Deleuze will develop a mechanism of extraction that serves to isolate the indef
inite virtual event or force that determines it; he will then orient every such event back 
towards a purely indeterminate, purely intensive power that exceeds any possible pres
entation or discernment. Precisely because they both seek to think forms of pure 
multiplicity or absolute difference, both Badiou and Deleuze privilege forms of indis
cernment over the multiplication of discernible differences or distinctions. Less than the 
multiplication of distinct ways of being or behaving, Deleuze like Badiou is oriented 
towards the production of indistinct or generic modes of being. To become in the 
Deleuzian sense is not at all to attain a distinctive form or identity. On the contrary; it 
involves fmding 'the zone of proximity, indiscernibility or indifferentiation where one can 
no longer be distinguished from a woman, an animal, or a molecule ... '. To engage in 
the becoming that is a literary work, for example, is to 'open up a zone of indetermina
tion or indiscernibility in which neither words nor characters can be distinguished'. 
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Eventually the human form itself must dissolve through the work in favour of a 'new, 
unknown ~lement the mystery of a formless, nonhuman life [ ... ], as if the traits of 
expression escaped form, like the abstract lines of an unkn~wn writing' . 

7 
For ~e, same 

r~ason if what De1euze calls an abstract line is 'the most alIve, the most creatlve form 
of line'this is because it doesn't divide or encircle any discernible space. It doesn't trace 
a presentable boundary or shape. It simply passes through and between things, unpre-
dictably, unlimited by either boundaries or shapes (RF, 164; c£ TP,4?8). . 

Nevertheless, if Deleuze's philosophy is perhaps more usef~y consIde:-ed ~ubtrac~ve 
than multiplicative, its orientation is only subtractive because Its foun.dat~on IS cre~tlve. 
The actual is not creative but its dissolving can be. Counter-actualisatIOn mustn t be 
confused with mere de-individuation or extinction. In keeping with Nietzsche's critique 
of Schopenhauer, although actual or creatural forms like th~ 'I .an~ ~e S.elf must be 
replaced', such replacement should proceed in and ~y creatlve mdIVlduatlon as s~ch, 
through the power of those 'individuating factors whI~h. cor:s~me :te~ an~ 8 constItute 
the fluid world of Dionysus. What cannot be replaced IS mdiVlduatIOn Itself '. Th: pro- . 
ductive or dynamic work of individuation is not mediated by ~y form of ~d.entl~ or 
resemblance but there is nothing incomplete or insufficient in thIS work. IndiVlduatmgs 
lack nothin~ 'they express the full, positive power of the indi~duals as suc~' (D~, 258). 
To refuse to recognise this point is to risk returning to a verSIOn of ~e di.stortlor: ~at 
informs Hegel's reading of Spinoza as a philosopher for .whom ~ fmIte d~erentlatlon 
dissolves in the 'abyss' of infmite identity.9 Deleuze's philosophy IS subtractlve but not 

ascetic. It is guided by sobriety, not renunciation. 

I 

We know that the essential dualism in this phil;sophy of creation is that between actual 
and virtual or between created and creating (or again: between naturata and naturans, 
composed ~nd composing, individuated and individuating, reactive and active, defm~te 
and indefinite molar and molecular, striated and smooth, etc.). We must begm, 
however with another and more immediately pressing dualism - the distinction 
between' two general kinds of actuality, two orientations .of the creature. ~his is th.e 
difference between (a) those forms of actuality that .are onente~ t~wards :herr co~s~li
dation and preservation (e.g. through personal fulfilment, SOCIal mteractIOn, pOlItICal 
integration, responsible communication, ethic~l co~c.ern: etc.), on the one hand, and 
(b) those forms which, oriented towards therr dIssIpatlOn, can set out to ~ecome 
adequate to the virtual events which sustain or inspire them. No.ble .vs: base, mm~r v~. 
major, rhizomatic vs. arborescent, nomad vs. sedentary, det~rnt~nalIsed vs .. ternton
alised _ as Deleuzeunderstands them, these and other related dualIsms apply m the frrst 
place to a difference within actuality itself, i.~. to a ~erence .between configurations 
that tend to consolidate or to break up actualIty. Such IS the dIfference between forms 
oriented towards a way of beinO" in the world and forms oriented towards a way of being 
out of the world. The tendenc; to conflate these two opposing forms is responsible for 
much of the confusion that continues to surround the reception of Deleuze's work.

lO 
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Of course, actuals that are oriented towards their dissipation or c 
1
· . will b " . ounter-

actua Isatlon . there .y become m~st:lnguishable from the virtual that they express. To 
be~o~e-nomad IS preCIsely a verSIOn of the process whereby you realign your way of 
bemg m a smooth space shaped by active or molecular forces. Nomads, as Deleuze and 
Guattari describe them (in keeping with an argument to which we'll return later on), are 
'in' actual history only as an exception from that history. The rhizome that Deleuze and 
Guattari evoke in the frrst of their Thousand Plateaus, likewise, is an organic form that 
incarnates an evasion of the limits of organic form. What a rhizome embodies is pre
cisely its tendential disembodiment. The same could be said of the other 
counter-actualising forms of actuality that populate Deleuze's books - the schizo
phrenics ('no we have never seen one'), the artists, the seers, the minorities, the 
philosophers ... (N, 12; Aa, 380). In each case, what these forms become is the vehicle 
of a purely virtual creative force. But equally, in each case, it is these particular forms 
that endure and accomplish the work of this becoming. The actual is not simply the 
enclosure of the virtual; what is decisive is its tendency or orientation, precisely, either 
towards or away from such closure. 

Before going any further it may be worth drawing briefly on the resources of a philo
sophical tradition geared around this question of orientation in the strict sense, not least 
because it will offer a parallel route to a further and equally essential difference that 
Deleuze will need to maintain, between creative subtraction or extraction on the one 
hand and mere extinction on the other. This is the Persian Islamic tradition known as 
Ishraq ~iterally: the philosophy of 'oriental illumination') which has been made avail
able to francophone readers through the remarkable labours of Henry Corbin and 
Christian Jambet. lI The things that separate Deleuze from the major Ishraqi thinker 
Shihab aI-Din Yahya al-Suhrawardi (1154-91) are obvious enough. Al-Suhrawardi 
writes in an overtly theological and broadly neo-Platonic context, one governed by an 
uncompromising logic of transcendence. That there might nevertheless be some useful 
grounds for comparison is signalled by Jambet's recurrent and convincing comparison 
between al-Suhrawardi and Spinoza - an echo, perhaps, of the way Hegel picked up 
on the latter's 'oriental intuition'.12 More to the point," what al-Suhrawardi seeks is pre
cisely a form of spiritual redemption or counter-actualisation, the conversion of actual 
or objective opacity into singular forms of luminous virtuality. Even more emphatically 
than Deleuze himself, al-Suhrawardi elaborates a 'plane of the immanence [which] is 
entirely made up of Light', in which 'things are luminous by themselves without 
anything illuminating them', in which we and everything else are nothing but reflec
tions and refractions of one creative light.l3 

Like all visions of the Islamic deity, al-Suhrawardi's 'Light of Lights' is radically 
singular and sufficient. God is 'that which subsists through itself' .14 The original divine 
One is itself wholly unpresentable or unknowable, a blinding light. The One is not an 
accessible whole but that which, inaccessible, expresses itself in the multiple. The 
multiple is invariably expressive of the One but it is so to variable degrees, degrees deter
mined by their absolute proximity to God. The aim of any given being is to return, to 
the full extent of its assigned degree, back towards the one light from which it springs. 
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Since 'to turn entirely towards God is liberation', so 'everything which erects an obstacle 
on the spiritual path' is evil or 'impiety' .15 An initial struggle with such obstacles is 
unavoidable. Our own point of departure is not a homely place within the temple of 
light but an inherited 'exile' within that temple's earthly crypt. To gain access to the light 
from 'this dark lump that is our earth', the seeing subject must pull away from the 
material world and attain an exclusively spiritual existence.16 When I move toward God, 
'I separate myself from this world and join myself with the world above.'17 At the same 
time, I separate myself from myse1j, so as to become a transparent vessel of light. Light 
alone is the medium of sight, and God alone has the power to see. illuminated, the 
redeemed subject is no longer a 'subject opposed to an object'; rather, 'through the soul 
that knows, the real knows itself, becomes conscious of itself Knowledge is illumination 
of the real in reality itself, it is Light reflecting on light.'18 It is no longer a matter of 'I _ 

think' but of 'I am thought.'19 . 
The great question that confronts al-Suhrawardi at this point (and the question that 

will confront Spinoza, Bergson and Deleuze when they reach much the same point) is 
simply this: what kInd of individuality. survives this illumination or ~ematerialisation? 
As the Sufi mystic al-Hujwiri notes, there is a crucial 'difference between one who is 
burned by His Majesty in the fIre of love, and one who is illuminated by this Beauty in 

the light of contemplation:. 20 
The fIrst path, the path of mystical extinction, the path exemplilied by the ascetic al-

Hallaj, leads to emptiness pure and simple. Here the essential process, as Jambet 
summarises it is 'a universal and entire renunciation of the world', embraced as the 
price to be p~id for a defmitive spiritual redemption. The 'cut between creature and 
Creator' is preserved all the way through the redemptive effort, so as to be all the more 
entirely overcome at its end. 'It is by making within oneself the void of self that we 
experience God as this very void.' The fmal or redemptive revelation is then 'nothing 
other than the void itself, in which the mystic burns'.21 In some of the more uncompro
mising formulations of his practice of spiritual detachment, Meister Eckhart appears to 
arrive at a similar conclusion.22 In reiation to God, all creatures, including angels, 'are 
a pure nothing. I do not say that they are a trifle, or that they are anything; they are 
pure nothing [oo.]. All creatures have no being, for their being consists in the presence 
of God. If God turned away for an instance from the creatures, they would perish.'23 
If creatures are not only the site of illusion and error but also lack any potential for 
insight, any potential for overcoming or undoing themselves, then the mystic is forced 
back to a position of passivity and dependence. If the creatural is nothing other than 
corruption, helplessness and sin then redemption must depend entirely on the abrupt 
and absolute mystery of divine grace. The mystic must choose: either darkness or light, 
either the creatural or the divine. 'Light [and] darkness 'cannot co-exist, or God and 
creatures: if God shall enter, the creatures must simultaneously go out.'24 Understood 
in this way,- the creatural could never itself construct the means of escaping itself. 

Deleuze is fIrmly opposed to any such neo-Augustinian conception of things. Creation 
would cease to be creative if it collapsed into extinction. The alternative path, the path 
that both al-Suhrawardi and Deleuze will affIrm, is the path of subtractive individuation 
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or. ~erer:-tiatio~. Al-Suhrawru:di's .v~rsion ~as ~e virtue of foregrounding its explicitly 
spm:u~ dimenSIOn. The pure lIght IS Itself blmding and invisible; the dimension of vision 
~d mSI~ht, .then, consists as th: multip~e refraction of this light in an infmite prolifera
~on of lig~~gs. A:I-Suhra~ardi calls this plane of c;onsistency the 'imaginal world' (the 
~lam al-mzthal , ,:,hi~~ Corbm usu~y translates as mundus imaginalis). Imaginal forms are 

VIrtual but fully mdiVldual refractmgs of light, or individual souls conceived as immate
rial.but. distinct 'ima~ings' of God. We can access the imaginal domain through the 
cultIvatIon and exerCIse of our spiritual imagination; access to the one liO'ht is alwa s 
refracted through the prism of a particular soul.25 Mter BerO'son Deleuze likewise insi;s 
that 'in~te~~ of diluting his thought in the general, the philo~opher should concentrate it 
on the mdiVldual [ ... ]. The object of metaphysics is to recapture in individual existences 
and to follow to the .source from which it emanates, the particular ray that, conferrin~ 
up~n each- of them :ts own nuance, reattaches it thereby to the universallight.'26 Mter 
Spmoza: Deleu:.::e ~ ,define essences prec~sely as 'pure figures of light produced by a 
substantIal LummosIty and no longer, as WIth Descartes, as abstract 'geometrical figures 
reveal:d by li~ht' tha: remains external to them (CC, 148). Like what Spinoza will call 
:~e thIrd or ~ghes~ ~d of knowledge, like what Bergson will describe as mystical intu
ItIOn, IshraqI ill~atIon allows us to see ourselves as an immediate and singular facet 
of G~d - or ~ather It allows GOd. to know himself by creating himself through us. As 
Corbm explams, what the Ishraql seeks is thus an intuition of the sin2Ular or of the 
subject 'whi~h is neith.er the product of an abstraction, nor a re-presentati~n of the object 
~rough an mtermediary form or species, but a knowing which is identical to the soul 
Itself [oo.] ~d which is essentially, as a result, life, light, and epiphany'Y Understood 
a:ong these lines, Corbin argues, spiritual redemption has nothing to do with annihila
tIOn of the .self. throug~ ~y~tical fusion with the divine. It is rather through the realisation 
of that whIch IS most mdiVldual and 'most profound in man that man fulfils his essential 
function, which is theophanic: to express God, to be a theophore, a vehicle of God'. 28 Or 
as Henry will put it: 'I myself am this singular Self enO'endered in the self-enO'endering of 
absolute Life, and only that. Life self-engenders itself bas me.'29 b 

!h~ pa~ embraced by al-Hallaj and Eckhart, the path of radical detachment and 
extmctIon, IS one that Deleuze associates with the Schopenhauer who believes that we are 
'a: best beings who suppress themselves'. Against Schopenhauer's renunciation of the 
~, Deleuze always embraces a Nietzschean affIrmation of power and will. In 
NIetzschean terms, 'the will is essentially creative', and an active or masterful force is one 
that creates values rather than extinguishes them.30 Even Beckett-style exhaustion does 
not condemn us to an undifferentiated passivity: 'one remains active but for nothinO" 
(CC, 15?). Deleuze privileges the figural art of Francis Bacon over ~ sterile geometric 
abstractIon for much .the ~~e ~eason. In Deleuze's eyes, Bacon's painting is more 
pow:rful than modermst. m~alism ~recisely because it avoids the painterly equivalent 
of ~rrvana. Rat~er :han Jump directly mto the void of pure form (Mondrian) or fuse with 
th: mcoherent ;rtalIty of pure chaos (pollock), Bacon assembles singular figures from the 
rums of figuratIve representation so as to animate compositions that 'work immediately 
upon the nervous system', that 'extract directly the presences beneath and beyond 
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representation' (FB, 51-2). Deleuze's Proust accomplishes a similar trick, insofar as he 
distils 'from every fInite thing a being of sensation that is constantly preserved, but by. 
vanishing on a plane of composition of Being: "beings of flight"'.(WP, 1~9). . 

A version of much the same distinction should be enough to differentIate Deleuzlan 
subtraction from the openly theological variations on this theme embraced. by, for 
instance Simone Weil and the early WaIter Benjamin. Convinced that redemption only 
begins ~here history ends, Benjamin pursues forms of c:itical 'morti?cati~n' as part of 
the necessary expiation of our natural or creatural guilt. Such guilt anses from the 
simple (post-Edenic) fact of worldly existence or 'mere life'.31 Only once they hav: been 
reduced to ruins stripped of all ephemeral beauty can creatural forms proVld: an 
occasion for a redemptive break in the worldly continuum of catastrophe, the ba~ls .for 
a 'faithless leap forward to the idea of resurrection'.32 Weil arrives at ~ somewhat sIID~ar 
conclusion. Like any theophanic thinker, she knows that 'God alone IS capabl: of lovmg 
God' and that as a result our fIrst task is to minimise the obstacles that get m the way 
of this 10ve.33 The more the creature withdraws and renounces itself, the more we 'undo 
the creature in us', the more our creator shines through this decreated void: 'we partici
pate in the creation of the world by decreating 01.lrselves'.34 Up to this point, at le.ast, 
Deleuze's project has more in common with Weil's mystical asceticism than you n;ught 
expect. Weil affIrms a sort of spiritual deterritorialisatio~, a radic~ 'uprooting' from self 
and world that warrants some comparison with theIr Deleuzlan counterparts. But 
apart fro~ an occasional acknowledgement of the 'shame at being ~uman' .(N, 172), 
Deleuze shares none of Weil's pathos. He shares none of her emphasIs on rrusery, ~u~
ferino- and affliction. Deleuze is indifferent to the passion of the sinful creature. ThIS IS 
beca~se unlike Weil he does not see creation as 'deifugal'. For Weil, creation involves. 
a flight ~ut and awa~ from God. 'God could only crea:e by hidi~g ~iryself' for 'other
wise there would be nothing but himself'. Divine, creatIOn here d1IDlDlsh:s r~~e~ ~an 
enhances or intensilies its creator, and its creatures must atone for thIS dIIDlmshmg 
through detachment and self-renunciation along broadly ~ckhartian In:es. ?nsof~r as .1 
become nothino-, God loves himself through me.'35 Ascetic and negatIve m Weil, thIS 
process is positi~e and affIrmative (though no less as.ceti~) in ?eleuze. . 
. We need therefore, to bear these two general pomts m mmd as we descnbe the sub

tractive ori~ntation of Deleuze's work. In the fIrst place, it is essential to acknowledge 
this orientation for what it is, i.e. to remember that it is geared to the indiscernible and 
the imperceptible, that its telos is more a spiritual sobriety than a ~aterial exuber~c~. 
Deleuze is no more a thinker of this world than are al-Suhrawardl or Bergson. ThIS IS 
the aspect of Deleuze's work that is distorted even in Alain Badiou's conci~e and 
illuminating account: because he is determined. to d~ive. a. we~ge be~een hIS o,:"n 
still more subtractive ontology (one based on the hteral mdlstmctIOn ~f b~mg and vo~d) 
and Deleuze's vitalist ontology, Badiou tends to present Deleuze as hIS mIrror OppO~lte 
and hence as a philosopher of nature, of the animal, and. of the ~orld. ~adIOu 
presents Deleuze as the poet of a living cosmos, the pre-~ocratlc alt~rnatl~e to hIS own 

. post-Platonic austerity.36 Badiou associates Deleuze's philosophy With a natural phe
nomenology', with 'a description in thought of the life of the world'.37 
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In the second place, however, it is no less essential to acknowledge the difference 
between subtraction and extinction. Only the actual can counter-actualise, and this 
counter-actualisation is itself ~ike everything that is) creative. Precisely because all fmite 
creatures begin in ignorance of their degree of creative power, so then the process of 
actively becoming creative is essential and irreducible. We only learn what we can do by 
testing how we enter into composition with other beings, other bodies, other doings, by 
inventing new ways of affecting or of being affected. A large part of Deleuze's work is 
preoccupied with the work of such compo~ition and invention. This is the aspect of 
Deleuze's project that is obscured by Slavoj Zizek's recent interpretation a readino- that 

v ' ''' 

effectively turns Badiou's approach on its head. Zizek is keenly sensitive to the ascetic 
dimension of Deleuze's early work in particular. He does his best to harness Deleuze to 
an effectively nihilist agenda, a vision of reality as 'the infmitely divisible, substanceless 
void within a void.'38 But to preserve this vision, Zizek is obliged to posit among other 
things a radical break between the apparent emptiness of Logic qf Sense and the apparent 
abundance of Anti-Oedipus.39 In reality, however, there is no such break. The gap that 
Deleuzian difference immediately opens within itself (at every stage in his work) is never 
substanceless nor negative but always active and positive, the consequence of a primor
dial movement of self-differing or self-creating. For Deleuze, 'being is not an 
undifferentiated abyss' and already in Logic qf Sense what differenciates being is a 
'Dionysian sense-producing machine' whose 'subject is this free, anonymous, and 
nomadic singularity which traverses men as well as plants and animals independently of 
the matter of their individuation and the forms of their personality .. .' (LS, 107). What 
you are is a virtual movement which exceeds yet nevertheless traverses every actual 
location. Each distinct line of flight or creation races through the universe all at once, 
connecting each moment of intensity as so many unextended points, linking 'man and 
woman and the cosmos'. As virtual creatings we are the drawing of these lines as such, 
rather than any particular cluster of points. 'Each one of us has his own line of the 
universe to discover, but it is only discovered through tracing it' (C 1, 195). 

11 

" Of all the many ways that Deleuze's reading of Spinoza conditions his philosophy, none 
is more important than the account he derives of such becoming-creative, conceived pre
cisely as a movement that skirts these twin dangers (of positive absorption within organic 
actuality or natural existence, and of mere extinction in the abyss of non-being). 

We are already-familiar with the single principle that animates the Spinozist universe. 
What there is is substance or God, such that everything that there is or that happens is 
a manifesting of God's action. 'God acts and directs everything by the necessity of his 
own nature and perfection alone.'40 All individual beings or actions are simply modes or 
actualis~tions of this divine power to various degrees, and Spinoza's whole effort is to 
provide a rigorous, rational demonstration of the ancient intuition that 'God, God's 
intellect, and the things understood by him are one and the same.'41 The great question 
is how we might come adequately to understand things in this one way. As Spinoza 
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explains, an adequate defmition should explain the 'i.nrno~t esse.nce' of a thing, rather 
than its mere properties. An adequat~ defmition or Idea IS an Idea that eXl?resses the 
cause of an object and accounts for its properties.42 Adequ~tely to de~rr:-e a cIrcle as the 
rotation of a line segment around one of its end points, for mstance, IS Itself.to produce 
a circle, a figure which then necessarily includes among its actual pro~erues the self
evident consequence that its every radius is equal.43 An .ade~uate I~ea does ,not 
represent or provide a merely mental image or s~gn of ~om~t?mg; ~stea~ It en~bles the 
thing itself to explicate itself'.44 Unlike an ~rdmafY: mtuIuve or Ima~ary Idea o~ a 
circle (a vague notion of its 'roundness') whIch proV1~es o~y an approXImate ~escnp
tion of how it appears, the mathematician's idea of a crrcle IS adequate because ~t allows 
for the certain derivation of its various properties. Whether we seek to kno,:," crrcles or 
ourselves, the crucial distinction is this difference between adequate or madequate 
knowledge: in the first case, we are actively ali~ed wi~ what causes or ac~ounts for 
what we know, whereas in the latter case we are Just passIvely exposed to or Impres~ed 
by an object that we. cannot properly master or grasp. And when it comes to knowmg 

ourselves, what we must learn is that our 

essence is constituted by certain modes of God's attributes [ ... J. Therefore, when ,:,e say 
that the human mind perceives this or that, we are saying nothing but that God, not :nsofar 

as he is infinite but insofar as he is explained through the nature of the human mmd, or , . . ~ ~ 
insofar as he constitutes the essence of the human mmd, has thIS or that I ea. 

'Again since 'an adequate idea is just an idea that expresses its cause', so then :the 
adequ'ate idea for all things will express ct:e cause .of all things', i.e. ?od.4~ Th; den:a
tion of adequate ideas thus fmds in God Its suffiCIent reason and or~en:,atIOn. St~~:~g 
from the idea of God we deduce all other ideas, one from another, m due orde~ ,m 
keeping with the presumption that this deduction is itself parallel to the producuon of 

everything that exists in nature (EP, 138). . , . 
This idea of God, however, is one that we must frrst acquzre. That one ~annot b~gm 

from the idea of God, that one cannot from the outset install oneself m God, IS a 
constant of Spinozism.'47 Immediate or divine intu~tio~;vill ~me~ge .as ~e only adequate 
way of thinking reality; but we must arrive at such mtuIuo~. Thinking IS ~ot Innate, but 
must be engendered in thought' (DR, 147). This engendermg take~ pl~ce ~ three stages. 

The initial stage or point of departure is dominated by a childlike Ignorance and 
importance. Such is our creatural condition: 'we are born cut off from our po,:er of 
action or understanding' (EP, 307; c£ 262-3). Our beginning is abject. If there IS any 
truth in the story of Adam's original sin, for instance, it is not that our human. we~ess 
is to be explained as the result of this inaugural sin: on the co~trary, Adam sms .sImply 
because he is childlike and weak. Our initial ideas are approxImate repr.esentauons. or 
delusions. Our initial actions are driven by more or less thoughtless paSSIOns: appeutes 
and needs. Our initial encounters with other individuals are generally mir~d m .depe~d
ence and conflict All ideas which are mediated by the way we perceIve, Imagme, 
experience or inte~act with other things are inadequate, i.e. 'confused and mutilated' .48 
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When we first see a circle, we see only something that looks round. Although such 
knowledge is necessary and useful, we have 'only an entirely inadequate knowledge' 
both of our bodies as they actually exist over time, and of the myriad objects that affect 
us or that we are conscious 0£49 

Over the course of the second stage we slowly construct the means of acquiring 
more adequate ideas and less passive ways of actirIg. As we gradually fmd out what a 
body can do, as we discover what we are capable of, we cultivate more fruitful encoun
ters with other individuals. Such encounters enhance our power and understanding. As 
we become more active and less ignorant, the less these encounters will depend on blind 
passion and chance. Likewise, the more we come to understand the nature of other 
singular individuals the more we are able to develop 'common notions' that express 
something of the essence of these individuals - for example, the more familiar we 
become with material bodies, the more we are able to understand them in terms of 
cOInmon notions like movement and rest. Now we can understand our circle any circle 
in terms of abstract geometric principles. The behaviour of natural obje;ts become~ 
less mysterious or hostile, more subject to the intelligible· order of what we begin to 
fathom as the 'eternal truths' or 'norms of composition' which guide God's own actions. 
The intelligible 'order of Nature expresses God as its source, and the more we know 
things according to this order, the more our ideas themselves express God's essence'. 
While the cultivation of such common notions and active encounters does not byitself 
allow for the intuition of God, these notions and encounters can thus 'lead us to the 
idea of God' (EP, 291, 296-7). 

The third and highest stage is reached via the direct expression of this idea. Here we 
attain sufficient 'knowledge of God's essence, of particular essences as they are in God, 
and as conceived by God [ ... ]. From the third kind of knowledge we form ideas and 
active feelings that are in us as they are immediately and eternally in God. We think as 
God thinks, we experience the very feelings of God.'50 Knowledge of this third kind is 
not based on an induction from individual things but on the contrary is one with the 
real (i.e. divine) process that gives rise to those things. We now know things in their 
unique thisness or haecceity; as participants in their production. Our adequate knowl
edge is no longer limited to abstract scientific or mathematical principles, but includes 
a perfect and immediate intuition, as if 'in one glance', of the essence of singular par
ticularities as well.51 We are now capable of thinking, so to speak, not just the 
production of any circle, but of this circle. Adequate knowledge of any given entity is 
not acquired through an experience or description, however accurate, of its creatural 
particularity, but through an intuitive grasp of its cause or creating. 

How do we arrive at such ultimate knowledge? We reach it via nothing other than 
the idea of God itself It is this idea that 'determines us, precisely, to "form" the third 
kind of knowledge, to enter into a direct Vision' (EP, 301). The idea determines this 
because it is God's 'own' idea: only God can produce the idea qfGod. To think this idea 
is simply to allow it to think through us. In doing so we realise that what we ourselves 
are is nothing other than an aspect of this idea. In reaching the idea of God we only 
become what we already were. 'We do of course appear to reach the third kind of 
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knowledge [ ... , but] the "transition" is only an appearance; in reality ~e are simply 
fmding ourselves as we are immediately and eternally in God' (EP, 308). Once we thus 
reach the idea of God (after positive encounters with other modes, the derivation of 
common notions, and so on) then 'this idea, as an absolute principle, frees itself from 
the hypothesis from which we began in order to rise to it, and grounds a sequence of 
adequate ideas that is identical to the construction of reality' (EP, 138). 

Our own inclusion in this generative sequence is the keystone of Spinozism and is 
fundamental to Deleuze's entire project. What is at issue is not the deduction or justifica
tion of the idea of God (since it is itself the sufficient reason of all necessity and 
deduction) but the removal of those constraints which hamper the thinking of this idea. 
We simply are facets of an infmite creativity and so it is enough for us to dissolve 
whatever hinders our awareness of this creativity in order for us 'to come into possession 
of what is innate in us'. The joy that accompanies this rediscovery is 'the joy of God 
himself insofar as he is explicated through our essence'.52 

The crux of the sequence, then, is that we must actively construct the means of 
acquiring the idea that will explicate what we are. This construction must itself be 
undertaken in actuality, by experimenting with what a body can do and what a mind can 
think. 'We can know by reasoning that the power of action is the sole expression of our 
essence [ ... ], but this knowledge remains abstract. We do not know what this power is, 
nor how we may acquire or discover it. And we will certainly never know this, if we do 
not concretely try to become active.'53 There is nothing merely theoretical about the 
idea of God or the process of reaching it. To begin with, in other words, we only know 
(approximately) what affects or happens to our body; what we need to reach is the idea 
that creates our body and animates our mind. 54 This idea is our essence, the degree of 
God's power that we express. To reach it is to express it, i.e. to let it express itself 
through us. Though what enables our acquisition of insight is in reality just the power 
of this very insight, the actual process of its acquiring is a struggle against ignorance 
and impotence. Only the virtual creans that we express truly lives and thinks in us, but 
it is we ourselves as actual creaturum who must overcome whatever actually hinders this 
creating. 55 In the domain of cinema, for example, only the construction of a movement 
image can extract from moving bodies the 'pure movement' which moves them and 
makes up 'their common substance', but once constructed this image will retain nothing 
of these actual bodies as such. The extraction alone is all that matters, precisely because 
it is 'not an abstraction, but an emancipation' (Cl, 23). 

III 

We can now pick up on the point we've already approached from several angles. Only 
the creature can overcome its own creaturallimitations. This overcoming will involve 
experimentation and invention, the cortfiguration of new actualities or bodies and new 
assemblings of bodies. But the purpose of such assemblings is not the consolidation but 
the dissipation of the actual, not the solidification of materials but their dematerialisa
tion, not the preservation of embodiment but an intensive disembodiment. What 
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matters is not so m,:ch the construction of additional forms as the removal of existing 
obstacles. The goal IS less an actual constr1)ction than a virtual extraction. The real task 
is 'always to ex~act an event ~rom things and beings' (wp, 33), a process which will 
even:ually requITe the evacuaTIon of those same things. As soon as light ceases to be 
me~ate.d by the sensory-motor mechanism of an actual organism, for instance, it 
regams Its power of absolute and immediate illumination. 

As soon as it stops being related to an interval as sensory-motor centre, movement finds its 
absolute quality again, and every image reacts with every other one, on all their sides and 
in all their parts. This is the regime of universal variation, which goes beyond the human 
limits of the sensory-motor schema towards a non-human world where movement equals 
matter, or else in the direction of that super-human world which speaks for a new spirit ... 
(C2,40). 

If the~ o,:r general q~estion is, under 'what conditions does the objective world allow 
fo: ~ s~bJectIve productlOn of novelty, that is, of creation?' (LB, 79), the answer is sim
pllClty Itself: under conditions which minimise the obstacles to creation. What Leibniz 
calls the best of all possible worlds is not 'the one that reproduces the eternal but the 
~ne in whic~ ~e~ creations are produc:d, the one endowed with a capacity fo: innova
tlO~ or cr:atlVlty (LB, 79). In our preVlous chapter we examined the primary forms of' 
antI-creaTIon, and much of the agenda for creative counter-actualisation follows more 
or. less· auto:n:at~cally. from this same diagnosis. Personality, identity, SUbjectivity, con
sClOu~ness, sIgnificatlOn: these are our primary obstacles. An adequate vehicle for 
creatIon must therefore become: impersonal or anonymous; unconscious, or asignifi
cant; anorganic, or 'unlived'. 

~erhaps th: :n:ost serious and intractable obstacle to creation is posed by the reactive 
fictlOn of a thinking subject or self In every inventive sequence 'the identity of the self is 
lost [ .. ) to the advanta~e of an intense multipl~city and a power of metamorphosis' (LS, 
297). PIerre Klossowski s exemplary work, for mstance, 'moves toward a single goal: to 
assure the ~~ss of personal.identity and to dissolve the sel£ This is the shining trophy that 
Klos~owski s characters brmg back from a voyage to the edge of madness [ ... ]; thedis
solUTIon of the self ceases to be a pathological determination in order to become the 
mightiest power, rich in promise and salutary promises.'56 Like Blanchot Kloss~wski 
writes in order to evoke only the most anonymous and impersonal voice ~ voice inca
pable of saying the pronoun I, in which only an indefmite one speaks. We tap into the 
'splendour of the pronoun "one'" when we are able to endure 'the advent of a coherence 
which. is no more 0U: own, that of mankind, than that of God or the world' (DR, xxi). 

ThIS advent reqmres the death of the self or I. The one will only live once the self is 
~ead. Just as for Spinoza death allows us to become 'completely expressive' by extract
mg our ete:n~ essence from its temporary actualisation in extensive parts (EP, 316), so 
too the a,rtIst IS someone who 'has seen someth~g in life that is too great, too unbear
able also and thus creates characters or sensatIons that 'are too alive to be liveable or 
lived' (wp, 171). For the subject who lives to bear it, 'every event is like death' (LS, 152). 
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Understood as an aspect of our redemptive counter-actualisation, death is 'an internal 
power which frees the individuating elements from the form of the I or the matter of 
the self in which they are imprisoned'. Death in this sense 'refers to the state of free dif
ferences when they are no longer subject to the form imposed upon them by an I or an 
ego, when they assume a shape which excludes my own coherence no less than any 
identity whatsoever' (DR, 259, 113). In this way Deleuze and Guattari seek to harness 
the death drive to a 'veritable institutional creativity', the vehicle of a generalised deper
sonalisation.57 The death of the self clears the way for a new, still unlived and unlivable 
living. When one of Beckett's characters dies, for instance, 'it is because he has already 
begun to move in spirit: He is like a cork floating on a tempestuous ocean: he no longer 
moves, but is in an element that moves' (CC, 26). The moment when death starts to 
'lose itself in itself' is also the moment in which dying 'indicates the figure which the 
most singular life takes on in order to substitute itself for me' (LS, 153). Deleuze will 
defme a philosopher precisely as a person who can endure this substitution in its most 
extreme form. Through the exemplary death that is lived by any philosopher, 'the 
absolute inside and the absolute outside enter into contact, an inside deeper than all the 

, sheets of past, an outside more distant thanall the layers of external reality [ .. .J. The 
philosopher has returned from the dead and goes back there. This has been the living 
formulation of philosophy since Plato' (C2, 208-9). 

Counter-actualisation doesn't require the death of the self ruone. It also requires the 
sacrifice of that most precious sacred cow of contemporary philosophy - the other. The 
creative one creates as one, precisely, in the absence of others. In reality, it is always one 
and the same abstract animal or machine that creates, variously actualised. 58 For 
Deleuze the other as such is merely a component of actual individuation and mediated 
representation. The other is only an enabling condition of the self, the self in its actu
ality: The other is just 'the condition under which we perceive distinct objects and subjects 
[ ... ], and perceive them as forming diverse kinds of identifiable and recognisable indi
viduals.'5g This other is neither object nor ,subject per se, so much as a necessary 
condition of the normal perceptual field which sustains the actual sel£ The other dis
tinguishes figure from ground. The other opens the gap between subject and 'object. 
The fundamental effect of the other is thus 'the distinction of my consciousness and its 
object' - the very root, as we have seen, of the long error of representation. For 
Deleuze, as in different ways for Girard and Blanchot, the other effects the mediation 
and consequent dis-association or alienation of desire, the triangulation of desire. 'It is 
always Others who relate my desire to an object [ ... ]. I desire nothing that cannot be 
seen, thought, or possessed by a possible Other' (LS, 305-10). 

By the same token, a liberating return to the immediate and the impersonal will 
requires elimination of the other. Nothing is more foreign to Deleuze than an uncondi
tional concern for the other qua other. An intuition adequate to real or intensive 
individuation requires penetration into 'those regions where the Other-structure no 
longer functions' (DR, 282). We only really know what we can feel or do, how fast we 
can move, in the absence of others. 'The absence of the Other is felt when we bang 
against things, when the stupefYing swiftness of our actions is revealed to us' (LS, 306). 
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In this absence of the other, the whole of our actual or 'perceived world collapses in the 
interest of something else [ ... J. In the Other's absence, consciousness and its object are 
one. There is no longer any possibility of error [ ... ]. Consciousness ceases to be a light 
cast upon objects in order to become a pure phosphorescence of things in themselves.' 
Reality appears through the disappearance of the other. Such is the redemptive lesson of 
Robinson Crusoe's story, reworked by Michel Tournier in his 1967 novel Vendredi as if in 
deliberate extension of Deleuze's early musings on desert islands (see above, Chapter 1, 
section VII). To begiri with, of course, the newly marooned Robinson 'experienced the 
loss of Others as a fundamental disorder of the world'. Soon however he comes to learn 
that 'it is the Other who disturbs the world. The Other was the trouble.' Through the 
absence of the other, Robinson becomes a new vehicle for the creation of the island as 
such. In the end, 'Robins on is but the consciousness of the island [ ... ], the island in 
itself' Robinson fmally becomes an inhabitant worthy of a truly deserted island. The 
death of the other thus paves the way for the 'detachment of a pure element which is at 
last liberated'. Thanks to this impersonal and otherless Robinson 'it is as if the entire 
earth were trying to escape by way of the island', in a single line of flight.6o 

IV 

Deleuze's books are packed with other examples of subjects who manage to de
personalise or counter-actualise themselves and thereby become an adequate channel 
for creation as such. Two of the most striking are the subjects of masochism and of 
deterritorialisation. 

As far as Deleuze is concerned, the main interest of Leopold von Sacher-Masoch's 
writings is that, for all their coldness and austerity, they offer a particularly instructive 
illustration of the 'necessary joy in creation'. They demonstrate that 'art is necessarily a 
liberation that explodes everything' (D I, 134). More specifically, they undertake a liber
ation from patriarchy. Patriarchy functions here as a configuration of the symbolic family 
system in which the son is forced into a defmed role through identification with the 
father. The son is subjected via submission to the father. So whereas sadism negates or 
degrades the mother and exalts the punitive or castrating father, masochism begins, on 
the contrary, with the humiliation of this father. Masoch engineers situations in which 
'the father is excluded and completely nullified'. 61 Inverting the famous Freudian fantasy, 
what is beaten and ridiculed in the masochist subject is not a child but rather the image 
of the father who oppresses that child. The immediate goal is to 'obliterate the father's 
role and his likeness in order to generate the new man' (MS, 99). Masochist ritual 
thereby allows its subject to 'liberate himself in preparation for a rebirth in which the 
father will have no part'; if the father is the ritual figure who forbids incest this is simply 
beca~se he forbids this rebirth which excludes him.62 The father is the principle of per
sonality and conscience. The father is the super-ego. By excluding the father, Masoch 
invents a way of tapping into 'the great primary nature' which is in equal parts cold and 
sensual, impersonal and sentimental. Primary nature isn't the relentless violence 
imagined by Sade but rather the cold austerity of the nomadic steppe. Deleuze's Masoch 
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writes in keeping with 'the messianic idealism of the steppe' (MS, 54-5). By the same 
token, if a woman is never more sensual and exciting than when she is cold or inhuman 
(a statue, a painting, an ideal ... ) this is because her coldness then excites a newly asexual 
sensuality and thus a new liberation from transcendent desire. What is new about the 
new man is his freedom from the constraints of genital sexuality, i.e. from desire oriented 
to the imperatives of reproduction and identity: By liberating himself from sexual love 
(and with it, from the constraints of family, property, work, the fatherland ... ), the new 
man attains a 'state of mystical contemplation' and acquires the strength required 'to 
create a pure ideal reality' (MS, 33). 

The highly stylised sequences that recur in venus in Furs and Sacher-Masoch's other 
books are good examples of what Deleuze calls, in Logic qf Sense, a 'phantasm'. Like the 
other forms of counter-actualisation that Deleuze will develop in his later books, a 
phantasm is a vehicle for a new and properly asexual rebirth. The apparent sexualisation 
performed by a phantasm is geared in fact at a 'new desexualisation' and sublimation 
(LS, 220) - the sublimation, once again, that allows for the extraction of a virtual event. 
A phantasm represents neither an action nor a passion. It occurs as a 'pure event', and 
like any event a phantasm explodes the coherence of its subject so as to release the non
actual potential that swarms within it. 'What appears in the phantasm is the movement 
by which the ego opens itself to the surface and liberates the a-cosmic, impersonal and 
pre-individual singularities it had imprisoned. It literally releases them like spores and 
bursts as it gets unburdened.' Having thus merged the individuality of the actor with 
the force of the event, the phantasm presents 'the event according to its essence': it 
accesses its pure action or verb, 'an infinitive independent not only of all persons but of 
all time' (LS, 210, 213-14). The work of the phantasm is precisely to convert a merely 
actual, sexual energy into a channel for a purely virtual, purely spiritual thought. Proust's 
account of such conversion ·or extraction indicates the 'phantasm's path of glory', the 
metamorphosis ~hich liberates an eternal infmitive for every body and every quality. By 
moving from his actual obsession (shall I marry Albertine?) to his virtual concern (the 
creating of a work of art) Proust's narrator retraces 'the path of the divine creation'. 
Setting out from a merely sexual couple, he attains a plane of immanence in which pure 
'thought invests (or reinvests) that which is projected over its surface with its own desexu
alised energy', freed from any causal deterrriination and liberated from whatever might 
happen in the depths of bodies or through the time of actuality. In this way, 

the phantasm recovers everything on this new plane of the pure event, andJn this symbolic 
and sublimated part of that which cannot be actualised; similarly, it draws from this part the 
strength to orient its actualisation, to duplicate it, and to conduct its concrete counter-actu
alisation. For the event is properly inscribed in the flesh and in the body [ ... ] only in virtue of 
the incorporeal part containing their secret, that is, the principle, truth, fmality (LS, 220-2). 

However ascetic it might seem, the logic of such constructive processes of impersonal~ 
isation and subtraction is thus poles apart from the sort of renunciation-extinction 
generally championed by Lacan or Zizek. The masochist is not the person who comes 
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to terms with an allegedly constitutive gap or lack, but rather the person who success
fully .hollows ~ut a space of creative indetermination from within a psychological field 
that IS otherwIse always too full, too warm, too familiar. 

Much the same effort motivates the process that Deleuze and Guattari famously dub 
'd~territori~ation' .. We ~ow (from Bergson as much as from Darwin) that every living 
bemg owes ItS orgamc deSIgn and actual identity to the history of its interaction with its 
environment and with the other organisms that populate that environment. The creat
ural configuration of an organism is a function of the way. it inhabits its territory, 
broadly understood - the creature qua creature, we might say, is indeed a function of 
its being in its world. Like several other French thinkers of his generation, Deleuze 
retains the :ssentiallesson of Jakob von Uexkiill's theory of the environment [UmweltJ: 
eac.h org~Ism only e~sts ~s an inhabitant of its particular environment, and every way 
of mhabItmg or expenencmg an environment is peculiar to each particular organism. 
For an organism then to escape its creatural configuration is at one and the same time 
the process whereby it manages to escape its territory. Deterritorialisation is a synonym 
for de-creaturation. A deterritorialised configuration of space (or what Deleuze will also 
call a 'smooth space' or de-actualised space: an 'any-space-whatever'), unlike a territori
alised or inhabited space, varies directly with the forces that produce or distribute it. 
Such a space conforms to 

a completely other distribution which must be called nomadic, a nomad nomos, without 
property, enclosure or measure [ .. .J. Nothing ·pertains or belongs to any person, but all 
persons are arrayed here and there in such a manner as to cover the largest possible space 
[ ... ]. To fill a space, to be distributed within it, is very different from distributing the space. 
It is an errant and even 'delirious' distribution, in which things are deployed across the entire 
extensity of a univocal and undistributed Being. It is not a matter of being which is distrib
uted according to the requirements of representation, but of all things being divided up 
within being in the univocity of simple presence (the One-All) (DR, 36-7). 

In their conclusion to A Thousand Plateaus, Deleuze and Guattari distinguish between 
several different kinds or degrees of deterritorialisation (TP, 508-10). 

Deterritorialisation is merely negative when it is corrected by and submerged under 
compensatory forces of reterritorialisation. Such is the usual fate of the actual migrant 
as opposed to the virtual nomad. Think for instance of those European colonists whose 
escape from the constraints of their traditional 'old world' directly prepared the way for 
a new regime of property and oppression in their new world, or of the way that a 
national state apparatus disrupts local relations of family or labour but only In order to 
submit its subjects to new forms of exploitation. 

Deterritorialisation turns positive yet remains merely relative when it prevails over 
such reterritorialisations, but without managing to draw anything more than a discon
tinuous, compromised or segmented route of escape. A relative line of flight is not 
driven by the full power of its original impulse or elan. It remains 'divided into succes
sive "proceedings'" and thus vulnerable to forces of gravity and of recapture. 
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Deterritorialisation becomes positive and absolute, fmally, when, rather than relate 
a creature to its environment, it is immediately expressive of the single energy (or 
movement, or line) that animates both creature and environment. Here as everywhere 
in Deleuze's work, 'absolute' has nothing to do with something transcendent or undif
ferentiated. :A. movement is relative, whatever its quantity and speed, when it relates a 
body considered as One [Un] to a striated space through which it moves, and which it 
measures with straight lines.' By contrast, 'a movement is absolute when, whatever its 
quantity and speed, it relates one or "a" body ["un" cops] considered as multiple. to ~ 
smooth space that it occupies in the manner of a vortex.' Pure or absolute deternton
alisation is sustained by properly cosmic forces of creation. The earth itself is nothing 
other than 'the material through which human beings tap cosmic forces', and the 
process of deterritorialisation functions like 'the creator of the earth - of a new land, a 
universe', an earth direcdy 'connected with the Cosmos, brought into the Cosmos fol
lowing lines of creation that cut across it as so many becomings.JNietzsche's expression: 
Let the ear):h become lightness ... ).'63 

Such is the dynamic incarnated by another Nietzschean figure: 'Dionysus has no ter-
ritory because he is everywhere on earth' (CC, 104). , 

Since it is not transcendent, however, this absolute process must always proceed 
from and through particular territories. We come back here to the guiding principle ~f 
the present chapter: only an absolute, virtual or non-actual force creates, but 1t 
only creates through the relative, the actual, or the creatural. 'We can never go too far 
in the direction of deterritorialisation' (AO, 382), but as Deleuze and Guattari go on to 
explain, 'what complicates everything is that this absolute deterritorialisation necessar
ily proceeds by way of relative deterritorialisation, precisely because it is not 
transcendent.' Every deterritorialisation sets out from a particular territory; every line of 
flight takes flight from a particular place. But by the same token, absolute still means 
absolute. The creating per se is not itself relative or local and even relative deterritoriali
sation 'requires an absolute for its operation'. The force of deterritorialisation is itself 
absolute, in other words, though every occasion and application of this force is relative 
or local. Stricdy speaking, 'the absolute [ ... ] does not appear at a particular place but 
becomes a nonlimited locality' (TP, 383). (Or in our theophanic terms: the difficulty; as 
always, is to remember that we reach God only via God and not via the creatural, yet 
the creatural provides the only site and occasion for our reaching). Hence the paradig
matic status of Deleuze and Guattari's virtual nomad, the exemplary hero of this local 

absolute: 

If the nomad can be called the Deterritorialised par excellence, it is precisely because there 
is no reterritorialisation ojterward as with the migrant, or upon something else as with the seden
tary (the sedentary's relation with the earth is mediatised by something else, a property 
regime, a State apparatus). With the nomad, on the contrary, it is deterritorialisation that 
constitutes the relation to the earth, to such a degree that the nomad reterritorialises on 

deterritorialisation itself [ .. :J. The land ceases to be land, tending to become simply 
ground [sol] or support. The earth does not become deterritorialised in its global and 
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relative movement, but at specific locations, at the spot where the forest recedes, or where 
the steppe and the desert advance [ ... J; the nomad is in a local absolute, an absolute that is 
manifested locally, and engendered in a series of local operations of varying orientations: 
desert, steppe, ice, sea ... 64 . 

Every deterritorialisation is accompanied by a reterritorialisation, but the most absolute 
det:r~itorialisation (which is the telos of every more relative deterritorialisation) reterri
tonal1ses only on the movement of deterritorialisation itself 

Melville's Moby Dick provides Deleuze and Guattari with one of their most powerful 
figures of deterritorialisation. Captain Ahab's delirious project doesn't just oblige him 
to. sail his s~ip across. an especially broad or especially dangerous expanse of territory. 
H1S nomadic voyage 1S less the exploration of an already constituted territory than the 
vector of an obsession that distributes oceanic space as the medium of its inexorably 
fatal actualisation. . 

Moby Dick further dramatises two additional features of ~ny such process. It proceeds, 
first of all, not through association with a well-defmed point of reference but throuah con
tamination by or complicity with a non-identical or 'anomalous' instance. Amidst the 
crowd of characters who make 'up' the world of any given novel, Melville says, there is just 
one o:iginal Figure' who illuminates that world, 'like the beam of light that draws a 
hidden universe out of shadow' (wp, 65-6). The 'ungodly; god-like' captam of the Pequod 
does not represent a crew of people similar to himself Still less does he become-whale 
through sympathy with whales in general, or with any sort of constituted whaleness. 
Ahab's obsession is with the altogether exceptional whale, the whale that incarnates its 
unnatural difference from the norm or pack. The becoming proceeds not with a typical 
whale or group of whales but with that anomaly who lives along the 'borderline' as such, 
along that singular line traced by 'the rough, cutting edge of deterritorialisation'.65 

In the second place, the development of Melville's novel confirms the telos or 
tendency of every such line. The deterritorialising line leads towards an imperceptible 
illumination. By plumbing the inhuman depths of his becoming-whale, Ahab is caught 
up with an ever more immediate relation with the sea, until he is subsumed with a 
'compound of sensations that no longer needs anyone: ocean' (WP' 169). And as he 
moves from the organic to the anorganic, from whale to ocean, his becoming crosses the 
~reshold of perception as such. As his becoming-animal approaches its limit, this animal 
l~sel~ is c~nsumed.by its most distinctive trait, which is also the marker of its highest indis
tmctlOn: 1tS pecul1ar colour. As Ahab becomes animal, so must the animal 'become an 
unbearable pure whiteness, a shimmering pure white wall', 'pure vibration of white' (TP' 
304; D, 73). Deterritorialisation can only become and proceed as absolute if it leads 
towards such a shimmering; otherwise it will remain compromised by the risk of its reter
ritorialisation (in the ocean, the voyage, the black hole of extinction). 

Literature is no exception to the rule that 'we can never go too far in the direction of 
deterritorialisation'. In this as in every case, what the rule confirms is again the essen
tia~ difference between activity and passivity - here, between the writing and the 
wntten. If Ahab's journey remains limited it is because it still holds out the possibility 
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of 'reterritorialising oneself on the voyage' as such. In the end, Melville ?imself is com
promised by his interest in geography; his attachment to the world of hIS actual travels 
and of the 'savages' he encountered (D, 38; TP, 188-9). Melville is overly drawn to the 
written voyage, whereas the only kind of voyage from which writing cannot recover is 
one undertaken by the writing itsel£ This the further step that is taken, in different 
ways, by Proust, Kafka, Blanchot, Sollers and the other contemporary novelists who 
Deleuze celebrates in Difference and Repetition. Literary writing enables the absolute and 
irreversible deterritorialisation of language. 

Deleuze and Guattari illustrate what this involves in a compressed passage of their 
book on Kafka and minor literature. Like every animal, the human animal has evolved 
with its environment and in relation to the things it requires from its environment. To 
begin with, its mouth, tongue, and teeth 'fnid their primitive territoriality in food'. As 
they begin to devote themselves to the articulation of sounds, these organs deterritori
alise. However, language ordinarily compensates for this first, relative or partial 
deterritorialisation by 'a reterritorialisation in meaning', i.e. by collusion in representa
tion. A suitably creative or literary use of . language will therefore have to ensure that, 
by evacuating and 'neutralising' meaning, 'sound itself will be deterritorialised irrevo
cably; absolutely'. Literary writing will duly send words hurtling along a 'line of escape 
- in order to liberate a living and expressive material that speaks for itself', independ
ently of any actual meaning or representation.66 

Deterritorialised (if not beatified), a nomad is that person who attains, in the domain 
of geo-philosophy; a vital virtual intensity comparable to that enjoyed, in the domain of 
psycho- and bio-philosophy; by the 'Body without Organs [Cops sans Organes],. 'The 
BwO is the deterritorialised socius, the wilderness where the decoded flows run free, the 
end of the world, the apocalypse' (AO, 176). The BwO is the virtual, unformed body
potential that sustains any actual body. It is body as event, body that can become any 
body or anybody. It is a body subtracted from any bodily shape or norm, any organic or 
species coherence. As.a virtual intensity; the BwO has nothing to do with space or place 
and everything to do with pure potential or becoming. Like absolute deterritorialisation, 
the BwO isn't so much a state or thing as a 'practice', and no actualised body or self can 
ever 'reach the BwO, you can't reach it, you are forever attaining it, it is a limit' (TP' 
149-50). Nevertheless, what truly lives in you is nothing other than the BwO, and it is 
thus the BwO itself that strives to reach or attain itself, through you. Subtractive, the 
BwO only emerges through the dissolution of the organism; constructive, the BwO 
embodies the virtual event that determines a life. Like any virtual creating, 'the BwO is 
what remains when you take everything away'. The BwO remains when you strip away 
the whole domain of the created or creatural- the domain of signification, subjectifica
tion, and the self Whereas a practice like psychoanalysis encourages its subjects to 
plumb the most threatening depths in search of their true self (i.e. their truest actual 
self), schizoanalysis says instead 'let's go further still, we haven't found our BwO yet, we 
haven't sufficiently dismantled our self' (TP, 151). The BwO, in other words, 'is not the 
child "before" the adult, or the mother "before" the child; it is the strict contemporane
ousness of the adult, of the adult and the child, their map of comparative densities and 
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intensities, and all of the variations on that map. The BwO is precisely this intense 
germen where there are not and cannot be either parents or children (organic represen
tation), (TP' 164). TheBwO is an anorganic creating withdrawn from the mechanics of 
merely actual (socialised, sexualised) reproduction and merely chronological time. But 
equally; every BwO is a BwO; what you are is your BwO, this BwO, the BwO that lives 
through your actuality. 

v 
To deterritorialise is thus never simply to drop out of space altogether. To attain the 
body without organs is not to commit suicide. Like any form of counter-actualisation, 
deterritorialisation is not a matter of sheer renunciation or extinction. Creation cannot 
proceed in a void. What'Deleuze and Guattari like to call a 'black hole' is precisely a 
form of virtual or molecular creating which turns back against itself or extinguishes 
itself The only thing that can overpower a creating is this creating itself; a black hole is 
a creating whose energy has been· harnessed to its own annihilation. Even 'lines of flight 
themselves always risk abandoning their creative potentialities' (TP, 506). We know that 
all creatures begin as ignorant and impotent: they must learn to master themselves and 
harness their power before rashly embarking upon a premature or merely self-destruc
tive form of counter-actualisation. 'Every undertaking of destratificatio'n must observe 
concrete rules of extreme caution: a too-sudden de stratification may be suicidal' (TP, 
503)~ If deterritorialisation is too brutal, too abrupt or too precocious it may simply sap 
a creature's strength - Deleuze and Guattari cite 'the case of chaffinches that have been 
isolated too early; whose impoverished, simplified song expresses nothing more than the 
resonance of the black hole in which they are trapped' (TP, 334). A similar fate awaits 
those who misjudge their effort to break through the schizophrenic wall or limit and 
thereby doom themselves to confmement in an asylum - silent, immobile, caught in a 
sterile psychosis (AO, 136). 

The further that Deleuze and Guattari strive to go in the direction of absolute deter
ritorialisation the more carefully they multiply such 'practical warnings'.67 The subject 
of a becoming or a line of flight must overcome their fear of losing their molar or actual 
security and must resist the temptation to stop their flight and fix a new identity - but 
they must also resist the lure of annihilation pure and simple, i.e. 'the great Disgust, the 
longing to kill and die, the Passion for abolition' (Tp,227). With deterritorialisation, 
'overdose is a danger' and Deleuze and Guattari respond with a new emphasis on the 
art of dosages. You don't deterritorialise 'with a sledgehammer, you use a very fine flie' 
(TP, 160). Counter-actualisation is not to be confused with mere anti-actualisation. It is 
not enough simply and literally to reverse the process of your actualisation. You must 
become worthy of the events that will undo you. You must strive to align yourself with 
your own line of flight. Every 'line of flight creates, or turns into a line of destruction' 
(TP, 423). Which is it going to be? There's no way of knowing in advance, or in the 
abstract. 'No one can say where the line of flight will pass. Will it let itself get bogged 
down and fall back to the Oedipal family animal, a mere poodle? Or will it succumb to 
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another danger [ ... ], annihilation, self-destruction; Ahab, Ahab?' (TP, 250). However 
violent his refusal of representation, an artist like Francis Bacon must be careful to avoid 
the risk of a black hole through the prudent handling of chaos, the production of a con
trolled 'catastrophe'. Such a catastrophe must be powerful enough to tear. apart the 
merely actual order of the organism, of narration, communication and figuration, etc., 
but not so powerful as to obliterate the agent and continuation of this tearing itself. In 
Bacon's case, the production of this controlled catastrophe is achieved through a graph 
or 'diagram' (FB, 100). The diagram both undoes the actual and lends consistency to 
the virtual. It disrupts the world of representation and of cliches while fashioning a slice 
of stylised immanence, so to speak. A diagram is a productive manipulation of chaos, 

chaos made durable. 
Suicidal extinction thus remains a genuine risk, but Deleuze and Guattari insist that 

'there are criteria [ ... ] sufficient to guide us through the dangers' (TP, 251) - the criteria 
of sustainable indiscernment or subtraction as such. Every line, every becoming or 
creating must pass the test of inclusion upon the 'plane of consistency; which is the 
ultimate Door providing a way out for them. This is the only criterion to prevent them 
from. bogging down, or veering into the void. The only question is: Does a given 
becoming reach that point? Can a given multiplicity flatten and conserve all its dimen
sions in this way; like a pressed flower that remains just as alive dry?' (TP, 251). 

As we shall see, it is for precisely this reason that counter-actualisation is properly a 
philosophical rather than a simply natural or vital process. 

VI 

If creatings do not take place within a territory or world, nevertheless they traverse and 
escape territories at certam points rather than others. A similar condition applies to the 
relation between creative time and historical time. In reality; genuine 'becomings always 
take place outside history'.58 Without the becoming as such, 'nothing would come about 
in history' (WP, 112). Virtual determination takes place outside actual individuation. No 
more than Corbin or Henry; Deleuze frrrnly rejects the notion that the absolute might 
reveal itself progressively over actual time.59 The absolute does not express itself medi
ately; through the course of history. The root of Deleuze's antipathy to Hegel is precisely 
here: though Hegel also seeks to develop a philosophy that will prove worthy of absolute 
creation, he invests far too much in the process of creatural mediation. Hegel's cosmic 
creativity is obliged to bide its time. Caught up in the slow drama of what actually 
happens, for that very reason it can acknowledge itself for what it is only at its end. 
'Hegel betrays and distorts the immediate', for although he succeeds in stretching repre
sentation to its infmite limits he nonetheless fails to escape representation itself (DR, 10). 
The problem with Hegel is not the absolute per se, of course, so long as we remember 
that 'the Absolute as sense is becoming' and that 'absolute knowledge is not a reflection 
of humanity; but a reflection of the Absolute in humanity'. 70 The problem with Hegelian 
creation is not that it is too absolute or too immediate but on the contrary; that it takes 
far too long for it to become absolute enough. Hegel concedes too much to history. 
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I, !ilstory IS c~eau:ral trrne rather. than :re~tive time. 'What History grasps of the event is 

Its effectuatIOn m states of affarrs or m lIved experience but the event in its becom' 
~ its spec~c.consi~tency; ir: its self-positing as concept, :scapes History.' History as s:~ 
IS a domam m ,:"hich nothmg becom:s, in :which what actually happens serves only to 
obs~ure what mIght really happen. HIstory IS an obstacle to creation. 'History today still 
deSIgnates o~y the set of conditions, however recent they may be, from which one 
turns away m order to become, that is, in order to create something new.'7l What 
actu~y ?appens can never exhaust the virtual, and the creature that incarnates a 
creatmg Itself adds nothing to its creative power. When an event or abstract machin 
'constitutes points of creation or potentiality it does not stand outside history but i: 
inst:ad always "prior t~" history'.72 This priority is virtual rather than temporal. Such 
f?r mstance IS the relatIOn betw:ennomads and history; i.e. the history of their oppres
sIOn or confmernent: The relatJon between the nomadic and the sedentary cannot be 
understood, accordmg to Deleuze and Guattari, in terms of any sort of historical 
development. 'The ~omads do not precede the sedentaries; rather, nomadism is a 
movement, a becommg ,that affects the sedentaries, just as sedentarism is a stoppage 
that settles the nomads (TP, 430). No more than the sedentary state-politics that 
oppre~ses th:~, nomad~ do n~t evolve o.r develop but spring immediately into being. 
The nomad IS mcompatlble WIth any notIOn of 'development'. Strictly speaking then" 
:the nomads have no history; they have only a geography'.73 As far as history or ~ctual~ 
Ity are concerned, Deleuze and Guattari are quite willing to accept that 'the defeat of 
the nomads was such: so com~lete, that history is one with the triumph of States' (TP, 
394). But as far a~ ?hilosophy IS concerned, this defeat is of no more consequence than 
are the actual polItIcs of such states. No more than you might ever see an 'actual' schizo 
no ~ore than any process of becoming as such, you will not fmd these virtual nomad~ 
zn history. 74 

On the other hand, ho",;ever,. what happens in history or actuality is always more 
or less favourable to the. lIberatIon of those becomino-s that animate it. There are 
moments in hi~tory t?at. are more creative than others. Philosophy itself is a vehicle for 
~bsol~te deter~lto~~sa~o~, but (a~.:cording to Deleuze and Guattari) it required frrst the 
rel~tIve deter~lto~I~ISa?On of ancient Greek society in order to begin a,nd then the more 
r~dlca: deternt~~lalisatJon ~f ~oder?- capitalism in order to develop; under the specific 
hlstoncal condItIons of capitalism, lmes of flight and movements of deterritorialisation 
'take o~ a ?ew.character, and a new kind of revolutionary potential' (WP, 93; DI, 270). 
Alon~ srrnilar lmes, we have already seen (In Chapter 2, section V) how what Foucault 
~escnbes as the momen.t of our epistemological present is conducive to the emancipa
tIon of ,unbou~ded ~mlty. ~he. same co.incidence, of course, favours the timing of 
Dele~ze s own actual. contrlbutJon to philosophy. In virtual or creative time he simply 
pr~Vldes a further .vehlcl: for mU:h the same insight that has already passed through the 
mmds of people like Spmoza, Nletzsche and Bergson, and which could in principle be 
~h~ught by.anyone, anywhere and at any time. Deleuze's actual contribution to this 
mSlght was influenced, however, by the fact that the configuration of his own historical 
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moment - the moment of Foucault, Klossowski, Lyotard; Godard, Beckett, Artaud, 
Michaux, Simondon, Guattari... - was particularly suited to the cultivation of this 
insight. It's no accident that Difference and Repetition (1968), in particular, 'should have 
been an apocalyptic book' (DR, xxi). 

Over the course of his work Deleuze develops a number of accounts in which the 
(historical) orientation of the actual towards its counter-actualisation ~avours the e~tra:
tion of a (supra-historical) series of events. One of the most straIghtforward IS hIS 
alternative to a conventional history of cinema. Roughly speaking, the becoming of 
cinema as Deleuze conceives it divides into two distinct periods, corresponding to a 
before and an after: The bifiJre is dominated by the action-image, itself shaped by the 
logic of the organism and its sensory-motor mechanism (a hero who acts and reacts); 
the CJfter then opens out onto a world liberated from organic or sensory-motor linkages, 
a world of overwhelming visions and de-actualised spaces. This shift is itself just an 
instance of counter-actualisation, a reversal of the movement from virtual to actual. 
But between this particular before and this particular after there is a specific historical 
hinge, namely the Second World War and its consequences: 'the unsteadiness of the 
'1\merican Dream" in all its aspects, the new consciousness of minorities, the rise and 
inflation of imaO"es both in the external world and in people's minds, the influence on 
the cinema of the new modes of narrative with which literature had experimented, the 
crisis of Hollywood and its old genres', etc. (C 1, 206). What Deleuze will call the virtual 
time-image, as opposed to the merely actual movement-image, is thus 'the phantom 
which has always haunted the cinema, but it took the modern cinema to give a body to 
this phantom' (C2, 41). As Christian Kerslake explains, if in its second or modern phase 
cinema comes to 'confront time in all its purity, and overcomes ·the traditional ideas 
about time as movement that were holding it back, this moment is triggered by a specific 
set of socio-historical conditions'. Modern cinema thus leads us into 'a new phase of 
history, governed by the tendency towards absolute deterritorialisation'75 - which is 
precisely a tendency that owes and concedes nothing to history. 

A similar temporality governs the trajectory of capitalism more generall~ ~ 
Capitalism and Schizophrenia Deleuze and Guattari distinguish three general stages m I:S 
development. The point of departure is 'an undivided flow that has yet to be appropn
ated or compared, a "pure availability"', a pure elasticity of exchange without 
accumulation or stockpiling. Such is the 'primitive' stage, a time dominated by 'the con
tinuous variation of free action, passing from speech to action, from a given action to 
another, from action to song, from song to speech, from speech to enterprise, all in a 
strange chromaticism .. .' (TP, 445, 491; c£ AO, 145-54). In a second moment, this 
availability is appropriated by the political vehicle of transcendence, the state. The ~t~te 
overcodes and channels the flow of primitive variation towards a resonant and defmltlve 
centre (a capital, a treasury, an emperor, a God ... ). Left to itself, however, this process 
remains incomplete. Caught within the constraints of their own transcendence, 
'imperial myths are not able to conceive a law of organisation that is immanent in this 
universe' (AO, 219). The despotic drive to overcode the whole of public space simulta
neously opens up pockets of interiority that eat away at transcendence from the inside. 
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The threat to imperial or despotic rule thus comes from the privatisation of citizenship 
and the decoding of wealth. 'Oedipus-the-despot will have to be replaced by Oedipuses
as-subjects, Oedipuses-as-subjugated-individuals' (AO, 217). This is the breakthrough 
that defmes the third and still ongoing phase - the phase during which a previously 
external transcendence is internalised. Reterritorialisation now proceeds through the 
intimate form of the subject or self, matched by a more humane, more 'liberal' model of 
the state. The violently transcendent eXploitation of land and work instituted by the 
despotic state is reorganised as a less violent, more efficient and more comprehensive 
process via Oedipus and the liberal state. Now there is neither slave nor slave-owner, but 
only a universal subjection, and through it the capitalist 'field of immanence - as delim
ited by the conjunction of the decoded flows, the negation of any transcendence [ ... ] -
institutes an unrivalled slavery, an unprecedented subjugation: there are no longer even 
any masters, but only slaves commanding other slaves' (AO, 254). 

At each stage of this process, production takes another step towards its virtual limit (i.e. 
the limit of immediate creation or absolute deterritorialisation), and with each step it con
fronts another, more intensive form of resistance and containment. Insofar as the 
intensification and eventual universalisation of capitalism serves to decode or deterritori
alise every configuration of values, so then it is 'correct to understand retrospectively all 
history in the light of capitalism' (AO, 140). The earth has never been more deterritori
alised nor its inhabitants more 'molecularised' (TP, 345), and this is the result of a specific 
historical process. Deleuze and Guattari are the first to admit that they have little to add 
to Marx's description of this actual sequence. What they add is a new eschatology. The 
absolute limit to the de-coding of all values, the evacuation of every territory is a value or 
event beyond any conceivable presentation. The subject that may survive the dissolution 
of every presentable or actual subject will be an exclusively virtual or supra-historical 
subject - a nomadic or schizophrenic subject, one worthy of the end of history or the end 
of actuality. It's in this sense that, beyond capital's limit, schizophrenia is 'the end of 
history' (AO, 130). By striving to reach the 'furthest limit of deterritorialisation', Deleuze 
and Guattari's as-yet-unseen schizophrenic 'seeks out the very limit of capitalism: he is its 
inherent tendency brought to fulfilment', and thereby incarnates the very 'becoming of 
reality' itself (AO, 35). Their Kafra is likewise the quintessential artist of his time, insofar 
as he pushes the historical possibilities of actual deterritorialisation towards their virtual 
frontier. As the 'collective and social machines [of modernity] bring about a massive 
deterritorialisation of man, Kafka will take this process further, to the point of an absolute 
molecular deterritorialisation', to the exclusion of any merely critical or reflexive distance 
(K,58). 

In this, however, Kafka only undertakes for his time a version of the task undertaken 
by any artist for any time. Using the resources of his actual situation, he taps into the 
energy of that minimally compromised creating which, as we are about to see, is what 
powers any artistic project worthy of the name. 
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Creation Mediated· Art and L·t t . 1 era ure 

'~he path of sa:vation is the path of expression itself: to 
ec.~me expresslve, to express God's essence, to be oneself 

~;: 3e;0~ough which the essence of God explicates itself' 

Wh~t happens when we shift our perspective from tha f 
a VIrtual creating as such? Everythin a t 0 an actual creature to that of 
ethereal. The world of lived and reco~ ccelerat~s, bec?mes more intense, more 
forces beyond recognition f( 0> able expenence dIssolves to the advantage of 

begin to participate directly :~~~ ~~~:uo~erful for =th the ~ved and the world. We 
representation or interpretatI'on Hr t c IOn or m l1g of thmgs, rather than in their 

. vve s art to approach th 1" f . . 
speed of a thought that immed' t 1 . e rmlts 0 mfimte speed the 

AI la e y creates what It thinks ' , 
tho~gh .(for, reasons we'll take up in the next ch . . 

have carned It through to its ul!' t l' apter) only philosophy can claim to 
'b . rma e conc USlon art has a . all . 

tn utIon to make to this re orientation It is 't h ' d n exceptIon yrmportant con-
privilege in the Deleuzian universe If b . n . ar t~ see why art should enjoy a peculiar 
practice or way of being becomes'th emg :s creatI.on ~en the more purely creative a 
, . , e more mtense It will be d th '. 
express; a practIce O'eared to the l' '. an e more bemg It will 

• b exc USlve cntena of creati 'ty h' 
expres~Ive of the intensity and vitality of beinO' . VI as suc will be perfectly 
these lines, can have nothing to do . th th 0> Itself The work of art, understood alonO' 
external to it. Art doesn't e.xp' truWlth e pro~~ss of describing or redecorating a realityO> 

d . . ose s or realitIes that uld '" 
~ partIcIpates directly in the creation of reali T< wo pre-eXIst It: It makes truth 
mdependently of convention or co ty. 0 the extent that truth can be affirmed 
'produced' or made rather than rresPdondence, it must be thought as something that is 

. expose or represented (pS 160) R th 
something external to itsel£ a work ft' '. ' . a er than represent 
doesn't produce it in order ;0 mak o. ar IS a machine that generates its own reality. It 
is self-sufficient. 'It is the wo k f e anthrmpact upon something else: like any creating art 

r 0 art at prod ·th·· , 
effects [oo.J: the work of art is nourished uces Wl m .Itself and upon itself its own 
conforms to a logic of creation rather th by th: truths It engenders' (PS, 154). Art 
cause and indifferent to any applicati ~ causatIon. I:s effects are independent of any 
manent creation' in which h t on. v~ry great artIst seeks to sustain a 'state of per-
d . ' w a matters IS 'never wh t' kn b 

estructIon of what is already known . £ fa. IS own ut rather a great 
, m avour 0 the creatIon of the unknown' (DI, 136). 

But if artistic creation is self-sufficient in this sense this is not because it is distant 
from life but because, more than any actual facet of life, it participates directly in the 
creation that is life. If life is the creation of new forms, then nothing is more alive than 
art. 'Life alone creates zones where living beings whirl around, and only art can reach 
and penetrate them in its enterprise of co-creation' (wp, 173). Art lives with an inten
sity that no actual organism or experience can endure. Co-creators with life, artists are 
people through whom life lives. An artist is someone who hollows out the domain of the 
lived in favour of the pure or virtual living that courses through it. The artist (as 
creature) dies so that life (as creating) might live. Art will thereby emerge as 'the ultimate 
O'oal of life, which life cannot realise by itself [ ... ]. Nature or life, still too heavy', Will. 
b 

eventually fmd 'in art their spiritual equivalent' (pS, 155). 
Art enables the full spiritualisation or dematerialisation of life. 
Here again, Deleuze pushes one of Bergson's ideas to its limit. We have seen how 

Bergson's conception of the organism, of the organic coordination of body and mind, 
is stretched between two conflicting tendencies. On the one hand there is the tendency 
to be governed by the ordinary interests and needs of the organism. The more an 
organism's behaviour is geared towards this tendency, the more its experience of time is 
concentrated within the moment of a pure present, the more preoccupied it is with a 
particular set of stimuli or perceptions and the more devoted it is to the perfectly presen~
able imperatives of action. Taken to the extreme, an organism geared towards the 
present tends simply to react more or less instantaneously and automatically, on the 
model of a reflex response. The urgency of an actual reaction prevails here to the exclu
sion of all indetermination and all virtuality (and hence of all creativity, all thought, all 
reverie, all art ... ). On the other hand, then, the opposite tendency will tempt the 
organism to forego all concern for the present and for its actual interests or needs. A con
templative, inaction can now prevail over action. Loosed from its concentration ,in the 
present, our experience of time stretches out in every direction. Eventually, we are 
exposed to the infmite expanse of time as a whole, as an indivisible continuum without 
beginning or end. Indifferent to the concerns of the present, we are free to wander 
through the labyrinth of memory for its own sake. This is the tendency that characterises 
dreamers and artists, people who are literally 'lost in their thoughts', detached from the 
concerns of actual life. And as Bergson speculates, if 'this detachment were complete 
[ ... ], were the soul no longer to cleave to action by any of its perceptions, it would be 
the soul of an artist such as the world has never yet seen. It would excel alike in every art 
at the same time; or rather, it would fuse them all into one. It would perceive all things 
in their native purity.'l It would contemplate everything and do nothing. Incapable of 
action, it would become a being of pure sensation, of sensation in its most disinterested 
and non-reflexive state. 

This is quite precisely the profile of a Deleuzian artist. As Deleuze understands it, 
the purpose of art is not to represent the world, still less to cultivate or enrich our appre
ciation of the world, but to create new and self-sufficient compositions of sensation, 
compositions that will draw those who experience them directly into the material vitality 
of the cosmos itsel£ 'The work of art is a being of sensation and nothing else' (wp, 164). 
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And what is sensation? Sensation is a force of creative intensity that pulses through 
actual bodies or materials. Rather like. the Spinozist attribute of virtual extension, 
sensation is what animates the sensible. Sensation contracts vibrations that are dispersed 
through matter but that can be preserved through the soul, for 'only the soul preserves 
by contracting that which matter dissipates, or radiates' (wp, 211). At a maximum 
distance from the demands of interest or action, 'sensation is pure contemplation' and 
'contemplation is creating, the mystery of passive creation, sensation' (WP' 212). 

Conceived along these lines, sensation is not transitive. It isn't a matter of 
perceiving this or that object. Like any creative process, sensation is a form of counter
actualisation. The artist is not the more refmedcousin of those ancient craftsmen who 
imposed beautiful form upon inert matter. Rather, via the composition of distinct cre
atings or lines of escape, the artist is the liberator of inventive potential within matter 
itsel£ Given an actual material or determinate state of affairs, the artist extracts a 
virtual bloc of sensation which then serves as avessel for the conversion of that material. 
Through artistic composition, 'it is no longer sensation that is realised in the material 
but the material that passes [ ... ], ascends, into sensation'. Art is that alchemy through 
which 'all the material becomes expressive' - expressive in the Spinozist sense of the 
word. Through a Rodin sculpture, for instance, 'the material passes into sensation' and 
enters into a virtual zone of indetermination, into the indefinition of a work (Wp, 193, 
173). Again, literary characters acquire an intensity more powerful than that of any 
actual individual or any lived experience 'because they do not perceive but have passed 
into the landscape and are themselves part of the compound of sensations. Ahab really 
does have perceptions of the sea, but only because he has entered into a relationship 
with Moby Dick that makes him a becoming-whale and forms a compound of sensations 
that no longer needs anyone: ocean' (WP, 169). 

Through the transubstantiation or counter-actualisation of its material, art. works 
towards the evacuation of a fully non-actual space, a space of creativity unhindered by 
the inertia of any creature, by the opacity of any obstacle. The artistic journey 'undoes 
all lands for the benefit of the one it is creating' (AO, 319). It opens up what Deleuze 
calls an espace quelconque, an any-space-whatever. Such a space is utterly indifferent to the 
coordinates of actuality: It has no stable time and place. It is not representable. Like any 
creating, it is in equal measure generic and remarkable, bland and unique, ordinary and 
extra-ordinary. It is this particular space, but its thisness is irreducible to any defmable 
quality. In short, an indefmite any-space-whatever is the spatial equivalent of a virtual 
life. It is 

a perfectly singular space, which has merely lost its homogeneity, that is, the 
principle of its metric relations or the connection of its own parts, so that the linkages can 
be made in an infInite number of ways. It is a space of virtual conjunction, grasped as pure 
locus of the possible. What in fact manifests the instability, the heterogeneity, the absence 
of link of such a space, is a richness in potentials or singularities which are,. as it were, prior 
conditions of all actualisation, all determination [ ... ]. The any-space-whatever retains one 
and the same nature: it no longer has co-ordinates, it is a pure potential,it shows only pure 
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Deleuze's univocal ontology, his equation of being and creation, sets several more 
specific conditions for artistic creation. 

First of all, if art is to be creative rather than merely dynamic then the movements 
or blocs of sensation that it creates must endure. If 'novelty is the only criterion for any 
work of art', it is equally the case that 'the only law of creation is that it must stand up 
on its own'. This is the most difficult thing about creating a work of art: to make it 
autonomous of whatever triggers or causes it. Every genuine novelty must simultane
ously present itself as 'eternal and necessary'. Before it is anything else, art is thus an 
answer to the question 'how can a moment of the world be made to exist by itself?', 
i.e. independently of the situation and the material in which it is actualised (RF 200· 
Wp, 164, .172). What preoccupies Deleuze and Guattari's Kafka, for example: 'is ~ 
pure and mtense sonorous material that is always connected to its own abolition - a 
deterritorialised musical sound, a cry that escapes signification [ ... ]. In sound, inten
sity alone matter~' (K, 6). Art, we might say, creates an echo chamber in which pure 
sensation can vibrate in itself, in its undiluted intensity, free of both the subject that 
senses and the object that is sensed. Such a sensation is free of any actual object, 
because art is defined by its ability to make sensation or affect endure for its own sake 
without regard for the transient existence of its material support. Art is the makinO" of 
a smile without a cat (Carroll), the composing of a scream without occasion (Bac~n), 
the composition of a childhood without experience (Proust). And it is thereby free of 
any subject as welt stemming from a 'gesture that no longer depends on whoever 
made it', works of art are conduits for the impersonal and inhuman creatings that 
proceed through them,. channels for the nonhuman becomings of man. Rather than 
subject or object, art presents only affect and percept, only impersonal intensity and 
indiffe.rent nature .. Art rrees virtual aff:cts from lived emotions and virtual percepts 
from lIved perceptlOns. Affects are precIsely these nonhuman becominO"s of man' J·ust 

'h . b , 
~s. t e p~rcept IS the landscape before man, in the absence of man'. Precisely because 
It IS thus mdependent of all objective and subjective existence, 'art is the only thing in 
the world that is preserved' (WP, 172-3, 169, 163-4). 

In the second place, in keeping with the univocal refusal of representation and 
metaphor, all art must be literal or immediate. Whatever art expresses must be 
expressed directly. 'No art can be imitative or figurative' (TP' 304), because art is reality 
as such. Art follows the movement of being-creation with a minimum of mediation. 
The intense 'matter-flow can only be followed,' and a genuine writer 'writes on the 
same level as the real of an unformed matter, at the same time as that matter traverses 
and extends all of nonformallanguage [ ... ]. Writing now functions on the same level 
as the real, and the real materially writes' (TP' 512, 141; c£ CC, 11). Literary writing 
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, , writing that is strangely polyvocal, flush with the real'.2 Through literature, 
IS a . d th· II h' O'e becomes immediate to things, until language an mgs co apse toget er m 
langua", l' II d' D 1 ' , le plane of expression (CC 16). The essays on Iterature co ecte m e euze s 
a slllg . . ' . . . th 
E 

. Critical and Clznzcal adopt as theIr pomt of departure the presumptlOn at ssays .., '.' f 
ge does not represent rrnpresslOns or expenences qf the world but IS made up 0 langua. . 

th 
me 'stuff' as the creating of the world itself. Language expresses the world, It can 

e sa A . 1 d b me a vehicle for the world's own ex-centric movement. ppropnate y use , 
1 eCO age helps carry the world towards its 'outside'. Reality is not outside of language, 
.a~guather literature that expresses the moving-outside of both language and reality. 
rtu r . 

An appropriately literary use of language will therefore t.end to paralyse, estrange 
desacralise its representational ambitions, so as to brmg out those aspects of 

~:nguage - the way it sounds, stammers, leaps ... - that. allow. it directly ~o c~nvey the 
vitality of sensation and experience, always at lev:ls of mte~s~ty that are mdl~erent to 
h lirnitations of the individual author. Both wrIter and cntlc should look, eIther by 

t e ive inflation and excess (a la Joyce) or through sobriety and subtraction (a la 
excess . d"d 1 
B 

kett) for ways of c;onveyirlg intensities that remain properly pre- or post-m IV1 ua 
ec" . . h b h' d asignificant. What matters then is not what such a text mlg t mean ut w at It c~n 

~~ made to produce or accomplish. Conve~tional i?terpret~tion is ~o be replaced Wlth 

Preciation for the mechanical and dIagnostIc potentIal of lIterary texts, as so 
an ap . . £" ,;, h' dd' £' l' h 

Y 
clinical expenments lor mvestlgatmg w at a rea er can 0, lor exp ormg. ow 

man " 1 h 1" f miO'ht stretch or overcome the limits of our experience (and ultrrnate y, t e Imlts 0 

we lv"es' 'Artaud is the fulfIlment of literature, precisely because he is a schizo-ourse . 
hrenic' [AO, 135J). . ' . 

p So third and most important, art must refuse any notlOn of personal or subJectlVe 
, teriority in favour of an anonymous distance or exteriority. If art is ultimately mor:: 
1ll ative (and thus closer to philosophy) than science, this is emphatically not because It 
cre 'all'b 'th ' ° , omehow more intimate or humane -less convennon y a stract - an SCIence. n 
~: contrary: art's privilege stems precisely from its higher impe.rsonality; i~s more ra~cal 

wer of abstraction, its ability to transcend, without abandonmg the lOgIC of sensanon, 
:e scientific plane of mere reference and actuality. Wh:reas, science a~an~ons any direct 
, tuition of pure infmity (infmite chaos, infmite speed, mfmlte determmanon ... ) so as to 
~ late a plane of reference in which fmite states of relative speed or relative complexity 
ISO be observed and analysed, art attempts, through its fmite compositions, to serve as 
can .' d 'hth d ., onduit for an infmite compositional power, SCIence IS concerne Wlt e escnpnon 
aC . d' al' th f how virtual events are actualIsed; a work of art, by contrast, oes not actu Ise e 
0, tual event but incorporates or embodies it: it gives it a body; a life, a universe' (wp, 
~;7), Art is a sort of intermediary between description of the merely actual ~scienc:) and 
intuition of the purely virtual (philosophy). Art allows the virtual to be expenenced m the 

edium of sensation, i.e. as a form of life. The artist 'stops the world' (C 1, 85; C2, 68) 
:d strives to escape it, so as to grasp 'life in its pure state' (MS, 63). 
. There is nothing comforting about such experience, and there are good reasons why 

most people, most of the time, do all they can to avoid the traumatic depers~nalisation 
and defamiliarisation demanded by art. In the interests of order and secunty; people 
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under a comforting conceptual 'umbrella, on the underside of which they draw a fIrma
ment and write their conventions and opinions'. But artists and writers 'make a slit in the 
umbrella, they tear open the fIrmament itself, ,to let in a bit of free and windy chaos and 
to frame in a sudden light a vision that appears through the rent'. Without ever plunging 
us directly into the black hole of chaos itself, art lends consistency to the searing bolts of 
creativity that tear through us, through anyone and everyone.3 Although artists are rare, 
there is thus nothing private or personal about what is created through them. In Deleuze 
and Guattari's terminology, artists become [ils deviennentJ, and to become is itself 'to 
become like everybody else; but this, precisely; is a becoming only for one who knows 
how to be nobody; to no longer be anybody' (TP' 197). Deleuze is audacious with his 
choice of examples: Proust is often read as a supremely intimate writer, and Kafka as 
obsessed with stifling forms of enclosure. But as Deleuze reads them they become allies 
of the great artistic project he associates with Anglo-American writing - the effort to 
escape, to break away from the familiar and the domestic. 'From Hardy to Lawrence, 
from Melville to Miller, the same cry rings out: go across, get out, break through.' At 
what price? 'At the price of a becoming-animal, a becoming-flower or rock, and beyond 
that, a strange becoming-imperceptible ... '.4 

On the one hand, then, the artist is indeed exceptional. The 'embodiment of cosmic 
memory in creative emotions undoubtedly only takes place in privileged souls' (B, Ill). 
These souls, these artists and mystics, generally live in a profound state of actual 
solitude or isolation. Artists are the nomadic inhabitants of a virtual desert. Writers 
must eridure the emptiness of what Blanchot called the espace litteraire. They must survive 
that personal evacuation or 'exhaustion' that Deleuze associates with Beckett.5 As a rule, 
'when you work, you are necessarily in absolute solitude' (D, 6). On the other hand, 
however, artistic work hurls you into direct contact with the anonymous expanse of 
creation as a whole, Precisely because it is not fIltered through the idiosyncrasies of a 
constituted self, artistic expression opens onto an immediately universal plane. 'Kafka's 
solitude', for example, 'opens him up to everything going on in history today' (K, 
17-18) for there is literally nothing and no-one to limit his expression of reality. It was 
in the moment of his greatest actual isolation that Nietzsche likewise came to identify 
with 'all the names of history' (AO, 21). The solitary artist always produces 'intensive 
quantities directly on the social body; in the social field itself A single, unified process. 
The highest desire desires to be both alone and to be connected to all the machines of 
desire' (K, 71; cf. CC, 11). So what Deleuze and Guattari call a 'minor' literature is 
defmed not only by its exceptional degree of deterritorialisation - these are literatures 
that develop at a distance from any actual or consolidated tradition, from state-mediated 
identity; from any sense of home or familiarity associated with a mother-tongue - but 
also by its insistently collective articulation. Everything in a minor literature is political, 
and its 'cramped space forces each individual intrigue to connect immediately to 
politics' (K, 17). By the same token, however, this remains a politics of minorities as 
such, that is of pure or virtual becomings, of movements that evade any communitar
ian identity or territorial defmition. 
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Of the many artists and forms that Deleuze considers, there is space here to review 
three of his most suggestive examples, in three different media: the paintings of Francis 
Bacon, the cinema of the post-war avant-garde, and the writings of Marcel Proust. 

11 

There is nothing obscure about the creatural dimension in visual art: it depends on rela
tions of representation and figuration, on the reliability of -perspective and the stability 
of distinctions between perceiver and perceived, foreground and background, colour 
and line, etc. Figurative painting is designed to resemble the objects it ;represents, and 
to allow for the deduction of clear narrative or symbolic relationships among these 
objects. Based on an apparently natural coordination of hand and eye or of touch and 
sight, figuration conforms to the norms of fully actualised, fully 'striated' or metric space. 
And so long as the general system of representation remains in place, then painting can 
be dedicated to the illustration of concerns external to painting itself - for instance, of 
religious or political themes. All of these factors come together in the system of organic 
representation that dominated European art from the Renaissance through to the mid 
nineteenth-century. The result endures as a massive accumulation of visual cliches, so 
many 'figurative givens' that obstruct the work of painting before it even begins. The 
painter's point of departure is not the blank slate of an empty canvas but the stifling 
dominance of these figurative conventions. The painter's first 'problem is not how to 
enter into the canvas, since he is already there, but how to get out of it' (FB, 11, 87, 96). 

To liberate creatings from within these constraints implies, in the first place, an end 
to the organic subordination of hand to eye. Deleuze distinguishes a number of possible 
routes to this goal. By emphasising colour over form, Byzantine art managed to develop 
a purely optic art, an art of the eye alone. Gothic art, by contrast, allowed the emergence 
of an irregular, mobile and disruptive line, a haptic art, an art of dynamic becomings, 
of linear connections and disconnections. Cezanne and Van Gogh were later to develop 
a sort of haptic colourism, an art of tonal variations and intensities.6 Cezanne's work 
thus 'aims to extract directly the presences beneath and beyond representation': rather 
than look at things from a distance, 'it makes presence immediately visible' and 'gives 
us eyes all over' (FB, ~2). To this extent Cezanne exemplifies the more general tendency 
of a visual art as such. 'By virtue of its most profound theme, the visual image points to 
an innocent physical nature, to an immediate life which has no need of language' (C2, 
225). Once freed from the constraints of representation, painting can put 'the emanci
pated senses into direct relation with time and thought' (C2, 17). Rather than explore 
the perceptual relation between subject and object, visual art recognises that 'it is the 
same body which, being both subject and object, gives and receives the sensation' 
(FB, 35). 

Although only modern art will develop the full potential of this logic of sensation, El 
Greco and Michelangelo anticipate 'some of its implications. El Greco's masterpiece The 
Burial of the Count of Orgaz (1588) is divided into two halves. The bottom half presents 
the burial itself, and conforms to many of the cliched requirements of representation: 
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the figures are easily identified (as Saints Stephen and Augustine, as the artist's own son 
as himself, etc.), their narrative relations are clear and distinct. But in the upper half of 
the painting, in which the count's soul is received by the heavenly Christ, 'there is a wild 
liberation, a total emancipation: the Figures are lifted up and elongated, refilled 
without measure, outside all constraint. Despite appearances, there is no longer a story 
to tell; the Figures are relieved of their representative role', and freed from all figura
tion they 'enter directly into relation with an order of celestial sensations'. Precisely 
because they are sustained by this God of absolute sensation, so then 'the divine Figures 
are wrought by a free creative work, by a fantasy in which everything is permitted' 
(FB,9-10). 

Michelangelo's Hofy Famify (1504) is similarly traversed by a creative intensity which 
escapes the actual or organic limitations of its extension in space: 

It is as if the organisms were caught up in a whirling or serpentine movement that gives 
them a single 'body' or unites them in a single 'fact,' apart from any figurative or narrative 
connection [ ... J. The forms may be figurative, and there may still be narrative relations 
between the characters - but all these connections disappear in favour of a 'matter of fact' 
or a properly pictorial (or sculptural) ligature, which no longer tells a story and no longer 
represents anything but its own movement, and which makes these apparently arbitrary 
elements coagulated in a single continuous flow. Certainly there is still an organic represen
tation, but even more profoundly, we witness the revelation of the body beneath the 
organism, which makes organisms and their elements crack or swell (FR, 130, 160). 

Modern painting will embrace such counter-representation as its guiding ambition. 
'The abandonment of simple figuration is the general fact of Modern painting, and still 
more, of painting altogether, of all time' (FB, xiv). Modern painting simply pushes the 
refusal of representation to its limit. It dismantles the order of cliche, and with it the 
creatural (organic, narrative, figurative ... ) order as a whole. 

Deleuze distinguishes several dominant tendencies within the modernist project. The 
pat:h of pure abstraction, exemplified by Mondrian's geometric compositions, abandons 
the domain of figuration or representation all at once. It cuts off any relation to nature 
or landscape. It doing so, however, it cuts off any relation with creative vitality as well. 
The result is an excess of order and control, a form of visual sterility; even Kandinsky's 
'nomadic line' lacks genuine energy and 'tension'. Deleuze associates the opposite path, 
the path of abstract expressionism, with Pollock. Here 'the abyss or chaos is deployed to 
t~e maximum', in an attempt to sustain an unqualified proximity to catastrophic inten
SIty. The result, says Deleuze, is simpfy chaotic - a 'mess'. Deprived of all clarity and 
precision, the canvas remains embroiled in an 'irremediably confused state' (FB, 109). 
One way or the other, both these options blur the distinction we established in the 
previous chapter, between subtraction and extinction. In order to trace a consistent line 
of flight, in order to sustain a viable creating, creatural disruption should avoid pure 
abstraction and proceed instead as a local absolute. It should develop as unlimited in its 
intensity yet focused in its time and space. It shouldn't consume the entire painting but 
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allow for the extraction of a sensation that is 'clear and precise' (FB,llO). Such extrac
tion will combine dissolution of the figurative together with creation of thefigural, i.e. a 
counter-actualised figure, a virtual figure freed from all actual constraints. 

This then is the third and fmal path, the path explored by Bacon himself when he 
takes up the task of painting pure sensation as such. Rather than paint the perception 
qfhorror, i.e. the relation between subject and object that justifies the reaction of horror, 
Bacon famously paints horror itself, horror as sensation. Bacon's Popes scream in the 
absence of any object or occasion that might motivate the scream. 'When Bacon paints 
the screaming Pope, there is nothing that might cause horror, and the curtain in front 
of the Pope is not only a way of isolating him, of shielding him from view; it is rather 
the way in which the Pope himself sees nothing, and screams before the invisible' (FB, 
38). Isolated from the domain of perception, causation and action, free from the medi
ation of meaning or motivation, the sensation passes directly through the nervous system. 
The sensation simply resonates, here, in its thisness, in its pure or virtual intensity. 

The mere elimination of a narrative dimension, however, is not enough to release 
the sensation. On the one hand, the order of narration and illustration must be actively 
broken up so as to allow the direct recording of a sensation or 'fact', via the introduc
tion of involuntary marks and VIolent swipes of paint Which block the revival of 
narrative cliches. These accidental strokes provide an initial 'graph' or 'diagram' which 
then guides the composition of the canvas and allows its figurative trajectory to endure.7 

As Bacon himself puts it, if a non-figurative or non-illustrative painting captures an 
image 'more poignantly' than an exact reproduction it's because it can come to acquire 
'a life of its own', independently of the artist's conscious knowledge or will.s 

It isn't difficult to reconstruct, from Deleuze's book on Bacon, the essential stages 
whereby a pure living comes to acquire a version of such independence. Everything 
begins with the catastrophic disruption of the actual or the cliched, which allows for 'the 
emergence of another world' - a non-representative, non-narrative, non-figurative world 
(FE, 100). A canvas like Bacon's Painting of 1946 is dominated by the brooding menace 
of forces that promise to butcher what remains of organic form. Bodies become so many 
pieces of meat. Species are uncoupled from any stable essence and come to appear as 
purely contingent or accidental (FB, 135). The figure then emerges, improbably, 
abruptly, from the wreckage of the cliche. The forces that work through these dis-organ
ised bodies now animate a figure that is irretrievably isolated from all 'sociable' 
interaction. The figure resists narrative or psychological interpretation. The figure 
coheres only as a vector for the intense sensations that tear through it and reshape it at 
will. Rather than emerge at a stable distance from its background, the figure IS poised 
upon a ground or 'contour' only so as to establish the route of its imminent dissolution 
within that same ground. The figure then seeks 'to pass through a vanishing point in the 
contour in order to dissipate into the material structure', it 'tends to dissipate into the 
fields of colour' (FB, 17-18). The points of escape are variable - the figure can flow 
through an umbrella (as in the Painting of 1946 or 1971), or into a carcass, or down a 
drain (as in the 1976 Figure at a Washbasin), or simply into itself (as in Bacon's 1973 series 
of self-portraits). . 
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Eventually, at the limit of such dissolution, as it fuses with 'cosmic dissipation', the 
figure is caught up with a pure 'becoming-imperceptible in which it disappears'. The 
figure enters into 'a space that will no longer be anything but the Sahara', a domain of 
absolute luminosity (FB, 29, 27). Especially in the great triptychs of the 1970s, the 
figures come to 'look like trapeze artists whose milieu is no longer anything but light and 
colour [ ... ]. An immense space-time unites all things, but only by introducing between 
them the distances of a Sahara, the centuries of an aeon'. And ultimately, once 
painting becomes thoroughly 'aerial' and attains the maximum intensity of light (its 
'monochromatic eternity'), Bacon is at last free to leave the figure behind. In late paint
ings like Jet qf Water (1979) and Water Runningjrom a Flowing Tap (1982) Deleuze sees 
evidence of a final though still nascent period in Bacon's work, one 'characterised by an 
"abstraction" that no longer has any need of the Figure. The Figure is dissipated by 
realising the prophecy: you ~ no longer be anything but sand, grass, dust, or a drop 
of water.' In these and similar paintings the figure leaves only an indefmite or virtual 
trace of its former presence, and 'the scrambled or wiped-off zone, which used to mal(e 
the Figure emerge, will now stand on its own, independent of every definite form, 
appearing as a pure Force without an object: the wind of the tempest, the jet of water 
or vapour, the eye of the hurricane .. .' (FB, 84-5, 31). . 

At this point Bacon's painting, like Ozu's cinema, attains the fully counter-actua1ised 
intensity of an any-space-whatever. In such a space the expression of intensity 'reaches 
the absolute, as instances of pure contemplation, and immediately brings about the 
identity of the mental and the physical, the real and the imaginary, the subject and the 
object, the world and the l' (C2, 16). 

III 

A variant of this same trajectory, oriented to this same telos, governs Deleuze's most 
widely read and most developed exploration of creative expression - his two-volume 
study of film. What cinema demonstrates above all, says Deleuze, is the machinery of 
time as such. As it evolves from its early confinement in Hollywood's entertainment 
industry through to the unconditionally experimental terrain of· Europe's nouvelle 
vague, cinema progresses from an essentially indirect treatment of time - time filtered 
through actual movement, through the co-ordination of actions and reactions in a wellc 
defined field of reference - to an ultimately direct or immediate treatment, one that 
blends with the pure creative virtuality of 'time in its pure state'. 

Deleuze again depends heavily here on those Bergsonian distinctions between action 
and contemplation, interest and disinterest, that we reviewed in Chapter 2. An 'action
image' coordinates a situation or milieu to more or less appropriate forms of response 
or behaviour (Cl, 134). Such an image is perceived through the mediation of organic 
interest and is shaped by criteria of pertinence and utility - it is geared towards 
recognisable stimuli and the anticipation of suitable reactions to those stimuli. Action
oriented or organic perception is thus one that presumes the independence of its object 
and that prepares the way for a useful subjective response to that object (C2, 126). 
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Perception is here incorporated within a sensory-motor schema that takes in informa
tion about the external world and channels it into functional and narratable sequences 
of actions and reactions. Given a threatening object, the subject will flee it or confront 
it, etc.; the (cowardly, indecisive, courageous, impetuous ... ) 'character' of such a 
subject can then. be discerned in terms of a particular pattern of reactions. The 
'sensory-motor image effectively retains from the thing only what interests us, or what· 
extends into the reaction of a character' and this is why 'the sensory-motor schema is 
an agent of abstraction' in the merely privative sense (C2; 45). The sensory-motor 
mechanism is an instrument of drastic compression or limitation. Whereas every 
temporal moment is an aspect of the indivisible, unlimited and infmitely rich flow of 
time, the sensory-motor mechanism is interested only in the most compressed and pre
sentable facet of time. The acting subject lives in a time reduced to an ephemeral 
present. The sensory-motor mechanism is attentive only to the immediate conse
quences of the present and to those fragments of the past that might be relevant to these 
consequences. The mechanism thus interrupts the indivisible flow of time by isolating, 
within the unpresentable floW; a dramatically impoverished slice of presentable actualite. 
As the commercial cinema has always understood, modes of perception that identify 
with the sensory-motor mechanism will be interested mainly in action images and thus 
in filins that string together a series of adventures - action-adventure and character
development amount to essentially the same thing. Or as Bergson notes with his 
characteristic concision, 'before philosophising one must live, and life demands that we 
put on blinders'.9 

On the other hand then, opposed to this concern for action and actuality, there is a 
mode of intuition that is oriented to contemplation and virtuality. Such intuition will be 
crystalline rather than organic. If sensory-motor or organic perception assumes the 
independence of its object, 'what we call a crystalline description stands for its object, 
replaces it, both creates and erases it' through the multiplication of 'purely optical and 
sound situations detached from their motor extension'. Whereas via organic perception 
characters respond to situations or behave in such a way as to disclose what is going on 
in a situation according to a particular set of interests or needs, crystallised characters 
'cannot or will not react [ ... ]. Having lost its sensory-motor connections, concrete space 
ceases to be organised according to tensions and resolutions of tension, according to 
goals, obstacles, means or even detours.' In this way we penetrate zones of pure con
templation, in which the concerns of interest and action cease to impose any limit upon 
what is perceived. Perception becomes overwhelming, hallucinatory, unbearably 
intense. Through such crystalline intuition, characters become passive 'seers', indiffer
ent to whatever might be present or actual, insensitive even to reflex reactions, 'so great 
is their need to "see" properly what there is in the situation'. 10 

The cost of such insight is perfectly explicit: the catastrophic paralysis of the ~ctor, 
the dismantling of the organism. Starting with Italian neo-realism in the late 1940s and 
then continuing with' the French new wave a decade later, the production of images 
mediated by moving actors is replaced by the production of pure 'time images', i.e. 
images that open directly onto the perception of creative time as such, 'cut off from the 
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world' and purged of any actual creature (C2, 251). Through the filins of Fellini, 
Godard, Resnais, and many others, the 'sensory-motor schema is shattered from the 
inside. That is, perceptions and actions cease to be linked together, and spaces are 
neither co-ordinated nor filled' but simply scattered in an errant distribution that gener
ates the very dimensions that they occupy. Events no longer relate to the person who 
instigates them or responds to them but consist of 'immobilisings, petrifications and rep
etitions' (Cl, 207; C2, 103). Actors become the victims of the events that befall them. 
Deliberation is replaced by chance, purpose is consumed by fate, journeys dissolve into 
aimless wanderings. Rather than integrated through action and narrative, the cinema of 
pure time images assembles dispersive situations characterised by the absence of plot and 
'deliberately weak links'. The association of images becomes 'elliptical', 'irrational' and 
'direct', without 'intermediaries' (Cl, 207~10; 168). Stimuli no longer provoke reactions 
so much as summon up terrifying visions or dreams. Hence for instance the role of the 
child in the neo-realism of De Sica and Truffaut: thanks to their relative 'helplessness', 
children are 'all the more capable of seeing and hearing' and thus all the more open to 
the direct revelation of reality in its raw state, in that 'nakedness, crudeness and brutal
ity which make it unbearable, giving it the pace of a dream or nightmare' (C2, 3). 

The resulting images bend the dimensions of actuality back beyond the turn in expe
rience, back to the virtual dimensions of its immediate determination. Through the 
creation of anorganic or crystalline images, 'the virtual detaches itself from its actuali
sations, starts to be valid for itself'. The creating extracts itself from its creatural 
incarnation. The time image is sufficient, it no longer leaves anything external to itself 
The time image absorbs any out-of-field. 'The visual image has given up its externality; 
it has cut itself off from the world and conquered its reverse side; it has made itself free 
from what depended on it.' It has become absolutely 'autonomous', the master of its 
composition and framing (C2, 127, 251). 

In the dimension of space, such virtual or crystalline perception intuits a purely non
actual, non-organic or uninhabitable any-space-whatever. Such spaces exist at a 
maximum distance from the domain of conventionally deliberate, action - zones of 
disused or waste ground, 'the undifferentiated fabric of the city [ ... ]. As Cassavetes says, 
it is a question of undoing space, as well as the story' (Cl, 120-1; 208). Minimally con
strained by any actual or constituted form of existence, an any-space-whatever is space 
in which literally anything is possible, the space of unhindered virtuality or potentiality 
as such (Cl, 109). The question of 'how can any-space-whatever be extracted from a 
given state of things?' has of course received several different answers in the history of 
cinema. Expressionism, for instance, creates a Gothic 'world which drowns and breaks 
contours, which endows things witha non-organic life in which they lose their individu
ality, and which potentialises space, whilst making it something unlimited'. The 
lyrical-abstractionist approach emphasises a 'becoming-light', a movement towards a 
'pure, immanent or spiritual light'. Colourism instead emphasises intensification and sat
uration, the absorption or obliteration of lines, figures, faces (C 1, 111-19). Yasujiro Ozu 
is one of the great makers of espaces quelconques. Only very weak sensory-motor connec
tions survive in Ozu's fIlms. Through either 'disconnection or vacuity', Ozu transforms 
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places into any-space-whatevers and through this conversion they 'reach the absolute, as 
instances of pure contemplation' - instances of pure creation in both the material and 
the spiritual plane (C2, 16-20). 

In the dimension of time, crystalline perception opens directly onto indivisible con
tinuity as such (or 'time in its pure state'). Once a character is consumed by 
sensory-motor helplessness there is nothing to fIlter the 'total and anarchic mobilizing 
of the past' in its continuous immediacy (C2, 55). Whereas sensory-motor perception 
strives to reduce temporal progression to an episodic series of successively present 
moments (a series that can be reconstructed in terms of causation, and anticipated in 
terms of interests, or goals), in the frlms of someone like Robbe-Grillet 'there is never a 
succession of passing presents, but a simultaneity of a present of past, a present of 
present, and a present of future, which make time frightening and inexplicable'. 
Robbe-Grillet manages to abstract narration from the succession of actual time, and 
thereby replaces the movement-image with an immediate time image. ll The time per
ceived in the time-image is virtual time in its infmite plenitude, i.e. a plenitude that is 
no longer mediated by any actuality. The time-image is thus precisely,not an image in 
the usual (or actual) sense of the term. It is 'not a relation between perceiver and per
ceived, so much as 'a perception as it was before men (or after)" the perception of a 
time and space 'released from their human coordinates' (Cl, 122). Crystalline percep
tion proceeds, in other words, at the scale of cosmic creation itself Grasped in their 
creative singularity, 'the little crystalline seed and the vast crystallisable universe' are 
aspects of one and the same self-differentiating whole. There is a 'homogeneity of seed 
and crystal, the whole of the latter being no more than a greater seed in the process of 
growth [ ... ]. What we are seeing in the crystal is always the bursting forth of life, of 
time' (C2, 81, 90-1). If, for example, Werner Herzog's Heart of Glass endures as one of 
the 'greatest crystal images in the history of the cinema' this is because it bends a counter
actualisation towards its properly spiritual and cosmic dimension: 

The search for the alchemical heart and secret, for the red crystal, is inseparable from the 
search for cosmic limits, as the highest tension of the spirit and the deepest level of reality. 
But the crystal's fIre will have to connect with the whole range of manufacturing for the 
world, for its part to stop being a fiat, amorphous environment which ends at the end of a 
gulf, and to reveal infmite crystalline potentialities in itself ('the earth rises up from the 

waters, I see a new earth ... ') (C2, 74-5). 

As noted in the previous chapter, there is more than a passing resemblance between 
these crystal images and al-Suhrawardi's imaginal forms. In either case 'it is the whole of 
the real, life in its entirety, which has become spectacle' (C2, 84), a spectacle thattran
scends any possibility of reaction or intervention. In both cases the spectacle can be 
endured only by a seer or visionary strong enough to tolerate direct exposure to the 'iri
descent chaos of a world before man' (Cl, 81). In both cases the perception of such a 
'virtual ·spectacle is a purely contemplative and essentially dematerialised or spiritual 
affair - 'the any-space-whatever is identical to the power of the spirit'. And in both cases, 
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r this spiritual intuition carries a properly redemptive force. I~ involves the intuition of a 

I 

'pure, immanent or spiritual light, beyond white, black and grey', and 'as soon as this 
light is reached it restores everything to us' (C I, 117). Such intuition restores 'faith in the 
world' precisely by tapping into the intensity that creates it. By giving up our creatural 

1

1 coherence we attain that non-organic life which pwses through the universe as a whole 
and maintains the immediate identity of 'brain and cosmos' (C2, 215; c£ C2, 151). 

I 
I 
I 
I 

IV 

However divergent their medium and material, Deleuze tends to read his privileged 
artists as contributors to one and the same creative project. It's not surprising that he 
should refer in his book on Bacon to Proust as a 'writer who, like the painter, sought to 
avoid a literature that was either merely frgurative and narrative or else too deliberately 
abstract, in favour of a frgural writing. Like Bacon, Proust seeks to evoke 'a kind of 
Figure torn away from frguration and stripped of every frgurative function: a Figure in 
itself, for example, the Figure-in-itself of Combray' - a frgure which allows for the 
extraction of an 'ineffable ,essence, an epiphany erected within the closed world' (FB, 
67-8) .. Nor is it surprising that Deleuze should note, in his second book on cinema, that 
'the ~ect time-image always gives us access to that Proustian dimension where people 
and things occupy a place in time which is incommensurable with the one that they have 
in space' (C2, 39). It's not surprising, in fact, that references to Proust should recur in 
most of Deleuze's books, since the general sequence he relates is typical of the general 
redemptive sequence that guides the whole of Deleuze's philosophy. Proust narrates the 
shift out and away from a position that is trapped within the actual world to a position 
invested with the power to create new worlds. Proust tracks the becoming-artist or 
becoming-visionary of his narrator: his narrator eventually stops building a prison for 
the worldly Albertine so as to dedicate himself to the temple of eternal art. 

As Deleuze reads it, In Search of Lost Time is not a book about memory or recovering 
the past. It is organised,instead, as an 'apprenticeship', a learning process or initiation 
into a new artistic vocation (PS, 26, 92). Broadly speaking, the narrative trajectory of this 
initiation is comparable to that which led, in cinema, from the action image to the pure 
time image. The point of departure is an actual way of being in the world, a way of 
believing in the objective qualities of the world and in the subjective power to invest these 
qualities with meaning or depth. Over the course of his apprenticeship, the hero of the 
Search learns that these beliefs are delusions. His apprenticeship reorients him away from 
the world towards an insight that sees through the world. His path leads him through the 
worldly and the actual, through the snobberies of the society and the delusions of love, 
towards a purely contemplative intuition of essential reality in its raw state - an intuition 
of 'the original complication, the struggle and exchange of the primordial elements 
which constitute essence itself' (pS, 48). As much as Kafka and Artaud, Deleuze's Proust 
thus writes in pursuit of ever more absolute forms of counter-actualisation or deterrito
rialisation. If Proust's Search is 'a great enterprise of schizoanalysis' it's because 'all the 
planes are traversed until their molecular line of escape is reached, their schizophrenic 
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breakthrough; thus in the kiss where Albertine's face jumps from one plane of consis
tency to another, in order to fmally come undone in a nebula of molecules' (Aa, 318). 
The narrator's journey pushes him further and further down the path of counter
actualisation, never ceasing to traverse territories and undo relationships until, eventually, 

he reaches his unknown country, his own, the unknown land, which alone is created by his own 
work in progress, In Search if Lost Time 'in progress', functioning as a desiring-machine [ ... ]. 
He goes toward these new regions where the connections are always partial and nonper-

. sonal, the conjunctions nomadic and polyvocal, the disjunctions included, where 
homosexuality and heterosexuality cannot be distinguished any longer: the world of trans
versal communications, where the fmally conquered nonhuman sex mingles with the 
flowers, a new earth where desire functions according to its molecular elements and flows. 
Such a voyage does not necessarily imply great movements in extension; it becomes 
immobile, in a room and on a body without organs - an intensive voyage that undoes all 

lands for the benefit of the one it is creating (AO, 318-19). 

The dual aspect of this trajectory is again familiar. On the one hand, the reaching 
of this new land, this creating without creature, will again involve the progressive paral
ysis of the actor, the collapse of all his worldly or romantic projects. The narrator's 
sensory-motor system will waste away until he becomes a purely passive spectator, inca
pable of reaction - a spectator who sees nothing because he intuits everything. And on 
the other hand, then, this same journey will allow the artist to attain an insight beyond 
action. As he learns to tap into 'time in its pure state', he becomes a disinterested seer, 
a witness who 'sees nothing, hears nothing, he is a body without organs [ ... ], observing 
nothing but responding to the slightest sign'. Deleuze compares him to a sort of spider 
deprived of eyes and ears but infmitely sensitive to whatever resonates through his 
virtual web. Actual or constituted forms slip through the web and make no impression, 

. for the web is designed to vibrate only on contact with virtual or intensive forms. The 
more fleeting or molecular the movement, the more intense its resonance through the 
web. The web responds to the movements of a pure multiplicity before it has taken on 
any defmite shape. It is attuned to a purely 'intensive wave', and what Deleuze calls 
Proust's 'style' is the literary device he invents to capture and transmit this intensity.12 

In his Proust and Signs (1964), Deleuze analyses the Proustian trajectory in terms of a 
progression through four regimes of signs or four levels of intelligibility, each distin
guished by their relative proximity to the intuition of pure essence or 'absolute difference'. 
All four regimes express sense (in keeping with the characteristically Deleuzian meaning 
of sens) but they do so to degrees of intensity or purity: the purest expression of sense is 
simultaneously a differing that produces what it differs. Once again, the guiding priority 
of the Proustian apprenticeship will be the progressive liberation of virtual creatings 
from every trace of their creatural confmement. 

The lowest degree of essence is expressed through worldly signs. Worldly signs are 
emitted through the way individuals behave as part of a group or clique - the way 
p~ople evoke, more or less unconsciously, an air of distinction or superiority. Worldly 
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signs decide the order of sociable interaction. They determine who dines with who, 
who receives who, who commands respect, who is capable of conferring prestige, etc. 
Worldly characters like the elegant but superficial Swann tend to 'think and feel in terms 
of subjects, forms, resemblances between subjects' (TP, 271). Like any vehicle of resem
blance, worldly signs are essentially frivolous and empty, and the world is a place bereft 
of any genuine value. The world still signifies, however, insofar as worldly behaviour 
sends out obscure invitations to interpret the real mechanics of distinction or prestige .. 
The more vacuous or snobbish the milieu, the more the world provokes the semi
detached observer to try to make sense of it. 

As Swann is the first to discover, the signs of love occupy a slightly higher place on 
the expressive scale. The signs of love are not empty. The beloved person gives the 
impression of belonging to a secret or inaccessible world that is brimming over with 
meaning. This world remains closed to the lover, and it is precisely this inaccessible 
quality, of course, that provokes his desire. To love is then to seek to explicate or 
decipher the hidden world that the beloved person seems to evoke. The more passion
ate or jealous the lovers, the more of these signs they try to unravel- Swann's possessive 
love for Odette anticipates the pattern that will return, more intensely, when the 
narrator meets Albertine. Lovers seek to make these unknown worlds their own. Such, 
however, is the insurmountable contradiction of love. The lover seeks to possess or 
incarcerate a world that is lovable only because it cannot be possessed. The signs of love 
are thus irreducibly deceitful or deceptive. They attract with the same force and for the 
same reason that they exclude. They entice the lover only by hiding what they express. 
This is why jealousy is the veritable truth of love (PS, 9). Jealousy pushes the lover 
deeper and deeper into this world that excludes him. To persevere as a lover is to endure 
this torture. In the end, however, it will become intolerable. If it is sustained through to 
its limit love exhausts itself and eventually vanishes without trace. Of the narrator's 
beloved Albertine nothing will remain, not even a memory (nothing, that is, other than 
her transmutation into the work of art). 

The third regime of signs, the signs of sensible or sensual reality, escape this fate. 
What these signs express is neither empty nor deceptive, neither frivolous nor ephemeral. 
Typically triggered by an experience of involuntary memory, they signifY something 
real, something 'affirmative andjoyous' - church steeples, hawthorn blossoms, a group 
of young girls on the beach, Venice, Balbec .... The most celebrated example is the 
scene in which the middle-aged narra:tor, after dipping a madeleine in his cup of tea, 
suddenly recovers, through the coincidence of this flavour with a memory of the same 
flavour, the whole of his childhood in Combray. Such an experience offers access to the 
very essence of Combray. What it reveals is not Combray as it actually was or as it was 
actually experienced. It doesn't recuperate a series of present moments that have since 
faded into the past but that might be more or less completely retrieved through conven
tional memory. Instead, Combray emerges here 

in a form that is absolutely new. Combray does not rise up as it was once present [ ... ]. This 
is no longer the Combray of perception nor of voluntary memory. Combray appears as it 
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could not be experienced: not in reality, but in its truth; not in its external and contingent 
relations, but in its internalised difference, in its essence (pS, 60-1; c£ DR, 85). 

Combray appears in its unique thisness, as an event. However, the access offered to 
essence or event through sensuous signs remains inadequate. It is limited precisely by its 
material or sensuous origin, by the actuality of its medium (taste, landscape, place ... ). It 
remains a matter of recovery. The sign involves the recovery of something external to 
itself - the recovery ifCombray, precisely. On its own, the sensuous sign or experience 
of involuntary memory allows the narrator to bear witness to the process that individu
ates or-produces the experience of Combray, the creating that then gave rise to Combray 
as it was lived (but that, as a creating, was not itself lived and never could be lived). But 
that is all: to bear witness is not yet to participate. The subject of involuntary memory 
remains passive. He is not yet a co-creator of reality. Essence here still expresses itself 
through something else, through a medium that is not yet perfectly transparent. 

Artistic signs, finally, at the fourth and highest degree of this expressive scale, are 
wholly immediate to pure essence, beyond all actuality or specificity. 'Art is the fmality 
of the world, and the apprentice's unconscious destination' (PS, 50). The signs emitted 
or refracted through a work of art are the' highest or most intensive form of sign 
because, like Spinoza's highest form of knowledge, they produce the experience they 
signify: The essences revealed through art are immediately creative of what they 
express: they are nothing other than the event of a pure differing or individuating. ~ 
essence is a difference, the absolute and ultimate Difference. Difference is what consti
tutes being, what makes lis conceive being' (pS, 41). More, 'essence individualises and 
determines the substances in which it is incarnated', and 'this is because essence is in 
itself difference' (pS, 48). 

Whether he draws on Proust or Bacon, Spinoza or Nietzsche, Deleuze's defmition of 
essence as a creating or differing remains broadly consistent. 'The essence of a thing is 
discovered in the force which possesses it and which is expressed in it' (NP' 77). In other 
words, an essence or differing isn't a sort of ideal object that we might see but a process 
that creates and sees in a single movement. An essence isn't something to be seen but a 
sort of absolute perspective which enables seeing itself - a 'superior' or 'irreducible 
viewpoint that signifies at once the birth of the world and the original character of a 
world' .13 What we attain through Proust's work is Combray as pure seeing or vision, a 
virtual seeing liberated from anything actually seen - 'Combray as pure Viewpoint, 

. superior to all that has been experienced from this viewpoint itself, appearing fmally for 
itself and in its splendour' (PS, 119). Art allows us to see that essence isn't a merely 
actual individual, that it has no stable or constituted identity. Art reveals essence to be 
pure productive process, pure cream. Essence is the process of a unilateral individuating 
or individualising. Here as everywhere in Deleuze 'it is not the individuals who consti
tute the world, but the worlds enveloped, the essences that constitute the individuals' 
(PS, 43; c£ 110). 

The expression of an artistic sign is thus nothing less than a fully self-sufficient 
creating. It is a creating that proceeds independently of any actual or creatural opacity. 
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T Of 00=0, '" a creating, it " ,", inwrna"d in actuility - but tIm actuality" only a 
vessel for the creating, and it evacuates itself in the very movement of its expression. A 
work of art or pure creating is indeed incarnated in substances, but 'these substances are 
ductile, so kneaded and refmed that they become entirely spiritual'. Deleuze's examples 
are not obscure. They include 'colour for the painter, like Vermeer's yellow, sound for 
the musician, words for the writer [ ... J. Art is a veritable transmutation of substance. By 
it, substance is spiritualised and physical surroundings dematerialised in order to refract 
essence, that is, the quality of an original world' (pS, 46-7). Take for instance the phrase 
of Vinteuil's music that so haunts Swann, or La Berma's performance of Phedre: 

Of course Vinteuil's little phrase is uttered by the piano and the violin. Of course it can be 
decomposed materially: five notes very close together, two of which recur [ ... ]. But the 
piano here is merely the spatial image of an entirely different keyboard; the notes are 
merely the 'sonorous appearance' of an entirely spiritual entity. :As if the performers not 
so much played the little phrase as executed the rites necessary for it to appear' [ ... ]. La 
Berma, too, uses her voice, her arms. But her gestures, instead of testifYing to 'muscular 
connections', form a transparent body that refracts an essence, an Idea [ ... ]. In her voice 
~subsisted not one scrap of inert matter refractory to spirit'. 14 

Such is the source of art's superiority: unlike the signs of the world (bound up in the 
dynamics of the group), the signs of love (bound up in the face and body of the beloved) 
or the signs of sensual qualities (bound up in the materiality of what is sensed), the signs 
expressed through a work of art are utterly immaterial or spiritual and thus 'no longer 
have anything opaque about them'. Their transmuted substance is bound to their sense 
or essence in a 'perfect adequation' .15 (And as we shall see in more detail in the next 
chapter, the only medium capable of such adequation is the non-medium of thought itself 
what works through art is precisely 'pure thought as the faculty of essences' [pS, 86]). 

To recap: Proust's Search is organised as a progressive learning sequence, a movement 
from ignorance to truth, from an indirect to a direct expression of essence. The 
sequence begins, as always, within the nullity of the world as such. Worldly signs are 
empty and have only a minimal, indirect relation to a sense that exceeds them - a sense 
they are able to evoke only insofar as they provoke the hero of the Search to search, and 
then to search elsewhere. The signs of love are deceitful or deceptive; they e:A"press 
something rather than nothing, but what they express is bound up in the contradiction 
of what they simultaneously reveal and conceal. Sensuous signs have a truthful meaning 
but the truth they express is external to them, their expression remains mediated and 
material. Only art expresses itself directly, adequately, in 'the splendid final unity of an 
immaterial sign and a spiritual meaning' (PS, 86). In each regime of signs, signs are 
emitted from within a material that more or less contains and constrains them. 'The 
signs emanate from objects that are like boxes or containers. The objects hold a captive 
soul, the soul of something else that tries to open the lid' - the soul of its essence. The 
lover consumed by jealousy, for instance, unfolds the secret world enclosed within the 
beloved, just as a sufficiently sensitive person 'liberates the souls implicated in things' 
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(PS, 90). Only art, however, allows for an absolute and genuinely transforma~ve lib.er
ation-expression, precisely because what it liberates is no~~g .other ~an ~e liberatmg 
itself, the movement of pure spiritualisation or dematenahsatlon, which IS to say: the 
movement of pure thought. 

v 
In anticipation of our next chapter it may be worth emphasising. the peculiar ~nd 
unabashedly philosophical privilege of artistic signs in this ProustIan configuratIOn, 
since it is a privilege that sheds an unusually clear light on the orientation of Deleu.ze's 
project more generally.16 We have seen how art express~s an e~sen~e that determmes 
or produces what it creates, and how art expresses thIS creatm_g m an adequate or 
immaterial form. But this is not all. Artistic adequation is also equipped to surmount 
the obstacles that otherwise limit the expression of essence. Art is thus able to redeem or 
spiritualise that which is originally given as other ~an art. Once art .has revealed the true 
nature of essence it allows us to see, retrospectlvely; that everythzng was more ~r less 
expressive of essence. In the process art can express the ultima~e wholeness. of bemg as 
open creation, i.e. the transversal unity of time grasped as the ~e of creatlon as such. 

What to begin with, are the obstacles that limit the expressIOn of essence? Just as 
you would expect, the first and most serious obstacle is 'objectivism' - a belief in the 
primacy of the actual or 'self-evident' object. Objectivism i~ our natural ~endency .to 
attribute directly to the object the signs it emits, and thus to think that a partIcular SOCIal 
group is indeed a place of intrinsic distinction or prestige, or to think that it's a person's 
innate qualities that make him or her lovable. Objectivism depends on a merely 'volun
tary memory', one that is oriented (along broadly Berg~onian lines) towards pleasure ~r 
utility (PS, 29). We know this to be the creatural delUSIOn par excellence, and ~r~ust s 
narrator begins his apprenticeship in a characteristically d.elude~ state .. H~ 'p.artlClpates 
more or less in all the objective beliefs' (PS, 31). He beheves m the mtrmsIC value of 
friendship and sociability; in the privileged wisdom of artists ,and ~entors (Swann, 
Bergotte, Elstir. .. ); in the inherently desirable qualities of a woman; m. the urger:cy of 
addressing his love to the actual person loved; in the importance of paym~ atten~on to 
objects in general, of describing them appropriately, paying homage to theIr p.artl:ular
ity; and so on. Everyone of these beliefs is groundless, and each le~~s to an meVItable 
disillusionment. One after another, each of the narrator's much antlClpated encounters 
results in a crushing disappointment. Slowly; the narrator learns that he must 'ren~unce 
this belief in an external reality' and give up the temptati~n to observe, a~re or 
describe the actualities that surround us. He must learn that literature has nothmg to do 
with observation or description. Literature never represents objects, and still less does it 
ennoble or beautify objects., . '. 

This realisation is delayed,· however, by the second major obstacle confrontlng 
artistic expression. This obstacle emerges precisely as a form of compe~sati~r: for the 
disappointment generated by objectivism. It amounts to a sort of subJectIVIsm. No 
sooner has he stopped believing in the innate qualities of the object than the narrator 
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in~tead ~ies to steady his belief by enfolding it in a series of SUbjective associations. 
DIsappomted by La Berma's performance as an actor, he takes comfort by comparing 
h,er to a sta~ette .. Unable to penetrate Odette's secret world, Swann wili instead asso
Clate .h~r WIth Vmteuil's music and with Renaissance paintings. But such chains of 
aSSOCIatIon are no more expressive of essence than is a belief in its factual existence 

Neither subj~ct nor object offer access to the essence or sufficient reason of a pl;ce, 
per.son. or. e~enen~e. Such an essence can be accessed only through itself, by partici
pa:m? ~ ItS ~ediate self-expression. 'It is the essence that constitutes the sign insofar 
as It I~ IrredUCIble to the object emitting it; it is the essence that constitutes the sense 
[sensJ .ms~far as it is irr~ducible to the subject apprehending it' (PS, 3F8). Access to this 
constltutmg, we know, IS here the privilege of the artist alone. The same La Berma who 
disappoints the nar~ator when he tries to see her as an object, when he tries to appreci
~te her apparently mnat~ or actual qualities, is a genuine artist precisely insofar as she 
IS able to counter-actualIse these qualities and act as the vehicle for an intensity that is 
not her own: VV?at La ~erma presents is reducible neither,to an objective state of affairs 
nor to' a subJectlve cham of associations. Instead, when she takes on the role of Phedre 
she creates a viewpoint on a new 'spiritual milieu populated by essence. La Berma 
bearer of signs, renders them so immaterial that they grant access to these essences and 
are filled by them' (PS, 37). 

The essences of Proust and Signs, in other words, are another vehicle for those virtual 
creatings that Deleuze describes in terms of events in Difference and Repetition and in terms 
of se~se in ~ogic qf Sense. Essences are not fixed creatural forms, they are the dynamic 
creatmg~ .which generate every possible form but which themselves have neither identity 
nor sta?ihty. ~ssences proliferate in their discrete and fragmented multiplicity; as aspects 
of an =medIate and eternally sufficient production. If then Deleuze's Proust is no 
mere Platonist this is not because he shies away from the notion of an idea' or ideal as 
the sufficient reason for what there is. On the contrary; it's because Plato's version of 
~uch ar: idea isn:t sufficient ~r. determinant e;"0ugh. Plato doesn't lend his ideas a fully 
=mediate cr;atlVe f~rce. HIS I~ea~ do not directly dete~mine or indi~duate actuality. 
Rather, Pla~o ~ actuality merely =Itates the Idea as best It can, accordmg to its powers'. 
!he P~atoruc Idea, moreover, IS itself trapped within its own defmite actuality or stabil
Ity. It IS an essence th~t has become static, inert (PS, 109). Plato can only think of an 
essence cut off from ItS real.power. A Platonic essence (according to this reading) is 
~e~ely one that allows actuali~ to resemble it via imitation, approximation or general
IsatIOn, rather than one that dIrectly produces the actual in its unique non-typical or 
non-general thisness. ' 

VVhe~eas the Platonic essence remains general or typical, a Proustian or Deleuzian 
essence IS always radically singular. It is always, again a matter of an event an essence a 
life, this life. If essence can 'individualise and deterrnm'e the substances in which it is inc~
nated' ~S, 48) thi~ is because it is nothing other than a force of pure individuation. 
~ssenc~ IS not media:ed by general categories: it expresses itself as this or that creating, 
=mediately. ExpreSSIOns of an 'absolute internal difference', essences are monadic or 
non-relational. Just like Leibnizian monads, each essence subsists in its radical isolation , 
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in its self-sufficiency, without any actual doors or windows, precisely because an essence is 
itself a pure viewpoint that intuits the whole of reality.17 An essence requires no window 
out upon the world, no window that allows us to see the world (as an object), since an 
essence is nothing less than the creating or unfolding of the world. Through art we come 
to understand that 'the world enveloped by essence is always a beginning of the World in 
general, a beginning of the universe, an absolute, radical beginning' (pS, 44). 

Now precisely because art reveals the immediately differing or individualising force 
of essence, precisely because all individuation stems from essence, so then once the 
narrator understands the signs of art he realises that what all the other regimes of 
signs signified was itself nothing other than essence, only to lesser degrees. In every 
domain, any given 'material sense [sens] is nothing without an ideal essence that it 
incarnates' (PS, 13). Once we reach the signs of art then we realise that sensuous, 
amorous and even worldly signs 'already referred to an ideal essence that was incar
nated in their material sense. But without art we should not have understood this' (PS, 
l4tm). Art is necessary to this understanding because 'essence is always an artistic 
essence', i.e. essence can be grasped for what it truly is (or does) only through signs of 
art. But then, once we have grasped this, we can see that essence 'is incarnated not 
only in spiritualised substance, in the immaterial signs of the world of art, but also in 
other realms, which will henceforth be integrated into the work of art. It passes then 
into media that are more opaque, into signs that are more material' (PS, 50-1). The 
more material the signs, the more essence tends towards the zero degree of worldly 
expression, the more its own purely cre.ative intensity or spirituality is diluted. The 
signs we access through deliberate or voluntary memory, for instance, are bound to 
the limitations of their actual form, their presence - they appear only as a series of static 
impressions or snapshots, tied to the place and circumstances in which they were once 
presented. Even the signs expressed through Proust's famous involuntary memories, 
although more expressive of essence, remain inferior to those of art because 'their 
substance is more opaque and refractory, their explication remains too material', too 
'local' (PS, 54, 61). 

The work that is art, however, will allow even worldly signs to recover the true force 
of their own expression. Art transforms its material. Art is a dematerialising. Art 
enables the counter-actualisation of all the lower signs, insofar as they are transubstan
tiated through incorporation into the diffractive whole that is the working of art. 

All the stages must issue into art, we must reach the revelation of art; then we review the 
stages, we integrate them into the work of art itself, we recognise essence in its successive 
realisations, we give to each degree of realisation the place and the meaning it occupies 
within the work [ ... ]. The absolute Self of art encompasses all the different kinds of Self 

(PS, 66, 88). 

illuminated by art, we are able, for instance, to go back through the serial sequence of 
our loves, and through the equally serial stages of each love affair, and understand them 
as they really were - as organised by a guiding idea or essence, which even our jealousy 
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and despair was able to evoke. 'We extract from our particular despairs a general Ideal; 
this is because the Idea was primary, was already there', unconsciously guiding our 
experience. Love too is thus an incarnation of essence, albeit one that is necessarily 
limited to a serial and consequently general form, a form that depends 'on extrinsic 
conditions and subjective contingencies'.18 The further away that we move from such 
generality and contingency, the further we move away from love and the world, the 
more singular and the more necessary the incarnation of essence (PS, 89). Through art 
and only through art can we thlts make sense of life. Once we have grasped essence in 
and through itself we can then look back and 'recognise the marks of its attenuated, 
loosed splendour' in other realms, and in the process 'recover all the truths of time, and 
all the kinds of signs, in order to make them integral parts of the work of art itself'. 
And only then do we acknowledge the full power of essence. Only then can we appr~
ciate that it works through even that which is distant from itself Creation creates even 
the lowliest of creatures and these too must be appreciated as such - even though only 
a creation that is most removed from these creatures is capable of such appreciation. In 
his early article on Hyppolite (1954), Deleuze allowed himself a more Hegelian formu
lation of much the same conclusion: 'in both the empirical realm and in the absolute, 
it is the same being and the same thought; but the c1i.ff'erence between thought and 
being has been surpassed in the absolute by the positing of Being which is identical to 
difference' .19 

Two last points need to be made about this openly teleological configuration. First 
of all, if art comes to be seen as 'the ultimate goal of life' (pS, 155), the searching 
movement towards this insight remains irreducible. Just as Spinoza doesn't start out from 
the idea of God but instead tries to reach it as quickly as possible (so as then to use it to 
explain everything else, including the process through which it was reached), so too is the 
idea of art an idea that must be learned. Although it will explain everything, it is only 
grasped as such at the end of an apprenticeship. Once the creating has taken place then 
we can easily see how one and the same movement led up to its achievement. But to 
claim instead that Proust knew what he was making from the beginning, that the Search 
was written in conformity with a goal or method that pre-existed it, as if the guiding idea 
was already there, animating the whole project from the start - this is a mistake. The 
process of counter-actualisation is itself a creative and thus unpredictable one. We do not 
begin from art but from the world. We do not begin from the whole for the whole is never 
given, or give able. Even as readers of Proust's own work, we can set out only from the 
'disparity, the incommensurability, the disintegration of the parts of the Search' (pS, 116). 
And if there is a method that shapes this Search then it only emerges retrospectively. The 
method wasn't given in advance so much as revealed at the end, and it is revealed 
not as in some sense appropriate or typical but as unique to this particular creating. 
The method will be revealed, once the work is made, as having been the 'only method 
capable of operating in such a way as to allow this particular work to be produced' 
(RF, 44-5). 

Nevertheless, once reached, art is indeed a sufficient vehicle for an intuition of 
reality as a whole. This is the second point. The apprenticeship that leads to art must 
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indeed progress, more or less blindly; through the thicket of worldly and sensuous si~s; 
we would never become artists if sensuOUS signs didn't fIrst 'give us a foretaste of tlme 
regained, and prepare us for the fulfilment of aesthetic Ideas. But they do nothing more 
than prepare us: a mere beginning' (pS, 54). Art enjoys a qualitative adv~ta?~ over 
every other domain, precisely because it alone is adequate to a comprehenswe VlSlOn of 

creative time as whole: 

The signs of art give us a time regained, an original absolute time that includes all. the 
others [ ... J. It is in the absolute time of the work of art that all the other dimensions are 
united and fmd the truth that corresponds to them [ ... ]. The time regained by art encom
passes and comprehends all the others, for it is only within time regained that· each line of 
time fmds its truth, its place, and its result from the viewpoint of truth (pS, 24-5, 85-6). 

Needless to say; the whole that is time regained is not an actual (totalisable, presentable) 
whole. If there is unity then it cannot reside in what is seen but in the seeing itsel£20 If 
there is unity; it isn't the attribute of anything within time. It is indivisible time itself that 
unifIes things by dividing and distributing them as facets of creation. It is time that 
transverses things, insofar as time is nothing other than the indivisible creating of all 
things. The same movement that generates the virtual whole ens~res that there c~ b.e 
no actual whole - time is not an actual unity or whole 'for the s=ple reason that It IS 
itself the instance that prevents the whole', i.e. the disruptive or differing instance that 
prevents actuality from ever appearing as whole (PS, 161). ., 

The whole that is creation is a movement that exceeds any actual unifIcanon, any 
possible presentation or actualite. It's precisely because time is creation or Ciifference that 
the whole of time must be virtual, unpresentable or ungiveable. And it's precisely 
because time thus coheres in a fully virtual dimension that it can be expressed only 
through utterly pure or creative thought, thought liberated even from tt:e media 0: ar:. 
Only pure thought will prove adequate to time, precisely because thIS adequanon IS 

itself timeless. 
Philosophy is the name that Deleuze gives to this adequation, and the aim of the 

next and [mal chapter is to explain how it works. 
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Creation U nmediated: Philosophy 

'Creation will appear to the mystic: as God undertaking 
to create creators, that He may have, besides Himself, 
beings worthy of His love.'] 

There is surely no recent or contemporary philosopher who writes about a wider range of 
topics and materials than Deleuze. His frame of reference extends from the ancient to the 
modern and from the microscopic to the cosmic. He engages, in detail, with fIgures from 
virtually every branch of the arts and sciences. In fact he engages with just about 
anything under the sun: anthropology; universal history; genetics, psychoanalysis, alco
holism, calculus, mental illness, cartography; evolution, cognition, linguistics .... What 
then is the place of philosophy itself in the midst of all this? Why does Deleuze insist on 
describing what he writes as philosophy? What does he mean when says that his books on 
cinema, for instance, are books of pure philosophy and nothing but philosophy; or that A 
Thousand Plateaus consists simply of 'philosophy in the traditional sense of the word'? (RF, 
163; C2, 280). 

From the perspective developed over the course of this book, these are quite easy 
questions to answer. If being is creation and if being becomes more creative the less its 
creatings are obstructed by creatures, then the privilege of philosophy is that it is the 
discipline most adequate to our expression of being as such: Philosophy is our most 
becoming expression of being. Philosophy simply is the expression of being, insofar as 
.it articulates absolutely pure creatings, i.e. creatings liberated from any residual media
tion through the creatural or the actual. And furthermore, once equipped with this 
understanding of creation, philosophy is the discipline that can then go back and see 
that what sustains even unphilosophical (or more creature-bound confIgurations) is 
again nothing other than creation, albeit in a less pure or less intensive form. 

Whereas .the various arts differ in their 'respective substances, their codes and their 
territorialities', they all serve to trace an abstract line that invariably leads from the per
ceptible to the imperceptible, from the constituted to the constituting. Philosophy is the 
thinking of this line itself 'Everything that becomes is a pure line which ceases to rep
resent' what it might actually be, and 'when we come to trace the line, we can say "it is 
philosophy'" - not because philosophy interprets the line or provides suitable ways of 



representing the line but because it is the very line as such. 'Philosophy is necessarily 
produced where each activity gives rise to its line of deterritorialisation' (D, 74). 

The privilege of philosophy is thus perfectly consistent with the privilege of art that 
we considered in the previous chapter. Both disciplines express creatings as such, and 
the more immaterial the expression, the purer and more creative it becomes. With 
Proust, it is because artistic signs are utterly 'spiritualised and dematerialised' that they 
are adequate to the articulation of pure essence, i.e. essence understood as an instance 
of absolute and immediate self-individuation. Conceived along these.Jines, there is 
already a sort of hierarchy within the arts themselves, depending on the materiality or 
opacity of the art. It's not only that an art becomes less artistic the more it relies on the 
creatural norms of representation, figuration, interpretation, and so on; from time to 
time Deleuze also suggests some arts are less artistic than others, because the medium 
of their expression is itself more solid or opaque and thus more resistant to counter
actualisation. Architecture, sculpture and dance do not figure prominently in the 
Deleuzian pantheon of the arts, and it's not surprising that Deleuze should pay more 
attention to the luminous art of f:ilin than to the more corporeal art of theatre, the art 
of representation par excellence. For the same reason, even in the middle of his book on 
Bacon, Deleuze is prepared to acknowledge a certain 'superiority of music'. Up to a 
point, 'music begins where painting ends [ ... ]. Music strips bodies of their inertia, of 
the materiality of their presence: it disembodies bodies.' Whereas painting exposes the 
'material reality of bodies' as such, music passes through bodies and lends only a 'dis
embodied and dematerialised body to the most spiritual of entities'.2 

But beyond music? Is there a process more spiritual than any entity at all? Since 'a 
spiritual movement cannot be separated from the process of its own disappearance or 
dissipation' (CC, 170), is there anything more dissipative than music? Yes: such a process 
is simply pure thought itself This conclusion is already perfectly clear, in fact, in 
Deleuze's writings about art. Take the case of cinema. Deleuze explains that 'the essence 
of cinema has nothing but thought as its higher purpose', and if Resnais' work is partic
ularly significant here it's because he does for cinema what Deleuze himself does for 
philosophy - he 'creates a cinema which has only one single character, Thought' (C2, 
168, 122; c£ Cl, 215). Or again, we know that Proust's artistic initiation concludes 
with a realisation that 'only pure thought discovers essence, only pure thought is forced 
to conceive essence as the sufficient reason of the sign and its sense' (pS, 100tm). 
Although in his book on Proust Deleuze is appropriately discreet on this point, it's quite 
clear that, once reached, there is nothing specifically artistic let alone aesthetic about 
this insight. On the contrary, Deleuze simply attributes to art the quintessentially meta
physical capacity - the capacity to articulate an adequate conception of pure essence. 
Such art is independent of memory, it bears no particular relation to language or tech
nique in the usual sense of the .term, it is even independent of 'imagination and 
unconscious figures. The signs of art are explained by pure thought as a faculty of 
essences', nothing more or less (PS, 55). Deleuze's work on literature more generally has 
nothing to do with textual criticism or commentary, de constructive or otherwise, since 
what matters is only what can be created, experimented or lived through the text, on 
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the assumption that 'a text is nothing but a cog in a larger extra-textual practice' (DI, 
260). Understood in this way, art or literature is simply one of several available vehicles 
for immediate intellectual intuition (i.e. intuition of the sort that Kant and the neo
Kantians sought to foreclose). Beyond the materiality of this or that art, what is essential 
is the immediate. identity of thinking and creating. Like any artist, Proust leads us to the 
conclusion that-

the act of thi~king [ ... ] it is the only true creation. Creation is the genesis of the act of 
thinking within thought itself [ ... ]. It is no longer a matter of saying: to create is to 
remember - but rather, to remember is to create, it's to reach that point where the associa
tive chain breaks, leaps over the constituted individual, is transferred to the birth of an 
individuating world [ ... ]. To remember is to create, not to create memory, but to create the 
spiritual equivalent of the still too material memory, to create the viewpoint valid for all 
associations, the ~tyle valid for all images [ ... ]. It is no longer a matter of saying: to create 
is to think - but rather, to think is to create and primarily to create the act of thinking 
within thought.3 

Both art and philosophy, in other words, are facets of pure thought, ~nd pure 
thought is the most adequate medium of being, i.e. of creation. Of course (for reasons 
discussed in Chapter 2, section IlI), that such thought is 'pure' and abstract doesn't 
mean that it lacks any correlation with virtual extension; it means that this correlation 
is liberated from any mediation through the actual, the individuated, or the constituted. 
To purely creative thought will correspond purely creative forms of extension - the 
unpredictable flight of an abstract line or the free indetermination of an any-space
whatever. 

If, then, philosophy has any privilege over art it is simply that it is able to go still 
further in the spiritualisation of its medium. Or rather, philosophy is precisely that form 
of thinking which requires no medium at all. Whereas art works throuo-h sound or '" , 
light, or paint, or words, philosophy as Deleuze conceives it works through nothing 
other than itself Whereas art creates vehicles for sensation and life, philosophy is con
cerned onfy with spirit and «oncept, thought and implication. Whereas art lends an 
event a new body, philosophy extracts only the event as such. This is what is at stake 
when Deleuze says that philosophy is dedicated to the 'creation of concepts'.4 Whereas 
art's 'sensory becoming is otherness caught in a matter of expression', philosophy's still 
purer 'conceptual becoming is heterogeneity grasped in an absolute form' (wp, 177). 
Philosophy, in short, is the most immediate discipline of thought - indeed, 'the imme
diate is precisely the identity of the thing and its difference as philosophy rediscovers or 
"recaptures" it' (DI, 25). Pure thought creates the material it thinks throuo-h witho~t '" , 
reference to anything outside itself Though the difference is only one of intensity or 
degree, it is thought, rather than life, that has the fmal word of Deleuze's philosophy of 
creation.5 
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Just as it takes Proust time (the whole time of the apprenticeship) to arrive at the insight 
which will then provide, retrospectively, the organising princi~l: of his w~rk, so t~o 

. Deleuze and Guattari only spell out the precise disciplinary pn~ege of p~os~phy ~ 
their last collaborative project, when they fmally address the questIon JiVhat zs Ph:losophy. 
(1991).6 As they note in the fIrst paragraph of the book, this is properly a questIon you 
can ask only once you have already become a philosopher, at the point when you be~ 
to wonder 'what is it I have been doing all my life?' (WP, 1). They address the questlOn 
in fairly conventional fashion, by distinguishing philosophy from s~ience on the one hand 
and art on the other. But their version of this distinction makes It depend more or less 
entirely on the degree of relative approximation to a purely creative poin: of view. 

The fIrst thing they have to re-establish is the difference betwee~ creatIon and chao~. 
As we have seen, chaos is the point where innovation becomes so mstantaneous that It 
simply dissolves - chaos names the point where the crucial.differen~e betwee.n subtrac
tion and extinction becomes unsustainable. Chaos IS not mdetermmant but 
hyper-determinant. Whereas every viable creating establishes a certain consistency or 

trajectory, chaos is inconsistent. 

Chaos is .characterised less by the absence of determinations than by the infinite speed with 
which they take shape and vanish. This is not a movement from one determination to the 
other but, on the contrary, the impossibility of a connection between them, since one does 
not appear without the other having already disappeared [ ... ]. Chaos undoes every consis-

tency in the infmite (wp, 42). 

This is one reason why a creative ontology requires the intervention of appropriately 
creative thought rather than a merely receptive faculty or passive intuition - it isn't a 
matter of refiectina chaos but of inventing forms of consistency that 'stand up' to and 
in chaos. Deleuze ~nd Guattari name science, art and philosophy as the three forms of 
thought capable of·such invention. They are the 'three Chaoids, realities produced on 
the planes that cut through chaos in different ways'. 

7
• • • • 

The difference that distinguishes these ways isn't complicated: or unfamilIar .. SCle~ce 
is preoccupied with the domain of actuality alone. Science con~lders th~ ways m. whIch 
infmite or virtual intensity comes to be extended or explicated m matenal sltua~ons or 
actual states of affairs. 'Science passes from chaotic virtuality to the states of affarrs and 
bodies that actualise it', for example through the individuation of a chemical element, 
an organism, a populatio~. If ~e concern of philosophy is alwa~s ~e event of a 
creating, the concern of SCIence IS the creature that results. Whe~eas ?hilosophy,:ants 
to save the infmite by giving it consistency', science abandons the mfmlte and the VITtual 
in favour of reference and the measurable. As if on top of the virtual plane of constant 
variation, science lays out an empirical plane through which actual move~ent~ and 
propositions can be distinguished and assessed (Wp, 197). ~onfronted Wlth V1rt~al 
chaos the scientist seeks to isolate 'variables that have become mdependent by slowmg , 
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down', i.e. variables whose actualisation separates them from the immediate intensity 
that engendered them (WP, 156). Thus actualised, these variables can be observed or 
modelled, measured or analysed. Science thereby 'relinquishes the infmite, infmite 
speed, in order to gain a reference able to actualise the virtual'. As soon as creation is 
perceived through a plane of reference, its speed slows down dramatically, as if caught 
in a freeze-frame. Science operates in slow motion. Even those values which limit the 
coordinates used to measure movement on the plane of reference - values assigned 'to 
the speed of light, absolute zero, the quantum of action, the Big Bang', and SO on -
impose radical limits upon the scientifically incoherent notion of infmite speed or infmite 
action (WP, 118-19). Moreover, whereas fully creative or unconditioned philosophical 
concepts maintain 'the inseparability of variations' internal to their consistency, sclence 
analyses its plane of reference in terms of functions that presume 'the independence of 
variables, in relationships that can be conditioned' and ordered in terms of relatively 
stable equations or formulae. Insofar then as science limits itself to the physical, it nec
essarily stops short of an exploration of the meta-physical, which can alone think the 
su~cient reason of the physical (wP, 126). But despite its orientation to the actual, 
SClence as Deleuze and Guattari describe it remains a form of thought, rather than a 
merely thoughtless means of representation. Science itself demonstrates that 'a state of 
affairs cannot be separated from the potential through which it takes effect' (wp, 153). 
Science may only observe actuality at a distance from the creating that gives rise to it, 
but even so it is 'inspired less by the concern for unilication in an ordered actual system 
than by a desire [ ... ] to seek out potentials in order to seize and carry off a part of that 
which haunts it, the secret of the chaos behind it, the pressure of the virtual'.8 Science, 
in short, analyses actuality so as to prepare it for its eventual counter-actualisation. 

We already know how art undertakes the fIrst phase of such counter-actualisation. If 
science moves from the creatively virtual to the derivatively actual, art is a step in the 
opposite direction. Whereas science withdraws from the infmite to so as to measure the 
fmite, art enjoys the 'peculiar' power of be~g able 'to pass through the fmite in order 
to rediscover, to restore the infInite'.9 Art's aim is to tap into a virtually infmite creative 
power from within the medium of actual materiality, to arrange patterns ~f sensation 
in such a way as to reorient them towards their creative source. Art confIgures blocs of 
sensation that can be detached from the actual organism or situation in which they are 
actualised - blocs that can then serve as an adequate vessel for an anorganic or inten
sive sensation, for a pure life lived at a coherence beyond the organism. Art aligns the 
actual towards the virtual. Or alternatively, if science considers how events are actu
alised in a state of affairs, art does 'not actualise the virtual event but incorporates or 
embodies it: it gives it a body, a life, a universe' (wp, 177). Art thus works on the active 
interface of being, between a creating and its creature: its medium is actual or material, 
the stuff of embodiment, but art itself is nothing other than the process whereby this 
material is 'transmuted' or 'spiritualised'. Art is the process whereby actualincorpora
tion becomes virtUal incarnation. 

The further and fmal phase of counter-actualisation begins when creatings fmally 
break free of embodiment and actuality altogether. Science is concerned with the 
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actualisation of an event and art with its incarnation; the proper concern of philosophy 
is with an event's extraction. 'Through its functions, science continually actualises the 
event in a state of affairs, thing, or body that can be referred to', whereas through the 
invention of its concepts 'philosophy continually extracts a consistent event from the 
state of affairs - a smile without the cat, as it were' (wp, 126). Philosophy's concern is 
with the virtual event as such and for its own sake. 'Philosophy's sole aim is to become 
worthy of the event', which is to say to 'counter-effectuate the event' (wp, 160, 211). 
Philosophy thinks creation through creatings alone, by extracting them from the actual
ity of their consequences. The extraction or counter-effectuation of events and the 
invention or 'setting up' of concepts are one and the same thing: both are creatings pure 
and simple. So while science has 'no need of the concept and concerns itself only with 
states of affairs', by contrast, 

the task of philosophy when it creates concepts, entities, is always to extract an event from 
things and beings, to set up the new event from things and beings, always to give them a 
new event [ ... ]. The philosophical concept does not refer to the lived [ ... ] but consists, 
through its own creation, in setting up an ~vent that surveys or flies over [survole] the whole 
of the lived no less than every state of affairs (wP, 33-4tm). 

Unlike science or art, philosophy can claim to think at the highest degree of proximity 
to absolute chaos or infinite difference. Every philosophical 'concept is a chaoid state 
par excellence; it refers back to a chaos rendered consistent, become Thought'. For the 
same reason, only the philosopher can bring back from chaos variations that remain 
infmite (wp, 208, 202). Only philosophy can think exclusively virtual variations that still 
pulse with the infmite speed of thought itself 

Indeed, the only real 'problem of philosophy is to acquire a consistency without 
losing the infInite into which thought plunges'. In order to deal with this problem, 
Deleuze always insists on the necessary elaboration of a relatively stable plane of imma
nence. Always at the risk of its submersion in chaos, thought can only think immanence 
by endowing it with the consistency of a surface or plane. So while science renounces 
the infmite in exchange for reference and art seeks to release infinite movements from 
within the fmite, philosophy alone, through the invention of concepts upon a plane of 
immanence, will manage to 'retain infmite movements that turn back on themselves in 
incessant exchange, but which also continually free other movements' (wp, 202; 42). In 
the process, philosophy will allow each 'individual to grasp itself as event'. Philosophy 
is the universal discipline that allows an individual to grasp itself as a facet of that infi
nitely creative movement which passes 'through all the other individuals implied by the 
other events, and extracts from it a unique Event which is once again itself, or rather 
the universal freedom' - the only freedom consistent with the full univocity of being 
(LS, 178-9). 

We are now in a better position to confirm a point first suggested back in Chapter 1, 
section V - the privilege that Deleuze accords to philosophy is an extension of much 
the same power that Bergson eventually attributes to mysticism. Somewhat like Deleuze, 
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Bergson invests philosophy with more expressive power than art. Art certainly 'dilates 
our perception'. Art 'enriches our present, but it scarcely enables us to go beyond it', 
into the virtual continuity of time as a dynamic whole. Through philosophy, however, 
we come to realise that every present 'moment is a facet of indivisible creation. Every 
present moment then 'affirms itself dynamically, in the continuity and variability of its 
tendency [ ... ]. Everything comes to life around us, everything is revivilied in us. A great 
impulse carries beings and things along. We feel ourselves uplifted, carried away, borne 
along by it.'IO More, philosophy allows everyone to feel this way. Whereas the artistic 
release from actuality is enjoyed only by a few privileged individuals, philosophy pursues 
a similar objective 'in another sense and in another way, for everyone' .11 Philosophy cul
tivates the insight that is already implicit in every ordinary intuition of movement and 
change, the realisation that we are facets of a creative energy that is itself wholly virtual 
or immaterial. Philosophy thus 'introduces us into spiritual life, at the same time [as] it 
shows us the relation of the life of spirit to the life of the body'.12 And because he goes 
still further into the pure life of the spirit, because he is nothing other than the intensi
fication or dematerialisation of life, so then the mystic ~ompletes the move begun by the 
philosopher. As Deleuze explains at the end of his own book on Bergson, philosophy 
can extract 'the lir:es that divided up the composites given in experience', and thereby 
manage to extend thought to a virtual point beyond the actual limit of experience. But 
this extension remains indeterminate until it gains a 'new kind of determination in 
mystical intuition - as though the properly philosophical probability extended itself into 
mystical certainty'. Thanks to. this 'final transmutation into certainty', thanks to the 
power of this pure affirmation it is then 

the mystic who plays with the whole of creation, who invents an expression of it whose 
adequacy increases with its dynamism. Servant of an open and finite God (such are the 
characteristics of the Elan Vital), the mystical soul actively plays the whole of the universe, 
and reproduces the opening of a Whole in which there is nothing to see or to contemplate 
(B, 112). 

Or as Bergson himself puts it: 'the task of the great mystic is to effect a radical trans
formation by setting an example. The object could be attained only if there existed in 
the end what should theoretically have existed in the beginning, a divine humanity.'13 
As we will see in a moment, precisely this originary outcome (complete with its tangled 
temporality) is what is at stake in Deleuze's version of the eternal return. 

Now in order to present it as the discipline adequate to pure or unmediated creation, 
Deleuze must lend his post-mystical philosophy several distinctive attributes. It must be 
grounded in the purity of its own self-affirmation. Purely conceptual creation, it 
must be fully spiritualised or dematerialised, i.e. independent of any medium external 
to itself It must sustain an ultimately immediate (or timeless) conception of time. 
And in the end, it must sustain a singular, unilateral or non-relational understanding 
of individuation. In what remains of this chapter I'll take up each of these four points 
in turn. 
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(EP, 60). In particular, via Spinoza 'univocity becomes the object of a pure affirmation', 
such that 'there is no question of deducing Expression: rather it is expression that 
embeds deduction in the Absolute, and that renders proof the direct manifestation of 
absolutely infinite substance'.15 Through the infmite perfection that is affirmed via the 
idea of God, Spinoza asserts a power of 'thinking which conquers an absolute speed', 
'the absolute speed of figures of light' (CC, 186-7). According to Deleuze's post
Leibnizian conception of things, each line of creation or differentiation unfolds in its 
radical singularity, as absolutely divergent, and precisely this 'divergence is the object of 
affrrmation. It is indistinguishable from the great work which contains all the compli
cated series, which affirms and complicates all the series at once' (DR, 123). Nietzsche's 
transmutation or transvaluation of values ensures, likewise, that 'only affirmation subsists 
as an independent power [oo.]' There is no other power but affrrmation, no other 
quality, no other element'. The primary and ultimate element of all things is the affrr
mative power of active forces, and only this power can return, via the self-destruction of 
all reactive or negative forces. 16 In other words, 'in its essence, affrrmation is itself 
difference' (DR, 52). 

, There can be no deducing such affirmation from anything resembling a demonstra
tion of its conditions of possibility; since its exercise determines these conditions all by 
itself Affrrmation affrrm~ its own power to affirm, on the model of a self-causing power 
that exists in and through itself Affrrmation neither requires nor tolerates any external 
justification: to step back from affirmation so as to judge or justify it is simply to 
abandon one philosophical orientation for another. Every affirmative philosophy must 
'have done withjudgement'Y Mter Nietzsche, Deleuze realises that 'of COurse one may 
ask in what sense and why noble is "worth more" than base' or indeed 'whyaffrrmation 
should be better than negation?', but these very questions are themselves symptoms of 
a base or reactive orientation. Active forces express themselves through an affrrmative 
power that is utterly indifferent to the business of justification, according to a logic most 
concisely suggested by the metaphor of a singular throw of the dice - that divine or 
super-human move whereby 'Nietzsche turns chance into an affirmation' (NP' 86, 26; 
DR, 198). It is precisely the unconditional affrrmation of the whole of chance that elim
inates any 'arbitrariness' in the outcome, and with it any need for a mechanism of 
legitimation as such. 

This image of the radically affrrmative dice-throw figures prominently in Difference' 
and Repetition, Logic if Sense and Deleuze's work on Nietzsche. Up to a point, it com
presses the whole logic of difference and repetition in a single motif The dice-throw is 
one of those 'magic formulae' through which Deleuze embraces the one and the 
multiple in a single line of thought. It's a multiple affirmation in which 'all the parts, all 
the fragments, are cast in one throw; all of chance, all at once'. Whereas a good or 
absolutely affrrmative throw consumes the whole of chance in a single movement, the 
'bad player counts on several throws of the dice' (NP, 29, 26-7). On the basis of a 
general spread of results, bad players try to calculate and predict probable outcomes. 
They remain tied to a set of actual expectations, to the domain that subsists between a 
cause and effect or an experience and its interpretation. Chance remains arbitrary, in 
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other words, to the extent that it is not affirmed or not adequately affrrined, such that 
its consequences are distributed within a space of already existent possibilities (rather 
than embraced as distributing the space of reality itself). But 'once chance is affrrmed, 
all arbitrariness is abolished every time' (DR, 198). The good player thus escapes from 
a probability distributed across several throws by embracing an utterly fatal necessity (c£ 
NP, 27). Players should identify with the fate that works through them. They should not 
throw so much as allow themselves to be thrown - absolute affrrmation can only be the 
affrrmation of something that happens through you, as a 'necessarily winning throw' 
(DR,283). 

If we rephrase this sequence in our familiar theophanic terms we can isolate the 
essential components of a purely affirmative orientation easily enough - 'creation or 
throw', they amount to much the same thing (DR, 199). First of all, in its being, the act 
of creation is always one and same: a creating is always a facet of creation, pure and 
simple. There is one 'single ontologically unique throw, the same across all occasions'. 
Since creation is absolute and self-grounding, so then there is strictly speaking only one 
act of indivisible creation, a single event for all events, the singular movement of an 
aleatory point that races through every actual combination of points. 'An aleatory point 
is displaced through all the points on the dice, as though one time for all ·times' 
(DR,283). 

In the second place, though, this singular act is itself the production of infmite diver
gence or difference. Since creatings are creative, precisely, each creating is always 
absolutely different or new. Each outcome of the dice-throw is itself singular or non-gen
eralisable; and the different outcomes 'distribute themselves in the open space of the 
unique and non-shared throw: nomadic rather than sedentary distribution' (DR, 283). 
Once the disparate outco~es of the dice-throw are affrrmed they begin to resonate 
together and form what Deleuze calls a distinct 'problem' (problems, or ideas, are what 
virtual events or creatings determine in the dimension of pure thoughtI8). A work of lit
erature, for example, is composed here as a problem that issues from the imperative to 
affrrm the whole of chance, and the work is 'all the more perfect and total in a single 
throw as the problem is all the more progressively determined as a problem'. Hence the 
exemplary value of writers like Roussel, Blan,chot, and the 'many modern novelists 
[who] install themselves in this aleatory point, this imperative and questioning "blind 
spot" from which the work develops like a problem' and who thereby 'make the work a 
process of learning or experimentation, but also something total every time, where the 
whole of chance isaffrrmed in each case, renewable every time, perhaps without any 
subsistent arbitrariness' (DR, 199). 

As for the natUre of the player, fmally, this is again perfectly explicit. Only a divine 
or super-human artist is capable of this game. By definition, 'man does not know how 
to play'.19 The problems that come to resonate through the divergent throws enjoy an 
absolute power of immediate determiJ:ation, a power infmitely beyond the capacity 
of any actual organism or subject. This power is not ours and nor are we capable 
of sustaining any relation with it. It works through us with an intensity that is both 
more intimate than any proximity and more excessive than any distance. Our only real 
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decision is either to affrrm or not to affirm - to allow ourselves to be infused by this 
power of determination, or to resist it. . 

~roblems are inseparable from a power of decision, a fiat ~hi~h, whe~ we are infused by 
It, makes us semi-divine beings [ ... ]. The power of decision at the heart of problems, this 
creation or throw which makes us descendant from the gods, is nevertheless not our own 
[ ... ]. The imperatives and questions with which we are infused do not emanate from the I: 
it is not even there to hear them. The imperatives are those of being, while every question 
is ontological and distributes 'that which is' among problems. Ontology is the dice throw.2o 

~eleuze takes us b~ck in this way to the central theophanic conviction - that only God 
IS cap~ble o~ affrrn:mg ?od, only God is capable of thinking the idea of God, only God 
car: thmk WIth an mfimte power of thought. We express God by allowing God to work . 
(think, create, act ... ) through us, or as Eckhart puts it, 'I never see God except in that 
in which God sees Himself'. 21 De-theologise the terms and the logic stays much the 
same: only being can affrrm itself Only affrrmation itself can affrrm a power of infmite 
affrrmation. 

As far as actual thinkers are concerned, then, absolute or unconditional affrrmation 
is again always a matter of being-affrrmed or being-infused. To think is to allow thought 
to work through us. This is one of the most insistent themes in Deleuze's various reflec
tions on the nature of thought or spirit. 'Subjectivity is never ours, it is time's, that is 
soul [l'ame], spirit, the virtual' (C2, 82-3). If 'the act of thinkinCT is the only true creation" 
if creation is nothing other than 'the genesis of the act of thinkmg within thought itself; 
(pS, 97), this is because to think isn't part of actual or creaturql behaviour. We do not 
own our thoughts. 'We' are not ordinarily capable of thought, and 'man', the molar or 
constituted subject par excellence, does not think. Thinking is not the exercise or action 
of an actual individual or species. As far as the individual is concerned, to think is always 
experienced as a force of imposition or violence. Thinking is never willed or deliberate. 
'There is only involuntary thought' (DR, 139; c£ PS, 15, 95). Thinking begins when we 
are f~rced to think or infused by thought. It is always. its unconscious or involuntary 
exerCIse that marks 'the transcendent limit or the vocation of each faculty' of the mind. 
Why? Because, grounded in an absolute power of thinking, the 'activity· of thouCTht 
applies to a receptive being, to a passive subject which represents that activity to it:elf 
rather than enacts it [ .. .]. Thought thinks only on the basis of an unconscious [ ... ], the 
universal ungrounding which characterises thought as a faculty in its transcendental 
exercise. '22 

Consequently, the highest exercise of thought can only be undertaken by a version of 
what Deleuze, after Spinoza, names the 'spiritual automaton'. According to a Spinozist 
conception of things 'we have a power of knowing, understanding or thinking only to 
the extent that we participate in the absolute power of thinking' (EP, 142). The automa
ton is simply a mode defmed by maximal participation in this power. It offers no 
~esistance to the expression of the attribute that is expressed through it. The automaton 
IS a mode of thought through which thought thinks without hindrance. Precisely because 
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it is 'dispossessed of its own thought', the automaton is a.mode in which 'thought thinks. 
itself' on the soie basis of its own laws.23 The automaton IS thus to thought what amor fatz 
is to the event. Like any creative figure (artist, thinker, philosopher.:) in Del~uze, the 
automaton has been stripped of its own or actual interests and capacInes of acnon, ~he 
automaton is 'petrified' and isolated. Incapable of action: it is 'cut off from the outsIde 
world'. But precisely on this condition, the automaton IS a vessel of ~at power that 
breathes life into this same world, a power more distant than any outSIde. Once :he 
automaton has cut itself off from any actual outside, 'there is a more profound outSIde 
which will animate it', an outside which now acts immediately on its evacuated inside, 
via the virtual 'identity of brain and world' (C2, 179; 206-7).. . 

The automaton animates in this way an austerely redemptIve lOgIC. Through the 
fiQUre of the automaton we 'reach a spiritual space where what we choose is no longer 
cli'stinguishable from the choice itself'. Such a space.is what we have already encoun
tered as a wholly counter-actualised or wholly VIrtual any-space-whatever .[e:pace 
quelconqueJ. In the end, 'the any-space-whatever is identi~al to t~e power.of the spmt, to 
the perpetually renewed spiritual decision: it is th~s deciSIOn ;Vh~ch constItut:S the affect, 
or the "auto-affection", and which takes upon Itself the linking of parts. (C 1, 117). 
What is this decision, this choice indi$tinguishable from what it chooses? It IS of course 
nothing other than the decision to affirm affirmatio~ itself. Precisely because the 
choosing choses itself (through us), so then 'onlY,he wh~ ~s chosen chooses well or eff~c~ 
tively', in line with the immediate movement of the Spmt, ~e ~ho blows where he ,:ill 
(C2, 178). For the same reason, 'choice as spiritual determmatIOn has no other obJect 
other than itself: I choose to choose'. Or rather, choosing chooses itself through me, 
and what 'I' choose is a choosinCT that is 'not defined by what it chooses but by the power 
that it possesses to be able to s~rt afresh at every instant, of starting af~esh itself, and 
in this way confirming itself by itself, by putting the whole stake bac~ mto play e~ch 
ti.rD.e'. Just as a wholly affIrmative throw of the dice cannot lose, so then. the true ChOIC:, 
that which consists in choosing choice, is supposed to restore everything to us. It wi!l 
enable us to rediscover everything, in the spirit of sacrifice, at the moment of the s~cn
fice' (C 1, 114--16). It will recover, through our creatural sacrifice, the whole o~ creatI~n. 

The main mistake to avoid here is the confusion of such purely affIrmatIve chOIce 
with anything like the conventional notion of 'free choice' - a n.otion which applies only 
to the unfreedom that characterises the whole creatural domam of actual preferences, 
probabilities and causes. Conventional notions of free ~ or fre~ c~oice have no pl.ace 
in a Deleuzian universe. A creating simply does everythmg that It IS capable of domg, 
without deliberation or reflection. Whatever the circumstances, 'the philosopher 
creates, he doesn't reflect' (N, 122). As a rule, 'creators only do what they abso~utely 
need to do' (RF, 292) and so 'necessity everywhere appears as the. ~nly mo~ahty of 
being' (EP, 212). In Spinoza's exemplary vision of the wor~d the declSlve q~estIOns are 
always a matter of capacity and power alone, to the exclUSIOn of all mor~ J~dg:mer:-ts: 
'in a sense every being, each moment, does all it can'. 24 For I?eleuze's ~eIbmz, likeWIse, 
a free act is never determined by the preference of one motIve or optIon over another. 
Motives are simply invented by their subject, after the fact; perhaps the subject amounts 
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to nothing more than the requisite support for such invention. The question is then pre
cisely, since 'everything is sealed off from the beginning and remains in a condition of 
closure', how might we 'conjoin liberty with a schizophrenic automaton's irmer, 
complete and preestablishe9- determination?' Since any given monad is .'nothing other 
than a passage of God', then an act is free if it eliminates all resistance to this passing. 
A free act 'expresses the entire soul at a given moment of its duration'. What a free 
monad does, in other words, is fully to express what inheres in it - 'inherence is the con
dition of liberty and not of impediment'. A free act is one that embraces and identifies 
with the absolute necessity of its (divinely ordained) determination (LB, 69-73). 

If freedom means anything for Deleuze it isn't a matter of human liberty but of lib
erationftom the human - of 'liberty become the capacity of man to vanquish man'.25 
Precisely 1;lecause he offers no resistance to the fate that befalls him; 'only the free man 
can comprehend all violence in a single act of violence, and every mortal event in a 
single Event which no longer makes room for the accident' (LS, 152). The immediate 
political implication of such a position, we might note in passing, is clear enough: since 
a free mode or monad is simply one that has eliminated its resistance to the soverei211 b 

will that works through it, so then it follows that the more absolute the soverei211's b 

power, the more 'ftee' are those subject to it. As Spinoza himself puts it, the 'more 
absolute a government [ ... ] the more suitable [it is] for the preservation of freedom' 
(and 'no matter how unfair a subject considers the decrees of the commonwealth to be, 
he is bound to carry them OUt').26 

III 

We are now in a position to consider the full consequences of Deleuze's.defmition of 
philosophy as the creation of concepts. 'The question of philosophy is the sin2UIar 

. h b pomt were concept and creation are related to each other.' Philosophy is the discipline 
through which creative events can be expressed in pure thought. 'With its concepts, phi
losophy brings forth events', and a concept is itself produced as 'pure event or reality of 
the virtual'.27 Concepts allow the unpresentable to be thought. As usual in Deleuze, 
whatever may seem difficult about this defmition is not the result of its complexity but 
rather of its literal and uncompromising simplicity. The main thing to remember is that 
a concept is here simply a creating in its purest or most affIrmative form. This has at 
least five closely related implications. 

In the fIrst place, as a creating, a concept is obviously not something already made but 
a ~aking. It is not an object but a process. When they use the word 'concep(in JiVhat is 
PhIlosophy?, Deleuze and Guattari certainly do not mean a pre-fabricated form of repre
sentation that would be 'indefmitely the same for objects which are distinct' (DR, 13). A 
concept doesn't operate here like a notional defmition, on the model of a generic con
ceptual dog designed to encompass every actual variety and living instance of dog. That 
philosophy creates concepts means it does not contemplate, reflect upon or communi
cate concepts that it encounters external to itself. 'If ready-made concepts already 
existed they would have to abide by limits.' A characteristic feature of conceptual 
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creatings, by contrast, is that they have 'no other limit than the plane they happen to 
populate' - and this plane is itself precisely 'limitless', the space of a 'measureless 
creation' (WP, 77-8). What Deleuze and Guattari call a minority is a good example of a 
concept in this sense, since 'a minority never exists ready~made, it is only formed on lines 
of fliO"ht' - and though lines of flight are formed from and through particular times and 
territ~ries, such lines themselves have no territory or temporality other than the 
temporo-territoriality of flight itself (D, 43, 50). 

The more stable, static or blandly universal a concept the more skeletal, unremark
able or uncreativ~ it becomes. Plato, for Deleuze and Guattari, is the philosopher who 
forgets this lesson. Like any philosopher, Plato creates concepts b~t he then goes on et? 
set them up as representing the uncreated that precedes them. He configures h1s 
concepts in such a way that they seem to attest to thepre-existence of an ideal or objec
tive transcendence (wp, 29). And although they replace Plato's ideal eternity with a 
dynamic temporal development, Hegel and Heidegger are guilty of the sa.n:e ki~d.of 
mistake insofar as their historicism leads them to 'posit history as a form of mtenonty 
in which the concept necessarily develops or unveils its destiny' (Wp, 95). The absolute 
creation that is a concept is as intolerant of such historical mediation as it is indifferent 
to eternal f~ity. A concept is a pure becoming or event, and as we saw in Chapter 4, 
section VI, history presents only the actualisation of events: 'the event in its becoming, 
in its specific consistency, in its self-positing as concept, escapes History' (Wp, 110). 

Furthermore, the fact that the creation of concepts occurs through philosophy alone 
means that the actual occasion of such creation is literally immaterial. Anyone who has 
read even a little of Deleuze's work knows that he creates his own concepts through the 
most diverse situations of thought, through material drawn from literature, mathemat
ics, cinema, geology, etc. Nevertheless, the conceptual creating per se is always 
independent of the actual configuration of such situations. The wo~k ~f philosophy i~ 
precisely to extract a concept from the circumstances of its actual1satlOn. In JiVhat zs . 
Philosop1ry?, where only philosophy creates new concepts (whereas art creates new sensa
tions and science new functions), Deleuze and Guattari pause to consider what happens 
when the operations of these disciplines seem to converge. What happens 'when a 
philosopher attempts to create the concept of a sensation or a function (for example, a 
concept peculiar to Riemannian space or to irrational number)'? What happens when 
an artist creates a new sensation from a concept (as with abstract or conceptual art)? 
Their answer is simple: 'in all these cases the rule is that the interfering discipline must 
proceed with its own methods' (wp, 217). Philosophy remains philosophy, whatever the 
occasion or material. This is why Deleuze's cinema books, for instance, are books of 
philosophy and of philosophy alone. Deleuze's books are not about actual cinema but 
create the concepts that philosophy' can extract from the virtual processes that compose 
cinema. 'Cinema's concepts are not given in the cinema. And yet they are cinema's 
concepts, not theories about cinema. So there is always a time, midday-midnight, when 
we must no longer ask ourselves, "What is cinema?", but "What is philosophy?" 
Cinema itself is a new practice of images and signs, whose theory philosophy must 

produce as conceptual practice. '28 
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. In the second place, as a creating, a concept is always singular, indivisible and 
d1screte. 'Every creation is singular, and the concept as properly philosophical creation 
i~ always a singularity' (wp, 7trn). Conceptual creations are always accompanied by the 
slgnature of the thinking through which they were made - Plato's idea, Aristotle's sub
stance, Descartes' cogito, Leibniz's monad, Bergson's duration, Derrida's dijferance, etc. 
Every conceptual creating thus injects a certain stability into the otherwise undifferen
~iated fl~ of p;rre chaos in which thoughts, disappear as soon as they appear. 'Nothing 
1S more distressmg than a thought that escapes itself, than ideas that fly off, that disap
pear hardly formed' (WP' 201). The i?vention of singular concepts makes it possible for 
thought to proceed and develop. A concept renders a slice of chaos available for 
tho~ght. A conceptual creation achieves this by imposing a certain consistency upon its 
vanous elements. A concept connects and renders inseparable a certain number of het
erogeneo.us,.comp~nents by traversing th~m 'at infinite speed': as a pure creating, a 
concept 1S =med1ately co-present to all 1tS components or variations, at no distance 
from them'. What is thus 'distinctive about the concept is that it renders components 
inseparable within itself (Wp, 19-21). Heldeg2'er's concept of beinO" for instance 

. ....., 0" 

renders mseparable movements of veiling and unveiling. The foundational certainty 
that Descartes' attributes to his concept of the cogito is likewise extracted from the inte
gration of its three components: doubting, thinking and being. It focuses this certainty 
through the central point of the subject or 'I', and it does this in a way that is independ
ent of any other concept of the subject (e.g. scholastic notions of man as a rational 
animal). When Kant then introduces a fourth component into the cogito, the dimen
sion of time as the element in which the otherwise undetermined existence of the I is 
determined as a merely phenomenal self (i.e. the self as an other), he thereby transforms 
the concept and with it the configuration of truth and error as a whole (WP' 27 31' c£ 
KT, viii-ix). ' , 

Our third point is already implied in the notion of absolute affirmation or infmite 
speed. As a pure creating, a concept becomes in the absence of any medium external to 
itself Conceptual inventions are creatings that generate only the most evanescent most 
in=ateri.al of creatures - creatings with the minimal degree of creatural opa~ity. A 
concept 1S defmed by the requirements of its consistency alone. Even in his earliest 
ess~ys, Dele~ze always seeks to affIrm (against Kant and against the logic of represen
tatlOn). a n~tlOn of the concept that is 'identical to its object'.29 Indistinguishable from 
t~: object 1t ~reates, a concept has no actuality or reference. A concept is not a propo
SlDon that m1ght refer to something beyond what it does or says.' A concept is 'purely 
self-referential; it posits itself and its object at the same time as it is created [ .. .J. 
The concept is neither denotation of states of affairs nor signification of the lived; it is 
the event as pure sense that immediately runs through the components' (Wp, 22, 144). 
As theorists of absolute creation have always recognised, every unconditional creating 
must also be self-affirming or self-positing. 

The concept is not given, it is created; it is to be created. It is not formed but posits itself 
in itself - it is self-positing. Creation and self-positing mutually imply each other because 
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what is truly created, from-the living being to the work of art, thereby enjoys a self-~os~ting 
of itself or an autopoetic characteristic by which it is recognised. The concept POSItS Itself 
to the s~e extent that it is created. What depends on a free creative activity is also that 

which, independently and necessarily, posits itself in itself: the most subjective will be the 

most objective (WP, 11). 

What does it mean after all to say that the concept is 'thought operating at infInite 
speed' (wp, 21), that 'from Epicurus to Spinoza and fr~m Spino~a to Michaux the 
problem of thought is infmite speed' (WP, 36)? InfmIte speed .IS the spe:d of a 
movement that no longer passes through any dimension exter~al to Itself. InfmIte speed 
is not mediated by time or space. Infmite speed thus descrIbes a movement that no 
longer has.anything to do with actual move~ent: ~ purely virtual 'm~ven:ent' th~t has 
always reached its destination, whose movmg IS Itself Its own destmatlOn. It IS t~e 
movement of an aleatory point that is already everywhere and nowhere. S~ch .. a p?mt 
will pass through every possible point in space during one and the same 'p0mt m tlme 
(in time or out of time - as we shall see in a moment, from the perspectlVe of absolute 

creation this is not a meaningful distinction). . .. .. 
Any notion of a positive infmity must be affirmative or ~elf-posItmg (If ~ot aXlO~atI:) 

as a matter of course. Since it is not mediated by anythmg external to Itself, smce It 
creates the very time and space that it works through, infmite speed is simply the speed 
of affrrmation as such. This is what thought claims by right: pure thought, thought that 
proceeds independently of any medium, 'demands "~nly" mo~e:men: that can b~ 
carried to infInity. What thought claims by right, what It sele~ts, .IS mfI~Ite movement 
(WP, 37). In the end, this means that philosophy will pursue ItS mve~tlOr:- of concepts 
in the absence of any already constituted world or people that mIght m some. way 
hinder or deflect such invention. Rather than work through the actual world,. ph~oso
phy posits a new, still virtual world as the counter-acn:ali~ed correlate of creatlOn Itself. 
:Art and philosophy converge at this point: the constltutlon of. an earth and a peol?le 
that are lacking as the correlate of creation' (WP, lO~). C?r .ag~m, ~rom the perspectIve 
of the earth itself: its counter-actualisation or 'deterntonalIsatlOn IS absolute wh~n :he 
earth passes into the pure plane of immanence of a Being-thought [ .. .J. Thmking 
consists in stretching out a plane of immanence that a~sorbs. the e~rth (or rather, 
"adsorbs" it).' (wp, 88). The only medium of philosophy IS the rrnroedmte movem~nt 
of thought itself, i.e. of thought extracted even from the organic mediation ~f the bram. 
Philosophy can work through the non-medium of the brain ~nce th: bram has b:en 
conceived exclusively as thought, or what Deleuze and Guattan evoke m th~ concluslOn 
to their book as a 'Thought-Brain'. This bram then lays out the plane of lffiffianence 
upon which a philosophy thinks. Such a singular brain, or 'cosmos-brain', has all of the 

characteristics of pure creation as such: 

it is an absolute consistent form that surveys itself independently of any supplementary 
dimension which does not appeal therefore to any dimension, which has only a single side 
whatever the number of its dimensions, which remains copresent to all its determinations 
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without proximity or distance, traverses them at infinite speed without limit-speed and 

h· " ~ IC~ makes of u:em so many inseparable variations on which it confers an equipotential-
lty Wlthout confusIon. We have seen that this was the status of the concept as pure event or 
reality of the virtual (WP, 210). . 

A concept is not only self-positing and self-referential, however. The creation of 
conc:p:s also has a redemptive or transformative aspect - infmite speed is itself a char
act~n.stlc of the rede~ptive conceptions of thought defended by Pascal and Spinoza.30 

ThIS IS our fourth pomt. We know that actualisation is an unavoidable part of differen
tiation, that creatings tend to be concealed by the creatures they produce. To create a 
concept and to extract an event are one and the same process of counter-actualisation 
o~ counter-effectua:ion. If science tracks the movement that passes from chaotic virtu
~.hty t~ actual bod~es and states of affairs, philosophy inverts the process. But such 
mverSlOn does not srrnply return the system to its original state. It intensifIes or enhances 
the creating as such. Counter-actualisation allows the creatino- itself to become. If its 
actualisation or effectuation confmes a creating within a creature'" its counter-effectuation 
restore~ it t~ its ~ully creative potential or virtuality. 'To the ext:nt that the pure event is 
each trrne rrnpnsoned forever in its actualisation, counter-actualisation liberates it, 
alway~ for other times' (LS, 161). The initial actualisation (e.g. the individuation of an 
orgamsm, or a territory) was still too chaotic or thought-less. The counter-actualisation 
(the deterritorialisation or de stratifIcation, the dis-organisation of the oro-anism) liber-

h . '" a:es t : -creatmg and makes it consist in the purity of its own dimension, i.e. in the 
dimenslOn of concepts or thought. The process of liberation or de stratifIcation o-ener
ates, all by itself, a sort of 'surplus value' or 'gain in consistency' (Tp,. 335-6). So"'when 
we move from science to philosophy, when 

we go back up in the opposite direction, from states of affairs to the virtual, the line is not 
the same because it is not the same virtual [ ... ]. The virtual is no longer the chaotic virtual 
but rather virtuality that has become consistent, that has become an entity formed on a 
plane of immanence that sections the chaos. This is what we call the Event [ ... ]. The event 
is actualised or effectuated whenever it is inserted, willy-nilly, into a state of affairs; but it 
is counter-ifftctuated whenever it is abstracted from states of affairs so as to isolate the concept 
(WP, 156, 159). . 

Only through such isolation can creation return to its unlimited intensity or infInite 
speed. A redemptive philosophy will therefore seek to demonstrate after Leibniz that 
, h· ' , everyt. mg h~s a concept!', or in other words, that only the singular 'individual exists 
and It IS by VIrtue of the power of the concept: monad or soul'. What is a monad if 
not a concept conce~ve? as a creating? A monad acquires this power not by lending fo~m 
to mat:er or by spec~g some more general category or genre, but by condensing and 
extending events, nothing but events and 'the droplets of events'. Monads are the ele
mentary unit~ of ~re~t~on as process. They are 'genuine or absolute forms', 'primary 
forces, essentIally mdIVldual and active primary unities, that actualise a virtuality or a 
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potential, and that are in harmony with each other without anyone being determined 
by the other' (LB, 41, 64, 103). 

In the filth and fmal place conceptual creation thus implies, together with the exis
tence of virtual 'conceptual personae' who oversee the coordination of a concept's 
components,3! the existence of a plane in which several concepts can, more or less har
moniously, co-exist or consist. However disjunctive or divergent the process of their 
becoming, the creation of any given series of conc'epts must at least presuppose the 
shared dimension of their creation as such. If the problem of thought has always been 
infinite speed, then in order for it to be sustained, the infmite speed of creation 
'requires a milieu that moves infmitely in itself' (WP, 36). What Deleuze and Guattari 
call a plane of immanence provides such a milieu. This is a plane in which a certain 
number of creatings can hold together or consist, without compromising their diver
gent self-positing or autonomy. Deleuze and Guattari's 'constructivism requires every 
creation to be a construction on a plane that gives it an autonomous existence' (Wp, 7) 
and that prevents it from sliding back either into undifferentiated chaos or the mere 
communication of actualities. In other words, not only are conceptual creatings 
singular and discrete, they also reso~ate together in a sort of localised absolute. 'The 
philosophy that creates them always introduces a powerful Whole that, while remain
ing open, is not fragmented: an unlimited One-AlI,- an "Ornnitudo" that includes all 
the concepts on one and the same plane.' If concepts are like individual waves, the 
plane of consistency or immanence that they agitate is like a tidal movement that lends 
them a more general orientation. Or again, 'concepts are events, but the plane is the 
horizon of events, the reservoir or reserve of purely conceptual events: not the relative 
horizon that functions as a limit, which changes with an observer and encloses observ
able states of affairs, but the absolute horizon, independent of any observer, which 
makes the event as concept independent of a visible state of affairs in which it is 
brought about' (Wp, 35-6). 

- The plane is thus a purified plane of creation alone, which lends a certain consis-
tency to the creatings that proceed through it. The plane 'presents only events', to the 
exclusion of any actuality or lived experience (WP, 47). The important point is that such 
a plane cannot itself be directly thought. Philosophy thinks concepts and nothing but 
concepts. The plane is not itself thought, then, but is rather the 'image' that thought, 
as it thinks concepts, 'gives itself of what it means to think, to make use of thought, to 
find one's bearings in thought' (WP, 37). The plane orients thought. Philosophy thinks 
creatings and nothing but creatings but by doing so it implies the plane upon which a 
given set of creatings can take place. This is not all. Beyond the implication of any 
given plane of immanence, beyond each particular plane that corresponds to each par
ticular set of creatings, there hovers the horizon of a still more inclusive plane - the 
horizon that would be 'THE plane of immanence', the sole dimension of all creation 
in and of itself The existence of such a plane would be doubly implicated or implied 
(the French verb impliquer can carry both meanings). It would exist at a double remove 
from any thinkable creating. It would be not only the unthinkable horizon for any 
singular act of thinking, but the unthinkable horizon of every unthinkable horizon. To 
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try directly to present such a plane would be to annul the difference between creation 
and chaos. The whole of creation can be presented to thought only as mere chaos, i.e. 
as the dissolution of any plane and hence as the dissolution of any configuration of 
thought; there must be a multiplicity of planes, 'since no one plane could encompass all 
of chaos without collapsing back onto it' (Wp, 50). 

However, the equation of being and creation just as certainly implies the existence of 
this unique plane, THE plane in which creation creates nothing other than itself, a plane 
of immanence that is immanent only to itself And the certainty of this implication- is 
enough to provide Deleuze and Guattari with the basis for a whole history of philosophy 
- the becoming of philosophy conceived as a progressive approximation to this plane. Over 
the course of such approximation, immanence ceases to be immanent to the One (with 
Plato) or to a divine transcendence (with Nicholas of Cusa) or to the personal subject of 
consciousness (with Descartes, Kant, Husserl. . .) so as to become immanent to nothing 
other than itself Such a plane would be 'traversed by movements of the infmite' alone. 
It would consist solely of infmite speeds, the articulation of an absolute freedom. The 
evocation of such a plane, we know, was Spinoza's particular achievement, and this is 
why Spinoza figures here as the 'fulfilment' of philosophy. Spinoza is the 'infmite 
becoming-philosopher', the philosopher who once managed to think 'that which cannot 
be thought and yet must be thought, as Christ was incarnated once, in order to show, 
that one time, the possibility of the impossible' (Wp, 46-8trn, 60). 

With this conclusion we arrive at the last and no doubt most significant reason why 
the highest or most absolute form of creation must also proceed in the exclusive dimen
sion of pure thought. By defmition, only thought can express a pure implication; only 
thought can posit that which can be presented exclusively as unthought. Only thought 
is adequate to a properly spiritual redemption, once we realise that 'redemption, art 
beyond knowledge, is also creation beyond information' (C2, 270). Or again, since 
every thinking is a creating, it is not possible to think creation as whole (without thereby 
changing it, or creating it anew). The process of thinking, however, implies the dimen
sion of creation as an unhindered whole, i.e. the reality of THE plane of immanence 
in which creation encounters neither limit nor obstacle. This implication is the 'non
thought within thought. It is the base of all planes, immanent to every thinkable plane 
that does not succeed in thinking it [ ... J. Perhaps this is the supreme act of philosophy: 
not so much to think THE plane of immanence as to show that it is there, unthought 
in every plane, and to think it in this way as the outside and inside of thought.'32 

A similarly implicit or implicative status applies, in fact, to all of Deleuze's central 
concepts - the virtual, of course, but also sense, the event, pure difference .... Since 
only the actual is presented and experienced, so then from within the confmes of expe
rience the reality of the virtual is only ever implicit. Virtual difference cannot be 
presented, let alone represented. As virtual difference tends to be suspended in the 
actual systems that explicate it, and as 'difference creates these systems by explicating 
itself' so the reality of difference as such is a matter for pure thought alone - precisely 
because it can only be accessed in terms of its implication. 'It is not surprising that, 
strictly speaking, difference should be "inexplicable". Difference is explicated, but in 
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systems in which it tends to be cancelled; this means only that difference is essentially 
implicated or implied [impliquee], that its being is implication.'33 

IV 

The same logic of implication that conditions Deleuze's notion of infInite speed is also 
the guiding principle behind his notoriously complex conception of time. There isn't 
space to engage with this complexity here - but nor is there any need to do so, since in 
terms of the argument developed in this book, the question of time emerges as a fairly 
straightforward sort of paradox. Time is the essential medium of creation, insofar as a 
creating (as opposed to chaos) must consist, proceed and become. On the other hand, if 
it is to be absolute, creation must proceed immediately and all at once, at a literally 
infInite speed. Bergson (creation as it evolves) points Deleuze in the fIrst direction, 
Spinoza (creation sub specie aeternitatis) in the second. Deleuze needs a theory of time that 
allows him to square this circle, and he claims to have found it in a version of 
Nietzsche's eternal return. 

We are already thoroughly familiar with the crucial preliminary distinction - the dif
ference between actual and virtual time. The ordinary metric or chronological 
conception of time, time measured in terms of hours and days or projects and goals, 
applies only to the domain of actuality. (The French term actualite co=otes both what 
is actual and what is present or current). Actual time is the medium through which crea
tures coordinate their perceptions, actions, and reactions. The time of the creature qua 
creature, the time of its birth and growth, its living and acting, its aging and death -
this is time in which nothing becomes. Actual time is time that only a creature has. It is 
time for this or that. It is time to grow up, time to move on, time to eat, sleep or act. 
Drawing on Stoic vocabulary, Deleuze calls it the time of Chronos. Chronos is the time 
of historical development as much as it is of personal experience. Chronos can be lived, 
remembered, chronicled, measured (TP, 262). Chronos, in short, is the time of repre
sentation. Chronos is time conceived as a series of presents, each of which can be more 
or less accurately re-presented. 

The time of creation, by contrast, coheres in a wholly virtual dimension. Creative 
time is the time of events alone, and events are not mediated by the actualities they 
produce. Events emerge and develop according to their own rhythm on the plane of 
immanence, i.e. a plane which ca=ot be measured or represented but only thought. 
Such is the time of Aion, the time of events which do not themselves 'have' time, and 
that in particular have no present. Aion is 'never an actuality [ ... ]. Always already passed 
and eternally yet to come, Aion is the eternal truth of time: pure empty form of time, 
which has freed itself of its present corporeal content' (LS, 63; 165). Aion is thus 'the 
pure moment of abstraction' of an event as such, the time of the un-actual or un-timely. 
Aion is 'time out of joint'. 34 In other words, events do not happen in a time that pre-exists 
them; rather, what is primary is that events occur, and their occurring gives rise to time. 
Events come fIrst, and their occurring produces time as a dimension of their occurring. 
'Events are ideational singularities which communicate in one and the same Event. They 
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have therefore an eternal truth, and their time is never the present which realises them 
and makes them exist. Rather, it is the unlimited Aion, the Infmitive in which they subsist 
and insist [ ... ], an infmitive independent not only of all persons but of all time' (LS, 53, 
214). By the same token, if 'univocal Being is the pure form of the Aion', this is because 
'univocity wrests Being from beings in order to bring it to all of them at once, and to 
make it fall upon them for all times' (LS, 180). 

By priyileging Aion over Chronos or the virtual over the actual, Deleuze thus reverses 
(after Kant and the post-Kantians) the traditional relation of time and event.35 Events no 
longer punctuate a: regular, orderly time, and their time is not measured and linked 
according to the regularity of movement. Instead, the immediate occurring of singular 
events generates an aberrant time as the dimension of their incompossible coordination. 
Such aberration 'sets time free from any linkage; it carries out a direct presentation of 
time by reversing the relationship of subordination that time maintains with normal 
movement [ ... ]. What aberrant movement reveals is time as everything' (C2, 37). 
Time ceases to be the medium of sensory-motor reactions, oriented towards the pressing 
demands of the present, so as to become the very element of creation itself As Spinoza 
explains, creative eternity is someth~g altogether different from ordinary duration or 
time, even duration imagined as 'without beginning or end'.36 Creation does not occur 
within an already constituted time. Creative time emerges only insofar as creation makes 
time, 'an absolute, original time' (pS, 17). . 

As far as the creature is concerned, however, it takes time to understand time. 
Rather as Spinoza cannot set out from the idea of God (or Proust from the idea of art), 
an actual individual must arrive at this idea of virtual time, precisely through a process 
that explodes the limits of creatural temporality. 

In Difference and Repetition, Deleuze charts the shift from creatural to creative time via 
three successive syntheses. The fIrst establishes the apparent primacy of the present and 
the actual. The creature's time, as we have seen, is the time of actions and interests, and 
this fIrst synthesis organises time as a 'living present, and the past and the future as 
dimensions of this present' (DR, 75-6). A second and deeper synthesis then combines 
present and past through the passing of the present. The succession of present moments 
now appears as 'the manifestation of something more profound - namely, the manner 
in which each continues the whole life', such that each present moment is grasped as 
'no more than the actualisation of [ ... ] the relations of virtual coexistence between the 
levels of a pure past' (DR, 83). As Bergson has already taught us, this is the time that 
unfolds or explicates itself with the events it contains - this is creation as it proceeds over 
time. 

The third and [mal synthesis involves, by contrast, the immediacy of an absolute 
creation that affrrms and implicates the whole of time in a single moment. This is a time 
that presents itself as pure and empty form, 'time freed from the events which made up 
its content [ ... ]. Time itself unfolds instead of things unfolding within it' (DR, 88). As 
far as the creature or self is concerned, affirmation of such non-creatural time 'must be 
determined in the image of a unique and tremendous event, an act which is adequate 
to time a whole' - for example, 'to throw time out of joint, to make the sun explode 
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[ ... ], to kill God or the father' (DR, 89). Active individuals (Hamlet, Oedipus .. ) m~st 
become equal to the events they bear, to the act that will destroy th~m. In thIS thIrd 
moment, the event and the act come to 'possess a secret coherenc~ whIch excludes th~t 
of ' the self; they turn back against the self which has beco~e theIr equal a~d smash It 
to pieces, as though the bearer of the new world were carned away and dispers:d by 
the shock of the multiplicity to which it gives birth' (DR, ~9-90). Geared.to the VIolent 
immediacy of creation in itself, of creation in its mur:ediate yet un?redictable futur~, 
this third synthesis 'subordinates the other two to Itself and StrIpS ~em of theIr 
autonomy' (DR, 94). The third synthesis unites all three synthes~s and onents them to 
itself alone. The future is the 'ultimate synthesis' since 'the future IS the deployment and 
explication of the multiple, of the different and of the fortuitous, ~or themselves and 
"for all times'" (DR, 115). More, the third synthesis not orily determmes the two oth.ers 
'but also eliminates them determining them to operate only once and for all, keepmg 
the "all times" for the thi:d time alone' (DR, 297). The future is thus the fmality of time 
as a whole _ it is the synthesis, precisely, of time as everything and of time as pure and 

empty form. . 
Absolutely creative time, in other words, can only be thought as both em~ty and full. 

It is full, naturally, because it creates all there is. But it must also be emp~ if ~ach new 
act of creation is to be fully creative, i.e. unhindered by any previous creatIO? Smce only 
creatures get in the way of creation, creative time will be creatureless; smce only the 
present interrupts or divides time, creative time will be presentless. S~c~ has always been 
the paradox of eternal and unlimited creation, and Deleuze r.esolves.It.m a.perfectly clas
sical manner - through a definition of time that allows It to diVIde ItSel~ betwee~ 
'explicated' and 'implicated' statesY On the one hand, time n: its pure state.Is full or IS 
everything insofar as it is the time of every possible event, the tIme o~ all makings or cre
atings or thinkino-s (to the exclusion of all preservings or representmgs) - for example, 
the creatino- of C~mbray as a way of seeing, not as something seen. Insofar as these cre
atings occ; and develop they 'take time"by unfolding or distributing it as ~e dimensio~ 
of their occurring. Needless to say, events do not take place all at once. TIme a~ ~xpli
cation is what ensures that everything isn't given in one and the same moment, It IS the 
instance that blocks any presentation of an actual whole. On the.o~er hand, h?wever, 
time is a pure and empty form insofar as the occurring ~f e:vents IS ItS;lf det~r~med or 
distributed by a force that is beyond occurring (or that IS SImply the. occurrmg .of. the 
One-All itself). Not only does. the occurring of change and becon:mg occur Wlthm a 
form that 'does not itself change' (DR, 89; C2, 17), but every event IS a facet of one and 
the same Event. Time is the production of self-differing differences, but in the end 'there 
is only a single time, a single duration, in which everyth~g woul~ pa:ticipate [ ... ], a 
single time, one, universal, impersonal. In short, a momsm of TIm~ (E, 7~). Every 
singular creating is a facet of absolute creation, in which all that ~cc~s mh~res m a st~te 
of infmite implication. If this dimension of time is a sort of etermty It remams. a creatIve 
or 'expressive' eternity, precisely (pS, 45) - eternity conceive~ not as the statIc abs.ence 
of chano-e but as an unthinkably compressed instance of all thinkable change, as a smgle 
aleatory'" point moving at infmite speed, as a single throw of the dice. 
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Deleu~e's philos~phy of time is ?recis~ly the time of 'an eternity that can only be 
revealed m a becommg (CC,S). It IS the tIme of a revelation that promises to reconcile 
Spinoza with Bergson. 

The lit.er~ convolution 0: Deleuze's conception of time is a simple consequence, in 
fact, of his maugural equatIon of being and absolute creation or difference. Deleuze's 
ontology obliges us to think of creation both as the ongoing production or occurrino- of 
new events and as a single event in which all such production is immediately affIrr:ed. 
Such, remember, was already the lesson of Proust's notion of essence as 'the birth of 
Time itself'. Essence is a power of pure individuation or 'absolute difference' and 
essence emerges with the 'absolute speed of figures of light' (CC, 151). Essence ~r dif
ference does not assemble an actual totality but differentiates a virtual whole. Time will 
then be defmed as the power that both distributes and transverses these differino-s in an 
immediate but non-integrative unity, a single self-dividing 'auto-affection'.38 Essence 
scatters fragmented parts over time, but time remains 'the power to be the whole of 
th~se pa~ts without totalisingthem [ ... ]. Ultimate interpreter, ultimate act of interpre
tatIOn, tIme has the strange power to affirm simultaneously fragments that do not 
constitute a whole in space, any more than they form a whole by succession within time. 
Time is precisely the transversal of all possible spaces, including thee space of time.'39 
Whereas what is created is bound to a particular span of time, time itself is the medium 
of the timelessly creative as such. 

What inhibits our thinking of time in this way is of co~rse any notion of it as actual 
synthesis or dialectical totality. Against Hegel, Deleuze insists that being does not need 
to pass through cumulative, creatural, or historical time in order to become what it 
is. C~eation is ~mediately creative; there is no transcendent or negating subject of 
creatIOn that mIght need time in order to become conscious of itself or otherwise 
c~tch.up with itself Precisely because creative difference is self-differing or internally 
dIffermg, so then 'what differs from itself is immediate(y the unity of substance and 
subject' (DI, 38tm). If Hegel is his most obvious philosophical antao-onist it is because 
Deleuze's project precludes, from start to fmish, the time and s~ace ~f mediation 
itself. 

Against Hegel, Nietzsche provides Deleuze with his chief philosophical resource for 
thinking creative time. What Nietzsche's doctrine of eternal return allows Deleuze to 
say, in a nutshell, is that only differings or creatings have being.40 Creatings return, crea
tures do not - or rather, what returns of a creature is its creating alone. 'Return is the 
being qf t~at which ~ecomes. Return is the being of becoming itself, the being which is 
affIrmed m becommg. '41 Eternal return is the most radical and uncompromising version 
of Deleuze's most general conviction - that only creatings are. 

The eternal return is said only [ ... ] 'of the pure intensities of that Will which are like mobile 
individuating factors unwilling to allow themselves to be contained within the factitious 
limits of this or that individual, this or that Sel£ Eternal return expresses the common 
being of all these metamorphoses, the measure and common being of all that is extreme 
[ ... J. In all these respects, eternal return is the univocity of being, the effective realisation 
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of that univocity. In the eternal return, univocal being is not only thought and even 

affIrmed, but effectively realised.42 

Negatively, eternal return simply confIrms that all of becoming-acn:al or '~ecoming
reactive has no being' (NP, 71-2). All that is actual or creatural comes mto exIstence but 
never is: it exists and then passes away, never to return. Created individuals occur only 
once once and for all and are 'thereafter eliminated for all times' (DR, 300). Only cre
atin~ return, since c:eatural forms are not forms of being but forms .in which bei~g .is 
suspended or cancelled. 'It is quality and extensity that do not return, m so far as Wlthm 
them difference, the condition of eternal return, is cancelled' (DR, 243). The same fate 
awaits all that applies to actuality - equality, identity, similarity, resemblance, represen-

tation, reaction, negation, etc. 
Positively, eternal return fIgures as 'the highest affIrmation' in this whole philosophy 

of affIrmation. 'Difference is recovered, liberated, only at the limit of its power - in other 
words, by repetition in the eternal return.' Return is the affIrmation of the whole of 
chance in a single gesture.43 Eternal return affIrms only the new or different as such, the 
new in its producing, liberated from its causes, .conditions or agents. Return thus confIrms 
the eternal 'independe'nce of the work' or of a producing as such, conceived as a fac:t 
of one eternally recurring production (DR, 90-1). Eternal return affIrms every event m 
a single event: 'returning is everything but everything is affIrme~ in a sin~le moment 
[oO.]. The complete formula of affIrmation is: the whole, yes, umversal bemg, yes, but 
universal beinO' ouO'ht to belong to a single becoming, the whole ought to belong to a 
single momenf (NP' 72). The eternal retUrn is 'the same of the different,~e o?e o~ the 
multiple' (DR, 126). Eternal return, in short, is just another name for creat1ve tlme 1tSelf, 
insofar as such time is nothing other than the power to combine its two divergent aspects: 
time explicated through the differentiation of creatings, and time implicated through 

their immediate affIrmation. 
The process of eternal return is thus less a conventionally te~poral dyn~ic ~an a 

principle of ontological discrimination. The function of return 1S 'never to 1dentify but 
to authenticate', i.e. to serve as a principle of 'creative selection'. The primary purpose 
of return is to distinguish once and for all between active and reactive aspects of being. 
Return separates superior or absolute forms of affIrmation from more measured or 
moderate ones - more precisely, 'the words "separate" or "extract" are not even adequate 
[oO .], since the eternal return creates the superior forms' (DI, 124-5). As Deleuze 
explains in Difference and Repetition, eternal return is what differs or makes difference .by 
creatinO' the superior form of everythinO' that is, and this 'superior form is not the inflmte, 

b b . 

but rather the eternal formlessness of the eternal return itself, throughout its metamor-
phoses and transformations'. The superior form, in short, is again nothing ~ther than 
the pure creating of creatings as such, unbound from any creatural co~stramt or c~e
atorly stasis. The shortcoming of every philosophy that accepts such stas1S or constramt 
(a philosophy of representation, of identity, or r~semblanceoO') is its need 'to remain 
relative to what it O'rounds, to borrow the characteristics of what it grounds, and to be 
proved by these' (I3'R, 88). With Descartes, for in~tance, the ground upon which things 
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differ or are made to differ.is provided by an 'external and transcendent divine causality' 
that creates substances which conform as closely as is possible to our capacity to repre
sent them (EP, 31). The eternal return, by contrast, effects a sort of 'universal 
ungrounding', or rather it enables the unrestricted 'freedom of the non-mediated 
~ou?d, the discovery of a grourid behind every other ground' - the ground of a differ
mg hberated from the differed (DR, 67). 

Thi~ creati:re temporality has one last implication - an implication which is notori
ously difficult if embraced as an initial point of departure, but which should now follow 
?n from the preceding discussion more or less as a matter of course. If every new event 
1S also a facet of the one Event, if every creating is a facet of Creation this means that 
every ne.~ d~erence is also the moment of a pure or immediate repetition. 'The form 
of repet1tlOn m the eternal return is the brutal form of the immediate that of the uni
versal and the singular reunited, which dethrones every general l~w. dissolves the 
~ediation~ :md annihilates the ~articulars subjected to the law' (DR, ,h. Pure repeti
non, repetltlon that does not wa1t for the mediation of a time or routine throuO'h which 
it would repeat, is immediatefy (rather than eventually) indistinguishable from pu~e differ
ence. Every new creating is also a repeating or renewal of one and the same act of 
creation. Every new throw of the dice is another instance of the same ontoloO'ical throw. 
The act of creation is always the same, in the same absolute sense that wh=t it creates 
is always different. Eternal return, in this sense, completes the affirmation of ontolol2'i
cal u~~vocity: we can ~~y ~Irm a ~ingle voice for the whole of the multiple only ~n 
cond1tlOn that each vOlcmg glVes vOlce to that excessive movement which creates it as 
eternally different from itself (DR, 304). 

This the central idea of Difference and Repetition is already anticipated in an important 
passage of Proust a.nd ~i~, ,:hich is clear enough to be worth quoting at length. We 
know that essence mdiVldual1ses the substances in which it is incarnated because , 

:ssence is in itself difference. But it does not have the power to diversify, and to diversify 
ltself, without als~ having the power to repeat itself, identical to itself. What can one do 
with essence, which is ultimate difference, except to repeat it, because it is irreplaceable 
and. because nothing can be substituted for it? This is why great music can only be played 
~gam, a ?~em learned by heart and recited, Difference and repetition are only apparently 
m OP~OSltl~n [oo.]' This is because difference, as the quality of a world, is affrrmed only 
though a kind of autorepetition that traverses the various media and reunites different 
o~jects; repetition constitutes the degrees of an original difference, but diversity also con
stltut.e~ the levels of.a repetitio~ no less fundamental. About the work of a great artist, we 
say: It s the same thmg, on a different level. But we also say, it's different, but to the same 
degree. Actually, difference and repetition are the two inseparable and correlative powers 
of e~sence, An artist does not 'age' because he repeats himself, for repetition is the power 
of difference, no less than difference the power of repetition, An artist 'aO'es' when 'by 
xh . f b , 

e austlon 0 his brain', he decides it is simpler to fmd directly in life, as though ready-
made, what he can express only in his work, what he should have distinguished and 
repeated by means of his work (pS, 48-9). 
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What applies to the work of an individual artist or creator holds still more absolutely for 
the greatest 'creator' of all, i.e. the work of immanent creation as such: at every level 
of its production, 'what is produced, the absolutely new itself, is in turn nothing but 

repetition' (DR, 90). 

v 
There is now just one last question to address, a question that has been present but 
mostly implicit in this study thus far. 

The 100.c of difference and repetition and with it the locric of eternal return and of b ,0- . 
creative temporality in general, reinforces one of the conclusions that emerged from our 
discussion of the virtual and actual in Chapter 2, section V - Deleuze's theory of dif
ference is clearly a theory of 'unilateral disti.'1ction'. Deleuzian 'difference makes itself' 
(DR, 28). We have seen how any given event is determined and distributed as a facet of 
one all-creating Event, how all events 'form one and the same Event, an event of the 
Aion where they have an eternal truth' (LS, 64). 

The question is then: how are we to think the relation between individual events and 
this unique Event? Is it thinkable, in fact, as any sort of relation at all? How are we to 
think the being-together of 'fragments whose sole relationship is sheer difference - frag
ments that are related to one another only in that each of them is different'? (Aa, 42). 
By 'relation' I mean a process that operates between two or more minimally discernible 
terms, in such a way as to condition or inflect (but not fully to generate) the individual
ity of each term. A relation is only a relation in this sense if its terms retain some limited 
autonomy with respect to each other. A relation is only a relation if it is between terms 
that can be meaningfully discerned, even if the means of this discernm~nt proceed at 
the very limit of indiscernment. In other words, the question is: can Deleuze's theory 
of difference provide a coherent theory of relation between terms, for example, rela
tions of conflict, solidarity, ambivalence, and so on (and thus a coher~nt theory of the 
circumstances and decisions that serv€: to orient relations between subjects, between pri
orities, between perspectives, between political classes ... )? Or, on the contrary, is his 
theory of difference not only non-relative but non-relational as well? 

Most commentary on Deleuze has tended to assume that what he's proposing is a rela
tional account of being as difference. There might seem to be a fair amount of evidence 
for such a reading. Doesn't he privilege multiplicity over unity? Doesn't he denounce 
every recourse to a transcendent principle of individuation? Doesn'~ he emphasise the 
way becomings take place 'in the middle', in a 'between'? Doesn't he privilege et [and] 
over est [is] - the serial syntheses of the 'AND AND AND' over any defmitive determi
nation of what is? Doesn't he provide an account of the generation of ideas and 
problems in'terms of the 'differential relations' modelled on the infmitesimal relations 

of calculus (dx/dy)? 
The answer is of course yes, he does all these things - but he does them, neverthe-

less, in such a way as to ensure the exclusive primacy of non-relational difference, a 
notion of strictly intra-elemental rather than inter-elemental difference. From start to 
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fIr:ish, Deleuze's .concern is always with a logic of difference whereby, before it differs 
WIth other anythmg external to itself, a differing 'differs with itself fIrst, immediatel ' 
on account of the internal and self-differing power that makes it what it is.44 We kn:~ 
that what animates such force is a power of unconditional, self-affirming creation. 
What Deleuze calls 'an absolute, ultimate difference' is never an actual or 'empirical dif
ference between two things or two objects' but rather is 'something like the presence of 
a fmal quality at the heart of a subject: an internal difference' (PS, 41). A differincr 
differs itself by itself, and its determination of what is differed is immediate and 
absolute. An affIrmation affIrms itself by itself, on the basis of its own integrity; a 
creating does what it is, in the absence of any constituent relation either to other creat
ings ~r to the creature it creates. Think back to the example in Chapter 1, section Iv, 
of Riderhood and the spark that individuates a life - we attain the beatitude of such a 
life only when the individual who incarnates it and who is alone capable of actively 
relating to other individuals is literally put out of action (so as to reveal the spark as the 
indefInite correlate of an immediate and impersonal intuition). 

Given any relation of contradiction or negation between two terms, Deleuze's whole 
effort is to say that 'the opposition of two terms is only the realisation of the virtuality 
which contained them both' (DI"43trn). No less than Simondon, Deleuze always affirms 
the primacy of disparity and 'disparation' over any form of relation, including relations 
of opposition, integration, tension, and so on (DI, 87). A becoming, which is to say a 
becoming-other, is not something that operates between two terms in the usual sense of 
this w~rd, for instance via their antagonism, synthesis, or solidarity. Given a becoming 
that mIght seem to 'relate' two terms, what is properly at issue is 'a third which always 
comes from elsewhere and disturbs the binarity of the two, not so much inserting itself 
in their opposition as in their complementarity', i.e. in the process that 'carries them off' 
in a shared becoming-indiscernible (D, 131). Strictly speaking, multiplicities or becom
ings have no distinct terms at all, since whatever becomes is immediately 'taken up in 
another becoming' (TP, 238; c£ 249). In the end, what is eliminated in the Deleuzian 
conception of difference is 'simply all value that can be assigned to the terms of a 
relation [un rapport], for the gain of its inner reason, which precisely constitutes differ
ence'. Difference will no longer exist primarily between the polygon and the circle, for 
instance, but rather 'in the pure variability of the sides of the polygon' (LE, 65). The 
parts of a desiring machine, likewise, exist in an anarchic dispersal that is held together 
only through 'the very absence of a link [lien]' (Aa, 324). Such too is the lesson of 
Deleuze and Guattari's alternative to psychoanalysis: 'you will not have reached the 
ultimate and irreducible terms of the unconscious so long as you fmd or restore a link 
[lien] between two elements'.45 The things collected together through a schizophrenic 
assemblage only cohere 'as a result of their having no relation' (RP, 18). 

Absolute difference, in short, creates rather than relates what it differs. A differing 
that is not mediated by what it differs, a virtual event that is independent of any actual 
state of affairs, a creating that determines its creature - these are all processes that can 
only be interpreted in unilateral or non-relational terms. Once Deleuze rejects every 
notion of mediated difference he rejects any viable theory of inter-individual relation as 
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well. The multiplication of virtual 'connections' that char~cteris~ allY creative 
becoming or desire have nothing to do with relations betweer;- discermble .terms: the; 
proceed, on the contrary, through their indiscernment. The pnmary forces ~ Deleuze s 
universe are always processes subtracted from discernment as ~uc:h. ~y s~Clal ~on~gu
ration, for instance, is shaped fIrst and foremost by forces of dissIpatIO~, disse~atIon, 
deterritorialisation, and so on - processes of distinction and actual ~erentIatIon. are 
secondary. And since such deterritorialising 'lines of flight are _the ?nmary ~etermma
tions', what requires explanation is not our ability to resi~t m~chal:l1~mS ?f dIscernment 
and identity (since we are this ability) but rather the ordinarily stIflmg unpact of such 

mechanisms (RF,"118; c£ 261). -. . ., . 
At best, if Deleuze has a theory of relation it is one that makes relatIOn mdIstJ.n~l1Sh-

able from non-relation, i.e. one that makes it difficult to relate relation to non-relatIon -
what I would prefer to call a non-relational theory of non-relation. Even those forms of 
'reciprocal determination' he associates with the differential relations ~f ,dx/ dy, as w.e 

saw in Chapter 2, section V, 'allow no independence whatsoever to SUbSISt arr:ong tI:-eIr 

elements (DR, 183). A differential relation is not a relation between two dIscernIble 
terms, however indefmite they might be, so much as the primary power ~at.g:ner~tes 
and differentiates these very terms. In this as in every comparable case, mdiVlduatIOn 
does not presuppose any actualisation or differenci~tion but 'giv~s rise t~ i.t' .. S~ce 
'every individuating factor is already difference and difference of differ:r:-ce , mdiVldu
ation does not proceed through the distinction of 'qualities and extensItIes, forms and 
matters, species and parts', but generates all these things as second~ ~~eno~en~ of 
its own 'full, positive power' (DR, 247, 257-8). Or if you prefer, mdIVlduatIo~ IS a 
relation conceived as a pure or absolute between, a between understood as fully mde
pendent of or external to its terms - and thus, a between that can just as well be 

described as 'between' nothing at all. - - ., 
Deleuze encouraa-es us to draw this conclusion in a number of ways. To begm WIth, 

he retains from H~e and the empiricists 'the truly fundamental proposition tha: rela
tions are external to ideas [ ... ]. We will call "nonempiricist" every theory according to 
which, in one way or another, relations are derived from the nature of ~in?s' (~S, 98, 
109). Why are relations thus external to their terms? Terms fI~e here as dis~ct unpr:s
sions, perceptions or ideas, which are given as primary. RelatIOns (of ca.usalIty, equal~ty, 
similarity, distance, etc.) are then merely imposed upon terms by the subJec:t who con~Id
ers them. To quote Hume himself: 'since equality is a relation, it is not, s:rICtly sp~aking, 
a property in the ·fIgures themselves, but arises merely from th: compar~son, whIch the 
mind makes betwixt them'.46 Such a relation is discerned by mmd once It has been sub
jected through the principles of association (and it is precisel~ this subj:ction: of course, 
which must then be undone by a philosophy oriented to a realIty whose mtensIty explodes 
any merely subjective coherence). The mere effect of those princi?les of association 
which 'naturalise and 0ve constancy to the mind' (ES, 100), relatIons fIgure here as 
entirely external and ir:elevant to the processes through which ideas themselves are indi
viduated. As a general rule, 'a multiplicity is never in terms, however many there are, nor 
in their set or totality. A multiplicity is only in the AND, which does not have the same 
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nature ~s the elements, the sets or even their relations [ ... ]. The AND has a fundamen
tal sobnety, a poverty, an ascesis' (D, 57). The AND is not itself properly a relation at all 
but rather the sufficient and animating principle of all relationsY 

What Deleuze retains from the rational theophanists Spinoza and Leibniz is a 
stronger version of a similar confIguration. In Spinoza, the essential distinction that must 
be preserved is the one between the immediately creative (or divine) process that deter
mines a modal essence as a degree of absolute power, on the one hand, and the general 

. law.s of modal existence and interaction on the other (i.e. the laws in compliance with 
whIch a mode composes its earthly existence and its relations with other modal 
exist:nces). 'We must, above all, avoid confusing essences and relations, or a law of pro
ductIOn of essences and a law of composition of relations [ ... ] Relations are composed 
and decomposed according to their own laws' (EP' 211-12). Relations have no effect on 
the determination of essence, which remains forever primary and self-sufficient. Inter
modal relations should simply be aligned with the coordinated development of nature or 
reality as an unfolding whole, on the model of a commonwealth that acts as 'a multitude 
which is guided, as it were, by one mind'.48 We have seen how Leibniz's monads are 
lik~~se 'absolute fo~ms' or 'primary forces, essentially individual and active primary 
umtIes [ ... ] that are m harmony with each other without anyone being determined by 
the other' (LB, 103). Since they lack doors or windows, there can be no relations between 
monads. Whether it is inspired by Leibniz or Proust, Deleuze's conclusion is the same. 
'Our only windows, our only doors are entireiy spiritual; there is no intersubjectivity 
except an artistic one', precisely because an artist is not a subject at all (PS, 42). 

Now as Deleuze notes in the larger of his two books on Spinoza, the question of a 
modal or monadic coordination is directly linked to the main difference between 
Leibnizian pluralism and Spinozist monism. 'If Leibniz recognises in things an inherent 
force of their own, he does so by making individual essences into so many substances. In 
Spinoza, on the other hand, this is done by defming particUlar essences as modal, .and 
more generally, by making things themselves modes of a single substance.' Leibniz then 
~as to coordinate this plurality by subjecting monads to the agreement of an externally 
unposed harmony or fmality - in other words; Leibniz is forced to presume the transcen
dence of a divine purpose above and beyond the workings of the world, above the laws 
of mechanical motion, and so on. If then Deleuze insists that in the end he remains 
more of a Spinozist than .a Leibnizian, it is above all because Spinoza has no need for 
any such externality, fmality or transcendence. Since all that exists is a facet of one and-
the same dynamic substance, so then all that happens in the world is already coordinated 
by an 'absolutely immanent pure causality'.49 

What then are we make of the twist that seems to set Deleuze apart from his ratio
nalist predecessors - the fact that unlike Leibniz he affIrms an 'incompossible' 
perspectivism (a discordant monadology, a theodicy without harmony or fInality), the 
fact that against Spinoza he makes substance turn around the modes?50 To my mind, 
these moves towards a still more radically divergent or differential conception of things 
serve only to intensifY the non-relational orientation of Deleuze's theory of individuation. 
Whereas Leibniz compensates for the lack of monadic relations by coordinatina- them .0 
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through God's selection of the best of all possible worlds, Deleuze stretches monadic 
divergence to the point where it can thought solely as the object of a still more radical 
or unconditional affrrmation. Whereas Spinoza attributes the individuation of essence 
to substance, Deleuze multiplies and scatters it across the. infmite dissemination of 
modes themselves, each of which becomes a sufficient creating in itsel£5l The effect (if 
there is an effect) "is clearly to render the power of difference more absolute and more 
non-relational, rather than less. Rather than distinct facets of one and the same sub
stance, the being-together of absolutely divergent modes can again only be thought via 
the pure affirmation of that unthinkable plane upon which their aberrant creating or 
deviant differing 'consists'. 

As far as the idea of absolute creation itself is concerned, however, what does this 
change? No less than Martial Gueroult, Deleuze knows perfectly well that what 'unifies' 
the field of being or creation in Spinoza isn't the idea of substance per se but the notion 
of God, i.e. the notion of an 'infmity and perfection of essence'.52 Nowhere in his work 
does Deleuze put in question such infmity or perfection; on the contrary, his philosophy 
presupposes them at every turn. Eventually, Deleuze will even recognise that this shift in 
attribution from substance to modes is already accomplished over the course of Spinoza's 
Ethics itself (RF, 177). To privilege modes over substance isn't itself to block the implied 
or implicative reality of a single and all-inclusive plane of immanence, any more than it 
denies, among other things, the 'uninterrupted continuum of the Body without Organs'. 
In the medium of desiring production, THE plane of consistency re-establishes the 
'ontological unity of substance', precisely, by gathering together the 'totality of all 
BwOs'; this totalisation establishes nothing less than 'a continuum of all of the attributes 
or genuses of intensity under a single substance' (TP, 154). Deleuze never wavers ~ his 
affIrmation of this immanent continuity. In any case, whether it be attributed to either 
substance or mode;, what's clear is that the notion of infmite and self-grounding perfec
tion is not itself up for qualification. And once carried to the absolute, there can be no 
'substantial' difference between a purely self-differing unity and a purely self-scattering 
multiplicity, since in either case there is no place for any relational conception of 'self'. 

More generally, one of the most characteristic features of Deleuze's work is his 
tendency to present what initially appears as a binary relation in such a way as to show 
that this relation is in fact determined by only one of its two 'terms'. The difference 
between active and reactive force, for instance, turns out to be internal to the self-differ
entiation of active force, which alone is. For the same reason, the apparent distinction 
(in Kqfka and Capitalism and Schizophrenia) between a schizophrenic immanence and a 
paranoid transcendence is unilaterally subsumed by schizophrenia as 'universal primary 
production' (AO, 5) - in the end, the 'paranoid law gives way to a schizo-law' (K, 73). 
As the subject of universal desiring production, the schizo is 'not simply bisexual, or 
between the two, or intersexual', but 'transexuitJ.'. He does not reconcile opposed or con
tradictory elements by providing an occasion for their encounter or elaboration. Instead, 
he affIrms pure disjunction 'through a continuous overflight spanning an indivisible 
distance'. He does not relate man to woman or adult to child; he immediately activates 
within himself 'this distance that transforms him into a woman', into a child, and so on 
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(AO, 76-7). Likewise, the difference between molar and molecular (or major and minor) 
forces turns out to be a difference of degree - molar forces are weakened versions of 
molecular forces, versions which have been captured within a transcendent framework 
of identity. There can consequently be 'no question of establishing a dualist opposition 
between the two types of multiplicities, molecular machines and molar machines [ ... ]. 
There are not two multiplicities or two machines; one and the same machinic assem
blage prod~ce~ ~nd, distributes the whole' (TP, 34). If everywhere the molecular initially 
seems to eXIst WIth the molar, nevertheless only the molecular is primary or productive. 
No deterritorialisation proceeds without a subsequent reterritorialisation, but what is 
invariably 'primary is an absolute de territorialisation, an absolute line of flight, however 
complex or multiple - that of the plane of consistency or body without organs' (TP, 56; 
cf .484-5). In this and every comparable case, 'dualism is therefore only a moment, 
whIch must lead to the re-formation of a monism'.53 Re~ity is one of a kind, and it 
excludes relation along with negation and representation. 

Of the many further illustrations of this point that recur in Deleuze's work, two last 
examples of its non-relational orientation might to help deCide the argument: I extract 
them, more or less at random, from Deleuze's interpretation of Bacon's painting and 
from his account of structuralist methodology. . 

!he artistic logic of sensation might seem to be a perfectly relational process, insofar 
as It envelops 'a plurality of constitutive domains' and continually 'passes from one 
"d"t th fi "11" th'N or er 0 ano er, rom one eve to ano er. evertheless, the key to Deleuze's 
analysis turns on 'what makes up the sensing or sensed unity' of any particular passing 
(FB, 36-7). The separation of each level of sensation (as colour, taste, touch, etc.) is itself 
'possible only if the sensation of a particular domain is in direct contact with a vital 
power that exceeds every domain and traverses them all. This power is rhythm, which is 
more profound than vision, hearing, etc. Rhythm appears as music when it invests the 
auditory level, and as painting when it invests the visual level'. Relations between or 
across senses, in other words, are themselves enabled by a singular power which deter
mines the distribution of sense. The ultimate ground is this 'rhythmic unity of the 
senses', which can only be discovered by 'going beyond the organism'. 54 

A still more most suggestive example of such singular and unilateral determination 
is provided by Deleuze's answer to the question 'How do we recognise structuralism?' 
in an essay fIrst published in 1967 (and then reworked in parts of Difftrence and Repetition 
and Logic qf Sense). Based on readings of familiar texts by Lacan, U:vi-Strauss and 
Barthes, among others, this essay is perhaps the most accessible illustration of that dif
ferentiallogic which fmds its purest and most difficult form in Deleuze's adaptation of 
pbst-Leibnizian calculus. In a fIrst moment, what Deleuze presents as characteristic of 
a .s~cturalist account might again appear to be relational through and through. 
DIstmct places and functions emerge only in their difference with other places or func
tions, along the well-worn lines of Saussure's linguistics and its application in 
Levi-Strauss's anthropology. The phonetic values of 'p' and ob' emerge only in relation 
to each other; the same holds for places in an order of kinship (DI, 176). Phonetic or 
social structures are here distributed through the reciprocal determination of pure 
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differentials, on the abstract model of cbd dy (where dy is undetermined in relation to. 
y and dx is undetermined in relation to x, but where the .relation dy / dx .is 'totally' and 
'reciprocally' determined). Levi-Strauss's landmark readmg.af th~ Oedipus myth, .for 
instance is structured by the relations between two differentIal parrs (the overvaluauon 
of kinshlp as opposed to its undervaluation; negation of the. aboriginal or autoch~o
nous origins of humanity as opposed to their affrrmauon). ~hese u~conscl~us 
differentials then determine the singular points that lend the myth Its narrauve traJec
tory (Oedipus is named club-foot, marries his mother, kills his father, dispatches the 
Sphinx, etc.), and the very 'terms of each series are in themselves inseparable from the 
slippages or displacements that they undergo in relation to the terms of the other' (DI, 
183). Relations, here, would no longer seem to be external to th~ir terms. . .. 

Up to this point, Deleuze's account remains perfectly conventlOnal. What IS .disUnC
tive about his reading of these structuralist texts depends on a second and uneqUIvocally 
non-relational phase of the argument. Everything now depends on the isolation of a 
singular principle of individuation or differentiation, a vi~tual, . aleatory and inde~mite 
'object = x'. This absolute object is what 'distributes senes, displaces them relauvely, 
makes them communicate with each other'. It is a sort of object-event. Deleuze's 
examples of such an object include Miller's non-identical ~ero, Levi-Strauss's mana, 
Foucault's empty place of representation, Sollers' blind-spot. His most familiar example 
is the letter in Lacan's famous seminar. on Poe's 'The Purloined Letter' - the letter which 
is forever missino- from its place and that determines the positions taken up, in sequence, 
by the Queen, the minister, and Dupin. In each case, Deleuze insists that 

in fact, it is in relation to [this] object that the variety of terms and the variation of differen
tial relations are determined in each case [ ... ]. The relative places of the terms in the structure 
depend first on the absolute place of each, at each moment, in relation to the object = x that 
is always circulating, always displaced in relation to itself [ ... ]. Distributing the differences 
through the entire structure, making the differential relations vary with its displacements, the 

object = x constitutes the differenciating element of difference itself (DI, 185-6). 

It is this sinrular and self-differino- displacement that 'drives the whole structure'. 
Differentiated structures are thus characterised by their symbolic form, their singulari
ties, their differential relations - but 'above all, by the nature of the object = x that 
presides over their functioning'. Lacan's emphatically non-relational concept of the 
phallus, for instance, is precisely that which 'founds sexuality in its entirety as syst~m .or 
structure, and in relation to which the places occupied by men and women are dlstnb
uted'. All by itself, the phallus 'determines the relative place of the elements and the 

variable value of relations'.55 
And what is this object = x, this instance of pure self-displacement, if not another 

vehicle for the one and only force that is itself displaced and renewed through each of 
Deleuze's texts':" the unilaterally and immediately determining force of absolute creation 

as such? 
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Conclusion 

'From now on, therefore, we regard no one from a human 
point of view; even though we once knew Christ from a 
human point of view, we know him no longer in that way. 
So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: everything 
old has passed away; see, everything has become new!'l 

As Deleuze is the frrst to recognise, it is futile to argue about whether a philosophy or a 
concept is literally right or wrong. Before you disagree with a work that is worthy of dis
agreement, you have to admire it and rediscover the problems that it poses. 'You have to 
work your way back to those problems which an author of genius has posed, all the way. 
back to that which he does not say in what he says, in order to extract something that 
still belongs to him, though you alsQ turn it against him. You have to be inspired, visited 
by the geniuses you denounce' (DI, 139). A philosophy unworthy of admiration is 
unworthy of critique. Before we embrace or reject a concept, what matters is to figure 
out how it works, to appreciate what it allows you to do and to take stock of what it 
prevents you from doing. A philosophy, after all, is nothing other than 'an elaborately 
developed question; by itself and in itself it is not the resolution to a problem but the 
elaboration, to the very end, of the necessary implications of a formulated question' (ES, 
106; c£ wp, 27). What matters is the depth and provocative power of the question, in 
comparison with other philosophical questions. 

This book has tried to show that Deleuze's work is itself QUided by' a sino-le question 
00' 

the question of absolute creation, elaborated through the distinction of actual creatures 
and virtual creatings. Deleuze's tireless engagement with this question allows him to 
accomplish a good many things. Negatively, it allows him to mount an uncompromising 
assault on notions of representation, of interiority, of interpretation, of mediation, of 
figuration, and so on. It allows him to avoid any inane reverence for the other as much 
as for thesel£ Positively, it allows him to revive a classical (or non-Kantian, non-critical) 
tradition of metaphysics. It allows him to embrace an unabashedly 'inhuman' philosoph
ical naturalism. It allows him to think artistic and conceptual innovation in dramatically 
c.osmological terms. It allows him to embrace a univocal and wholly affrrmative concep
tlOn of thought without collapsing the difference between subtraction and extinction. It 
allows him to acknowledge that whatever genuinely acts, thinks or creates is less the work 
of an individual than of forces that work through the individual- that every cogito masks 



a deeper cogitor. It allows him, in short, to make the single most compelling contribu
tion to an immanent understanding of creative thought since Spinoza. Along with his 
contemporaries Henry Corbin, Christian Jambet, and Michel Henry, Deleuze may 
eventually be remembered mainly for the part he played in the late-modern revival of a 
post-theophanic conception of thought. 

What is distinctive about this contribution should be immediately obvious through 
even superficial comparison with several of his contemporaries - for instance 
Heidegger, Agamben and Foucault. 

Martin Heidegger is the philosopher who revived the classical question of being, 
being insofar as it is not reducible to the merely ontic qualities of beings. No-less than 
Deleuze, Heidegger affIrms a dynamic conception of being that has more to do with 
the verb than the noun - being as creative process or event.2 But he does so, at least to 
begin with, by framing it precisely in terms of being-in-the-world, on the one hand, and 
being within creatural or mortal time on the other. 

Giorgi9 Agamben's work is in a sense poised between that of Heidegger and 
Deleuze. Like Deleuze, Agamben's chief concern lies with a creative virtuality or poten
tiality. Only if it is never fully enacted or actualised but remains open to an as yet 
indeterminate potentiality (itself based on a still deeper im-potentiality or withdrawal 
from action) can what Agamben calls a 'form of life' resist its ultimately murderous 
actualisation as merely 'bare' or disposable life.3 It is because it retains this potential 
character, its capacity to both be and not-be, its capacity to exceed any actual identifi
cation, that indefinite or 'whatever-being' remains resistant to the increasingly coercive 
modern tendency to defme and enclose life.4 Unlike Deleuze, however, Agamben insists 
that 'there is truly potentiality only where the potentiality to not-be does not lag behind actuality but 
passes fully into it as such. This does not mean that it disappears in actuality; on the 
contrary, it preserves itself as such in actuality.' This would be a 'potentiality that conserves 
itself and saves itself in actuality'. 5 Whereas Deleuze looks for ways to evacuate the crea
tural so as to renew the creating that sustains it, Agamben looks to bear witness to what 
remains of the creating within the creatural as such. For Agamben (after Benjamin), it is 
the creature qua creature that will be redeemed and it is the actual in its actuality that 
will regain its potential.6 

A comparison with Deleuze's close friend Michel Foucault is still more instructive. 
The several points of convergence between their two philosophical perspectives 
have often been noted. The points of divergence, however, are no less fundamental. 
It is hard to imagine a more non-Deleuzian definition of thought than the one offered 
by Foucault in a late interview: 'thought is freedom in relation to what one does, the 
motion by which one detaches oneself from it, establishes it as an object, and reflects 
on it as a problem'.7 Whereas Deleuze seeks to write a philosophy of creation without 
limits, Foucault writes a philosophy of the limit as such - a practice of thought that 
operates at the limits of classification, at the edge of the void that lies beyond every 
order of recognition or normalisation. Whereas Deleuze maintains an ultimately non
relational theory of difference, Foucault always affirmed 'the strictly relational 
character of power relationships'. 8 Whereas Deleuze would like to get rid of the 
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relational subject altogether, Foucault wants to purge the subject, to eliminate every
thing that specifies or objectifies the subject (as deviant, perverse, criminal, as much as 
rational, sensible, law-abiding ... ). Whereas Deleuzian creatings or events presume a 
virtual but immediately adequate determining ~stance, Foucault's historically specific 
investigations are 'free of any constituent activity, disengaged from any reference to an 
origin' or foundation. 9 

Even Foucault's early essays like 'Preface to Transgression' (1963) and 'Thought from 
the Outside' (1966), the essays in which he is no doubt closest to Deleuzian concerns, 
what is mainly at issue is not the liberation of a singular creative energy so much as the 
absence of determination that' confronts a fully de-specified subject. In all the limit 
experiences that Foucault garners from Bataille, Roussel, Artaud and others, the void 
which defmes their limit remains precisely that: void. It is the 'absolute void' or 'essen
tial emptiness' left by the dissolution of the classical'subject that resonates in Foucault's 
early essays.10 Quite unlike Deleuze's plane of immanence (which lacks nothing), 
Foucault's 'outside cannot offer itself as a positive presence - as something inwardly illu
minated by the certainty of its own existence - but only as an absence that pulls as far 
away from itself as possible' .11 So when Foucault carefully distinguishes his outside from 
any merely mystical intuition, he also provides us with a useful way of distinguishing his 
position from Deleuze's cosmic vitalism. 'The characteristic movement of mysticism', 
says Foucault, 'is to attempt to join - even if it means crossing the night - the positivity 
of an existence by opening a difficult line of comm1,lnication with it', i.e., by becoming 
one with the creative presence that sustains the world. But, Foucault continues, 'the 
experience of the outside has nothing to do with that [ ... ]. It opens a neutral space in 
which no existence can take root.'12 At this radical edge of the specific, subtracted from 
every positive specification, what individuates an individual, writer, or work is simply 
'its own particular way of being anonyffious', its particular way of evading specifica
tion. 13 Contrary to what we might initially expect, it may be that Foucault's work has 
less in common with Deleuze's sub tractive vitalism than with Badiou's still-more sub
tractive pursuit of the generic as such. 

Now Deleuze understands perfectly well why 'most of the objections raised against 
the great philosophers are empty'. Indignant readers say to them: 'things are not like 
that [ ... ]. But, in fad, it is not a matter of knowing whether things are like that or not; 
it is a matter of knowing whether the question which presents things in such a light is 
good or not, rigorous or not' (ES, 106). Rather than test its accuracy according to the 
criteria of representation, 'the genius of a philosophy must first be measured by the new 
distribution which it imposes on beings and concepts' (LS, 6). In reality then, Deleuze 
concludes, 'only one kind of objection is worthwhile: the objection which shows that the 
question raised by a philosopher is not a good question', that it 'does not force the 
nature of things enough' (ES, 107; c£ WP, 82). 

Deleuze certainly forces the nature of things into conformity with his own question. 
Just as certainly, however, his question inhibits any consequential engagement with the 
constraints of our actual world. For readers who remain concerned with these con
straints and their consequences, Deleuze's question is not the best available question. 
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Rather than try to refute Deleuze, this book has tried to show how his system works 
and to draw attention to what should now be the obvious (and perfectly explicit) limita-

tions of this philosophy of unlimited affirmation. 
First of all, since it acknowledges only. a unilateral relation between virtual and 

actual, there is no place in Deleuze's philosophy for any notion of change, time or 
history that is mediated by actuality. In the end, Deleuze offers few resources for 
thinking the consequences of what happens within the actually existing world as such. 
Unlike Darwin or Marx, for instance, the adamantly virtual orientation of Deleuze's 
'constructivism' does not allow him to account for cumulative transformation or nove~ty 
in terms of actual materials and tendencies. No doubt few contemporary philosophers 
have had as an acute a sense of the internal dynamic of capitalism - but equally, few 
have proposed so elusive a response as the virtual 'war machine' that roams through the 
pages of Capitalism and Schizophrenia. Like the nomads who invented it, this abstract 
machine operates at an 'absolute speed, by being "synonymous with speed"', as the 
incarnation of 'a pure and immeasurable multiplicity [ ... ], an irruption of the 
ephemeral and of the power of metamorphosis' (TP, 386, 352). Like any creating, a 
war machine consists and 'exists only in its own metamorphoses' (TP, 360). By posing 
the question of politics in the starkly dualistic terms of war machine or state - by posing 
it, in the end, in the apocalyptic terms of a new people and a new earth or else no 
people and no earth - the political aspect of Deleuze's philosophy amounts to little 

more than utopian distraction. 
Although no small number of enthusiasts continue to devote much energy and inge-

nuity to the task, the truth is that Deleuze's work is essentially indifferent to the politics 
of this world. 14 A philosophy based on deterritorialisation, dissipation and flight can 
offer only the most immaterial and evanescent grip on the mechanisms of exploitation 
and domination that continue to condition so much of what happens in our world. 
Deleuze's philosophical war remains 'absolute' and 'abstra~t', precisely, rather than 
directed or 'waged' [meneeJ.l5 Once 'a social field is defmed less by its conflicts and con
tradictions than by the lines of flight running through it', 16 any distinctive space for 
political action can only be subsumed within the more general dynamics of creation or 
life. And since these dynamics are themselves anti-dialectical if not anti-relational, 
there can be little room in Deleuze's philosophy for. relations of conflict or solidarity, 
i.e. relations that are genuinely between rather than external to individuals, classes, or 

principles. 
Deleuze writes a philosophy of (virtual) difference without (actual) others. He intuits 

a purely internal or self-differing difference, a difference that excludes any constitutive 
mediation between the differed. Such a philosophy precludes a distinctively relational 
conception of politics asa matter of course. The politics of the future are likely to 
depend less on virtual mobility than on more resilient forms of cohesion, on more prin
cipled forms of commitment, on more integrated forms of coordination, on more 
resistant forms of defence. Rather than align ourselves with the nomadic war rriachine, 
our first task should be to develop appropriate ways of responding to the newly aggres
sive techniques of invasion, penetration and occupation which serve to police the 
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~mbattled :nargins. ~f empire. In a perverse twist of fate, it may be that today, in places 
like Palestme, HaItI and Iraq, the agents of imperialism have more to learn from 
Deleuzian rhizomatics than do their opponentsY 

As .we have repeatedly seen, the second corollary of Deleuze's disqualification of 
actuality c~ncer~s the ~araly~is of the subject ,or actor. Since what powers Deleuze's 
cosn:ology IS th.e lffiffiediate differentiation of creation through the infmite proliferation 
o~ vu:tual cr~at.u:gs, the creatures that actualise these creatings are confined to a deriv
atIve if not hmltmg role. A creature's own interests, actions or decisions are of minimal 
o.r prelim~ary ~ignificance at best: the renewal of creation always requires the paraly
SIS and dlssolullon of the creature per se. The notion of a constrained or situated 
freedom, the ~oti~n that a subject's own decisions might have genuine consequences -
the whole nOllon, m s~ort, of !trategy - is thoroughly foreign to Deleuze's conception of 
thought. Deleuze obhges us, m other words, to make an absolute distinction between 
wh~t a su?je~t ~oe~ or decides and what is done or decided through the subject. By ren
dermg thIS dlstmcllon absolute he abandons the category of the subject altocrether. He 
a~andons the ~eci~ive subject in favour of our more immediate subjection to ~he imper
atIves of creatIve hfe or thought. 

Dep~ived of a~y strategic apparatus, Deleuze's philosophy thus combines the self
~ro~n~mg suffiCIency of pure force or infmite perfection with our symmetrical 
hm~tatl~n to p,ure contemplation o~ in~action. On the one hand, Deleuze always . 
~amt~ms that there are never any cntena other than the tenor of existence, the inten
SIficatIOn of life'. Absolute life or creation tolerates no norm external to itself The 
creative movement that orients us out of the world does not depend on a transcendent 
value bryond the world. Mter Spinoza, after Nietzsche, Deleuze rejects all forms of 
~oral ~valvation or strategic judgement. Every instance of decision, every confronta
tIOn WIth the question 'what should w,e do?', is to be resolved exclusively in terms of 
what we can do. An individual's power or capacity is also its 'natural riO'ht' and the 
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~swer to t e questIOn 0 what an individual or body should do is again simplicity itself 
- It should go and will always go 'as far as it can' (wp, 74; EP, 258). But on the other 
~a~d: we ~ow that an individual can only do this because its power is not that of the 
mdlVldual Itsel£ By doing what it can, an individual only provides a vessel for the 
?ower that works through it, and which alone acts - or rather, which. alone is. What 
lffipelS us to 'persevere in our being' has nothing to do with us as such. 

So when, in the conclusion of their last joint project, Deleuze and Guattari observe 
that 'vitalism has always ha~ two ?os~ible interpretations', it is not surprising that they 
sh~uld o.pt fo~ the resolutely m-aCllve mterpretation. Vitalism, they explain, can be con-

. celVed .elther l~ terms of 'an Idea that acts but is not, and that acts therefore only from 
the pomt of Vlew of an external cerebral knowledge; or of a force that is but does not 
act, and which is therefore a pure internal Feeling [SentirJ'. Deleuze and Guattari 
e~brace this se:on~ interpre~atio~, they choose Leibnizian being over Kantian act, pre
CISely beca~s~ It disables ~ctIOn m favour of contemplation. It suspends any relation 
between a hVlllg and the hved, ~etween a knowing and the known, between a creating 
and the created. They embrace It because what feeling 'preserves is always in a state of 
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detachment in relation to action and even to movement, and appears as a pure contem-
plation without knowledge' .18 . • 

As Deleuze understands it, living contemplation proceeds at an rrnmeasurable 
distance from what is merely lived, known or decided. Life lives and creation creates on 
a virtual plane that leads forever out of our actual world. . 

FeYI' philosophers have been as inspiring as Deleuze. But those of us who ~till ~ee~ to 
change our world and to empower its inhabitants will need to look for our msprratlon 

elsewhere. 
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1 The Conditions of Creation 
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which Deleuze strives to participate in ~ co-creatlon.o p th th re roducino- the intellectual 
well' Deleuze's project involves 'dynamlCally producmg, ra er han.. ~ I t bd f "followino-" 

. h' h [S' '] hilosophy has become w at 1t 1S. ns ea 0 b 

movement through W.1C pmozas dP d h' , (M h 'Deleuze in Spinoza' In a Materialist 
Spinoza [ ... J it is as if Deleuze' prece e lffi ac erey, , 

Wa{, ~~;el Lectures on the History if Philosoph}, vol. 3, 281. Hegel.goes t~o Far,' h~e;e(;8 Dhen he draws 
from this ~eiusal the conclusion that 'there is therefore no such thing as ffilte re ty . 

4 Spinoza, Ethics IP15, IP17S 1. 

~ r~ 1~~~,3~7~fo~B~:;i!Sili~1~'oextenSi?n of man and nature [isJ a c~cu~r[moJve;:nt ~~ 
which th~ unconscious, always remaining subject, produces and reproduces 1tse .... e so 

subject of reproduction is the ~ncdohnscious idtself' (tA°kn' 01~;;:;~ of God's eternal and infinite essence' 
7 DI, 154. 'The human mm as an a equa e b 

(Spinoza, Ethics IlP47). 

8 Spinoza, Ethics IlP4?alS2thin·' r [. ] this "Vl'talism" or a conception of life as non-organic 
9 N, 143. 'The essentl g lor me 1S , . 

energy; (Deleuze, Lettre-Preface, in Buydens, Sahara, 5; c£ FC, 93; B, 106-7, DI, 103). 

10 Hardt, Deleuze, 59. 
11 Dl, 39; Ep, 39; DR, 57; cf. Np, 23. . ,. . li f action which 
12 Ep, 172. As defmed in the Catholic Enryclopaedza, lffimanence 1S the qua ty 0 any 

bews and ends within the agent'. . . th' l'ty of an t3 DR 32. What holds the notion of being together, for Ari~totle, .1S not e smgud a~ 
, l' . f al that apply across 1tS vanous senses, an t at group 

exclusive sense but rather re atlons 0 an ogy . ( 1 the meaninO' of beino- as sub-
them around the most essential or eminent of these meanmgs name y, b b 

stance). C£ Aristotle, Metaph}sics, 1.030a-b·
ifli 

' DI 42tm Michel Henry will arrive at a similar 

~~~~I~:Z~~::t~:!~~:~~:~;~b~fnf~~~::s~;:f:~t~~ si~;~~~r~~~~~~:~~~: :~~~~a~ 
itself' (Henry, Essence de la manifestation, 859). . 

~~ ~:~~:~~: ~::~~: i~~~~~~~: ~I~: ~~'the spiritualist orientation of Bergson's work, see in partic-

ular Jankelevitch, Henri Bergson, 86, 95, 247-52. 
17 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 248-9. . . 
18 Bergson, The Two Sources if Morality and Reizgwn, 101. 

19 Tp, 382-3. . . H Rh . fels 12 April 1686 in Leibniz, Philosophical Texts, 
20 DI, 30tm; Le1bmz, Letter to von essen- em , 

9921 WP, 59-60; TP, 254-5; 'The Actual and the Virtual', 149tm. 
22 See for example C2, 83; Np, 72. 
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23 NP, 24. Alain Badiou is perfectly right, therefore, to describe Deleuze as 'the most radical 
thinker of the One since Bergson' - so long as we remember that this 'One is already in itself nothing 
other than the power by which its immanent modes occur', that it figures as 'the infmite reservoir of 
dissimilar productions', that it is only 'immutable qua perpetual mutation' (Badiou, Deleuze, 80, 68-9, 
91; c£ Hallward, 'Deleuze and Redemption from Interest' [1997]; 'Deleuze and the World Without 

. Others' [1997J). 
24 Cl, 9, quoting Bergson, Creative Evolution, 340; c£ PS, 130. The most influential critique of 

Bergsonian continuity as a limit imposed upon creativity in the present remains Gaston Bachelard:s The 
Dialectic if Duration, first published in 1936. Bergson's insistence on temporal continuity, Bachelard 
argues, necessarily excludes the dimension of the transformative 'instant' or 'event', and ensures that 
'the present can create nothing' (Bachelard, Dialectic, 58, 24-5). Badiou's critique of Deleuze 
involves a similar argument and a comparable valorisation of discontinuity and of 'interruption' 
(Badiou, Deleuze, 64-5). . 

25 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 309. 
26 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 16; Bergson, The Creative Mind, 141. 
27 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 183. 
28 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 7. 
29 NP, 4; B, 74. One of Deleuze's main criticisms of Bergson is simply that his way of privileging 

the intensive and the spiritual over the extensive or spatial wrongly attributes to 'quality everything 
that belongs to intensive quantities' (DR, 239). 

30 TP, 51. As Uexkiill explains, in this way 'the whole rich world around the tick shrinks and 
changes into a scanty framework {;onsisting, in essence, of three receptor cues and three effector cues' 
(Uexkull, 'A Stroll through the Worlds of Animals and Men', 12). 

31 NP, 8. From a Nietzschean perspective, any given 'object itself is force, expression of a force' and 
'all reality is already quantity of force' (NP, 6, 40). Since any given 'force is appropriation, domination, 
exploitation of a quantity of reality' (3), so then 'difference in quantity is the essence of force and of 
the relation of force to force' (43). This is why Nietzsche suggests that 'the attempt should be made to 
see whether a scientific order of values could be constructed simply on a numerical and quantitative 
scale of force. All other "values" are prejudices, naiveties and misunderstandings. They are everywhere 
reducible to this numerical and quantitative scale' (Nietzsche, Will to Power §71 0, quoted in NP, 43). 

32' EP, 197, 183, 191; c£ DR, 77, TP, 257. 
33 Leibniz, in DR, 84; c£ LB, 58, 110. Compared to Leibniz, Spinoza is simply the more insis-

tently univocal of the two (EP, 333). 
34 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 265-70. 
35 Bergson, The Two Sources if Morality and Religion, 220-1; c£ B, 112. 
36 Bergson, Two Sources, 229,·99, 311, 232. 
37 Cl, 9, quoting Bergson, Creative Evolution, 340; c£ PS, 130. 
38 Bergson, Duration and Simultaneity, 47, quoted in B, 82. 
39 Bergson, Two Sources, 234, 255. 
40 Bergson, Two Sources, 255-7. 
41 Bergson, Two Sources, 257. 
42 DI, 13-14. Deleuze will return to a number of these themes, almost word for word, in a review 

of Micllel Tournier's 1967 novel Vendredi (LS, 301-21). See below, Chapter 4, section Ill. 
43 Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, 443-5, 446~7. 
44 'Immanence: A Life ... ' (1995), PI, 28-9; c£ Agamben, Potentialities, 229. 
45 TP, 265. Deleuze and Guattari draw here, as elsewhere, on Maurice Blanchot's exploration of 

the impersonal third person French pronoun on (as in on meurt, on parle); c£ Blanchot, L'Entretien infini, 
556-7. 

46 Meister Eckhart takes the point to its logical conclusion: 'If a person turns away from self and 
from all created things, then ~ to the extent that you do this - you will attain to oneness and blessedness 
in your soul's spark, whicll time and place never touched. This spark is opposed to all creatures; it 
wants nothing but God, naked, just as he is' (Eckhart, Sermons and Treatises, vol. 2, 105). 
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2 Actual Creatures, Virtual Creatings 

D, 125. In their revised version of this account, which makes up the ninth plateau of A Thousand 
Plateaus Deleuze and Guattari present the field of individuation in terms of two 'poles'. On the one 
hand ~here are actually or rigidly individuated elements. On the other hand there is 'an abstract 
machine of mutation' which, itself absolutely deterritorialised, is 'what draws the lines of flight' and 
'assures the connection-creation of flows'. Multiple and individual creatings then take place between 
these two poles, across 'a whole realm of properly molecular negotiation, translation, and transduc
tion' through which, in one and the same time, creatings come to be consolidated in creatures or else 
extinguished in 'black holes', and creatures come to identify with their constituted actuality or else 
escape it through counter-actualisation (TP, 223-4)., 

2 Corbin, Histoire, 78-9. 
3 Leibniz, Theodicy, 51. 
4 WP, 42. This difference between sustainable creation and the risk of anarchic chaos is itself fun-

damental to the difference between Spinoza and Leibniz on the one hand and Descartes on the other 
_ and after them, between the Deleuze who follows the former, and the Badiou who follows the latter. 
Unlike Leibniz, Descartes accepts no internal rules of reason that might govern creation, i.e. that 
might constrain God to create in a certain way. The Cartesian god creates literally e~ n~.ilo, through 
an unregulated power of invention that is both eternal and spontaneous. From a LeIbmzlan perspec
tive, such a conception of creation absolutises it in a way that blunts its differe~ce from chaos, i.e. from 
a world of pure contingency or discontinuity. As Bergson will later put it, thIS would be 'a world that 
dies and is reborn at every instant, the world which Descartes was thinking of when he spoke of con
tinued creation' (Creative Evolution, 22). Creation as discontinuous, abrupt, and thus potentially 
unsustainable or abstract, vs. creation as continuous, sustained, and thus potentially indistinct or 
inconsequential: in a nutshell, this is the whole difference between Badiou and Deleuze. 

5 Spinoza, Ethics IP29S. 
6 Spinoza, Ethics lIP45. 
7 Spinoza, Ethics, VP29S. Whereas the object of an actual mind is its actual or existent body, the 

idea of a body's essence is itself eternal (c£ Donagan, Spinoza, 197-200). 
8 Spinoza, Ethics VP36S. This ,conclusion is the key to understanding Spinoza's famous conatus 

principle, which might easily be misinterpreted as an affirmation of merely individuated actua~ty. 
According to Spinoza, all individuals naturally strive to persevere in being what they are, or in domg 
all that they can do. An actual mind will instinctively strive, first and foremost, to affirm itself, the 
existence of its actual body and its appetites and desires (lIIP9-P10). Insofar as an individual acts as 
passively individuated, its striving is drastically limited by its own weakness and by the interference of 
other individuals. However, the force by which any given singular thing 'perseveres in existing follows 
from the eternal necessity of God's nature' (lIP45S), not from its 'own' particularity. Though 'desire 
is the very essence of man' (IVP18D), what we desire is precisely to know ourselves as aspects of 
divine nature. Our 'mind's power, or nature, or its great striving, is to understand things' just as God 
understands them, i.e. by an immediate intuition of the essence that creates them (yP25D; c£ 
IVP28). . 

9 Deleuze, 'Bergson's Conception of Difference', DI, 44, 42; c£ Sp, 97-8. 
10 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 31, 158; c£ Cl, 63-4; C2, 20, 45.' 
11 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 138-9. 
12 See in particular Ansell-Pearson's Germinal Life (1999) and his Philosoplry and the Adventure qf the 

Virtual (2002). 
13 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 106. 
14 'The objective is that which has no virtuality - whether realised or not, whether possible or real, 

everything is actual in the objective' (B, 41). 
15 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 15l. 
16 C2, 80; c£ C2, 54-5; 98; B, 56-9. 
17 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 140. 
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18 Our tendency to think of the virtual in terms of the actual is a literally fundamental illusion. 
Although he understands its implications in a completely different way, Bergson agrees with Kant's 
asserti.on that 'reason deep within itself engenders not mistakes but inevitable illusions, only the effect 
of whIch could be warded off [ ... J. The illusion is based in the deepest part of intelligence: it is not 
strictly speaking, dispelled or dispellable, rather it can only be repressed' (B, 20-1). ' 

19 As de Beistegui points out, the distinction of actual from virtual does not violate univocity but 
establishes it, since only this distinction 'can provide a genetic account of actual systems' without ref
erence to any classical distinction between form and matter (de Beistegui, Truth and Genesis, 272-3). 

20 Bergson, 'Memory of the Present and False Recognition', Key Writings, 147. 
21 'If it was not already past at the same time as present, the present would never pass on' (C2, 

79; c£ B, 58-60, DR, 76-82; PS, 57-9). 
22 ~ee. in particular DeLanda, Intensive Science and Virtual Philosophy (2002); Massumi, A User)s Guide 

to Capztalzsm and Schizophrenia (1992); Massumi, Parables for the Virtual (2002); and Ansell-Pearson's 
Germinal Life (1999). I will briefly take up the case of biology and complexity theory towards the end 
of this chapter. Several mathematical theories, in particular a version of calculus that Deleuze adapts 
from Leibniz in an especially dense section of Difforence and Repetition, provide other important arenas 
for the distinction of the virtual and actual: Daniel Smith provides characteristically clear accounts in 
his essays 'Badiou and Deleuze on the Ontology of Mathematics' [2004J and 'Deleuze's Philosophy 
of Mathematics' [2005J). 

23 'The Actual and the Virtual', Dialogues 11 (2002 ed.), 149-150tm. Moreover, the closer the 
process of actualisation comes to that of creation pure and simple, so then virtual and actual tend 
towards a single indistinction, a single process of 'crystallisation' - and this singular process is itself 
virtual, precisely (151). 

24 'Immanence: A Life ... ', PI, 28-9. 
25 See fOJ instance DR, 211-12; CC, 153. 
26 As is now well known, Antonio Negri has long sought to develop a comparably neo-Spinozist 

account of constituent power, rigorously distinguished from every constituted form of government or 
state. See in particular Negri, Insurgencies (1992). 

27 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 248-9. 
28 DeLanda, Intensive Science, 15. 
29 The first or extensive kind of multiplicity 'is a multiplicity of exteriority, of simultaneity, of jux

taposition, of order [ ... J, it is a numerical multiplicity, discontinuous and actual. The other type of 
multiplicity appears in pure duration: it is an internal multiplicity [ ... J, a virtual and continuous multi
plicity that cannot be reduced to numbers' (B, 38). 

30 EP, 110. This is why 'parallelism, strictly speaking, is to be understood [ ... J only from the view-
point of an immanent God and immanent causality' (109); see below, Chapter 4, section H. ' 

31 Spinoza, Ethics lIP 11 , HP13. 
32 Spinoza, Ethics lIP7S. 
33 Spinoza, Ethics HP2; IP15Sl. The fact that human minds usually think of 'infinite, unique, and 

indivisible' extension as divisible, according to Spinoza (again in anticipation of Bergson), is just a 
result of habit and facility, in particular of our habitual reliance on the imagination, rather than the 
intellect (IP 15S5). 

34 Woolhouse, Descartes) Spinoza) Leibniz, 50. 
35 RF, 215. If Deleuze privileges an apparently causal logic in Spinoza (for whom to know some

thing is, to know its cause), this is of course because Spinoza equates causation with creation itself As 
absolute power of creation, God is the cause of all things. Spinoza's achievement is thus precisely to 
'free expression from any subordination to emanative or exemplary causality' (EP, 180), i.e. from any 
transitive relation between a cause (over here) and its effect (over there). What Spinoza provides, and 
what remains missing in Descartes, is a principle of 'reason through which self-causality can be 
arrived at in itself, and directly grounded in the concept or nature of God' (EP, 164). 

36 Deleuze, 'Bergson's Conception of Difference', DI, 51 tm. 'A thing in itself and in its true 
nature is the expression of a tendency prior to being the effect of a cause', since 'causes are always 
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derived retroactively from the product itself' (34). Nietzsche had already anticipated the poin~: 'Cause 
and effect - a dangerous concept so long as one thinks of something that causes and somethmg upon 
which an effect is produced' (Nietzsche, Will to Power, §552). . .... . 

37 WP, 156. An immanent act of creating inheres in the creatures to whIch It glVe~ns.e, .but IS not 
itself, of course, a creature - 'this is why we cannot say that sense exists, but rather that It mheres or 

subsists' (LS, 21). 
38 LS, 100-1; cf. FC, 1'21; TP, 71-2. 
39 'Immanence: A Life', PI, 31-2. 
40 Bogue, Deleuze on Literature, 23; C£ LS, 4.. '. '. 
41 LS 182. 'The event has a different nature than the actions and the pasSIOns of the body. But It 

results fr~m them since sense is the incorporeal effect of corporeal causes and their mixtures. It is 
always therefore i~ danger of being snapped up by its cause. It :scapes an~ af~ir.ms it~ irreducibi~ty 
only to the degree [ ... ] that it is linked, at the surface, to a quasI-cause whIch IS Itself mcorporeal -

i.e. an e~ent (LS, 94). . 
42 Arguably, there is no single issue more difficult to untangle in the whole of Deleuze's oeuvre 

than this relation, in Logic if Sense, between surface and depth. There isn't space here to do more than 
suggest the outlines of a possible interpretation, in three moments. 

In a first moment, Deleuze appears to insist unequivocally on the primacy of the caus.al depths, 
conceived as 'formless, fathomless nonsense', as the 'terrible primordial order' (LS, 82) that IS suffered 
in schizophrenia and that was explored by Nietzsche and Artaud (129, 93). The experience of depth 
passes through the collapse of surface and sense. . , . 

In a second and more emphatic moment, however, 'all height and depth [are] abohshed m 
favour of the surface and the 'savoirjaire of the pure event' (LS, 141). 'Surface is the transcendental field 
itself and the locus of sense and expression. Sense is that which is formed and deployed at the surface' 
(125). The creative force of 'free and unbound energy' that Nietzsche helps us to discover 'is not an 
undifferentiated abyss, it leaps from one singularity to another', from one sen~e-eve~t to another (1?7). 
Surface now seems to prevail over depth: 'no, one does not fall into an undifferentiated ground, mto 
groundless depth, when one undoes the individual and the person [ ... ]. De~per ~an anY,other ground 
is the surface and the skin' (140-1). Deleuze will eventually ask the ques~on direcdy: . How. can. w,e 
maintain both that sense produces even the states of affairs [i.e., bodies, causes] m whIch It IS 
embodied, and that it is itself produced by these states of affairs or the actions and passio~s of bodies 
(an immaculate conception)?' His answer again confirms the primacy of surface and of mcorporea1 
events: 'individuation in bodies, the measure in their mixtures [ ... ] - this entire order presupposes sense 
and the pre-individual and impersonal neutral field within which it unfolds' (124). 

But this answer will only become unambiguous, I think, when in a third and final moment, the 
moment of Anti-Oedipus, he and Guattari eliminate the whole problem of a relati~n be~een depth
cause and surface-creation in favour of an exclusive affirmation of the latter. In Antz-Oedzpus, all of the 
psychoanalytic concepts that Deleuze struggles so hard'to retain .in the final sectior: of ?gi/ if ~ense, 
and that effectively mediate between surface and depth - castraTIon, .lack, the sublImatIOn of drI,:,es, 
Oedipus itself - are fmally ditched as mere obstacles to any properly lllmanent theory of pr~ducTIon 
or creation. From now on, the univocity of being will inhere within a single plane of reality. One 
symptom of this shift is particularly telling: Artaud's schizophrenic 'body without organs', the 
paradigm of heroic depth and obscurity in Logic 91 Sense, will figure. as 'plane of immanenc~' and 
'surface of inscription' in Capitalism and Schizophrema. Asked about Logzc qf Sense five years aft~r. It was 
published, Deleuze responded tersely: 'I've undergone a change. The surface-depth OppOSITIOn no 

longer concerns me' (01, 261; cf. RF, 60; N, 144). ,.,. 
43 Cr. LS, 67-70. Deleuze and Guattari's own use of the term rhIzome makes It operate as a 

non-sense word in much the same way. The name rhizome proliferates in much the way a rhizome 
itself does' rhizome is a word which denotes its sense, it is a non-sense which distributes sense all 
through the pages of A Thousand Plateaus - 'the rhizome is a map' (TP, 12); 'the rhizorr:e is. an 
antimemory' (14); 'becoming is a rhizome' (239); 'a haecceity is a rhizome' (263); 'the phylum .IS a ki~d 
of rhizome' (415); 'a rhizome is made o~ plateaus' (21), etc. - so as to articulate that more mclusIve 
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sense-event which governs the whole creative field: 'RHIZOMATICS = SCHIZOANALYSIS = 
STRATOANALYSIS = PRAGMATICS = MICROPOLITICS' (22). 

44 LB, 44-5. All existent monads are by definition compatible with all other monads. The monad 
~da~, for instar:ce, with his singular qualities of 'being the first man' and 'being guilty of original 
sm', IS 'compossIble with all the monads whose singularities converge with its own' (LB, 64). Such 
convergence is what defines the world that we and Adam share. The monad Adam the non-sinner is 
not a contradiction in itself but implies a wholly alternative world, incompossible with our own. If 
Deleuze himself, unlike Leibniz, affirms such incompossibility as the ultimate horizon of a philoso
phy of pure difference, i.e. of an absolutely unfettered creation, this is because he is a more rather than 
less non-relational thinker than Leibniz; I'll come back to this point briefly in Chapter 6, section V 

45 DI, 94tm. 'We call the determination of the virtual content of an Idea differentiation' we call 
the actualisation of that virtuality into species and distinguished parts differenciation' (DR,' 207). 

46 EP, 99. Or as Eckhart puts it: 'He who possesses the whole world with God would have no more 
than if he had God by himself' (Eckhart, Sermons and Treatises, vol. 1, 284). 

47 LS, 81. Virtual or creative 'intensity remains implicated in itself and continues to envelop dif
~ere~ce at.the very moment when it is reflected in the extensity and the quality that it creates, which 
ImplIcate It only secondarily' (DR, 240). 

48 DR, 105; cf. CB, 91-2, 114-15. 
49 Artaud, Oeuvres completes, vol. 3, 76, quoted in C2, 170-2. 
50 'How Do We Recognise Structuralism', DI, 184-9; cf. DR, 105-7; LS, 71. 
51 DI, 28. As Bergson puts it, our errors arise from 'our habit of transposing into 

fabrication what is creation' (Creative Evolution, 95). 
52 'The Actual and the Virtual', 151tm. 
53 TP, 71ff; 'The Actual and the Virtual', 149. 
54 Bergson, 'Introduction to Metaphysics', Creative Mind, 190. 
55 DR, 170-82. It was in order to measure effectively virtual quantities that Leibniz and Newton 

first developed the calculus of differential ratios (I draw here on the much simplified explanation 
provided by Davis and Hersh in their textbook The Mathematical Experience, 242-5). Calculus allows us 
to measure things like the acceleration of moving objects, i.e. the rate at which an bbject's speed 
changes over time. The paradigmatic example is the acceleration of a falling stone as it drops from a 
given height towards the ground. Simple observation shows that gravity makes the stone accelerate at 
a rate of around 32 feet per second, or 20 miles per hour). It is then very easy to measure the average 
speed of our stone, which is to say the amount of space it traverses over a particular length of time: 
the relationship between the changing position of the stone to its changing speed can be (approxi
mately) expressed according to a simple equation, s = l6t 2, where s is the number of feet travelled by 
the stone and t is the number of seconds that have elapsed since it began to fall. By definition, the 
measurement of this kind of relationship remains a function of what Deleuze would call actual or 
'extended' quantities. But what about the measurement of the stone's speed at any given instant - its 
'instantaneous velocity'? Since ~here is surely an essential difference between a moving stone and a 
motionless stone, there must be some way of expressing this motion even during the brief est conceiv
able instant. HowJast is our stone travelling, for instance, exactly one second after it beisJns to fall, at 
the precise point where t = l? 

Leibniz introduced the useful but problematic notion of infinitesimal (or immeasurably small) 
numbers to 'measure' instantaneous speeds of this kind. Infmitesimals are numbers that are smaller 
than any finite or measurable quantity but that are nonetheless presumed to be larger than zero. 
Infinitesimals could thus serve to express non-extended or intensive quantities. An infmitesimal increase 
of t is symbolised as 'dt'. Since it is infinitesimal, this quantity dt is not measurably or actually different 
from t itself but it will convey something of its pure 'moving', so to speak. It conveys the moving 
forward of t from one second to the instant immediately after one second - it conveys a quantity so imme
diately close to one second itself as to be only virtually discernible from it. The corresponding 
infinitesimal increase of s will be written as ds, and the relationship between these vanishingly small 
quantities can then be expressed as dsl dt. Now given our original equation of s = l6t2, if t = 1 then a 
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little algebraicfiddIing tells iIs that ds/ dt is equal to 32 + l6dt. Assuming that we can pay no attention 
to the infinitesimal quantity 16dt (which is effectively indistinguishaHe from zero),)hisconfirms that at 
the precise point where fis equal to 1 second, our stone is indeed falling at a rate of 32 feet per second. 

As Berkeley famously pointed out (in his 1734 essay The Anafyst), however, it seems mathemat
ically incoherent simply to accept the status of a positive number like 16dt as if it were equal to zero, 
His objection to infinitesimals as 'the ghosts of departed quantities' proved difficult to answer until in 
the early 1870s Weierstrass and his colleagues abandoned the attempt to compute things like veloci
ties as ratios, and began instead to define them in terms of tendencies towards a limit. The basic idea 
is that although the limit itself cannot be numerically measured (as distinct from zero), the tendency 
towards it is measurable, so long as we are content to approximate the movement towards this limit in 
terms of finite increments. Rather than an immeasurably small difference like dt, we will deal instead 
only with very small finite quantities (say, a trillionth of a second). It is then a relatively easy matter 
to match such small but finite increments of time, symbolised as l1t, with correspondingly small 
amounts of space traversed (l1s). In our example, l1s /l1t will now equal 32 + 1611t. If we then set 
11 t to a quantity that is very nearly equal to zero, it is easy to confirm what we already know, that 
the speed at t = 1 will be (almost exactly) 32 feet per second. By tackling the problem this way, we 
drop any reference to mysteriously intensive or virtual quantities, and restore mathematics to a purely 

actual dimension. 
Development of the theory of sets initiated by Weierstrass's contemporaries Cantor and 

Dedekind subsequently provided the foundations for all the actual numbers required by calculus and 
indeed by the whole of modern mathematics. Cantor or Leibniz, Badiou or Deleuze: the argument 

continues. 
56 Ansell-Pearson, Germinal Life, 170; B, 98. 
57 Not unlike Deleuze and Guattari, Hansen notes, complexity theorists like Brian Goodwin and 

Stuart Kaufman tend to emphasise fluid 'population thinking and transversal communication' and 
thereby break the 'fixation of biology on species and organisms'. But the, 'revised picture of evolution 
they produce involves a cooperation between such molecular factors (which are themselves subject to 
selection) and the contribution they make as "components" of higher forms like organisms (also subject 
to selection). Indeed, on the model presented by complexity theory, these two levels freely interact with 
one another in the process of morphogenesis that yields organismic forms. For Deleuze & Guattari, by 
contrast, the point of a molecular reading of Darwinism is to eliminate the need and possibility for 
such interaction [ ... ]; What Deleuze & Guattari seek is an understanding of the complex, relational 
causality that underlies the emergence of organismic effects from the molecular standpoint, that is, 
from a perspective or on an ontological level at which 'the organism has no causal autonomy.' By 
contrast, 'complexity theory presents a forceful reaffirmation of the importance of the organism as an 
integral and irreducible factor in morphogenesis: neither the result of external processes of random 
selection nor a mere epiphenomenon of molecular genetics, the organism attains its proper status as 
"the fundamental unit of life," a "natural kind" rather than an historical accident' (Hansen, 'Becoming 

as Creative Involution?', §29, §41). 
58 EP, 208. One of the ways in which Spinoza disagrees with Leibniz, and one of the reasons why 

Deleuze ultimately thinks of himself as more Spinozist than Leibnizian, is that he refuses to weaken 
the virtual sufficiency of modal essences by attributing to them any inherent tendency to come into 
actual existence. For Spinoza, 'modal essences are not "possibles"; they lack nothing, are all that they 
are, even if the corresponding modes do not exist. They thus involve no tendency to come into exis-

tence' (EP, 230). 
59 Deleuze, 'Cours Vincennes: Leibniz', 15 April 1980. 
60 Understood as anti-creative, the conventional notion of 'God is the sole guarantor of the 

identity of the self [ ... J. The death of god essentially signifies, and essentially entails, the dissolution 
of the self' (LS, 294). Conversely, this 'God survives as long as the I enjoys a subsistence, a simplicity 
and an identity which exp~ess the entirety of its resemblance to the divine' (DR, 86; c£ TP, 159). 
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3 Creatural Confinelllent 

1 FC, 87tm; EP, 263; 289-90. 
.2 Nietzsche, Beyond G~od an~ Evil, §225. Nietzsche's own concern, of course, lies with 'human 

be~ngs who are ~ew, umque, mcomparable, who give themselves laws, who create themselves' 
~Ietzsche, G~ Sczence, §335). Creators are people who justify all impermanence' and their 'fervent 
will to cr:ate' IS the. only thing that justifies human existence (Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra II §2). 

3 Enugena, Pertphyseon V 977 A-978B. 
4 AO, 29; c£ 119; cf. CC, 9, 14; Cl, 125; SM, 15-16; N, 195. 
~ Corbin~ Histoire de la Philosoph~e fslamique, 357.; Corbin, Philosophie iranienne, 118; c£ Jambet, 

Log~que des Orzentau~, 38. ,Eckhart antICIpates the mam point: 'I can never see God except in that in 
whIch God .se:~ ~lffiself (Eckhart, Serm?ns and Treatises, vol. 1, 298). Or as Michel Henry puts it, 
rather than ImtIatIOn t~rough a text, an Image or a representation, it is 'Truth and Truth alone that 
c.an offer us ac.cess to Itself [ ... ]. More radically, divine essence consists in Revelation as self-revela
~IOn, .as :evel~tlon of itself on the basis of itself Only one to whom that revelation is made can enter 
mto It, mto ItS absolute truth.' There is then 'no separation between the seeing and what is seen 
between the light and what it illuminates' (Henry, I Am the Truth, 9-10, 24). ' 

? I began to develop this more general reading of the field in my 'The One or the Other: French 
Phil?sophy Today' ~2003). Despite all the obvious differe~ces that distinguish Deleuze from Levinas, 
for I~stance, a ve~sIOn of the verbal and temporal logic that privileges a creating over the created 
~ppl~es to both thmkers. Levinas' pre~or~ginal or pre-ontological saying [dire] - a bearing witness to 
mfimte ~ransc~ndence as su::h - stands I~ Imn:easurable excess over whatever can actually be said [ dit] . 
The ~ayr~g anr:n~tes.the Said ",:hose artIculatI~n betr~ys it, and.the task of philosophy is then to strive 
to m~mmIse thIS mdlspensable betrayal. See m partIcular Levmas, Otherwise Than Being 5-7· 'Truth 
of DIsclosure and Truth of Testimony,' in Basic Philosophical Writings, 103-6. " 

7 . Bergson.' The Creative Mi~~, 140-1. If as Bergson so often says, 'nowhere is the substantiality of 
[Real or creatI:e] c~a~ge so .Vls:ble, so palpable as in the domain of inner life' (148), this is precisely 
because what hves m mner hfe IS not an actual body but virtual and indivisible spirit. 

8 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 128. 
9 Bergson, The Creative Mind, 153. 

10 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 306. 
11 Bergson, Matter and lVlemory, 198. 
12 Bergson, Matter and Memory, 185. 
13 Cl, 68, 66. This is why 'the experimental cinema tends toward a perception as it was before 

men (or after)" 'towards an any-space-whatever released from its human coordinates' (Cl, 122; c£ 
81; TP, 280; CC, 36-9). . 
. 14 'The becoming-animal of the h~man being is real, even if the animal the human being becomes 
IS .not [ ... ]. You do ?ot become a ~~rking molar dog, but by barking, if it is done with enough feeling, 
With enough necessI~ a.nd compos~tlon, you emit a molecular dog' (TP, 238, 275). 

.15 ES, 88. ~y IS differe.nceprlffiary here? Because if only distinct perceptions of impressions are 
~v~n, t~en at ~s most. baSIC leVel. of experience we cannot 'separate what is not distinguishable, or 
distlngu~sh what IS not dI~ererr.t'. D~erence serves therefore as the 'constitutive principle giving a status 
to ex~en~~ce' (87) .. What IS pnrrr.ary IS a :Hffering 'idea as it is given in the mind, without anything tran
scending It. Such Ideas are not zn the. rmnd but are the ~ind:. 'the mind is identical with the idea' (28). 

16 ES, 9.8. !n Hume no less than m ~ergson, the subject IS a category of practical action or utility, 
and not of mSlght or knowledge. 'What IS denounced and criticised is the idea that the subject can be 
a knowing subject' (ES, 120-1). 

17 NP, 55, 42, 84, 128. Nietzsche, Spinoza and Leibniz all agree on this: passive or reactive force 
'ex~r.esses nothing' a~d is the 'mere limitation of active force [ ... J. Only active force is strictly real, 
POSItIve and affirmatIve' (EP, 223; c£ NP, 147). 

18 NP, 35. 'To ha:e ressentiment or not to have ressentiment - there is no greater difference, beyond 
psychology, beyond hIstory, beyond metaphysics' (35). 
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, becomin s begin with and pass through becoming-
19 For women as much as men, all hur~a~ fi t ~ simplest stage in the process whereby we 

woman', since virtually to become woman IS heIrs .an d l'ntensifies when we further become 
b . 1 a process t at contmues an 

cease actually emg mo ar man - all' t'ble (TP 277' cf. 31-3, 248, 273). animal then molecular, and then even tu y, unpercep 1 , , 
, 106 7' f. B n Creative Evolution 264. . 

20 B, - , c. ergso,. 1 '. f . hili' ? It is because in transmutatlon, we are . h" .C' t n the comp etlOn 0 n1 srn. , l' b 
21 Why IS t IS translOrma lO . . Nihil1'sm reaches its comp etlon y . . 1 b tituf but WIth a converSIon. 

not concerned WIth a slmp e su s . IOn, d h' t th man who wants to perish. In the man who 
Passing through the last man, but gomg b~yon 1m

b 
ok e ryth' ng which still held it back, it has 

. b negatIOn has ro en eve . 1 ) 
wants to pensh, to e overcome, . hich is already superhuman' (NP, 175 . 
defeated itself, it has become a power of affrrm:ng, a pow~r wp xii 

22 Nietzsche, Thus Spoke Zarathustra, quoted m NP, 175, ~ , d L 'b' 648-57 
23 Deleuze relies here, in part, on Michel Serr~s, Le Systeme e et nzz, . 
24 FC, 132, quoting Foucault, The Order if Thzngs, 383. 

25 Cf. AO, 54, 73, 269; TP, 1~~-30. " , es' in RF 80-103. 
26 AO, 305. See in particular L Interpretatlo~ des enon~ ti' the history of the icons' (DR, 301

1
). 

27 'The history of the long error is the histo
d
ry 0 1 represe~ aa:~"language is always the language of 

28 Cl, 61. 'Bodies in themselves are alrea ya anguage, . 

bodies' (PS, 92). .. , ' . , , . 170 199 Through cinema 'it is the whole 
29 C2, 286 n.8, quoting Paso.hm, L'Expenence heretzqu:, '(C2 84)' so long as we remember that this 

of the real, life in its entirety, whIch h~s become sp~c:a~ e .' rse ~s cinema in itself, a metacinema' 
spectacle is· nothing other than the umverse as suc , t e umve 

(Cl, 59). L£ 38tm 
30 Cl, 60, quoting Bergson, Matter and lV1emory, . 

31 B, 25; cf. 57, DR, 56-7; AO, 26~ Tp,. 366, d rd' his 'violently hallucinatory' work affirms 'an 
32 C2, 7tm (Deleuze's emphases). LikeWIse 0 a . 1 . 't bject' (C2 10). 

art of description which is al~ays .being renewed ~nd always rep tscmg 1 so, 

33 C2 130-1' cf. Sam Gillesple, The Mathematzcs if !f0velty, 2. . 1 . d f the type 'there is 
' .' 1 Deleuze's texts are littered WIth occaSlOna remm er.s 0 . ' , 

34 RF, 199, C~, 2 tm. . -animal' (K 35) or 'the desiring-machme IS not a .metaphor 
nothing metaphonc a,bout the becoml~~p 69 345" D 3). In Proust and Signs, metaphor IS affrrmed 
(AO, 41; cf. AO, 141, 293; ~R, 19~, '. h ti ~ metamorphosis itself. and thereby 'becomes only because it is equated, thIS one tune, WIt crea v , , 

utterly spiritual' (PS, 46-50). 1 'Tl. Vi' l Of Language 179' Lecercle, Philosophy through 35 K, 22; 70; TP, 77, NP, 42. Cf. Lecerc e, .L ne to ence u " 

the Looking-Glass, 114, 161-2, 183. ,.,' thetic distance' for the same reason. Irony is 
36 C2, 226, 174, 173. Deleuze refuses rrony .a~ ae~ l'ty (LS. 137-9) 'Irony appears each time 

a figure of transc~nde~ce and of confir:~~:~~t:~s :rc er::i~ence, 'equivocity, or analogy', i.e. in con-
language deploys Itself m accorda~ce WI Id d God' (LS 247). 
formity with 'the whole comparatlve play of self, wor an '. 

37 'Letter to a Harsh Critic,' N, 6tm. . hit' f hl'S book on Kant Deleuze sum-
e th 1984 Enghs trans a Ion 0 , , 

38 In the preface he wrote lor e. , ,. . t fJ'oint' (Shakespeare) 'I is another 
. . th h ':£I r poetIc formulas: tIme IS ou 0 , . . b d) 

mansed thIS aspect r~ug ou , (K fk) 'a disorder of all the senses' (agam Rim au . 
(Rimbaud), 'the Good IS what the Law ~~ys a a, a ' roblematic' version of what Kant 
More importantly, in Difference and .Repetztz.on Deleuz~ ~x~~;:scor:es onds no actual object: the ideas 
called the 'ideas of reason' (regulatIve nO:lOns ~o ;hl~ t al of an e!ent of a life or living, etc., might 
of our free self, world and God~. Th~ notIOns °u like VITKU t', l'deas ho~ever Deleuze affirms such 

'd d' bl 'In thIS sense n e an s, , .. . 
all be conSI ere pro ems . h' di t nd adequate intuition of reahty as It IS problems precisely insofar as they do allow for t e unme a e a 

in itself. . . .. I ew work on Deleuze centres on precisely this 
Some of the most SOp~lstlcated and onlP:

na 
n
h

'
l 

h See in particular Christian Kerslake 
aspect of his relation to Kantlan and post-Kant~~r 10SO.£ Y

t 
and the Question of Metacritique' 

'The Vertigo of Philosophy' (2002); Kersl~e'Gi'll e e;;~e, and the Legary if Post-Kantian Philosophy 
(2004); Daniel Smith, Difforence and Geneszs: es e euze an 
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(forthcoming), My reply to Kerslake, 'To Have Done withJustification', appeared in Radical Philosophy 114 (2002). 

39 DR, 85-6; c£ DR, 194, 199; KT, viii-ix; Kant, Critique if Pure Reason, B157-158, B428--431. 
It might well be argued that, when he comes to acknowledge that the operation of the cogito is itself 
fully dependent on the existence of God, Descartes himself already anticipates much of Kant's 
argument here. In any case, Kant's critique of Descartes only goes so far: according to Deleuze, both 
philosophers remain trapped within the logic of recognition that is central to any theory of represen
tation, and 'for Kant as for Descartes, it is the identity of the Self in the "I think" which grounds the 
harmony of all the faculties and their agreement on the form of a supposed Same object' (DR, 133). 

40 C2, 82-3. 'From the Greeks to Kant [ ... J, the subordination of time to movement was 
reversed' (C2, preface to the English edition, xi; cf. CC, 40-2; DR, 88-9). 

41 C£ Monique David-Menard, La Folie dans la raison pure (1990). 

42 NP, 88. As Pierre Zaoui notes, to the degree the neo-Spinozist 'certainty imposes itself by itself 
(unlike Cartesianism and the whole of critical rationalism), the problem of critique is no~ the frrst task 
of philosophy'. Rather than judge, legitimate or distribute', critique provides only a preliminary service 
to philosophy: it destroys the illusions that get in the way of immediate certainty (Zaoui, 'La Grande 
Identite Nietzsche-Spinoza, quelle identite?', 75-6). 

43 LB, 120. Badiou is again perfectly right to present Deleuze (no less than himself) as a 'classical' 
or 'pre-critical' thinker, i.e. one who insists on the identity of being and thought. 'Not only is it 
possible to think Being, but there is thought only insofar as Being simultaneously formulates and pro
nounces itself therein' (Badiou, Deleuze, 20; cf. 45). 

44 Deleuze, 'Immanence: A Life ... ', 26; cf. LS, 102, 109. For the same reason, the expression of 
virtual sense 'may occur only within an [ ... J impersonal transcendental field, freed from the form of a 
synthetic personal consciousness or a subjective identity', in line with Sartre's 'decisive' argument in his 
Transcendence if the Ego (LS, 98-9tm; C£ WP, 47). Only on this condition can we see what Deleuze means 
when he says that 'the transcendental field is, however close two sensations may be, the passage from 
one to the other as a becoming, as increase or decrease of power (virtual quantity), ('Immanence: A Life ... ', 25). 
'45 Spinoza, Ethics VP24. 

46 Jean Hyppolite's Logic and Existence' [1954J, DI, 18. 

47 LS, 211; LS, 182. 'Univocity means the identity of [ ... J event and sense' (LS, 180; cf. C2, 
99-100), and 'what renders language possible is the event' (LS, 182). 

48 EP' 42, 62. In Logic if Sense, Deleuze transposes this configuration more or less unaltered. 'On 
the one hand, sense [sens] does not exist outside the proposition which expresses it'. Sense 'inheres or 
subsists' but does not exist. 'On the other hand, it does not merge at all with the proposition, for it has 
an object£ti which is quite distinct. What is expressed has no resemblance whatsoever to the expression. 
Sense is indeed attributed, but it is not at all the attribute of the proposition [ ... ], "Green" designates 
a quality, a mixture of things, a mixture of tree and air where chlorophyll coexists with all the parts of 
the leaf. "To green," on the contrary, is not a quality in the thing, but an attribute which is said of the 
thing, This attribute does not exist outside of the proposition which expresses it' (LS, 21). Green is a 
merely actual quality; to green is a virtual or creative event. . 

49 LS, 182; c£ EP, 114-15; LS, 137. 

50 This is just a condition of the virtuality of sense. 'There is only one kind of word which 
expresses both itself and its sense', and such a virtual word can only be a 'nonsense word: abraxas, 
snark or blituri' (DR, 155). Like so many variants on a divine name, such a word makes rather than 
has sense. 'Nonsense enacts a donation if sense' (LS, 69). 

4 Creative Subtraction 

1 Bergson, The Two Sources if Morality and Religion, 309. 

2 TP, 262. Likewise, although your molecular creating is actualised in a molar creature, neverthe
less you are not in equal parts molecular and molar. Rath~r, 'all becomings are molecular: the animal, 
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flower or stone one becomes are molecular collectivities, haecceities, not molar subjects, objects, or 
forms 'that we know from the outside' (TP, 275). In somewhat the same way, our natural but mistaken 
tendency is to 'postulate the contemporaneity of subject and object, whereas one is constituted only 
through the annihilation of the other' (LS, 310). ' ',.. ' . 

, . . 3'B, 49; Bergson, Creative Evolution, 11. 'Psychology is noW only .an opem~g mto ontology, a spn~g
board for an "installation" in Being' (B, 76; c£ NP, 116). Such for mstance IS the properly Bergsoman 
achievement of Resnais's cinema: 'throughout Resnais's work we plunge into a memory which over
flows the conditions of psychology', a 'memory-world' (02, 119). 

4 Take for example the relation between states' and nomads. It remains 'a vital concer~ of every 
state not only to vanquish nomadism but to control migrations and, more generally, to estabhsh a zone 
of rights over an entire "exterior'" (TP, 385). The priority of the nomadic 'war machine', by contrast, 
is to de-populate and dis-establish, to sever the links ~at b~d ~eople to p~ace~ to 'make the desert 
grow'. If the state then intervenes to block the nomadIc proJe~t, Its ~nly optIOn IS to. ~estroy the state. 
'If war necessarily results, it is because the war machine colhdes WIth states .and Clues, as forces (~f 
striation) opposing its positive object [ ... ]. It is at this point that the war machme becomes war: anm
hilate the forces of the state' (TP, 417). 

5 Foucault, Remarks on Marx, 31. . 
6 For a fuller account of Badiou's subtractive conception of being see my 'Dependmg on 

Inconsistency' (2005). . 
7 CC, 1, 76-7. At one point, Deleuze as~(s: ',what remains of souls on~e t~ey ar~ no lon~e~,a~a?hed 

to particularities, what keeps them from meltmg mto a whole? What remams. IS preCIsely therr ongma~
ity", that is, a sound that e;;tch one produces, lil<:e a ritornello at the limIt of language, but that It 
produces only when it takes to the open road (or to the open sea) ... '. (CC, 87)... . 

8 DR, 258; cf. DR, 28; LS, 106-7. That creatures themselves must accomphsh.therr own en:-an~I
pation is consistent with the anti~Cartesian naturalism that Deleuze affrrms after Spmoza an~ ~elbmz. 
If natural movements are controlled by 'mechanical laws' , these laws cal}not be external and mdifferent 
to what they determine, as if they simply obeyed a transcendent will. The laws o~y 'work' be.cau~e th~y 
resonate with the internal workings of natural bodies themselves. Even mechamcal determmatIOn, m 
other words, must be consistent with that capacity to be affected which determines the essence of any 
given body (c£ EP, 229). . ' 

9 Hegel, Lectures on the History if Philosophy, vol. 3, 281; c£ Macherey, Hegel ou .Spznoza, 1 ~-1~, 29, 
39. Even Hegel himself concedes, however, that 'it may really be said: you are eIther a SpmoZlst or 
not a philosopher at all' (op. cit., 283). . 

10 I'm thinking here, for instance, of readings of Deleuze that seek to prese~t hi~ as the prophet 
of an exuberant bodily or 'fleshy materialism', that emphasise his concern for bIOl?gI~al processes or 
exotic cultural encounters, that privilege his interest in complex processes of matenal emergence and 
physical transformation, or that look to his work for resources that ~ight guide ~ractic~l forms of 
political and sometimes even 'communitarian' empowerment. Even ~nan Mas~umI, c.ertamly one of 
Deleuze's most sophisticated and resourceful readers, betrays some SIgns of thIS ambIvalence when, 
after recognising that 'our true destiny' is collective 'dissipation' (Massumi, User'~ Guide, .141), h~ go~s 
on to emphasise the worldly orientation of Deleuzian philosophy. 'We have to live our ImmerSIOn .m 
the world [ ... ]. That's what Deleuze is saying belief is about, a belief in the world. It's not a behef 
that's "about" being in the world, it is a being in the world. Because it's all about being in this world, 
warts and all ... ' (Massumi, 'Navigating Movements' [2003]). . 

11 I included slightly more substantial discussions of Ishraq in my AbsolutelY Postcolonzal (2001), and 
of Corbin andJambet in The One or the Other (2003). 

12 Jambet, Logique des Orientaux, 110, 142, 163. 
13 Cl 59-60. As Oliver Davies rightly suggests, there is a good basis for comparison here between 

Deleuze ~nd Plotinus considered as thinkers attempting to present 'a radical and unconditioned dif
ference which resist[s] any kind of representational constraint' (Oliver Davies, 'Thinking Difference: 
A Comparative Study of Gilles Deleuze, Plotinus and Meist~r E~khart,' ~6~. In Plo~nus, visi~n of the 
One beyond being is precisely a vision that 'floods the eyes WIth hght, but It IS not a light shOWIng some 
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~ther object' (Aen1z~ads, VI, 7, 36), si;Uply the immediate revelation of a 'direct intuition' (Ill, 8, 9), a 
'presence overpassm?, all ~owledge (VI, 9, .3--4, quoted in Davies, 77-9). 

14 Al-Suhrawardi, Le Lwre de la Sagesse Orientale, §129-30. 
15 Al~Suhrawardi, DArchange empourpre, 431. 

16 Al~S~hrawa~di, p4rchan4e: 57 .. Deleuze r~ads the woik of T.E. 'Lawrence along similar lines, as 
grounded ~ a realisatIOn t?at ~Ight IS the openmg that makes space' , as striving to become adequate 
to the ArabIah desert. as :~ mfImtely open space emptied of all ",",-orIdly opacity and constraint (CC, 115). 

17 Al-Suhrawardi, L'Archange, 101-2; c£ Corbm, En Islam zranien, vol. 2, 22. 
18 Jarnbet, Logique, 38; c£ Corbin, Histoire, 357; Corbin, Philosophie iranienne etphiloso"hie com"aree 

118. '1' 1:', 

19 Jambet, Logique, 118, 224-5. 

20 Ali Al-Hujwiri, The Kaslif al-Maf!jub, 367, quoted in Schimmel, lvfjstical Dimensions if Islam, 6. 
21 Jambet, Logique, 131-2. 

22 See in particular 'On Detachment', in Eckhart, Sermons and Treatises, voL 3, 117-29. 
23 Eckhart, Serm~ns and ;reatis;s, vol. 1, 284. ~nything, however s~all, adhering to the soul, 

prevents us from seemg God, for as long as you mmd yourself or anythmg at all you know no more 
of God than my mouth knows of colour or my eye of taste' (293; 144). 

24 Eckhart, Sermons and Treatises, vol. 1, 17. 'No creatures can reach God in their capacity of 
created things' (187). 

25 C£ al-Suhrawardi, L'Archange, 172. 

26 DI, 25, quoting Bergson, 'The Life and Work of Ravaisson', The Creative Mind, 225-6tm. 
27 Corbin, Histoire, 292, my emphasis. 
28 Corbin, Le Paradoxe du monotheisme, 200. 
29 Henry, I Am the Truth, 104. 
30 NP, 83-5; c£ CC, 51-2. 

~1 Be~~n:in, 'The~logico-Political Fragment' (1920/1921), One-Way Street, 155-6; 'Critique of 
VIOlence '. zbz~., 151, b3; cf. 'Theses on the Philosophy of History' §1O, Illuminations, 258. 

32 BenJamm, The Origin if German Tragic Drama, 182, 232-3; c£ Wolin, BenJamin, 52-9. 
33 Weil, Waitingfor God, 133. 
34 Weil, Gravity and Grace, 33. 

,3? Sinc.e God only 'gave me Being in order that I should give it back to him', so then my distinct 
ex~stence I~ made up only of ~od's waiting for [my] acceptance not to exist.' And by letting go of our 

afflIcted eXistence we accomplish our supreme goal- 'to make something created pass into the uncre
ated' (Weil, Gravity and Grace, 32-8). 

36 Badiou, 'Deleuze: The Fold,' 62-8; Badiou, Deleuze, 150; Badiou, L'Etre et l'rfvrfnement, 522. For 
more on Badiou's critique of Deleuze, see my Badiou: A Subject to Truth, 174-80. 

37 Badi~u, '~eleuze: The Fold,'. 63-4. On the other hand, Badiou goes perhaps a little too far in 
the other dlre.ctI~n.wh~n he descnbes th.e ultimate orientation of this philosophy of life as 'ascetic' 
a~d ~ence as m?is~guls:lable from a phIlosophy of ~e.ath, a philosophy a~imated by the 'identity of 
thmking and dymg (Badiou, Deleuze, 63; 13-14). ThIS IS to downplay the difference between creative 
or experimental. counter-actualisation and mere renunciation or extinction, and thus risks aligning 
Deleu~e more WIth Eckhart than Spinoza, more with Schopenhauer than Nietzsche. , 

38. Zizek, Organs wi~hout Bodies, 24. As part of his wide-ranging critique of a movement of post-the
olOgIcal thought that mcludes both Deleuze and Lacan, Conor Cunningham goes so far as to read 
~eleuz.e as a 'sophis~icated nihilist', in line with his assumption that 'nihilism says [ ... ] that creation 
IS nothJng and remams so' (Cunningharg., Genealogy if Nihilism, 242). . 

39 Zizek, Organs without Bodies, 20-1. Zizek's dismissal of Anti-Oedipus (and with it much of Deleuze's 
s~bsequent work) is consistent with Baudrillard's earlier attack on that 'production paradigm' he 
dIscerns ~t the heart of both Foucault and Deleuze's work (Baudrillard, Forget Foucault, 21-2). . 

40 Spmoza, Theologico-Political Treatise, in Spinoza, The' Political Works, iv, 83. 
41 Spinoza, Ethics IlP7S. 
42 Spinoza, Ethics IlP43, 45. 
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43 Spinoza, Emendation if the Intellect §95-96, in Collected Works (1985), vol. 1, 39-40. 
44 EP, 22. To have an idea of a winged horse, for instance, is to affirm wings of a horse (Spinbza, 

Ethics IIP49S). 
45 Spinoza, Ethics IIP11D, IIP11C. 
46 EP, 133, 299-300. 'Ideas are all the more perfect, the more reality or perfection they express 

in their objec;:t; ideas which the mind forms "absolutely" thus express infmity' (15). 

47 EP, 137-8; cf. Sp, 70, 73. 
48 Spinoza, Ethics IIP29C. 
49 Cf. Spinoza, Ethics IIP30-31. 
50 EP, 303, 308; cf. 116; Spino~a, Ethics VP25D. 
51 Spinoza, Ethics IIP40S2; VP36S. 
52 EP, 283, 308-9; cf. 226-7. 
53 EP, 226; cf. Sp, 125. This is why Deleuze and Guattari, though never short on practical advice, 

eschew all programmatic or global prescriptions in favour of tactical tips: 'lodge yourself on a 
stratum, experiment with the opportunities it offers, find an advantageous place on it, find potential 
movements of deterritorialisation, possible lines of flight, experience them and experiment with 

them ... ' (TP, 16ltm; cf. D, 47-8). 
54 Spinoza, Ethics IIP27-9. 
55 A fuller version of this important sequence runs as follows. We are modes of a single creative 

substance or God. Our virtual or eternal essence is a facet of this substance. This essence comes into 
existence, furthermore, when it is actualised in the attributes of thought (as an actual idea or mind) 
and of extension (as an actual body). Because the attributes are parallel and because the essence of a 
mode is the same for its actualisation in every attribute, our actual mind is then the idea of our 
actually existing body and conversely, our body is the object of this idea ( Spinoza, Ethics IIPll-13; 
cf. Sp, 86). Like any idea, the idea that we express immediately follows from the idea of God, and is 
sustained by the autonomous power of thought as an attribute of God; like any object, our existent 
body conforms to the laws of material extension. To begin with, our actual minds and bodies are 

passive and ign~rant of what they are or express. ' 
However, although the parallelism of the attribute~ ensures that access to the third and highest 

kind of knowledge is not a straightforward process of 'idealisation' or bodily renunciation, nevertheless 
our access to the idea that expresses what we are is itself the achievement of thought or intellect. 
Although we are actualised as both body and mind, only the mirid is capable of thinking or 'conceiv
ing' the essence that causes or creates us. The essence of our body 'appears only insofar as it is 
expressed by the idea that constitutes the essence of the mirid (the idea that we are)', for 'the essences 
of modes have a cause through which they must be conceived; hence there is an idea that expresses the 
essence of the body and that makes us conceive this essence through its cause\ i.e., 'in God' (SP, 91; 
Spinoza, Ethics VP22D). Or again, 'whatever the mind understands under a species of eternity; it 
understands not from the fact that it conceives the body's present actual existence, but from the fact that 
it conceives the body's essence under a species of eternity' (Ethics VP29). It's this essence that exceeds 

the body, and that can thus survive it when it dies (Ethics VP20S). 
Leaving aside the much-debated question as to whether Spinoza's definition of an attribute as 

'what the intellect perceives of a substance, as constituting its essence' (;Ethics ID4) already presumes 
a certain primacy of thought over extension, this primacy is clearly presumed during the final stages 
of the redemptive sequence itself, i.e. the sequence that leads from inadequate to adequate ideas, 
from bondage to beatitude. The intellectual love of God is the concern of the mind 'without relation 
to the body' (V20S), and the 'idea which expresses the essence' of the body under a species of 
eternity is a certain mode of thinking, which pertains to the essence of the mind, and which is nec
essarilyeternal' (V23S). In keeping with the prevailing reception of his work, however, most critics 
who engage in detail with Deleuze's Spinozism choose to privilege instead the apparent primacy of 
body and affect: Gillian Howie, for example, accuses Deleuze of promoting 'an extreme form of 
materialism', whereby the mind is effectively drdined by its object, by 'the body or the physical alter
ation of the body' (Howie, Deleuze and Spinoza, 100; cf. Hardt, Deleuze, 82; Norris, Spinoza and the 
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Origins if Modern Critical Theor1) 59 65) I .. h !'. J' , . n my opmIOn t ese readi l' 
!act that, although the obiect of th 'd th" ngs pay too Ittle attention to the 

J e 1 ea at constItutes a . d' . b d 
essence of this idea is of course its (divine) c . b' mm IS ItS 0 Y, what constitutes the 

56 LS 283' f NP 13' AO ause, not ItS 0 ~ect. 
, , c. " 132. 

57 AO, 63; cf. TP, 107; DR, 16. 
58 Cf. TP, 46, 218-19; 229; 381. 
59 DR, 281; cf. 260-1; LS, 307. 
60 . LS, 311-13. Few post-Lacanian psychoanal sts are mor d' . 

of thmgs, consequently, than Jean Laplanch f( y h 'th e Istant ~rom. a Deleuzmn conception 
radical alterity by the other person (der And ;'" o~ ":' f.0r;: e un.conscIOus IS only maintained in its 
person is blurred, when it is reintegrated i:eili m£( ne, f y se~uctIOn. When the alterity of the other 
seduction" the alterity of the . ~ orm 0 ~y antasy of the other, of my "fantasy of 

. ' unconSCIOUS IS put at nsk' (La 1 h 'U . 
RevolutIOn,' Essays on Otherness, 71). P anc e, nfimshed Copernican 

61 MS, 61; cf. 'From Sacher-Masoch to Masochism' 128' CC 84-5 
62 MS, 66; 'From ~acher-Masoch to Masochism,' 129-30'. ' . 
63 TP, 509-10tm. The movement f th h' d .... 64 TP 381 2 f, hoe eart IS eterntonalIsatIOn itself' (D 37) 

, -. or t e same reason while 'minoriti b" 1 ,. 
language, ethnicity; or sex with their ow~ ghett t 't . e~. ~re ~ ~ecTIve y definable states, states of 
crystals of becoming whose value is to trigge 0 ern ton; ~~es, t ey must also be thought of as seeds, 
the mean or majority' (TP, 106). r un con ro a e movements and deterritorialisations of 

65 TP, 243-4. 'Ahab chooses Mob D' k' h' where' (TP, 244). y- IC, m a c oosmg that exceeds him and comes from else-

66 K, 19-21. In addition to Deleuze's own 1 Fl . , 
his Three Tales) might be read along corn bl e~amp~, aubert s late story about SaintJulian (in 
this story as an effort to come to termsPar~th e nes

d
· Pblsychoanalyst may be tempted to interpret 

b 
WI unen ura e contradi t' . hild h . .. 

etween mother and father a hero wh b b h . c Ions. a c w 0 IS dIVIded , 0 cannot e ot warnor and . t b d tl . 
both murder and hospitality and so 0 ( !'.. S sam ,a e 1at IS the place of . ' ,n see !or Instance ' .. 
mterpretation of 'Flaubert's Signature' "Th L d f S ~osha?a Felman s brilliantly compressed 
Deleuzian perspective by contrast the'sto ~ !'.egen 0 .aI~tJulian the Hospitable"'). Read from a 

, "ry IS !ree to regam ItS full 1 . I 
our hero builds an assemblage that coordinat l' l' . esc~pe ve OClty. n a first moment, 

h
. . es a mu tIP ICIty of dIverse c .. 

untmg machme (body, weapon d h ). omponents m a smgle 
superhuman speed SO'long as th' I's()mg'a ho~se, 'prey, admach~ne that allows him to act and react with 

. c me IS geare towards h t' h h . 
trapped within a destructive molar frenz a t f b h un mg as suc, owever, It remains 
tow~rds his deterritorialisation, in a second mo::n~ it :r~~ er~. gone mad. Bu: once Julian bends it 
stramt, and eventually to become responsive rathe; th ws ~ to w~nder WIthout purpose or con
kill the animals he perceives he is able to . a~ mere'y reaCTIve. Rather than immediately 
encounter with the leper leads directly to h.e~~age ~n a!'. ecommg-other than himself, and his final 

67 TP. 188 S' . l' IS 1 eraTIon !rom both self and world. 
" : ~e m parTIcu ar D, 138-40. 

68 Becommg ISn't part of history;.history designates onl h f . .. 
that one leaves behind in order to "be co "th' Y t e set 0 preCOndITIOnS, however recent, 
TP, 23, 393-4; C2, 258; CB, 97). me, at IS, to create somethmg new' (N, 171 tm; cf. N, 30; 

69 Corbin: 'History is not the place in which su reme di . . 
as such dissolves or vanishes' in the face of th ~ vu:e CO~SCI?USneSs deve~ops [ ... J History 
monotkeisme, 55). And Henry' the absol t 'd eop anYd(Cor~)ln, F!zstozre, 58; Corbm, Le Paradoxe du 

. . u e oes not pro uce Itself m h' t 'd " 
ent of hIstorical development. 'The idea tha . I~ ory an remams mdepend-
is abs~rd' (Henry, E.ss~nce de. la manifestation, 2~~~~~~~~\~te mIght reveal Itself progressively, bit by bit, 

~O Jean Hyppolite s LogZS and Existence' [1954J, DI, 17. . 
· 1. WP, 110, 96. O~ as Zizek puts it, 'the emer ence of th N 
'''/''torical conto",t' (Ziiek, (},gans witlwut B,di", 19l). e ow occms when a work overcomes 

· 2 !P, 142. Only once history is equated with the c .. . 
It pOSSIble to accept that 'humanity mak't h' onstructIOn of VIrtUal or creatIve 'problems' is 
· l' . es 1 sown IStorY, and the be' . f 
IS ike the conquest of freedom' (B, 16). '. commg conscIOUS 0 that activity 
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73 TP, 393. Nomadology is 'the" opposite of a history' (TP, 23). . 
74 Deleuze's favourite sentence in Anti-Oedipus is well-known: 'No, we've never seen a SChIZO

phrenic' (N, 12; c£ AO, 380).' Christopher Miller confirms, at ~heir ex~ense, th~ ahistorical status of 
Deleuze and Guattari's nomads in his article 'The Postidentitanan PredIcament m the Footnotes of A 

Thousand Plateaus' (1993). 
75 Kerslake, 'Transcendental Cinema', 8. 

5 Creation Mediated: Art and Literature 

1 Bergson, Laughter, 160. 
2 AO, 87. 'The only end of writing is life' (D, 6; cf. 50; CC, 11, 16). 
3 Wp, 203, referring to D.H. Lawrence, 'Chaos in Poetry'. 
4 TP, 186-7. See in particular D, chal?ter 2. , '.' , 
5 Deleuze, 'The Exhausted' (1992), m CC, 152-74. Cf. Blanchot, La Sohtude essentIelle, 

DEs pace litteraire; 13-32; Blanchot, DEntretien Irifini, 304--5. 
6 As Rona1d Bogue has shown, Deleuze draws here on Henri Maldiney's essays, collected in 

Regard Parole Espace (1973). Maldiney himself builds on Erwin S:raus'~ distinctio.n 0: perceptio~ and 
sensation, whereby perception is conceived as a secondary, ratlOnahsed orgamsatIOn of a pnmary 
and chaotic domain of sensation a domain in which I am indistinguishable from what I sense, 
caught up in the flux of the w~rld, prior to any stable differentiation of subject . from object. 
Maldiney then distinguishes between three major mom~nts in the 'rhythm: of a~s;hetIc form:. after 
the initial chaos of pure sensation, actual forms consolidate through the systolic condensatlOn of 
visual elements into clear and distinctive shapes, before then dissolving anew (e.g. with Cezanne) 
through the diastolic eruption of forces that exceed shape and resonate across the entire field of the 
'whole'. Cf. Bogue, Deleuze on M'If,sic, Painting and the Arts, l16-~ 1. . . . 

7 'The diagram is a violent chaos in relation to the figuratrve glVens, but It IS a germ of rhythm 

in relation to the new order of the painting' (FB, 102). 
8 Sylvester, Interviews with Francis Bacon, 17; c£ 101-2. 
9 Bergson, The Creative Mind, 137. . . .., . 

10 C2, 126-8. Deleuze adapts part of his crystalline theory of m~IVlduatIOn fro.m C?I1bert 
Simondon's DIndividu et sa genese physico-biologique (1964), a book that plays an Important ~ole ~n Difftrence 
and Repetition' see in particular DR 86-9. It is worth quoting Bogue's useful summary, smce It confirms 
the priority ~f a virtual form over its subsequent actualisation. 'Crystallisation begins when a "se.ed" 
crystal is introduced into a substance which is in an amorphous, metastable state, ~ state ~haractensed 
by Simondon as an internal resonance of singularities. The seed crystal commumcates ItS shape to a 
molecule of the substance, which then communicates tlie shape to another, and so on. (In s0l:Y\e sub
stances, several different kinds of crystals may be formed, the seed crystal determining -v:hich one will 
be actualised). The process of individuation occurs between each crystal and the c~ntrguous amor
phous substance, always at the surface of crystal, the individ,:all~ ~orm~d crysta:s.bem?, the products 
of individuation and marking the cessation of the process of mdlVIduatron. I~diVlduatIOn, there~ore, 
precedes the individual' - with the notable exception, of course, of the Vlrtual seed crystal Itself 

(Bogue, Deleuze and Guattari, 62; c£ Pearson, Germin~l Life, 91). . ' .' , 
11 Deleuze mentions as examples, the encounter ID Last Year zn Marzenbad, the accIdent ID L 1mmortelle, 

the key in Trans-Europe Express, the betrayal in The Man JiVho Lies. In each case, 'the three implicated 
presents are constantly revived, contradicted, obliterated, substitut~d, r~-created, ~ork .and return' as so 
many incompossible possibilities. In the process they give rise to a direct lIDage of tlme Itself, rather than 
an indirect image of time mediated through an intelligible succession of movements (C2, 101). 

12 AO, 69; PS, 181-2; RF, 30-1, 38-9. . 
13 'The work of art always constitutes and reconstitutes the beginning of the ,:orld, b,:t al~o for~s 

a specific world absolutely different from the others and envelops a landscape or Immatenal SIte qmte 

distinct from the site where we have grasped it' (PS, 110). 
14 PS, 39, referring to Proust, A la Recherche du temps perdu, vol. 1, 347; vol. 2, 48; c£ LB, 80. 
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15 PS, 50. 'The superiority of art over life consists in this: all th~ signs we meet in life are still material 
signs, and the~ meaning, because it i~ always in. s?mething else, IS not altogether spiritual' (pS, 40-1). 

16 ~roust hm::self, .of course, consIstently pnvileges art over philosophy, i.e. a philosophy of rep re
sentatlOn. Bu: sIDce It leads to the affirmation that 'only pure thought discovers essence' so then 
Deleuze happily s~ggests that 'Proust's cr.itiq,ue of philosophy is eminently philospphica1' (PS, 100). 

17 PS, 42-3. LIke both Proust and LeIbmz, Deleuze doesn't hesitate to make the obvious connec
tion, ~nd to link the expression. ofe~sence to the old metaphysical problem of the immortality of the 
~ou~ .. Esse.nces, perhal?s, have lIDpnsoned themselves, have enveloped themselves in these souls they 
mdlVIdualise. They eXIst only in such captivity', yet by exceeding the individuals that they animate 
they suggest that 'we .are immortal in some fashion' (PS, 44). 

18 ~S, 74--? Consider for inst~nce the shifting effect of Vinteuil's musical phrase when, in 
Swann s ears, It passes from the regnne of love to the regime of art. Vinteuil's phrase at first territo
rialises Odette's face in relation to the Bois de Boulogne, 'as if it reassured Swann that the Bois de 
Boulogne was indeed his territory, and Odette his possession' (TP, 319). Such reassurance in fact only 
condemns Swann to the subsequent torment of jealousy and anxiety The worldly Swann finds 
Odett.e's fac~ everywhere, in paintings, in music, in places, but this multiplication offers no escape 
from ItS passIO~ate r~-capture: 'Odette's face races down a line .h~rtling toward a single black hole, 
that of ~wan~ s passlOn. By Its~lf, love offers no way out of thIS lIDpasse. Swann's salvation begins 
",:hen, hIS pas~IOn exhausted, he attends a reception where he sees the faces of the servants and guests 
dlsaggregate ~nto ~~to?omous aesthet~c t~aits, as· if the line of picturality regained its independence 
[ ... ]. Then VIDteuils httle phrase regaIDS ItS transcendence and renews its connection with a still more 
~ntense, asignifying, and asubjective line of pure musicality' Swann thus escapes the 'black hole of 
IDvoluntary memory' through art, 'uniquely through art'. The more pure the art the more it is dedi
cated . to .su.ch . 'blazing life lines' that burn away all lived constraints. Art generates 'positive 
deterntonalisatIOns that never reterritorialise on art, but instead sweep it away with them toward the 
realms of the asignifying, asubjective, and faceless' (TP, 186-7). 

19 Jean Hypl?olite'~ ~ogi~ and Exis~ence', DI, 18. Deleuze's only argument with Hyppolite's Hegel 
here, and agam m antrClpatlOn of Difftrence and Repetition, turns on whether dialectical contradiction 
can rightly claim to be the limit of absolute difference, or whether it should instead be acknowledged 
only as a limited form of difference. . 

20 Deleuze's examples include a famous scene on the train when the narrator runs from one side·of 
t~e carriage :0 the other, witness to a proliferation of divergent landscapes, and the scene in which he 
kisses Albertrne for the first time: as he approaches, her face dissolves and multiplies in many 
Albertines, each more intangible than the last (RF, 38-9). 

6 Creation Unm.ediated: Philosophy 

1 Bergson, Two Sources, 255. 
2 . If, the~, painting devotes its 'clinical' resources to the exploration of hysteria, music is here 

associated. With the more profound and more pressing demands of a 'galloping schizophrenia'. 
De~eu~e CItes t~e. example of Mozart's Requiem: 'The beats of the timpani in the Requiem are sharp, 
maJestIc, and diVIDe, and they can only announce to our surprised ears the coming of a being who, 
to use Stendhal's words, surely has relations with another world' (FB, 54--5, quoting Marcel More). 

3 PS, 97, Ill. 'To think is to create - there is no other creation - but to create is first of all to 
engender "thinking" in thought' (DR, 147). 

4 'C~~rsVincen~es: Leibniz', 15 April 1980; WP, 5,11; N, 25, 32,136; DI, 22,141; RF, 292. 
5 P~Ihp GoodchIld makes a case for the opposite conclusion, arguing that 'the question of phi

los~phy m, Deleuze's w~r~ is subordi~ated to the desire for life', and even to an ultimately religious 
deSlf.e for trans.cendent life (Goodchild, Deleuze and the Qyestion if Philosophy, 19, 158-69). 

. 6 To be sure., Deleuze often insists that philosophy cannot proceed independently of art and 
SClence, and that It has no privileged status. 'Philosophy obviously cannot claim the least superiority, but 
also creates and expounds its own concepts only in relation to what it can grasp of scientific functions 
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and artistic co.nstructions' (Preface to the English edition [1994J, DR, xvi; c£ WP, 8, 198; RF, 353). 
No doubt every conceptual extraction operates within the situation that confronts it. No less than any 
of his other books, however, the general argument of JiVhat is Philosoplry? makes the properly ontologi-
cal hierarchy of the disciplines abundantly clear. . 

7 WP, 208tm. Alternatively - although it amounts to the same thing - science, art and philosophy 
are the 'three aspects under which the brain becomes subject, Thought-brain'. And as brain becomes 
subject, so too 'the concept becomes object as created, as event or creation itself' (WP, 210-11). 

8 WP, 156. Deleuze's privileged scientific references - an eclectic collection ranging from 
MaYmon and Saint-Hilaire through Bergson and Whitehead to Simondon and Prigogine - have at 
least one thing in common: they restore a creative dynamism to the plane of reference as such. See 
for instance TP, 484--5; Wp, 130, 154. 

9 Wp, 197, my emphasis. 
10 Bergson, The Creative Mind, 157. 
11 Bergson, The Creative Mind, 138. 
12 Bergson, Creative Evolution, 268. 
13 Bergson, Two Sources, 239. 
14 Kant, Critique rif Pure Reason, Bxxx. 
15 EP, 67, 22tm; c£ DR, 40. 
16 Np, 176. 'Sovereign affirmation is inseparable from the destruction of all known values, it turns 

this destruction into a total destruction' (NP, 176). 
17 CC, 126-35. 'Becoming is not 'judged" [ ... J, it is 'just" and possesses its own law in itself' 

(NP, 28). The violent 'demonstrations' that make up the fifth part of Spinoza's Ethics, for example, 
'are perfectly adapted to essences insofar as they surpass any order of discursivity or deduction [ ... ]. 
The geometric method of Book V is a method of invention that will proceed by intervals and leaps 
[ ... J, perhaps it surpasses all demonstration inasmuch as it operates in the "undecidable'" (CC, 149). 

18 'The mode of the event is the problematic [ ... J, events bear exclusively upon problems and 
define their conditions' (LS, 54); consequently, 'the problem as problem is completely determined' 
(DR, 280). 

19 NP, 32. 'The system of the future [ ... J must be called a divine game, since there is no pre-
existing rule, since the game bears already upon its own rules, all of chance being affirmed each time 
and for all times' (DR, 116). This is why Mallarme 'presents the child Igitur invoking his ancestors 
who are not men but Elohim, a race which was pure, which "raised its purity to the absolute, in order 
to be it'" (NP, 32). 

20 DR, 197, 199. In JiVhat is Philosoplry?, concepts will be defined as 'the outcome of throws of the 
dice' (WP, 35). 

21 Eckhart, Sermons and Treatises, voL 1, 298. 
22 PS, 99; DR, 85-6; DR, 199, 194; c£ KT, viii-ix. 
23 C2, 263; EP, 158; c£ EP, 115,' 131, 160. 
24 EP, 269; c£ Sp, 69-70. Modern cinema is likewise 'automatism become spiritual art'; through 

cinema, 'the moving machine becomes one with the psychological automaton pure and simple' (C2, 

263). 
25 PV; 11. 'Three centuries ago certain fools were astonished because Spinoza wished to see the 

liberation of man, even though he did not believe in his liberty or even in his particular existence. 
Today new fools, or perhaps the same ones reincarnated, are astonished because the Foucault who 
had spoken of the death of man took part in political struggle' (FC, 90tm). 

26 Spinoza, Political Treatise, in Political Works, 367, 383; C£ EP, 266-7; ES, 43, 131. 
27 WP, 11, 199, 210. On this point, Deleuze and Guattari are again directly in line with a 

Nietzschean prescription: 'What dawns on philosophers last of all: they must no longer accept 
concepts as a gift, not merely purify and polish them, but first make and create them' (Nietzsche, Will 
to Power, §409). 

28 C2, 280. Deleuze's concern is with 'concepts specific to cinema, but which can only be formed 
philosophically. They're not technical notions (like tracking, continuity, depth or flatness of field, and 
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so on), because technique only makes sense in relation to ends which it presupposes but doesn't 
I explain' (N, 58)., 

29 Deleuze, 'Bergson's Conception of Difference', DI, 36. 
30 CC, 148-51; S,P,- 127. As Pascal asks, 'Do you believe that it is impossible for God to be infinite 

and indivisible?' - 'Yes.' - 'Very well, I will show you something infinite and indivisible: it is a point 
moving everywhere at an infinite speed. It is one and the same everywhere and wholly present in every 
place' (Pascal, Pensees, §420). 

31 Conceptual personae serve to crystallise and orient the creation of concepts - Deleuze and 
G~attari's examples include Socrates and the figure of the friend as conceptual'personae for Plato, or 
DlOnysus and Zarathustra (along with a different version of Socrates) for Nietzsche. Conceptual personae 
are the explorers of 'thought's territories, its absolute deterritorialisations and reterritoria1isations' (Wp, 
69). Or again, if 'philosophy's sole aim is to become worthy of the event, it is precisely the conceptual 
persona who counter-effectuates the event' (Wp, 160). 

32 WP, 59. Philosophy always 'posits as prephilosophical [ ... J the power of a One-All like a 
moving desert that concepts come to populate. Prephilosophical does not mean something preexistent 
but rather something that does not exist outside philosoplry, although philosophy presupposes it' (WP' 41). 
This particular obligation or privilege of thought, we might note in passing, indicates perhaps the 
deepest and most interesting point of convergence between the philosophies of Deleuze and Badiou. 
W~at Badiou calls a truth-procedure is nothing other than a rigorous way of drawing the conse
quences of a pure implication - although with Badiou this always concerns the implication of 
inconsistency, precisely, rather than of consistency. C£ Hallward, 'Depending on Inconsistency' (2005). 

33 DR, 228tm. Just as music lends us an 'impossible ear' by rendering audible forces (time, inten
sity, the virtuaL .. ) that are themselves inaudible, so too philosophy's concern is with 'impossible 
thought, that is, the effort to render thinkable, with complex materials of thought, forces that not 
themselves thinkable' (RF, 146). Or as Deleuze and Guattari put it elsewhere: 'Modern philosophy 
tends to elaborate a material of thought in order to capture forces that are not thinkable in themselves 
[.,.J. The forces to be captured are no longer those of the earth, which still constitute a great expres
sive Form, but the forces of an immaterial, nonformal, and energetic Cosmos' (TP, 343). 

34 LS, 63, 165-6; 'On Four Poetic Formulas ... ', KT, vii-viii. 
35 C2, Preface to the English edition, xi; cf. CC, 40-2; DR, 88-9. 
36 Spinoza, Ethics ID8Exp .. 
37 SeeinparticularEp, 175-6,214-15; DR, 254-9. 
38 If what we experience is the 'affect' of time, this is not because we experience time in our 'own' 

way but because 'time itself, pure virtuality, divides itself in two as affector and affected'; in the 
process, time defines itself as 'affection of self by self' (C2, 83). The formula recalls Michel Henry's 
conception of spiritual life as pure auto-affection (Henry, I Am the Truth, 104-7). 

39 PS, 169, 129-30. Philosophy's own time obeys a similarly transversal logic. Since 'philosophy 
is becoming, not history', it proceeds via 'the coexistence of planes, not the succession of systems' 
(Wp, 59). 

40 Readers familiar with Nietzsche's own version of eternal return will know that he had some
thing rather different in mind - the eternal return of the same, precisely, and the same understood as 
the same in all its actuality. Deleuze transforms Nietzsche's concept by orienting it to the virtual return 
of differings alone. What returns is not sameness but difference, the infinite repetition of difference. 
'Eternal return cannot mean the return of the Identical because it presupposes a world (that of the 
will to power) in which all previous identities have been abolished and dissolved [ ... J. Returning is the 
becoming-identical of becoming itself' (DR, 41). 

41 NP, 24. As Todd May explains, 'everything returns, everything recurs, but what recurs does not 
do so in the form of actualised identities but in the form of the virtual difference that constitutes those 
identities' (May, Deleuze, 62). 

42 DR, 41-2. 'The eternal return has no other sense but this: the absence of any assignable origin 
- in other words, the assignation of difference as the origin, which then relates different to different 
in order to make it (or them) return as such' (DR, 125). 
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43 LS, 179-80; DR, 300; cf. Np, 86. 
44 Deleuze, 'Bergson's Conception of Difference' [1956J, DI, 40-3. 
45 AO, 314, my emphasis; cf. TP, 479. 
46 Hume, Treatise if Human Nature, 46, quoted in ES, 99. 
47 'The AND is not a specific relation, it is that which subtends all relations, the path of all rela

tions, which makes relations shoot outside their terms [ ... J; it is a quite extraordinary thought, and yet 
it is life' (D, 57). 'AND is [ ... ] the destruction of all identities' (N, 44). 

48 Spinoza, Political Treatise Ill, 2, quoted in EP, 266; cf. Spinoza, Ethics IVP18S. 
49 EP, 232-3. When it comes to an affirmation of 'the immanence of being [ ... J, Spinoza stands 

alone. One finds it only in him. This is why I consider myself a Spinozist, rather than a Leibnizian, 
although I owe a lot to Leibniz' (Deleuze, letter to MartinJoughin, quoted in 'Translator's Preface', 

EP, 11). 
50 LB, 81, 137. 'All that Spinozism needed to do for the univocal to become an object of pure 

affirmation was to make substance turn around the modes - in other words, to realise univocity in the 
form of repetition in the elernal return' (DR, 304; cf. 40). 

51 TimClark arrives at a similar conclusion, when he notes that Deleuze's effort to 'pluralise 
Spinozism' results in the re configuration of 'something like Whiteheadian pure potentiality in a 'rad
ically decentred form' - a 'chaosmo10gy' sustained by 'a vision of multiple "little divinities" effecting 
random sYl1theses of differential elements within an immanent space of possibilities' (Clark, 'A 
Whiteheadian Chaosmos', 192). 

52 'Gueroult's General Method for Spinoza' (1969), DI, 152; DI, 303n.21. 
53 B, 29; cf. 92-3. 
54 FB, 42, 44. A similarly non-relational configuration governs inter-figural and inter-

essential relations themselves. Cf. FB, 65-6; PS, 90-'-1.. 
55 DI, 186-8. 'As a general rule, the real, the imaginary and their relations are always engendered secondarily by 

the functioning if the structure, which starts by having its primary riffect in itself (DI, 191). 

Conclusion 

Paul, Second Letter to the Corinthians, 5: 16-1 7. 'Adapt yourselves no longer to the pattern of this 
present world', Paul advises his followers in Rome, 'but let your minds be remade and your whole 
nature thus transformed', for 'you are on the spiritual level if only God's Spirit dwells within you' (Paul, 
Letter to the Romans, 12:2, 8:9). 

2 Miguel de Beistegui makes this similarity the basis for his compelling analysis of Heidegger and 
Deleuze as contributors to a common philosophical project attuned to the 'two-sidedness' of being, 
i.e. to the irreducible gap between presentable ontic qualities of being and the ontological 'event of 
presence itself, which is nothing like a thing, yet the eventing of which opens onto the presence of 
things themselves' (de Beistegui, Truth and Genesis, 17). So Heideggerian a reading, however, runs two 
significant risks. On the one hand, it risks conceiving the eventfulness of being as altogether other 
than (and thus transcendent of) presentable being, such that the infmite difference between them 
becomes the 'very measure of being', along with the basis for an ethics attuned to the vertigo of 
'placelessness' and the 'abyss' (338-9). On the other hand, . after DeLanda, it risks reducing Deleuze's 
concern with difference to merely 'natural processes of differentiation', i.e. to the spatio-temporal 
mechanics of material actualisation, of emergent properties, complex systems, etc. (337; cf. 258-76). 

3 Agamben,Means Without End, 7-9. 
4 Agamben, The Coming Community, 35; cf. Agamben, Idea if Prose, 82; The 9pen, 92. 
5 Agamben, Potentialities, 183-4. 
6 Such is the properly messianic imperative: 'another world and another time must make them

selves present in this world and time'. Unlike Deleuze, Agamben's concern is less with forms of 
becoming that remain external to history so much as with the properly historical effects of a tempo
rality that remains missing within history, that is present in history in the form of 'deferral and, 
procrastination' (Agamben, Potentialities, 168). 
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7 Foucault, 'Polemics, Politics and Problematisations', in The Foucault Reader, 388. I develop this 
distinction of Foucault from Deleuze in more detail in my 'The Limits of Individuation, or How to 
Distinguish Deleuze from Foucault' (2000). 

8 Foucault, History if Sexuality: An Introduction, 95. 'Nothing is fundamental [ ... J, there are only 
reciprocal relations' (Foucault, 'Space, Knowledge and Power,' Foucault Reader, 247). 

9 Foucault, 'On the Archaeology of the Sciences' [1968J, Essential Works, vol. 2, 332-3. 
10 Foucault, 'A Preface to Transgression', Essential Works, vol. 2, 80; Foucault, 'La folie, l'absence 

d'ceuvre' [1964J, Dits etecrits, vol. 1, 420. 
11 Foucault, 'The Thought of the Outside', Essential Works, vol. 2, i55. The outside 'has nothing 

to offer but the infinite void that opens beneath the feet of the person it attracts, the indifference that 
greets him as if he were not there' (155). 

12 Foucault 'The Thought of the Outside', 150, 166. 
13 Foucault, 'On the Ways of Writing History' [1967J, Essential Works, vol. 2, 291. 
14 Defending Deleuze against Badiou's accusation that his philosophy lacks a specifically political 

dimension, Nicholas Thoburn, for instance, argues that 'Deleuze's project is precisely concerned to 
develop a politics of invention that is adequate to capital', a 'politics of life' that might allow us to 
confront contemporary forms of exploitation; a Deleuzian micro-politics is not concerned with a true 
or just 'representation of a people' but with their 'creation' or deterritorialisation (Thoburn, Deleuze, 
l'vlarx and Politics, 5-6, 8; cf. Patton, Deleuze and the Political, 9; Hardt and Negri, Empire, 28). Rather 
like Thoburn, Jason Read embraces Deleuze's work as a contribution to the renewal of a Marxist 
politics. For Read, Deleuze helps revitalise a distinctively political conception of the classical Marxist 
notion of a mode of production, considered precisely as a mediating instance that links material and 
machinic conditions with forms of consciousness or subjective life (Read, Micro-Politics if Capital, 6, 
54--5). Along somewhat similar lines, whatJohn Protevi draws from his enthusiastic engagement with 
'Deleuzian historical-libidinal materialism' are principles designed to explain, at a maximum differ
ence from any idealist metaphysics, the 'material self-ordering' or emergent complexity of 
socio-political bodies (Protevi, Political Physics, 2-3). 

According to Protevi, Deleuze encourages us to undertake 'the empirical study of forceful 
bodies politic in their material production' (Political Plrysics, 2); according to Thoburn, Deleuze's work 
is marked by a 'continual and inventive engagement with the forces of the world' (Deleuze, Marx and 
Politics 6). But the whole question is precisely whether the political 'forces of the world' are best con
fronted in terms of evanescent creations, lines of flight, de territorialisation, minor identities, and 
continuous variation or flux, rather than in terms of decisive confrontations and principled prescrip
tions. In line with a tradition that includes Badiou, Sartre, Fanon and Lenin, I have sketched an initial 
defence of this more confrontational approach to politics in my 'Politics of Prescription' (2005) and 
'The Politics of the Front' (forthcoming). 

Of the various other affirmations of a Deleuzian politics, Jean-:Jacques Lecercle's nuanced 
appraisal of Deleuze and Guattari as 'para-Marxist' offers perhaps the most promising approach. 
Lecercle recognises the forms of 'displacement' that lead from Marx to Deleuze (e.g. from history to 
geography, from ideology to assemblage, from party to group, etc.), but is able to draw on Deleuzian 
pragmatics in order to develop an analysis of language-events on the model of Lenin's conception of 
slogans (see in particular Lecercle, 'Deleuze, Guattari and Marxism' [2005J, 41, 50). To my mind, 
however, even Lecercle exaggerates the materialist and 'embodied' orientation of Deleuze's concep
tion of both practice and language. 

15 DI, 279-80; RF, 13; cf. TP, 35lff. Adorno makes a similar p~int in a rather different context. 
If like Kant you try to separate the constituens (that is, a purely transcendental consciousness) from the 
'constitutum - that is, the world in its broadest sense' - then you simply render the constituens indeter
minate and abstract, if not unimaginable. The only alternatives are then either (a) to try to 
encompass both the constituting and the constituted in a single 'monstrous, gigantic, absolute' term 
(subject for Fichte, cosmos for Schelling), or else (b) to adopt some sort of dialectical approach, one 
that realises that 'there is in short neither a constituens nor a constitutum, but [thatJ instead these two 
elements mutually produce one another' (Adorno, Kant's Critique of Pure Reason, 147-8). Deleuze's, 
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whole effort, we might say, was to renew a putatively post-dialectical version of the monstrous 

approach. . . .. h . t fl 
16 TP, 90. 'A society, a social field does not contradict itself; .ins~ead, wh~tls,pnmary 1~ t at 1 1 ;~)' 

it flees to be 'n with, in every direction. What is primary are Its lines of ~ght (RF, 116, c£ ~, . .' 
17 See for~xample Eyal Weizman's suggestive analysis of ~ecent I~r~eh Defe~ce, Force. tacuc~ m hIS 

'Walking Through Walls: Soldiers as Architects in the Israeli-Palestmlan. ConflIct, Radz~al Phzlosophy 

136 (M rch 2006) 8-22' cf. Weizman The Politics of Verticality, forthcommg fromyerso m 2006. 
a " '... fi h G d' ower SlID ply expresses the 18 WP 2l3tm The paradigm here IS agam Spmoza, or w om 0 s p 

infinite p:rfection' of his essence: 'God acts and produces only through his essence, and not. th~oug~ an 

d di will, (DI 153) Badiou concludes his review of Deleuze's book on Lelbmz Wlth a 
un erstan ng or a ,. fi " gth d 
similar oint: whereas Leibniz affIrms a concept of mind affirm~~ as presence, orce or. stren ,an 

U
? '(LB 119) Badiou insists any viable notion of milItant and transformauve truth must 

not ac on , , , 69) 
conceive it as 'action and not presence' (Badiou, 'Deleuze: The Fold , . 
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